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Introduction
 

This catalog provides abstracts of the evaluaion for making Agencywide programming and policy CDIE has published more than 200 evaluation 
studies published by the Center for Development decisions. The studies also inform the U.S. Con- studies over the last decade. These documents 
Information and Evaluation (CDIE) and its pre- gress, Office of Management and Budget, and provide considerable knowledge and lessons 
decessor offices during the last decade. The pur- various special interest and constituency groups learned about the Agency's experience in nu
poses of the catalog are to make the evaluation of the performance and impacts of A.ID.pro- merous programs. For example, repons cover 
studies more accessible to abroader audience and grams. Since the evaluations contribute toabetter programs in agriculture, rural development,
to increase the development community's aware- understanding ofthe development process and the natural resource management, policy reform, 
ness of A.D. development efforts, experiences, role of donors, they have been of interest to the infrastructure, private sector development, so
and findings. broader development community as well, includ- cial services, human resource development,

Sincetheealy 1980s, CDIE, thecentralevalu- ingotherbilateralandmultatmaldonors, inter- foodaid, and disaster relief. Some studies focus 
ation office of AID., has been performing ase- national and regional development organizations, on "cross-cutting" policy themes, such as im
ries of cross-country, comparative evaluztions of private voluntary oiganizations, nongovemmen- pacts of AID. programs on achieving women
the results and experiences ofAJD. interventions tal organizations, developing country govern- in-development objectives or ways of improv
whinr ioritypogramareas. Unlikemost of the ments, and academic institutions. ing program management effectiveness and 
evaluations under&en by AI.D. Missions, The methodologies used in these studies have sustainability. Stiff publicationsother CDIE 
whichfocusdiectlyonimprovingprcjetimp. .-'i,depending on such factors as time, re- provide guidance on evaluation methods and 
mentation, these centrally sponsored studies have sources, and level of interest in the topic. Some procedures, including guidelines on various ap
broader objectives of analyzing, comparing, and studies have relied on a series of field-based as- proaches to data collection and performance
synthesizing findings from a series of interven- sessments in a number of countries, using acom- measuremc-L 
tions on their longer term developmental impacts mon scope of work to assess and compare similar Ordering information for the publications ap
andthefactorsinfluencingtheirperformance.By typesofprojects, whereas otherstudies havere- pears on page 111. In addition, the full text of 
focusing above the individual project level, these lied on "desk studies" involving the review and CDIE evaluations publications wfllbe available 
evaluation studies provide synthesized and corn- synthesis of existing evaluation reports orevious- on CD-ROM as well as on microfiche and hard 
parative information to senior ALD. managers ly performed by Missions. copy. 
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Sample Citation
 

Title 
Agricultural policy analysis and 
planning: asummary of two 
recent analyses of A.I.D.
supported projects worldwide 

Document identification PN-AAX-205 
number 

Tilney, John S., Jr.; Riordan, James T. 
Abt Associates, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for International Development.

Bureau for Science and Technology. Office of 
Agriculture (Sponsor) 

Citation U.S. Agency for International Development.
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation 

Aug 1988, viii, 15p. +appendix" staistical tables, 
Eng. 

CDIE publication series - AI.D. evaluation special study, no. 55 
A.I.D. nroject number - 9364084 

Over the past 20 years, A.I.D. has funded a 
broad range of agricultural policy analysis 
and planning projects worldwide. This pa
per synthesizes the findings of two recent 
reviews of such projects--a final report on 
agricultural planning projects in Latin 

Abstract American and the Caribbean, and an interim 
report on similar efforts in Africa, Asia, and 
the Near East. The two studies used the 
same methodology and thus permit a com
parative analysis of the effectiveness and 
impacts of projects in different areas. 

The study's major conclusion isthat, while 
the projects sponsored by A.I.D. during the 
1970s and early 1980s achieved their pri
mary purpose of improving the analytical 
capacity of staff in host government... 
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1.0 Agriculture
 

i fie target groups and had clear mechanisms for of the level and content of AID. assistance to 
eaching them; introduced qtick-yielding food the region and itssix counties (Nigeria, Ke

1.1 GENERAL production techniques adapted to poor fanners or nya, Tanzania, Senegal, Cameroon, andcomprehensive packages of integrated services; Malawi). 
emphasized large-scale production of low-cost 3. The present study's analytical framework is 
foods; and fostered on-farm employment. Less described, with an emphasis on its view of

Program review of the successful WAD projects have emphasized large- development as a generalized process of the 
International Fund for scale infastructure investments which only indi- balanced accumulation of "capital"-a term 

rectly benefit the rural poor. IFAD needs to in- defined broadly to include human and otherAgricultural Development (AD) crease its emphasis on and range of institutions forms of productive resources. 
chosen forco-financing projecs; improve project 4. The ways in which the effectiveness of U.S. 

PN-AAL-045 	 monitoring and evaluation; try to reach more assistance is conditioned by AID.'s deci
women; increase emphasis on priority U.S. de- sionmaking processes and programming pro-

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development velopment assistance pclicies, especally on long- cedures are examined. It is argued that theBumau for Program and Policy Coordination. term institutionalization of project management; pattern of the Agency's evolution has createdCenterfor Development Infomation and and focus aid in fewer countries. Three appendi- a career system that militates against good 
ces give details on IFAD projects. programming, design, and implementation.Feb 1985, x, 35p. +3appendices: statsbcal 	 5.The evidence from the country studies regardtables, Eng.

At.0. evaluatonspecial study no.21 em ent of A.I.D. activities 	 ing the impact of major agricultural activities 
supported by AID. is summarized, as isto promote agricultural and rural A.D.'s support for rural infrastructure 

This AID. program evaluation concludes that development in Sub-Saharan projects and for rural health and population 
the International Fund for Agricultural Develop- Africa activities. 
ment (IFAD) is making a significant contribution Overall conclusions are that the impact of AID. 
to improving the economic condition of the rural assistance in sub-Saharan Africa has b(e se
poor in developing countries. IFAD's perfor- PN-AAX-204 verely limited by: disinctive conditions in the re
mance has been shaped by its unique, sole focus gion (the physical extensiveness and harshness of 
on increasing food prodrction and income of Johnston, Bivce F.; Hoben, Allan; et al. the countries, the absence of infrastructure, the 
small farmers and the rural landless; its reliance U.S. Agency for Intematonal Development rise of central planning after independencx); At
on otherdevelopment organizations to implement Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. rica's low priority in A.ID.'s scheme of things;Center for Development Information andprojects; its requirement to maximize co-financ- Evaluation the absence of aclear political constituency for 
ingwith otherdonors; its relatively small staff and long-term foreign assistance, which has left 
funding level; the broad range of countries IFAD Apr 1987, xiii, 173p. +attachments, Eng. A.LD.vulnerable to faddish policy shifts and 
helps; and is accountability despite limited direct A.I.D. evaluaton special study, no.54 pressures from special interest groups; and the 
project control Over the past 7 years, IFAD has lack of an Agency-level consensus on the critical 
helped implement 160 integrated rural develop- A.ID.'s assistance to sub-Saharan Mrica for elements of agricultural development strategy, 
ment,irrigation, credit, and agricultural produc- agricultural and rural development is assessed together with persistent overoptimism concerning
tion projects in 84 countries. Despite the newness under five major headings. technology transfer. These conclusions are speci
ofmostprojects, increased yields and incomes are I. A summary of the evolution of A.I.D.policy fled in terms of AID. programs in selected sub
alreadyapparentandIFADisemergingasalead- and strategy from the early 1960s to the sectors, thepotenti,.ladvantagesofAID.'sem
er in designing credit projects, promoting donor presewt stresses the influence ofevolving U.S. phasis on country Missions, and A.ID.'s pro
involvement in higher risk projects, and intro- policy interests in the area. gramming system; related recommendations are 
ducing improved technologies. IFAD's most 2. An analysis--both by general sector and, made. Includes 14 tables, 16 figures, and a 13
successful projects have: focused on well-sped- within agriculture, by subsector--is presented page bibliography (1950-87). 
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Agricultural policy analysis and 
planning: asummary of two 
recent analyses of A.ID.-
supported projects worldwide 

PN-AAX-205 

T1ney, John S., Jr.; Riordan, James T. 
AbtAssociates, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for InternationalDevelopment. 

Bureau for Science and Technology. Office of 
Agiculture (Sponsor) 

U.S. Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Center for Development Information and
 
Evaluation (Sponsor) 


Aug 1988, viii, 15p. +appendix: statistical tables, 
Eng. 

A.LD. evaluation special study, no. 55 
9364084 

Over the past 20 years, A.I.D. has funded a 
broad range of agricultural policy analysis and 
planning projects worldwide. This paper synthe-
sizes the findings of two recent reviews of such 
projects-a final report on agricultural planning 
projcts in Latin American and the Caribbean, 
and an interim report on similar efforts in Africa, 
Asia, and the Near East. The two studies used the 
same methodology and thus permit a comparative 
analysis of the effectiveness and impacts of 
projects in different areas. The study's major 
conclusion is that, while the projects sponsored by 
AID. during the 1970s and early 1980s success- 
fully achieved theirprimary purpose of improv-
ing the analytical capacity of staff in host govern-
ment institutions, they were less srccessful in in-
fluencing policy and programmatic change. Pol-
cy issues were often given insufficient emphasis 
in project design and were crnsequcntly down-
played during project implementation. 

In order to contribute morc directly to policy 
reform and programmatic change, A.LD.'s ap-
proach to and design of policy analysis and 
planning projects need to be modified. 
1. Better diagnosis is needed of the key prob-

lems and policy constraints facing the agri-
cultural sectors in developing countries. 

2. Far greater attention should be given to the 
needs of hr'st country decisionmakers, with-
out whose support and active participation 
there is little reason to initiate a project. 

3. 	 .Thestrategy for targeting agricultural policy 
analysis and planning assistance to host gov-
emments needs to be reexamined. Assistance 

should be targeted to the government units 
that decisionmakers rely on for policy analy-
sis, whether these units are located inside or 

outside the Ministry of Agricultume 

More specific recommendations for designing
future projects .grepresented in the last section of 
this report. It is encouraging to note that some of 
these recommendations, which are based on the 
experience of A.I.D. pimjects implemented in the 
1970s and early 1980s, have been incorporated 
into projects designed in the miL-1980s and are 
cumnfly being implemented i countes such 
as Ecuador, Niger, and the Philippines. Includes
15 lessons learned and a list of the projects ex-

amned. 
[Author abstract, modiied] 

Agricultural poicy analysis: a 
manual for A.I.D. agricultural
and rural development officers 

PN-AAX-21 5 

Abt Associates, Inc. 
Robert R.Nathan Associates, Inc. 
Abel, Ddft &Earley, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Proqram and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluation (Sponsor) 

Feb 1989, ix,43p. + 9 appendices, Eng. 
AID., evaluation specialstudy, no. 61 

Effective agricultural programming requires 
A.ID. Missions to seek reforms of policies that 
affect the agricultural sector but lie beyond the 
reach of agricultural ministries. This manual pre-
sents a methodology to help A.I.D. personnel 
identify, rank, and diagnose key policy problems 
at the macroeconomic, agricultural sector, and 
agricultural subsector levels and to assess their 
impact on sele.ted criteria, such as government 
objectives, economic performance indicators, 
social indicators, or some combination of these 
factors. One of the methodology's main strengths 
is its capacity to highlight areas of divergence and 
agreement between AiD. and the host govern-
ment with respect to both the issues and their im-
pact. A checklist is presented to help in identify-
ing and mapping institutional participants in the 
policy process in order to identify appropriate 
points of intervention. Adiscussion of strategies 
to influence agricultural policy focuses on three 
issues: selecting the project or program mode of 
assistance; policy analysis itself; and monitoring 

of policy changesthat affecthe sector. Te final 
sections use lessons learned from recent A.ID. 
and other donor experiences to present guidelines 

for designing, implementing, and evaluating (1) 
projects to build analytic capacity, and (2) pro
gram assistance for policy reform. Appendices 
provide a draft scope of work for policy analysis, 
country case studies, a list of inrstiutions with ex
pertise in policy analysis, a glossary of economic 
terms, and a 5-page annotated bibliography. 

Small-famer attitudes and 

aspirationS 

PN-AAX-21 7 

Kusterer, Ken 

U.S. Agency for lntemationaiDel'elopment 
Bureau for Program and Poliry Coordination. 
Center for Development In;ormation andEvaluation 

Jun 1989, 26p. +2 appendices, Eng. 
A.I.D. program evaluation discussion paper, no. 

26 

Related bibliography: PN-ABE-979 

Conventional wisdom considers small farmers 
to be tied to theirland, resistant to change, and in
fluenced as much by tradition as by reason. In the 
countering view of tle plesent study,a refletive.xt g ewf epee ¢dya fecle 

summary of unpublished studies (mostly Ph.D. 
dissertations) of small farmers' attitudes toward 
economic development, small farmers appearea
ger to improve their status by entering the market 
economy-they are the microentrepreneurs of 
rural areas. The small-farm household, which 
emerged as the proper unit of analysis, was found 
to be a complex and diversified economic enter
prise, subsistence farming being only one of 
many productive activities. In making economic 
decisions, small farmers appear to be driven by 
goals which are hierarchically structured. The 
basic level is the establishment of their household 
base through subsistence production, while the 
highest is the securement of an independent in
come for all adult household members. Although 
tradition is important, small farmers take risks 
appropriate to their situation, protecting their cur
rent position in order to advance to the nexi level. 
Thus, from the perspective of the small farm 
householder, economic development ultimately 
means transcending small-farmer status, eitherby 
becoming a large farmer or, more often, by be
coming a part-time farmer whose primary eco
nomic activity is elsewhere. The final section of 
the report makes recommendations for consider-
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1.0 Agriculture 

ing these aspirations in the design of economic most to its success; equity cannot be expected todevelopment projects aimd at s l fam . 1.2 AG RICULTURAL arise from technological improvements; and the 
long-term continuity of foreign experts, which 

Small farmer perspective on RESEARCH & ensured the breeding progam's success, did na
developiment village survey in EXTENSION allow intitutionalization oftheresearcapabil

ity. An 118-item bibliography (1963-79) is
northeast Thailand-synthesis appended. 

report Kitale maize: the limits of 
success Central America: small-farmer 

PN-AAX-224 cropping systems 
PN-AAH-723 

Solem, Richard Ray PN-AAH-977 
U.S. Agency for International Development. Johnson, Chades W.; Byergo, Keith m.; et al.

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. U.S. Agency for Intemational Development. Hobgood, Harlan H.; Bazan, Rufo; et al.
Center for Development Informaton and Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. U.S. Agency for Intematienal Development.

Evaluation Office r' :valuation Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Oct 1989, ix, 24p., Eng. DEC 1979, 62p., Eng. Office of Evaluation
 
AI.D. evaluation special study, no. 64 AID. project impact evaluation report, no. 2 1980, 11 1p., Eng.

Related document PN-ABC-399 
 AI.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 14 

Ninety percent of Kenya's people depend on 5960064
 
Northeast Thailand, one of the poorest regions 
 maize as their staple food. This report examines
 

in Thailand, has long been a target of donor as-
 the impact of AJ.D.'s support to maize breeding Rural development strategies have increasingly

sistance. This report summarizes the opinions of projects in Kenya, which aimed to make regular 
 focused on extending modem production tech
villagers in the Weeping Plains area of Northeast improvements inhybrid maize through develop- nology to improve the low yields of small farmers
 
Thailand on the effects ofdonors efforts over the ment of a breeding methodology and to create an who produce most of the world's food crops. This
 
past 20 years. Both group interviews and in- institutional capacity in East Africa for maize re- report evaluates a research project to increase
 
depth individual interviews were conducted, fo- search. The evaluation is particularly concerned small-farmer production in Central America by

cusing on the major categories of A.I.D. assis- with the spread of improved hybrid technology developing improved cropping practices. The
 
tance: fertilizer, seed, and agricultural credit. A and its impact on economic growth, equity, and Small Farmer Cropping Systems Project (SFCS)

contextual background study was conducted as government policy. Most of the breeding program supported research by the Tropical Agriculture

well. Major findings included the following, for high potential areas was a success-yields Research and Training Center (CATIE) in Costa
 
1. Physical infrastructure improvements were by improved by 25% under research station condi- Rica on the traditional multicropping systems

far the most highly valued changes affecting tions and, by 1972, the new maize seed had in- used by over 4 million small farmers inCosta 
the villagers' lives. This finding is especially creased yields by one million tons. The private Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador, and 
noteworthy in light of A.I.D.'s withdrawal secorwas crucial in the rapid diffusion of hybrid Guatemala. Although progress was slow in El 
from such activities over the past two de- maize specifically adapted to the different ie- SalvadorandGuatemala, theproject succeeded in 
cades. gional climates. The new seed was of greatest implementing on-farm research and developing

2. Government policy regarding rice prices has value to those farmers with sufficient land, labor, area-specific recommendations. The major short
affected all agricultural activities, tending to and capital to fully utilize the innovation, but it coming of the 5-year project was that it concen
inhibit adoption of high-yielding varieties also allowed numerous smallholders to improve trated on the research process itself rather than on 
despite efforts by A.I.D. and other donors to their food security. The projects' successes, how- verifying and disseminating results. Farmer im
promote them. ever, were limited by their concurrent failures, pact was thus limited to the 75 small farmers on 

3. Exogenous economic influences, such as the The majority of the poor did not participate in whose farms research was conducted. Farmers in 
boom in cassava production, and migration to achieving the high yields made possible by the Nicaragua and Guatemala were active partici
temporary employment elsewhere have been improved technology. Research to improve maize pants, whereas those in Costa Rica and Honduras 
the source of most of the conspicuous wealth protein quality and to develop varieties in low remained largely ignorant of the project and dis
(e.g., automobiles and televisions) among rainfall areas was not successful neither were ef- interested in adopting alternative systems. Test 
villagers, forts to create a regional maize research capacity. farm yields increased in every country but Guate

4. A-LD.'s and other donors' agricultural service The Government of Kenya failed to adjust pricing mala. CATIE's staff, training, and support capa
projects are generally well regarded, with and marketing systems to problems of abundance bilities were greatly improved and most national 
credit programs receiving the highest marks. and did not insure availability of critical inputs, agricultural institutions involved were positively

5. Thai farmers are not passive recipients of de- e.g., fertilizer and credit. Even more importantly, affected. The team concluded that SFCS is a rep
velopment assistance. Far from having to the planned development of an indigenous, ongo- licable model capable of significantly improving
break down resistance to change, donors need ing maize research capacity, including training the lo: of the small farmer.Recommendations for 
to make their interventions competitive in the aspects, did not occur. It was learned that the sim- future projects are: (1) disseminate research re
marketplace of available options. plicity and viability ofthe hybrid seed contributed sults; (2) stress an interdisciplinary approach; (3) 
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seek the active participation of fanners; (4) im-
prove SFCS methodology by upgrading farm se-
lection criteria, clarifying the relationship be-
tween on-farm and central ,tation experiments, 
and increasing attention to the non-agrtnomic 
aspects of small farm systems; (5)promote i.axi-
mum interagency collaboration; and (6) shorten 
the time lag between research, verification, and 
dissemination. Appendices on evaluation meth-
odology, project impact on CATIE, and CATIE's 
production data are included, as are reports on 
Nicaragua, Guatemala, Honduras, and Costa 
Rica. 

Guatemala: development of te 
Institute of Agricultural Science 
and Technology (ICTA) and its 
impact on agricultural rsearch 
and farm productivity 

PN-AAJ-1 78 
McDermott, James K; Bathrick, David . 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and FolicyCoordination. 

Office ofEvaluation 


Feb 1982, xiii, 14p. +5 appendices, Eng. 
A.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 30 
5200232 

In 1975 AID. initiated aproject to increase the 
production and nutritive quality of basic crops in 
Guatemala and to develop the capability of the 
InstituteforAgricultural Scimce and Technology 
(ICTA) to generate and promote the use of im-
proved small farm technology. This report de-
scribes theproject'ssetting and activities, outlines 
its lessons.Underthe
impact,and summarizes its 


ICTAsystem, new farm-tested seed varieties and 
cultural practices acceptable to small farmers 
were developed for maize, beans, and sorghum 
and led to increased yields and development of a 
thriving private seed industmy. In addition, ICTA 

staff increased both quantitatively and qualita. 
tively (although rigid government salary sched-
uleshaveledtoahighattitionrateamongthe 10 
Guatemalans who received advanced degrees, 
threatening ICTA's future progress); benefited 
from expatriate help in its research work and or-
ganizational growth; and received dramatic in-
creases in financial support from the govemment. 
ICTAhas cometorepresent anew and innovative 
model for agricultural research and is now work-
ing to share its approach with DIGESA, the Min-
istry of Agriculture's extension service. Project 

4 

experience taught: the benefit of an unconven-
tional approach to generating acceptable small 
farmer technologies; the importance of sustained 
USAID/G involvement and of investing simulta-
neously in human, institutional, and technological 
rescurces; A.D.'s potential for developing agri-
cultural institutions, its comparative advantage in 
institution-building projects, and the need in such 
projects to provide foran institution's support af-
terthe project ceases; the productivity of ICTA's 
linkages to intematioaal and U.S. agricultural re-
search centers; the imporance cf coordinating 

on other important crops. Thus, while project 
yield increases may be achieved by their 1984 
target date, overall national targets will not be 
met. Ia fact, despite yield increases in some 
crop3, hectarage in others have been falling
due to a rigid comriand structure which pre
vented the GOK's well-organized extension ser
vice from taking precautions, especially regard
ing new races of blast fungal disease and cold
sensitive varieties, the factors causing, respec
tively, the 1979 and 1980 crop failures. In sum, 
the project, while appropriate at the time, was 

technology and sociology in small farmer re- not innovative; the future of AR in Korea will 
search projects; and the need for special financial 

incentives to retain IC"A's advanced degree sci-
entists, special feedback information systems to 
test technology results, and flexibility in project 

implementation. Appendices treat the evaluation 

methodology, ICTA's approach to technology 
development and farmeracceptance of it, the role 
of improved seed, and ICTA's institutional de-
velopment. 

Korean agricultural rearch: 

the Integration of research and
extension 


PN-AAJ-606 

Steinberg, David L; Jackson, Robert L; etal.U.S.Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
Office of Evaluation 

Jan 1982, ix, 23p. +5 appendices, Eng. 
A.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 27 
4890705
 

In the context of a Government of Korea 
(GOK)strtegy to improve rural life, AID. 
funded a 1974-80 project to strengthcn the 

GOK's agricultural research (AR) service. The 
impact of that project is here reported. Results in 
the three project areas were mixed. Training was 
universally regarded as the most successful 

component, with the provision of equipment 
(especially a computer and library materials) of 
notable, but decidedly secondary importance. 
Short-term foreign help was of greater impor-
tance than resident help, which was of marginal 
utility. The project paper was simplistic and 
somewhat misleading, underestimating current 
experimental yields and calling for break-
throughs that had already occurred, e.g., devel-
opment of high-yield varieties (HYV) that 
helped make Korea self-sufficient in rice by 
1975. Concentration on rice led to a deemphasis 

depend on the GOK's resources and political 

will. Cther lessons learned are that: overstress on 
achieving targets and too strong a command 
structure can lead to undue focus on short-term 

results; an AR program must be continuous and 

integrate AR, extension, training, agricultural 
education, and farmer incentives; P.L.480 can 
retard AR by deferring improved prices; HYV 
adoption can have both positive and negative 
economic effects; technical help should be re
viewed prior to a project; ongoing contracts with 
international AR centers are essential; and the 
causes of the agricultural successes in Sino-cen
tric societies should be studied. Appendices in
dude six individual ports vm 42-item bibi

ography (1958-SI). 

AID experience in agricultural 
research: a review of project
evaluations 

PN-AAJ-613 

Crawford, Paul R.; Barclay, A.H., Jr. 
U.S. Agency for Intemationa/ Development. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
of Evaluation (Sponsor)
Office 


DevelopmentAlternaives, Inc.
 
May 1982, xiv, 260p., Eng.
 
AID. program evaluation discussion paper,
 

no. 13 

To provide background information for future 
A.LD. agricultural research (AR) policy, this 
paper summarizes A.I.D.'s past and present AR 
activity and identifies major issues affecting AR 
projects. First, major trends in AR over the past 
10-15 years are reviewed: the development of 
new technologies adapted to both adverse and 
optimal conditions; and greater emphasis on on
farm research, commuAieation between re
searchers and farmers, support for national AR 
systems in developing countries, and longer time 
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frame requirements. A review of A.D.'s AR Examination of the impact of a 17-year food Ag iuhr research in 
experience reveals a changing pattern. In the grain technology project in Nepal (1957-74), A 
1950s, the belief that adequate technologies al- presented in this report, provides both a sense of northeastern Thailand 
ready existed made AR a low A.LD. priority, solid accomplishment and abasis for some dis
while congressional restrictions and limited in- quieting fears. Project accomplishments include PN-AAJ-615 
house expertise inhibited AR activity in the development of a functional and decentralized 
1960s. The 1970s New Directions strategies research system with five stations in the Tarai Calavan, Michael M.; DeBoer, James; eta. 
emphasized other development initiatives. From flatlands, training to B.S., M.S., arid PILD. levels U.S. Agency for International Development 
1978 to 1981, however, a new awareness of the of almost 600 Nepali agricultural scientists, a Bureau forAsia. Thailand 
lack of appropriate technology needed for food sharp increase in farmers' awareness of the need U.S. Agency for Intemational Development.
 
production increases and the success of the 
 for agricultural development, and the beginnings Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.prodctio inreassan th Office of Evaluationgreen revolution led A.I.D. to increase funding of a partnership between research and extension. 
for AR by almost 70% to $143 million, with Technology packages including improved May 1982, vi, 26p. +8appendices, Eng. 
most of the fL'.nds going for mission projects. wheat, rice, and maize varieties were extended A.I.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 34 
Next, 131 evaluations of 48 A.ID.AR projects to Tarai farmers and farmer awareness of the 493018002 
are mviewed. Standard evaluations were found new technology was found to be virtually uni
to focus on inputs and outputs; to provide neither versal. However, channels of communication In 1966, A.I.D.initiated a project to establish a 
an adequate picture of project performance nor between researchers and farmers-whose prob- major multidisciplinary agricultural research 
the data needed to compare projects; and to not lems and priorities differ--are les open than center at Tha Phra in Northeastern Thailand.
 
fully treat problems entailed in doing AR in de- they might be. Researchers urge adoption of de- This rport summarizes the project's setting and
 
veloping countries, the need for more off-station monstrably high-yield varieties, while farmers, activities, describes its impacts, and presents

AR and dissemination of findings. Only the four who have adopted the new technology only se- lessons learned. Project experience was mixed.
 
Impact Evaluations included in the sample mea- lectively, worry about the risks involved and 
 An excellent physical facility was built, 118
 
sured project effect on beneficiaries. The docu- point out other needs, especially for reliable wa- scientists received U.S. training, and 
 a 
ments did, however, reveal several recurring is- ter and fertilizer supplies. Further, the green substantial research program (although not 
sues in AR projects. For the 39 regional and revolution in Nepal has not yet led to long-term sufficiently linked to farmers' needs) was 
mission projects reviewed, these focused on food security and economic independence as developed at th. Center. However, since the 
problems in conducting AR and involving farm- expected, but rather has contributed to economic project ended in 1975, research programs have 
ers in it, AR quali:y and priorities, construction and environmental destabilization. Indeed, the been reduced and many Center employees have 
delays and the time allotted to AR, and inade- potential for serious ecological deterioration as- been absorbed into other units of Thailand's 
quacies in inputs and AJI.D. supervision. Issues sociated with increasingly intensified cropping is Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives.
in the nine centrally funded projects reviewed enormous; stabilizing the process will require Present research is routine, laboratory- or
 
concerned linkages with host country institu-
 major changes in the coming decades. Finally, station-focused. Bureaucratic conflict has 
tions, performance of long-term staff, project the productivity of researchers, extensionists, created an atmosphere in which research done at 
scope and funding, and AR quality. The study farmers, and agricultural input agencies is far the Center is often rejected out of han". by
indicated the need for more than the standard from optimal. The project has taught: the need to central .Ministry units. On the other ',and, a 
evaluations of A.ID. AR projects. Fourteen ap- understand farmers' needs, resources, and con- variety of creative outreach program,, deserving
pendices include a 246-item bibliography straints in order to establish sound research pri- of modest AI.D.support, have be. undertaken 
(1963-81) of documents examined for this re- orities; the importance of off-station reb, arch, by the Center since the proi,.c ended. These 
port. long-term research programs, and long-term en- include television and radio programs, a mobile 

vironmental considerations; the inappropriate- extension unit, and an agricultural informationFood grain teclinology: ness of monopolies in the distribution of agri- network. USAID/T officials were in a position to 
cultural inputs when farmer demand is strong; recognize the Center's bureaucratic imTxtenceagricultural research inNepal and the decisive importance of close communi- well before the project ended, but fajied to take 
cation among researchers, extensionists, and action to either strengthen the Center's 

PN-AAJ-614 farmers. Tarai-related discussions of farming bureaucratic position, support only promising 
systems, population pressure and agricultural (e.g., training) components, or withdraw support

Simmons, Emmy B.; Beausoleil, Joseph W.; et change, and agricultural research and risk are completely. Project experience shows that
al. appended. institutional development projects must fit the 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development existing bureaucratic structure and be flexible
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Offic e o fE v aluatione enough to allow for major readjustents; thatn u h t alo fo m j o red st n s ;t t
advisors and funds provided under technicalMay 1982, xiii,22p. +6 appendices, Eng. assistance cntracts may shield a project from 

A1.D. project impact evaluaion report, no. 33 direct bureaucratic opposition only as long as 
3670054 they are preser.!: and that AID. procedures and 
Availability note: Document contains oversize incentive structures do not promote 

pages available only inmicrofiche investigation, analysis, and actioa to solve 
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implementation problems. The following 
remedial measures are recommended: adetailed, 
retrospective review of A.I.D. professional 
development work every 5years; project review 
for mid-course correction every 2 years; and 
division of large complex projects into modules 
to provide more flexible options. 

West Africa rice research and 

development 

PN-AAL-O 12 

Lewis, John van Dusen; Bowers, Sidney F.; eta. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Office of Evaluation 


May 1983, xiv,26p. +6 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 44 
6980382; 6980429 

The West African Rice Development Associa-
tion (WARDA) was created in 1970 to increase 
rice produ(.tion in its 15 member countries via 
research and training activities. This study eval-
uates the impact of a 1975-80 A.LD. project 
aimed at helping WARDA define and attain 
these goals. Of the project's two :earch pro-
grams, only the mangrove rice program at 
Rokupr, Sierra Leone, produced important and 
still circulating iesults. This was due to its long-
er history as a research station, its financial and 
administrative independence, better communi-
cations with local farmers, and strong scientific 
leadership. The deepwaterfloating rice project at 
Mopti, Mali, on the other hand, proved an un-
disciplined effort without significant result. 
Overall, and due in part to the separation of 
technological and economic policy solutions in 
its charter, WARDA's impact on regional rice 
production has been very limited and imports are 
higher than ever. WARDA's current AID-sup-
ported collaboration in upland rice research-
neglected so far, although it has the greatest po-
,ential-may help reverse this sitation. WAR-
DA also established a training center next to 
Liberia's Agricultural University at Fendell for 
students from member countries; graduates of 
the rice production course in particular have 
been an stimulus to rice growing competence in 
the region. U.S. training provided to key WAR-
DA researchers has been without impact, since 
no trainees have yet returned, but a rice eco-
nomics stuiy undertaken with Stanford Univer-
sity's Food Research Institute has given impor-
trnt new scope to WARDA's interdisciplinary 

research. The project taught that donors should 
share common priorities with research organiza-
tions and that regional research organizations 
should be freed of excessive administrative bur-
dens and helped in defining collective strategies 
and in improving--not substituting for-inade-
quate national scientific systems. Overall, 
WARDA's sensitivity to the political and ad-
ministrative environments inits member coun-
tries makes it effective in exercising quality 
control and providing advisory backip services 
to research undertaken in its member countries, 
Several specific recommendations for WARDA 
action are included. 

Stlrengthenin th au ulUresearch capacity of the less 
developed countries: lessons 
f Al e 
ndination 

PN-AAL-020 

Murphy, Josette 
U.S.Agency for Intemational Development 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Office of Evaluaton 


Sep 1983, v,49p. +4appendices, Eng.
 
A.D. program evaluation report,no. 10 

Lessons learned from AI.D.'s efforts to 
strengthen developing country agricultural re-
search capacities are assessed. The assessment is 

based on the findings of impact evaluations of 
AID-funded research projects in Kenya, Central 
America, Korea, Guatemala, Nepal, Thailand, 
Tunisia, and West Africa; a review of other 
projectevaluations anda6/82ADD-hostedinter-
nationalconference (proceedings appended). Key 
findings and recommendations for future A.I.D. 
efforts fall into four categories. First, agenuine, 
long-termcommitmenttoagricultural research by 
the host government determines research sustain- 
ability and indirectly the use ofresearch findings. 
Such support will be more likely if there is con-
tinuous dialogue among politicians, administra-
tors, and researchers, and if the government re-
ceives a clear demonstration of the potential ben-
efits of the research and agrees with the research 
institution on the latter's mandate and authority. 
Second, since host government policies and in-
frastructure partially determine farmer adoption 
ofnewtednologiesandtheavailabilityofneeded 
support services, research programs should be 
selected within a broad rural development policy 
and planning framework. Also, technological 

changes can sharpeninequity among rurahouse
holds if technology adoption depends upon a re
source distributed unequally. Third, research 
programs can only help increase food production 
if their designers are aware of existing farming 
systems and local agro-ecological and economic 
conditions and the resources available to farmers. 
This will demand linkages among researchers, 
extensionists, farmers, concerned government 
entities, and agricultural training institutions. 
Fourth, the sustainability of research demands 
efforts to retain skilled personnel. To this end, 
A.ID. training should complement technical as
sistance and be adapted to a country's real needs 
and capabilities, and remming trainees should be 
given adequate incentives. National research in
stitutions should maintain an active network of 
information exchange with other national and in
ternational institutions. Most of the above issues, 
it isconcluded, share a common solution--coor

and information flow among all con
cemed. 

Tunisia: the wheat development 
program 

PN-AAL-022 

Johnson, William Frederick; Ferguson, Carl E.; 
Fikiy, Mona 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Board for Intemational Food andAgricultural 
Development 

Oct 1983, xik33p. +8 appendices, Eng. 
A.I.D.project impact evaluation report, no. 48 

The real question, when evaluating an agricul. 
turlresearchproject, iswhetherornotaninstitu
tional capability to carry on sustained research 
and extension has been developed. By this crite
ion, Project Wheat, implemented in Tunisia dur

ing the period 1965-77, was a success. The 
project was designed to introduce and adapt to 
Tunisian conditions semi-dwarf high-yield wheat 
varieties developed by the International Maize 
and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT) in 
Mexico, and to train Tunisians in agricultural re
search and extension. Many project impacts are 
only now being realized. Tumisian research capa
biliies-developed through M.S. and especially 
Ph.D. training of 19 agricultural researchers (13 
are still involved in cereals programs in Tunisia) 
as well as practical training for 55 others--are 
now being demonstrated in improved research, 
extension, and educational programs, conducted 
without external assistance; and in increased 
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farmer acceptance of new varieties and technolo- Major sections of the report overview FSR/E, personnel, and government funding to meet re
gies. During the project, five bread wheat and five summarize project experiences, provide lessons current costs. In sum, while the FSR/E concept
dururn wheat varieties were developed; Tunisian learned, and discuss the approach's future in often has not been well understood by project
researchers have since developed two improved AID. projects. FSRiE's performance has been implementers or A.LD. management, agricul
varieties of each type. An extension and farm affected by several key constraints, including a tural projects that seek to strengthen technology
demronstration program begun during the project lack of the following: (1) a problem solving ap- development and transfer can benefit by using
is now staffed with trained Tunisians and still proach; (2) effective collaboration across disci- the FSRIE concept more effectively. The lessons 
successful. During 197141, Tunisian cereal plines; (3) links of research with extension; (4) learned from this Center for Development In
(wheat and barley) production increased by consensus amethodology; (5) stakeholder un- formation and Evaluation review can serve to 
5,302,000 MT over the previous 11 years (saving derstandin • of FSR/E; (6) agricultural policy improve design, implementation, and evaluation 
nearly $126 million in foreign exchange costs), and strategy defining FSRIE's role in research of agricultural projects having a technology de
and annual per capita production increased from and extension; (7) staffing of projects with velopment and transfer component.
104 kg in 1970 to 160 kg in 1980. In addition, trained personnel; end (8) government funding [Author abstract,modified] 
both per capita cereal consumption and farmer to meet recurrent costs. The report concludes 
incomes have increased and subsistence fanners that while the FSR/E concept has not been well 
arenow betterintegrated into the economy. Crop understood or carried out by project impl
increaseshavebeenusedforexportandfortour& menters and A.I.D. management, agricultural 1.3 AGRICULTURAL 
hotel supply, improving Tunisia's trade balance, projects that seek to strengthen technology de-

On the other hand, increased employment of velopment and transfer can benefit by using the SERVICES & CREDIT
 
women in farming and rural industry (due to the concept more effectively.
 
migration of men), has had one negative result: [Author abstract,modified]
 
greater use of prepared food and consequently a
 
poorer farm diet. Further, not all institutional Korean agricultural services: the 
goals (e.g., integration of research and extension) Review of A.I.D. experience: invisible hand In the iron glove; 
were achieved, nor was the perhaps illusory goal 
of food production self-sufficiency. A 99-item fanning systems research and market and nonmarket forces in 
bibliography (1960-82) isappended. extension projects-i 975-1987 Korean rural development 

Review of A.I.D. experience with PN-ABC-863 PN-AAL-036 

fanning systems research and u.s. Agency for International Development. Steinberg, David L; Ban, Sung H.; et al. 
extension projects Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. U.S. Ageqcy for International DevelopmentCenter for Development Information and Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
PN-AAX-230 Evaluation (Sponsor) Office of Evaluation (Sponsor)
 

A.I.D. evaluation highlights, no. 4,Jun 1989, 8p., Mar 1984, 5p., Eng.

Bymes, Ker J. Eng. 
 A.ID. project impact evaluation report, no. 52
U.S. Agency for IntemationaiDevelopment. Full review: PN-ABB-001 4890675 489H027; 489H026; 4890685;

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 4890688; 4390594
 
Center for Development Information and
 
Evaluation Farming systems research and extension (FSR/


Jan 1990,xix, 43p. +7appendices, Eng. E)projects funded by A.I.D. have had a mixed During the past three decades Korea has sharply
A.ID. evaluation special study, no. 67 impact on technology development and transfer increased its agricultural productivity through an 

and institutionalization of FSRIE. These projects intricate mixture of public and private initiative,
A.I.D.'s experience with farming systems re- have provided research and extension personnel but always with government playing the leading

search and extension (FSR/E) has been mixed. with npportunities for training and field experi- role. The contributions of six A.D. agricultural
FSR/E projects have provided opportunities for ence, but FSR/E has yet to be effectively incor- services projects to Korean agricultural develop
developing country professionals to acquire porated into technology development and trans- ment are assessed in this impact evaluation. 
training and field experience in this new ap- fer systems to the extent that would permit FSRI A.LD. assistance, the authors suggest, was ap
proach to research. How-ver, most projects have E to begin to achieve the expected impacts on propriate and, in some cases, critical in increasing 
not had the impact on technology development agricultural production. Key constraints to FSR/ land and labor productivity. A.I.D. helped in the 
and transfer or institutionalization of FSR/E as E project implementation and impact have in- construction of new fertilizer plants and grain 
had been assumed in project designs. cluded the absence of the following: aproblem- storage facilities and, while it is not possible to 

This report, based on a case study review of solving approach, effective collaboration across pinpoint specific policy changes directly attribut
evaluations of 12 A.I.D.-funded projects, syn- disciplines, research-extension linkages, con- able to A.D. technical assistance, the continuing
thesizes the Agency's experience with FSRiE sensus on an FSR/E methodology, stakeholder dialogue on projects and policies and the extent of 
from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s and as- understanding of FSR/E, an agricultural policy AID. involvement (including participant train
sesses the impact of these projects on agricultar- and strategy defining FSR/E's role in research ing, which may have been AI.D.'s most enduring
al development, and extension, staffing of projects with trained contribution) evidently had a positive overall in-
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fluence. Major policy reforms and their timing, 
however, were products solely of the Korean 
government's perception of political and eco-
nomic needs. AID. assistance to the Nadinal 
Agricultural Cooperative Federation (NACF)-a 
critical element in rural growth-increased gov-
emment control over rural areas, but at the time 
the NACF was the only mechanism available to 
deliver agricultural services. Lessons emerging 
from the Korean experience include the impor-
tance of land reform as the bedrock ofagricultur-
al development, the difficulty of fostering mech-
arization without careful attention to labor ab-
sorption, the importance of sequencing agricul-
tural interventions (beginnbig with research and 
training),andtherecognitionthatpolicyreformis 
more likely to come through a cumulative process 
of dialogue than directly from technical assis-
tance. Subsidies (akey component in Korea's ru-
nil strategy) may be more effective in promoting 
agricultural development than are parastatal in- 
sttutions. Korea, because of its particular admin-
istrative structure, apd because it first stimulated 
industrial rather than agricultural development, is 
unlikely to be a model for other nations. Inc!uded 
am a 35-item bibliography (1971-83) and 9 ap-
pendices providing detailed data on Korean agr- 
cultural development. 

U.S.Aid to Paraguay: Assistance 

to CROEICOOP's agricultural 
credit union system 
PN-AAL-041 

Solem, Richard Ray; lippet,Bruce A.; etal. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

Jan 1985, xiv,20p. +5 appendices: statistical 
tables, Eng. 

AI.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 56 
5260101; 5260113,-5260118; 5260122 


The impact of AID.'s support for CREDI-
COOP, Paraguay's national agricultural credit 

institution, is evaluated CREDICOOP has estab- 
lished a significant network, growing from 16 to 
70 credit unions, doubling its membership, and 
evolving from a savings and loan institution to a 

multipurpose cooperative. Its effectiveness, 
however, has only been fair to poor, being seri-
ously hampered by a high loan delinquency rate 
due to unwise early lending policit, poor har-
vests caused by bad weather, and awildly unprr- 
dictable crop market. Yet despite apparently 

steady decapitalization, CREDICOOP survives; 
it has developed an institutional toughness which 
defies logic. CREDICOOP's imp'ct on small 
farmers has been mixed. Many fell into debt and 
have gone back tothe private traders who have no 
collateral requirement and ,,short loan process; 
others have graduated to seeking credit from 
conmercial banks and the National Development 
Bank. The key lesson learned is that, despite sev-
eral decades ofpublic sector support for CREDI-
COOP and other large, formal credit institutions, 
the private sector credit delivery system continues 
to command 84% of the overall agricultural cred-
it market and fully 98% of the small farmer mar-
ket. AID. should learn from these village-level 
businesses and seek ways of working through 
them. Other lessons learned are that: (1)integrar-
ing farmers and non-farmers in the same credit 
union can level financial flows within aunion and 
provide relatively sophisticated leadership; (2) a 
credit institution must take into account both its 
operating costs and the costs of its competitor's 
money if it is to develop long-term sustainability; 
(3) the greatest weakness in any agricultural 
credit program is the unpredictability of weather 
and market conditions; (4) determination is the 
key to succeeding ina free market environment; 
(5)the ability to lend without requiring mortgage 
collateral, while raising the risk of default, also 
raises the ability to reach small farmerborrowers; 
and(6)availabilityofacredituniontendstomake 

other agricultural service suppliers more oompet-

itive. Appendices provide greater detail on the in-
dividual AID. projects involved and discuss tra-
ditional and CREDICOOP interest rates. 

Tan nia seed 
Ton 


PN-AAL-042 

Ratchford, C.Bryce; Meyers, L.Richard; et al. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development. 

Bureau for Science and Tech-nology 
U.S. Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coodtatwion 
(Sponsor) 

Jan 1985, xv, 21p. +7 appendices: chart, map, 
Eng. 


A I.D. no. 55project impact evaluation repor 
6210092 

Tanzania has long suffered from lack of an or
ganized seed production and distribution system. 
This report presents the results of an impact as-

sessment of a project (1/70-12/82) toincrease the 
qualityandquantityofseedsproducedinTanza-

nia. The project succeeded in enacting seed legis
lation and regulations and creating a system for 
producing high-quality seeds and distributing 
them to small and large farmers. Farmers are us
ing the seeds and increasing their crop production, 
The returned recipients of long-term training have 
proven to be dedicated and competent. Despite 
these successes, Tanzania's overall crop produc
tion system is working far below its capacity. 
Only 4,000 T of food crop seeds were sold in 
1982, less than 5%of capacity. Total food crop 
production has continued to decline since the car
ly 1970s. Credit and extension institutions have 
not cooperated with the seed project as expected. 
Finally, project sustainability is threatened by 
lack of spare parts and trained service personnel 
to support the project's mechanized seed produc
tion process and by the failure to institutionalize 
training for a second generation of project per
sonneL Lessons learned are that: mechanization 
should be minimal and kept simple; project im
plementation should be flexible; distribution and 
marketing problems should be addressed prior to 
the start of production; design assumptions re
garding the expected cooperation of related insti
tutions should be carefully evaluated and dili
gently pursued during implementation; the design 
should take into account the fact that, inan econ
ornywith strongpublic sectorcontrol, free market 
mechanisms will not operate as in amarket econ
omy; exaggerated claims for potentiad impacts 

may initially create enthusiasm, but will ulti

mately hurt project credibility and sustainability, 
and design and implementation plans should seek 
to compensate for weak or lacking institutional 
support systems. Appendices include, inter alia, a 
25-item bibliography (1975-83) and information 

the evaluation methodology, on seed produc
tion, and on sociopolitisal, agricultual, and gen
eral characteristics of Tanzania. 

Agricultural credit in the 
Dominican Republic 

PN-AAL-048 

Araujo, Frank; Viveros-Long, Ana Maria; 
Murphrey, Jim 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and
 
Evaluation
 

Jun 1985, xi, 13p. +4 appendices: map, 
statistical tables, Eng. 

A/.D.project impact evaluation report no.58 
5170170,5170116
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Interviews with beneficiaries provide the main Sytei of A.I.D. exeine encoa~aging inappropriate technology and inapbasis for this impact assessment of two loan propriate investment-lenders that provided
projects undertaken by A.I.D. in the 1970s to small-farmer credit, 1973-1985 cheap credli were not financially viable, whereas 
spur development among Dominican Republic those that set lending rates high enough to cover 
sr-"iarmers. The first loan, channeled through PN-AAL-074 their cost of capital were successful.
 
the public-private Agricultural Bank, provided
 
small farmers with cxedit, technical assistance, Lieberson, Joseph M.; Kotellos, Kathenne A.;

and vocational training and financed the con- Miller, George G. Agricultural credit, input, and
 
struction of rural infrastructure. The second loan U.S. Agency for International Development marketing services: Issues and 
was designed mostly to upgrade the Ministry of Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Agriculture's (MOA) capabilides to serve the Office of Evaluation
 
small farm sector, although credit was still a no- Oct 1985 ix, 48p. +7 appendices, Eng. experience-an introductory
 
table component. The loans enabled the Gov- A.ID. evaluation special study, no. 41 review
 
eminent of the Dominican Republic (GODR) to
 
increase the provision of credit to small farmers 
 In Spring 1973, AID. reviewed its small farm- PN-AAL-079
 
and conributed to ongoing training programs for 
 er credit (SFC) programs to determine why so
 
Bank and MOA personnel and for farmers, many had recently failed and to set conditions to Solem, Ray, Wilcock, David; etaL
 
However, there is no evidence that the increases 
 improve future SFC programs. The effect of the U.S. Agency for International Development.
in food crop production and in use of modem Spring Review is analyzed in this study, which is Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
inputs during the projects' time frames were due based on an examination of 150 evaluations of 80 Office of Evaluation
 
to the higher availability of credit. Further, the SFC projects undertaken between 1973 and 1985 
 Aug 1985, x, 53p. +2 appendices, Eng.
local institutions which employed the projects' and on indepth analyses of 50 of those projects. A.I.D. program evaluation report,no. 15 
trainees were and remain weak and so have been The study found that since credit is typically a 
unable to use their new personnel effectively, very small part of farm production costs, its ab- The design of AI.D. projects providing agri-
Finally, the MOA's provision of agricultural sence is seldom a major constraint and its pres- cultural credit, input, and marketing services 
services was ineffective and may have inhibited ence, even when highly subsidized, cannot offset has been too supply-side oriented, relying on 
the growth of the for-profit agricultural services other constraints. Specifically, the roughly one- criteria established by economists and :cientists
 
sector. Sustainability is a major issue. Few, if 
 third of the projects that proved successful were rather than on what will be adopted by farmers,
 
any, activities are being efficiently implemented those that recognized three factors. and this orientation has carried over to the im
and positive gains have not been sustained. The 
 1. Farmers can invest credit productively only plementation stage. Thus concludes this AID.
 
loans were overambitious and highlight the dif- when appropriate technology and supporting evaluation study 
 based on review of 203
ficulty of promoting development through sub- services such as inputs, extension, and mar- projects, 44 of which were closely examined
 
sidized credit and services. The main lesson keting are available, 
 and 5 of which were selected for field-level im
learned is that human and financial resources 2. Developing country policies (price controls, pact evaluation, and discussion of findings at an
 
cannot have significant impact within a non-
 taxes) and economic conditions (inflation, in- international conference. The majority of AID.
supportive economic policy and institutional en- terest rates) often need reform if agricultural agricultural service projects fell short of their 
vironment; as the projects unfolded, P.L 480 development efforts are to succeed. potential because they failed to meet three es-
Title I proceeds had to used to prevent a com- 3. Mechanisms for credit deliveryrecovery (as- sential conditions-the user must find the ser
plete collapse of some efforts. Another lesson is sessment of creditworthiness, loan disburse- vice technologically and financially desirable,
that credit cannot generate agricultural develop- ments, loan monitoring, loan recovery) are its delivery compatible and timely, and its utili
ment, but only facilitate investment in existing best handled on a local level. zation profitable. Credit projects typically fell
productive activities-few of which, apart from Farmer groups, when well org-aiized and com- short because they we,.: tied to unproven tech
rice, are available to Dominican Republic small mitred to development, were positive factors in nologies, implcmentt. n a hostile policy envi
farmers. A final lesson is that existing economic this regard. The thoroughness of a loan applica- ronment, or im-luded complicated application
and c velopment incentives must be favorable to tion foma and of the loan review process had lit- procedures or interest rates which were arbitrary
project goals. Since the GODR's pro-urban bias tle relationship to repayment rates. The key fac- and not dictated by the marketplace. Input 
was clear at the time the loans were planned, a tors were the local loan officer's ability to judge projects often promoted technologie, that, while 
move to a neutral structure of incentives might character and creditworthiness, and good ac- scientifically sound, were judged inappropriate
have led to increased impacts counting, recordkeeping, and control practices in by farmers. A common mistake in marketing 

the local loan institution. Projects that worked vojecis was failure to collect produce from 
with an existing rather than a new institution farmers in a timely fashion; lack of market price
succeeded best, as did projects that provided stability was a problem in some projects. The 
technical assistance and training to improve in- evaluation also assessed the relative advantages 
stitutional capacity. The study also found that and disadvantages of public sector, private sec
provision of an interest subsidy to borroweis tor, and mixed delivery systems. Public sector 
undid a large number of projects and that cheap delivery mechanisms were clearly superior for 
credit can create resource misallocations by very general projects (e.g., infrastructure) and 
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for those either focused on policy (e.g., price or 
exchange rate policies) or aimed at social 
transfers (e.g., price supporis or input subsi-
dies). Mixed public/private entities were most 
effective when projects required political sup-
port along with flexible and responsive man-
agement, while private delive.y systems worked 
best in projects requiring both flexible manage-
ment and individual farmer contact- Retailing of 
credit and inputs and purchasing at the farm 
gate were two tasks best performed by private 
sector entities such as PVOs, co-ops, and for-
profit businesses, 

Credit programs for small 

farmers: aproject manager's 
reference 

PN-AAL-090 

Chew Sipw Tuan 
Agncy fo,rarn,,adinolic 

Bureau forProram and Policy Coordinan. 
U.Sa 	 oPontwn. 

Center for Deveacpment Information and 
Evaluation 

Jun 1987,x, 37p.. 6ac,ment, Eng. 

A.I.D. ev;lujtion special study, no. 47 

Most of the agricultural credit progrms fund-
ed by A.LD. between 1950 and 1985 encon-
tered serious implemer.tation problems and 
failed to meet their objectives. This report, the 
first in a series of reference guides for poject 
managers, summarizes A.LD.'s experiences 
with small farmer cr-Lit and its current policy, 
and describes two Lew approaches to providing 
agricultural crediL The lessons learned to date 
revolve around four issues. 

I. Certain pre-conditions must be met if 
program is to succeed: favorable market con-
ditions and government pricing policies; ade-
quate post-harvest support; sufficient land and 
labor resources among target farmers,; and the 
existence of an appropriate, profitable agri-
cultural technology. 

2. Positive real interest rates should be charged, 
this is a fundamental lesson, but often re-
quires long-term, sector-wide policy refonn. 

3. In the area of loan administration, A.LD.'s 
experimce suggests certain steps (outlined 
herein) that can help project manmgers design 
an appropriate loan portfolio, identify possi-
ble alternatives to big banking institutions, 
minimize transaction costs, protect against 
inflation and bad debt, and address equity 
concerns. 

4. Standard methods of evaluating credit pro-
grams are costly and inefficient; perhaps eval-
uation should focus less on changes in farm in-
come and more on the development of self-
sustaining ruzal financial institions. Two ex-
perimental approaches to funding agricultural 
credit rrograms--rural savings and private 
equity invesument--are currently underway. 

1. Early results fren aprogram inHonduras and 
the Dominican Republic suggest that local ag-
riculural banks and credit unions can success-
fully mobilize deposits in conjunction with 
their lending, although they might require st,-
_antial technical assistance and training. 

2. A 	USAID/Honduras project is testing the 
feasibility of establishing a private company 
to share investment risks with small livestock 

farmers Appendices include excerpts from 
AID. policy papers and annotated bibliogra-
phies (along with ordering instructions), 

1.4 HIGHER 
AGRICULTURAL 

I EDUCATION 

ty, and train Bunda faculty at U.S. universities. 
Bunda's record over the past 20 years has been 
cneofoutstandingaccomnplishrnents a ateaching 
institution. During this period, Bunda has granted 
861 diploma degrees and 300 B.S. degrees; near
lyalltheexpatriatesintheagriculturalsectorhave 
been replaced by Malawi nationals. The rele
vance, quality, and efficiency of Bunda's educa
tional program remain high, even though the Col
lege has had to adjust in recent years to a hrink
ing operational budget. Despite Bunda's success, 
changes in Malawi and in the College itself now 
dictate a new approach. Demand for Bunda grad
uates is projected to decline during the remainder 
of the 1980s. At the same time, Bunda's still 
growing Ph.D. faculty focuses almost exclusively 
on teaching and has had but littleinvolvement in 

Malawi's national research pnogram. Clearly, 
Bunda's traditional emphasis on teaching needs 
to be adjusted to focus more on research, but such 
a change would require a closer institutional link 
\0wih the Minisnry of Agriculture (MOA). Banda's 
relative isolation from the MOA and even from 
c~her colleges within the UM has caused prob
lems Lnlaculty career development, in designing 

edurational programs that address national prior-
Jun_ 196, _, 7p +6 tia,,eEi.:es,and in the college's ability to contribute to 

Malawi: Bunda Agricultural 
-l% ege 

?N-AAL-094 

Welsch, Delane; Flora, Jan; etal. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

Eatiedit 
Jul 1987, xii 19p.+ 9 appendices: map, 

statistical tphles, Eng. 
A.I.D.project impaci evaluaton report, no. 64 
6120054;6900054 


When Malawi attained independence in 1964, 
few of its citizens had any advanced training in 
tne agriculutral sciences, and most top-level agri-
culturaljobs in the public and private sectors were 

filled by expatriates. This impac-, evaluation re
port reviews AID.'s involvement with me Bun-
da Agricultural Cellege, which was founded 

within the University of Malawi (UM) in1966 to 
address this personnel constraint. Banda has been 
the focus of two AID. projects (covering the pe
riods 1966-70 and 1976-82) to finance campus 
construction, provide long-term expatriate facul-

iue larger agricultural research/exiension systems 
already inplace inMalawi. Future programs to 
develop agricultural colleges should include 
measures to strengthen inter-institutional 
relaticns.
 

Hassan II hstitute of Agriculture 

and Veterinary Medicine in 
Morocco: institutional 
development and international 
partnership 

PN-AAL-09 

Eriksen, John H.; Busch, Lawrence, etal. 
U.S. Agency for Intenm,"onalDevelopment. 

Bureau forAsia and Near East. Morocco 
U.S. 	Agency for lnter,.tionaiDeveiopment 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Center forDevelopm,' tlIfonnationand
Evalftion 

Jul 1987, xiv, y.iendices: map,28p. + 1a. 
statistical tables, Fng. 

A.I.D. project impact evalualion report, no. 65 
6080088
 

A.LD.'s assistance to Morocco's Hassan II In
stitute of Agriculture and Vet'r;aary Medicine 
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(AV) has been uniquely successful among During the 1960s and the 1970s, A..D. sup- Dominican Republic: the
 
projects to train agricultural rez'archers and edu- ported three newly established Nigerian universi
cators in Francophone Africa. This impact evalu- ties via three cooperating U.S. land grant univer- Superior Institute of
 
ation reviews AID.'s support to the IAV overthe sities-Ahmadu Bello Univeriy (Kansas State Agriculture-development of a 
past 1 years, and assesses the kind of support re- University), the University of Ire(the University private institution of higher
quired to ensure continued success. Starting with of Wisconsin), and the University of Nigeria at
 
a single Moroccan faculty memn, r in 1969, the Nsukka (Michigan State University). This study agricultural education
 
IAV now hs a 350-member facult:', more than identifies the impacts of these projects. All three
 
85% of which is Moroccan, and IAV graduates universities have expanded exponentially--from PN-AAX-201
 
now occupy a wide range of management posi- a few hundred students to 21,000 at Ahmadu
 
tions in government agencies and state-run and Bello (including its non-degree granting schools), 
 Hansen, David 0.;Antonini, Gustavo A.;
 
private gricutural enterprises. The IAV has 13,000 at Ife, and 12,000 at Nsukka. Their brief Strasma, John
 
played acentral role in the modernization of the history encompasses foureras of Nigerian histo- U.S. Agency for International Devlopment

Moroccan agricultural sector, and has become a the heady period of independence beginning in
ry: 	 Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.

Center for Development Information andmajor regional resource as well, drawing many 1960; the 1967-70 civil war; the oil-boom years Evaluation
 
students from other African countries. IAV's ofthelater 1970s; andtheoil-bustperiodfromthe
 
success can be traced to many factors, in' luding 
 early 1980s to the present. Efforts to transfer the Mar 1988, xiv, 19p. +8appendices, Eng.

the commitment and excellence of the IAV's 
 tripartite land-grant model (teaching, research, A.,D. project impact evaluation, no. 67
 
charismatic leadership, a complementary long- extension) to Nigeria had mixed success. Ah-
 5170125, 5170144'5170160 
term commitment on the part of AI.D.and the madu Bello comes closest to the model in prac
primary Tide XII contractor (the University of tice. Staff at the other two universities understand The Superior Institute of Agriculture (ISA)
Minnesota), a curriculum model that integrates and appreciate the concept but have been limited was created in 1962 by a group of socially
classroom experience with rural realities, and the in their ability to practice it.All three universities minded community leaders to remedy the Do
existence of a broad base of secondary school have adopted the model's teaching component, minican Republic's lack of trained agricultural
graduates in science. However, IAV remains but only Ahmadu Bello, because it incorporated manpower. Originally a high school, ISA was 
fragile; itmustnowface the problems of achange established Nigerian research institutes at its later expanded to include an undergraduate de
in leadership, mounting operating costs, and con- founding, has produced significant achievements gree program through a local university, as well 
cems on the part ofprivate sector employers as to in research and extension. Thus, while the uni- as a specialized non-degree program in rural 
the relevance of IAV training. IAV's experience versities have contributed to solving Nigeria's development administration. It recently gained
illustrates the crucial importance of high-level agricultural problems (e.g., through staff partici- autonomous university status. This report fo
politicai commitment; strong, effective institu- pation in state, federal, and parastatal commis- cuses on ISA's development impact. These im
tional leadership; and the flexibility to adapt a sions, the development of improved food crop pacts have been numerous and important. ISA's 
wide range of faculty experience and attitudes varieties, and research in production economics training is generally regarded 	 as excellent. 
that"fit"institutional needs. Buildiog asuccessful and animal health), their impact (except at Ah- Current and fomier faculty are vitally involved 
university faculty is possible, but takes time: in madu Bello) has been less than expected. Three in national decisionmaking regarding agricul
this case, 18 years of hard work by AID. and the factors seem to have determined the universities' tural and rural development, either indirectly
University of Minnesota. Withdrawing support impact: (1)the reluctance of government minis- (via research) or directly (via government em
too early may jeopardize the gains achieved. tries to transfer research and extension responsi- ployment or consultation). ISA faculty have 

[Author abstract, modified] 	 bilities to the universities; (2) the failure of the conducted innovative commodity research 
universities' promotion and incentive systems to which has led to important foreign exchange
reward research and outreach by staff; and (3)the savings and have influenced government policy 

Three Nigerian universities and declining financial fortunes of the universities re- on critical issues such as agrarian reform andsulting from the sharp drop in oil prices in recent reforestation. Several factors account for ISA'stheir role inagricultural years. Several lessons were leaned. vitality: continuous, strong leadership from its 
dbelopment 1. OfthethreecomponentsoftheU.S.land-grant founding group; early institution-building in

model, teaching is the easiest to transfer, puts by Texas A&M University; responsiveness
PN-AAX-200 2. Structural factors in many countries inhibit the to societal needs; innovative training and other 

development of relevant, problemsolving re- programs funded by the Dominican Secretariat 
Gamble, William K; Blumberg, Rae Lesser,etal. search and extension. of Agriculture (DSOA), A.ID., and other do-
U.S.Agency for Intematonal Development. 3. Itis unrealistic to expect a university to be a nors; and ISA's own commitment to quality

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. major influence without a suitable incentive education. Constraining factors include an
Center for Development Infonnation and
Evaluation and reward system for its staff, overly theoretical curriculum, insufficient link

[Author abstract, modified] ages with research and outreach activities, andMar 1988, xi 19p. +7 appendices:statistical 	 pressures on ISA to turn to the private sector in
tables, Eng. the light of dwindling government/donor sup-

ALD.project impact evaluaton, no. 66 port (which threatens to divert ISA's attention 
6200743; 6200817; 6200742; 6200602 from the small-farm sector) and to reduce or 
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terminate its technicalvocational program (de 
spite the present shortage of lower- and mid-
level agricultural technicians). Lessons learned 
include the following, 
1. An agricultural college needs strong, sup-

porting linkages to its primary buieaucratic 
constituency (in this case, the DSOA). 

2. Donors should follow institution-building ef-
forts with projects to build linkages to re-
search and outreach, 

3. Moderate resource scarcity can generate in-
stitutional entrepreneurship and innovation. 

4. External funding should not infmnge on the 
recipient's basic institutional autonomy, 
which may be a major impetus to social rele-
vancy. 

5. Institutional autonomy needs to be coupled 
with direct accountability to ensure respon-
siveness to societal needs; oversight by the 
founding group is an important mechanism 
in this regard. 

A 15-page Spanish/English bibliography is in-
cluded among the appendices. 

[Author abstract, modified] 

report of the joint lndo-U.S. 
Impact evaluation of the Indian 
agricultural universitiks 

PN-AAX-206 

Busch, Lawrence 
U.S. Agency for Inlemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Centar for Development Informaton and 
Evaluation 

Sep 1988, xix, 96p., Eng. 

AI.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 66 


From 1955 to 1972, AID. coctracted with sev-
eral U.S. land grant universities to help India es-
tablish eight agricultural universities. Today, In-
dia boasts 28 State Agricultural Universities 
(SAUs), and the SAU system, together with the 
Indian Council for Agricultural Research 
([CAR), has become the world's second largest 
agricultural scientific establishment, with numer-
ous achievements in agricultural education, re-
search, and extension. The SAU's have devel-
oped the capacity to train students through the 
Ph.D. level, provided tednical support to various 
state extension services, and made a considerable 
impact on Indian agriculture in terms ofperson-

nel, productivity, and technology development 
and transfer. Besides detailing these achieve-
ments and the factors contributing to them, this 
study, part of a worldwide review of A.ID.'s 
support tohigher education in agriculture, docu-
ments: (1) the historical development of the 
SAU's and their current structure; (2) their con-
fonnity with the ICAR Model Act; and (3)the is-

Founded in 1943, Kasetsart University's 
(KU's) original goal was to provide trained 
personnel to Thailand's Ministry of Agriculture 
and other public sector agricultural agencies. 
More than 40 years and some 38,270 graduates 
later, the university is entering a new phase: the 
transition from agricultural school to a broad
based academic institution capable of providing 

sues which, in the view of SAU faculty and ofliersskilled graduates to Thailand's growing private 
in India, now face the system given the changing 
nature of world agriculture. Pressing manage-
ment issues include: (1) strategic planning to 
build new constituencies; (2)the isolation of the 
SAU's and the overcentralization of the SAU 
system; (3) compromises in regard to faculty 
quality; (4) faculty uncertainty about the mission 
of the SAU's; (5)high staff turnover and in some 
cases very high levels of faculty vacancies, re-
sulting in heavy teaching loads and student fnus-
tration; and (6) the inadequate representation of 
women both in professional disciplines and 
among the student body. Key educational issues 
are: (1)lack of staff in the social sciences; (2) out-
moded methodologies for teaching and forexten-
sion education; (3) severe limitations in regard to 
the basic sciences; (4)the high numberof ,udents 

5from urban rather than rural areas; and k -6 ) the 
need to develop an interdisciplinary alpoach to 
research and expand job opportunities for gradu, 

atm. The report concludes that the cruciiJ test for 

sector. This document reviews KU's 
institutional development and draws valuable 
lessons for the development of agricultural 
universities in general. KU has participated in 
several programs which have fundamentally 
improved Thai agriculture. Of special interest is 
the National Corn and Sorghum Research 
Program, which has provided Thai farmers with 
improved maize varieties and cultural practices, 
resulting in a hundredfold increase in maize 
production. KU has also influenced the 
development of Thailand's world-renowned 
tropical fruit industry and has been instrumental 
in developing specialty crops such as honey, 
straw mushrooms, tropical orchids, and silk. 
KU scientists have contributed to supplying the 
Thai people with low-cost, high-quality protein 
supplements and have helped fight 
environmental degradation by participating in 
soil mapping, land use classification, and 

remote sensing activities. A number of lessons 

SAU's in the next decade will be to develop inte,can be derived from KU's experience. 
"proactive, environment-shaping" organizations. 
This can only be accomplished by forging new 
links with otheragricultural institutions (e.g.,the 
state irrigation departments) and, more impor-
tantly, by ensuringthe continued political support 
of the Government of India. Includes a7-page 
bibliography. 

__onal 

Kasetsart University in Thailand: 
an analysis of institutional 
evolution and development
impact 


PN-AAX-207 

Eftksen, J.H.; Compton, J.L; etal. 
U.S. Agency for Intematonal Development. 

Bureau Program and Policy Coordination.Center forfor Development Information and 
Evaluation 

SeO 1938, xiii,26p. +8 appendices +bibliogra-
phy: charts, stbtistical tables, Eng. 

AI.D. project impart evaluation report, no. 69 
3980249 


1. The role of agricultural higher education 
needs to be reconceptualized in order to en
hance the relevance of agricultural schools 
and facilities. 

2. Universities should develop strategic mecha
nimis for integrating diverse faculties and re
search programs around a common, institu

goal. 
3.New forms of university organization are
 

needed to provide more opportunities for 
students and faculty to engage in active, 

problem-oriented learning activities. 
4. Universities should be held accountable for 

the relevance of their programs to the needs 
of the community. 

5. The university should encourage and support 
leaders capable of introducing change and 
innovation within the university. 

6. Donors and host governments should more 
effectively address long-term faculty devel
opment needs. 

7. External donors should focus more on devel
oping ties between the university and its out
side policy, scientific, and industrial constitu
encies. 

Includes a 10-page bibliography. 
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Indonesia: the Bogor Institute of 	 number of technical specialties on which IPB eca i lAgriculture 	 can cocentrte its resourcs and to enlst ex- Beyond the Neoclassical
 
tenal support to maintain faculty skills, University: Agriculturai higher

stimulate innovative approaches, respond to education In the developing


PN-AAX-216 changing development needs, and establish 
long-term linkages with academic and h 	 world-an interpretive essay

Theisen, GQtr;Arrns1rong,George; etal. 	 institutions in the industrialized and developing
U.S. Agency for International Development 	 world. PN-AAX-229 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and Hansen, GaryE.
Evaluation Ethiopia: Alemaya University of 	 U.S. Agency forinterational DevelopmentMar 1989, x, 23p., Eng. 	 Agdculture Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

A/.D. project impactevaluation report,no. 70 	 Center for Development Informaton and 
Appendices: PN-ABE-981 	 PN-AAX-219 Evaluation 

Jan 1990, vi 19p., Eng.
Assisted by one of the longest periods of con- Price, Edin; Evans, Conrad A.I.D. program evaluation report, no.20 

tinuous support ever provided by A.LD., the U.S. Agency for Intemational Development. 
Bogor Institute of Agriculture (Institute Per- Bureau Program and Policy Coordination. Most publiculcarcluaagrcult.xal universities in theCenter forfor Development Information and Ms nvriisi h
tanian Bogor or IPB) has been at the forefront Evaluation Third World have developed according to a
of Indonesia's agricultural and educational de- neoclassical model which limits their ability to
velopment for over 30 years. IPB faculty and Jun 1989, vi, 16p., Eng. remain innovative and responsive to important
staff have helped to develop and disseminate A.I.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 71 social needs. This study synthesizes findings of 
improved corn hybrids, control the brown plant an evaluation of agricultural universities in ten
hopper, improve soil fertility, develop fanning Alemaya University of Agriculture is the countries (India, Indonesia, Thailand, Brazil,
and land-use techniques to promote transmi- primary institution of agricultural higher edu. Dominican Republic, Mexico, Ethiopia, Moroc
gration, and promote major initiatives in natural cation in Ethiopia and the only institution co, Nigeria, and Malawi) and explores an ap
resource management and conservation. Inthe 	 offering B.S. and M.S. degrees in agriculture. proach for revitalizing agricultural education.

educational sector, IPB's pioneering efforts in From its establishment in 1952 through 1968, Four main problems inherent inthe neoclassical
 
academic planning have had notable repercus- the University received major institutional de- model are identified.
 
sions throughout Indonesia, improving the velopment assistance from A.LD. This report 
 1. The effectiveness of agricultural universities
 
quality of students and curricula and accelerat- measures the impact Alemaya has made 
 in promoting nual and agricultural develop
ing the rate at which students complete their through its graduates and its research and ex- ment is often limited by the policy environ
studies. IPB graduates are in great demand and tension activities, The University has granted ment. Three factors stand out here: the ab
its faculty are frequently called on by Govern- 1,629 diplomas, 2,558 B.S. degrees, and 81 
 sence of strong linkages to the Ministry of 
ment agencies to conduct research and provile M.S. degrees, and graduates are employed at Agriculture; the lack of autonomy concerning
policy dvice, and by other Indonesian univer- all levels of administration and education in enrollment, programming, and finances, to
stides to serve as lecturers, administrators, and Ethiopian society. Research results produced gether with weak internal mechanisms for 
resource personnel Yet a number of problems by Alemaya faculty are eagerly awaited by the keeping university leaders accountable; and 
cloud the Institute's future. Pressures to expand Government and by farmers, and many plant policymakers' conservative views of the role 
enrollment have stretched infrastructure and varieties developed by the University are in use of the university.
human resources very thin. IPB is also being throughout the agricultural economy. Alemaya-	 2. Another constraining fact d s the universmities' 
pressured by the Government to take the lead in developed techniques in animal breeding and overemphasis on research in crop and animal 
promoting provincial universities at a time conversion of waste by-products have also production and neglect of broader social and
when its energies and resources are needed at been successfully implemented. These accom- economic concerns and public policy issues. 
IPB itself. Opporttinities for faculty develop- plishments have been achieved under 3. The traditional university is organized around 
ment are much mote limited than in the past, conditions of considerable hardship. The Uni- discipline-based departments, their involu
when donors funded overseas study; few of the versity is extremely understaffed, largely due tional tendencies unchecked by cross-disci
new staff have had the development opportuni- to the exodus of faculty members during and plinary structures, strong extension services, or 
ties available to their seriors. Cutbacks in after the 1974 revolution. Nevertheless, the well-organized external constituencies. 
Government funding have left IPB with almost University is not highly politicized, but rather 4. A final constraint is posed by a highly didac
no discretionary research funds, not only plac-	 presents the image of a technocracy, heavily tic philosophy of education which views 
ing IPB's leadership in basic research in oriented to achieving agricultural break- learning as merely transfer of knowledge in
jeopardy, but leaving its very research agenda at throughs. Although Alemaya has solid the classroom. The paper concludes that a 
the dictates of external agencies. If IPB is to leadership and appears poised for rapid new type of university is needed. This post
remain a sectoral leader, it must develop a progress, neither donors nor the Ethiopian neoclacsical model would have the following
comprehensive, strategic, long-term vision and Government appear inclined to provide the attributes: a broader curriculum to include 
plan. Major needs are to identify a smaller University with necessary support. general issues of rural well-being (e.g., em-
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ployment, education, tenure security) in addi-
tion to the subjects of crop and animal pro-
duction; an innovative, activist orientation 
toward both educational methods and educa-
tronal goals, involving increased cooperation 
among faculty, students, and local citizens; 
and a new university structure, in which in-
terconnected task groups are clustered ioumd 
major programmatic themes. 

Universities for developmeit 

lessons for enhancing the role 
of agricultural universities in 
developing countries 

PN-ABC-900 

Hansen, Gary E. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau forProgram and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Informationand 
Evaluation 

Aug 1989, vi, I1p., Eng. 

Al.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 31 


Rapid changes in the global economy and the 

world scientific community are changing the 
traditional role of agricultural universities in the 

developing world. This study examines six 
problems pertinent to this changing focus and 
draws related lessons for AID. 
1. Agricultural universities traditionally define 

themselves as sources of the science and 
technology needed to increase agricultural 
production. They need to surmount this nar-
row perspective by defining their mission 
more dynamically and addressing the domi-
nant technical, institutional, and policy issues 
of the rural sector. 

2. Many agricultural universities have only ten-
uous linkages to public and private constitu-
encies and policymakers. This isolation de-
prives universities of important research and 
outreach resources and hinders them from at-
taining political and developmental rele-
vance. Universities need to promote strategic 
planning as a tool for agenda setting, man-
agement, and linkage development, 

3. Program development depends inordinately 
on organizational structures. As a result, the 
university programs become aggregates of 
courses and research projects lacking focus 
and direction. Flexible and integrative struc-
tures fostering multidisciplinary research aid 
problemsolving approaches are needed. 

4. University efforts to address the rural sector's 
systemic resource and institutional problems 
have had limited success due to reductionist 
or didactic learning models. Major emphasis 
needs to be placed on active, participatory, 
and problemsolving approaches. 

5. University innovation is hindered by conser-
vative, overly centralized government poli-
cies. Governments need to shift emphasis 
from regulating to facilitating university in-
novation. 

6. University leaders are isolated from intema-
tional developments in higher education. 

Mechanisms are needed to link universities to 
outside sources in away which provides the 
university with access to advanced iinova
tions in education and research. 

Impact of investments in 
agricultural higher education 
PN-ABD-922 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
Center for Development Information and 

ALD. evaluationhighlights, no. 5, Aug 1989, 
8p., Eng. 

Since 1952, A.LD. has assisted in the develop-
meint of agricultural universities and faculties in 
40 Third World countries. An evaluation was 
begun in 1985 to assess the impact of AI.D.'s 
investment in agricultural higher education, the 
highlights of which are provided in this brief. 
Field visits were made to 23 agriculraral univer-
sities and faculties in 10 countries. Most of the 
assistance has been provided through a partner-
ship with U.S. land-grant universities. Large 
numbers of U.S. faculty wr .e sent on long-term 
overseas assignments to the host country uni-
versities to help establish and strengthen educa-
tion and research programs. Concurrently, thou-
sands of host country faculty were sent to U.S. 
universities for advanced degree training in the 
agriculturam sciences. These investments have 
yielded high returns. Most of the U.S.-trained, 
host country faculty returned to their home uni-
vi.'sities and emerged as leaders in expanding 
and moving their institutions toward aposition 
of educational prominence. The universities 
have expanded their undergraduate programs, 
greatly enhancing the supply of trained agricul-
turalists, and many now support training at the 
graduate level. Several institutions have led re-

search and development efforts for ne% produc
tion technologies for the agricultural sector. De
spite these past accomplishments, the future 
growth of many of these universities will likely 
be constrained by declining budgetary resources, 
faculty "inbreeding", excessive government 
regulation, and a lack of access to state-of-the
art advances in international science and educa
tion. To maintain the universities' leadership in 
research and education, new forms of intema
tional collaboration are needed to address larger 
issues of renewing and sustaining university vi
tality. 

[Author abstract, modified] 

1 5 IRRIGATION 

Philippine small scale irrigaion 
PN-ABD-949PN-AAH-749 

Steinberg, David I.; Caton, Douglas D.; et. al.
U.S. Agency for Interational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Office of Development Program Review and 
Eva/ualon 

198'; 66p., Eng. 
Al.0. project evaluation report, no. 4 
4920274; 4920301; 4920334 

Since 1976,the PhilippineGovemment (GOP), 
withA.I.D. support, hasbuiltorrehablitatedover 
1,000 village irrigation systems. This document 
evaluates the two successive AID. projects 
which have contributed to this effort. The evalu
ation begins with a brief description of the 
projects, in which small, subsistence farmers are 
encouraged to form cooperative organizations 
called Irrigators Service Associations (ISA's) in 
order to gain access to loans and electricity and to 
construct, operate, and maintain village irrigation 
systems. The GOP provides loan monies and ex
tension services and arranges for electricity to be 
brought to the area. The next section analyzes the 
economi- social, and political impact of these 
projects. Although irrigation provides the oppor
trmniytogrowtwocropseachyearandthisdouble 
cropping has led to increased on-farm employ
ment, these effects have not necessarily guaran
teed real income benefits for the farmers, partica
larly since they must curtail off-farm employ
ment. Increasing costs of production, debt bur
dens from capital investments, and persistent 
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technological and water management problems the high support price for rice. Lessons learned current evaluation process and recormnends revi
have dampened the rise in farm incomes. The include the following: sions to improve project design. After reviewing
small farmers also do not receive the higherprice 1. More attention to overall economic trends and the current status of irrigation in the developing
paidbytheGOPexportingcampanybecausethey collection of baseline data is needed in the world, the authors discuss A.LD.'s evaluations, 
cannot afford to adequately treat their rice after project design stage. which typically concentrate on aproject's con
harvest. The improvement in family income that 2. Small and medium irrigation schemes can be forruity to its original purpose or on the perfor
does occur is often spent on education rather than economical when added to at, already effec- mance of the implementing agency. The study
improved nutrition. A concluding section con- tive fanning system, found no evaluations which look comprehen
tains major findings and policy implications. 3. Because neither the bureaucratic nor social sively at a project's three stages- -preparatory,
Overall, the village irrigation systems have had structure of Korea permits farmers and their construction, and operational-or examine and 
immediate and visible benefits. Nevertheless, wives to participate inproject decisionmak- compare basic themes of irrigation project de
more ex!ensive use of total farm resources (rais- ing, community development outputs should signs. Recommendations are: (1)that in order to 
ing livestock), complementary off-farm enter- not be expected from such special projects. improve project management and design, far 
prises, post-harvest grain treatment, and timely 4. The assumption that a strong correlation exists greater use be made of evaluative data; (2)that 
and adequate credit provision will be necessary to between higher income and improved nutri- evaluations focus on donor, host country govern
increase famer income to a level enabling them tional standards is false in non-subsistence ment, and user needs; (3)that a grid cf analytical 
to carry their debt. The authors recommend, economies. Korean farm families directed questions/criteria be used consistently in evaluat
therefore, that any future AID. support concen- their extra income to the education of their ing each project; (4)that use of local public and 
trate on technical assistance to improve the pro- children rather than to dietary improvements, private institutions in evaluating projects be in
ductive capacity of farms in existing irrigation 5. Unless the effects on women are considered creased; and (5)that evaluations stress manage
systems rather than continuing to expand the ISA in the project design, women's working con- ment and environmental issues and farmer risk
 
network. Six appendices concerning related top- ditions may deteriorate, responses. Finally, evaluation guidelines de
ics, including a 20-item bibliography (1975- (The labor-saving technology introduced in this signed around five major components are pre
1979), are included. project benefited men; women have undertaken sented for routine use at each of a project's three
 

a larger share of the field work as children have stages. The five areas are economic viability; use

Korean irrigation left home for school or urban employment.) of land, water, capital, and labor resources; per-


Aging of the farm population as the result of formance and management of the water system;

increased education and migration to urban areas environmental effects (including health impacts),
 

PN-AAH-975 will be an important factor in future farm devel- and social soundness, including effects on pro
opment. Appendices include related socioeco- duction and income distribution. At least one


Steinberg, David I.; Morrow, R.B., et al. nomic studies and a brief bibliography (II en- project from each of A.I.D.'s four regional bu-
U.S.Agency for International Development. tries, 1974-80). reaus should be selected for more detailed exam-


Bureau for Progam and Policy Coordination. 
 ination, and an overview of the irrigation in each 
region where A.I.D. has or will have irrigation

1980, 89p., Eng. Impact of irrigation on projects should be developed. A 107-item refer-
A.I.D.project evaluation report, no. 12 development issues for a ence list (1967-80) and annexes on related U.N. 
4890706 comprehensive evaluation study projects, environmental considerations, and cri

teria
for project site selection are appended. 
The irrigation project evaluated in this report PN-AAJ-208 

was designed to help South Korea become self
sufficient in rice and barley and to raise farm in- Berry, Leonard;Ford, Richard- Hosier, Richard Sederhana: Indonesia small
cowes. Fifty-five irrigation works including U.S. Agency fcrIntemational Development. scale irrigation 
pumping systems, drainage, reservoir construc- Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
don, and land reclamation were completed. All Office of Evaluation PN-AAJ-608
 
were small (and in many instances nearly com- 1980, 82p., Eng.
 
pletc) elements of a larger system. Rice self-suf- A.I.D.program evaluation discussion paper, no. Holloran, Susan; Core, Gilbert L; Mahoney,
 
ficiency was achieved by 1975, soon after the 9 T7m'thy
 
project began. Barley production declined due to U.S. Agency for International Development.
 
a high rice support price and a growing demand Although irrigation can greatly improve the Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
for wheat in urban areas. Farm incomes in- world's capacity to feed itself by increasing agri- Office of Evaluation
 
creased. However, because farm 
 incomes are cultural production, most irrigation projects fall Feb 1982, xi,12p. +4 annexes, Eng. 
directly related to farm size, the project affected short of this goal. These failures are due some- A.I.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 9 
beneficiaries unequally. The project's success is times to defective design, but more often to the 4970242 
attributable to the high degree of engineering expense involved, poor management and leader
and administrative competence demonstrated by ship, and improper use of resources. A sound sys- A.I.D.'s Sederhana project was designed to in
the Government of Korea, the effective delivery tem of evaluation can improve the effectiveness crease Indonesian rice production by rehabilitat
ofextension services and agricultural inputs, and of these projects. This report examines AJ.D.'s ing or constructing small, technically simple 
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irrigation systems. An A.D. team visited 29 
subprojects (SPs) to prepare this review of Sed-
ehana's impact. The project proved difficult to 
administer. Only 52 of 600 SPs completed or 
underway by June, 1980 had been reimbursed by 
A.D. due to start-up problems, design and con-
struction faults that required work to be redone, 
and to the Fixed Amoun. Reimbursement meth-
od which allowed payment only after technical 
certification of completed construction. None-

theless, the project led to substantial increases in 
rice production on Java and Sulawesi, confirn-
ing the assumption that farmers could make im-
mediate use of additional water. In Sumatra, 

however, the production impact was not encour-
aging, due to adverse environmental conditions 
and farmer resistance to growing labor-inten-
sive, non-cash crops. In most SPs, increased 
production benefited both landowners and per-
manent tenants, but sometimes affected share-
croppers and landless laborers adversely, as 
landowning families filled many of the jobs cre-
ated by the increasingly profitable Sederhana 
system. Key problem areas were a trade-oft be-
tween SP quantity and quality dvz to a highly 
centraliz implementati n process, which 
should be almred to incre'vise partimpaLori from 
the provinces and especially irom farmers 
(whose participation, especially in geographi-
cally scattered projects such as &Sderhana,is es-
sential); lack of coordination beLween imple-
menting agencies, a factor essential to the suc-
cess of any project; and the lack of technical as-
sistance which early on led to costly errors and 
the failure to build an experienced cadre in gov-
eminent agencies. Technical assistance should 
be increased as the project moves to marginal 
areas, with a focus on improving local construc- 
tion and management skills. The project also 
demonstrated the need for baseline data to assess 
a project's progress and the fact that programs 
such as SedeThana, while they can substantially 
benefit the rural poor, cannot result in the redis-
tribution of wealth. Appendices include an anal-
ysis of the project's irrigation and water man-
agement systems and a September, 1979 A.LD. 
audit of the project. 

Sudan: the Rahad irrigation 

project 
PN-AAJ-61 

Benedict, Peter,Ahmed, Ahmed H.; etal. 
U.S. Agency for IntemationalDevelopment. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

Mar 1982, vii, lop. +attachments,Eng. 
Al.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 31 
6500100 

Although the RIhad Irrigation Project in Su-
dan, partly AID-funded and nearly complete, has 
been operating for only four seasons, it faces 

problems which threaten its viability. This report 
assesses these problems, the project's impact, 
and the lessons learned. Designed to maximize 
use of governmen: investments in Nile water 
management, to upgrade the living standards of 
100,000 herders and farmers, and to produce 
cotton and groundnuts for export, the project is 
puisuing full mechanization and 100% intensive 
rotation of crops. Production is supervised by the 
Rahad Corporation which controls pricing, mar-
keting, and most decision-making. The Corpo-
ration has not coped well with management of a 
mechanized operation, erroneously perceived 
labor shortages, and tenant dissatisfaction. Faced 
with little incentive to grow cotton, farmers have 
produced less and are working as day laborers 
and raising livestock, sorghum, and groundnuts. 
Mechanization has further reduced project-gen-
erated income and threatens to displace labor. In 
addition, limitations on local currency have re- 
sulted in the inadequate and unequal provision 
of educational, health, and other promised ser-
vices. Among the lessons taught by the project 
are that: a policy of 100% mechanization needs 
more analysis; farmers must be given a role in 
the decision-making process and be allowed 
choices; harvest-time labor shortages must be 
viewed in relation to prevailing wage rates; 
environmental analyses must be conducted and 
used in designing and implementing irrigation 
projects, programs to control water-borne 
diseases should be designed and funded in 
irrigation projects; and crop protection tech-
niques should be reviewed prior to project im-
plementation and coordinated with public health 
officials. Appended are photographs; a list of 
contacts; a 56-item bibliography (1968-81); and 
reports on: the institutional and social effects of 
controlled resettlement, micro-level manage-
ment of technical resources, economic analysis 

of agricultural enterprises, labortenant relations, 
and Sudan's environment and natural resources. 

ViCOS experiment astudy of the
 
a 

Impacts of the Cornell-Pew 
project in a highiaid community 

PN-AAJ-616 

Lynch, Barbara D. 
U.S. Agency for Intemadonal Development.
 

Bureau for Latin America and the Caribbean.
 
Office of Development Programs
 

U.S. Agency for International Development.
 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Office of Evaluation
 

Ahr 1982, vii,108p., Eng. 
A.I.D. evaluation special study, no. 7 
*Availability note: Document contains 
oversizepages available only in microfiche 

The often criticized Vicos Comell-Peru 
project, an action-oriented research program to 
improve the quality of life in ahighland hacien
da community in Pen-was one the earliest ef
forts to bring about planned social change in the 
developing world. The author of this study in
terprets data on the project from an anthropo
logical viewpoint, presenting a comprehensive 
analysis of the project's background, interven
tions, and results. During the period 1952-65, 
the Vicos project aimed to increase Vicosinos' 
status and self-esteem by undertaking a broad 
range of activities, e.g., the introduction of im
proved potato seeds, technology, and a credit 
package, other agricultural activities, education
al improvements, health and nutrition programs, 
military recruitment, and the creation of new 
political institutions. Although many of these 
efforts succeeded, positive impacts were miti
gated by a variety of unintended effects. Potato 
production increased dramatically, leading to 
increased cash and commerce in the community 
and better diets; however, as the new technolo
gies were available only to wealthier Vicosinos, 
the relative position of smallholders declined. 
Educational improvements increased literacy, 
Spanish speaking ability, and opportunities for 
secondary schooling, but lowered the status of 
women (due to uneqnal educational opportuni
ties) and of the aged (as educated children took 
stronger roles in household decisionmaking); 
jobs for the secondary school graduates were 
scarce in Vicos. Regularization of Vicosinos' 
military status led to the creation of apower bloc 
of veterans, generally committed to social and 
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economic innovation, which tended to weaken (1)costs could have been reduced and benefits and distribution system. To ensure that targeted
kinship institutions and traditional elites. Tradi- spread wider if farmers had beep. asked to con- farmers-those owning 3 acres or less-were 
tional authority was further weakened by the tribute, as they were willing to do; (2) flexible reached, a system of certification and documen
(largely successful) transfer of political power to project design is needed to adapt to local needs; tation was created. The system proved ineffective 
elected delegates and a governing body of liter- (3)in a cultural setting where community coop. and its paperwork a hindrance. Worse, institu
ate Vicosinos. The project did improve Vicosi- eration is not traditional, formal structures must tional inadequacies with the credit system (along
nos' self-esteem and their position outside the be built to ensure system maintenance; (4)con- with fanner dislike of the system, which required
community, but italso increased their status and centated land ownership can causc small farmers their land as collateral) made farmers owning 3 to 
role ambiguities. The author concludes that to realize little increase in water; and (5)more at- 7 acres the primary beneficiaries. Such farmers 
project success (qualified though itwas) was due tention should be given to planning extension are at the upper end of the landholding scale in 
to the anthropological sensitivity of key project functions, training implementers and extension- Bangladesh. Most of these problems have now 
staff and that project willingness to work with ists,collecting baseline data, and developing local been worked out-although spare parts are hard 
existing Peruvian institutions increased the governmental commitment. Appendices provide to obtain and the credit system still inadequate
transferability of Vicos innovations within Peru. sample data; the evaluation methodology; a case and some 180,000 HTWs are in use., primarily for 

study of the project's impact in Sind; and papers irrigating a third, dry season crop which wouldOn-farm water management on the implications of on-farm water manage- not have been planted but for the pumps, and 
ment, the project's economic impact, the socio- which is, in some cases, a cash crop. Amarket hasproject inPakistan economic impacts of increased income, and the recently developed for used HTWs, making them 
role of honor, power, and rivalry in Pakistani vil- available to the poorest farmers, those not well 

PN-AAJ-617 lages. served by the credit system. The HTWs have also 
been used to increase the supply of potable water, 

Painter, James E.; Malone, Sandra; et al. 
U.S. Agency for International Development Bangladesh small-scale reducing the incidence of dysentery and stomach 

Bureau for Progrm and Policy Coordination. irrigation ailments. 
Office of Evaluation
 

Jun 1982, vii, 30p. + appendices, Eng. PN-AAL-01 0 Irrigation and A.I.D.'s
 
A.LD. project impact evaluation report, no. 35 experience: a consideration
 
3910413 Fnedkin, Tom; Lester, Robert T.; etat. based on evaluations 

U.S. Agency for International Development. 
Watercourse improvements conducted under Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. PN-AAL-01 9
 

A.D.'s On-Farm Water Management Project in Office of Evaluaton (Sponsor)
 
Pakistan have enabled farmers to increase their 
 Apr 1983, x, 27p. +4 appendices, Eng. Steinberg, David I.; Clapp-Wincek, Cynthia;
 
crop yields and incomes. This report analyzes the AI.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 42 Turner, Allen G.
 
setting, history, and impact of the project. While 
 3880019 U.S. Agency for International Development 
water user associations were not effectively es- Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination 
tablished, farmer awareness of the importance of The Small Scale Irrigation Project in Bang- Aug 1983, xii 237p., Eng.
mutual cooperation grew, informal mechanisms ladesh is an example of a project which could not A./.D. program evaluation report, no. 8 
have been quite successful in maintaining water- fail, but, due to a variety of institutional short
courses, and demand for watercourse improve- comings, almost did. So concludes this evaluation Lack of good management is the principal rea
ments has risen. However, the project failed to of the project, which was initiated in 1976 to pro- son that most irrigation projects have failed to 
increase district government awareness of the vide hand tubewells (HTWs) to small farmers in reach their potential. Thus concludes this review 
need foron-farn watermanagement and failed to Bangladesh. The project was designed to take of AI.D. irrigation projects, based on impact
institutionalize a mechanism through which that advantage of a technology already widely ac- evaluations, other studies, and a 5/83 AID-spon
need can continue to be met. Moreover, the cepted in Bangladesh and well-adapted to the sored conference on irrigation management. In
project design did not address regional differenc- ;ountry's climate and its high water table. The cluded are discussions of types of irrigation sys
es, baseline data collection and project monitor- HTW, or handpump, is simple to operate and tems; social and economic impacts; policies and 
ing were inadequate, and the cost of watercourse maintain, and makes use of cheap local labor. investment strategies; management; maintenance 
improvements exceeded original estimates. Most importantly, it is inexpensive, and with and rehabilitation; and project planning, moni-
Planned precision-leveling of fields to improve credit available, affordable by small farmers. De- toring, and sustainability. Although irrigation 
water use was not as successful as envisioned due spite these positive factors, the project was normally improves yields, it is not a simple solu
to farmer reluctance to participate and the Paki- plagued by problems from its beginning, mainly tion to food deficits. Socioeconomic impacts (on,
stani Govenment's decision to deemphasize lev- because its initial design failed to adequately ad- e.g., civic participation, women,the environment)
eling. Nor was extension training of farmers ade- dress a number of crucial issues: the need to im- are difficult to assess. Irrigation systems range
quately implemented, due partly to competition port iron (lack of raw materials delayed imple- along a continuum from local management to ex
with an existing extension service as well as to mentation for years) for indigenous manufacture temal control. The former is most effective, yet
A.LD.'s use of the fixed amount reimbursement ofHTWs; the exact design of the pump; produc- traditional community-based systems are often 
mechanism. Project experience also showed that: tion by local foundries; and, especially, the credit ignored in policy considerations. Problems of 
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water management, either by water user associa- increased by as much as ten times. By 1975, 
ions cz implementing agency, are exacerbated by however, inadequate attention to drainage and 

donors' bureaucratic priorities; involving farmers salinization and failure to adequately train 
in planning undoubtedly leads to improved man- farmers in water management (as more settlers 
agement System maintenance is also best done at arrived and the project focus shifted from irri-
the local leveL Existing water user associations 
should be encouraged and equitable costrecovery 
from users fostered. Irrigation project planning is 
subject to aseries of pressures prompting huried 
approval. Design problems include poor donor 
coordination and failure to adequately consider 
such factors as fanner needs, host country com-
mixtnent, agronomic realities, sind social context. 
Planning should be done within the context of 
natural resource strategy, and relationships be-
tween irrigated and nonirrigated areas under-
stood. Issues such as system size, public vs. pm-
vate, or rehabilitation vs. new construction are 
closely interrelated. Technology choice should 
allow maximum flexibility in design, installation, 
and operation. Agricultural triage (choosing be-
tween competing needs and goals) is usually dic-
tated by fiscal contraints, but may reinforce in-
come and social differences; a donor influencing 
policy should realize the implications thereof. 
Appended are a9-page bibliography (1950-83), a 
list of A.LD. irrigation studies, summaries and a 
discussion of the impact evaluations, and the 
conference proceedings. 

Helmand Valley project in 

Afghanistan 

PN-AAL-028 

Clapp-Wincek, Cynthia; Baldwin, Emily 
U.S. Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Program and PolicyCoordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

Dec 1983, xiii,29p. +2 appendices, Eng. 
A.LD. evaluation special study, no. 18 
3060090 


The Helmand Valley Development Project in 
Afghanistan, a complex effort-assisted by 25 
A.LD. and predecessor agency projects (1949-

79)-to settle new farmers on desert lands re-
claimed by irrigation, is herein reviewed. Al-
though often accounted a failure, the project did 
spur impressive growth in agricultural produc
tivity and income. The amount of land une 
cultivation increased from 77,000 to 145,000 ha, 
5,500 new families were settled in the valley, 
fertilizers and high-yield varieties were brought 
into widespread use, and double cropping in-
creased dramatically. Average farm income 

gatlon to integrated nual development) began to 
slow income increases. Long-time residents 
dealt with these problems better than did new 
settlers. Still, even in areas where salinity was 
severe, income remained well above pre-project 
levels. Nonetheless, the increased crop yields 
were not enough to significantly improve Af-
ghanistan's export situation. Social services 
(some of which the United States was responsi-
ble for) failed to mitigate the negative impacts of 
severe salinizatim and waterlogging-impover-
ishment, illness, and outmigration. The project 
taught that: mixing export production and reset-
tlement goals makes achievement of either un-
likely; social services must be given high priori-
ty and integrated with other activities, but crop 
production gains must be consolidated before 
positive social impacts can be sustained; suc-
cessful nomadic settlement programs must pro-
vide strong economic incentives, adequate 7.cial 
services, and effectively communicated agricul-
tural information; and close integration of donor 
and host country activities and goals is essential. 
The success of A.D. activities in such a project 
depends on the success of the effort as a whole. 
Thus, provision must be made from the outset 
for all essential elements. Appendices include an 
analysis of four farm economic surveys con-
ducted in the Valley between 1963 and 1978 and 
a 41-item bibliogrmry (1955-1980). 

On-fart water management in
Aegean Turkey, 1968-1974 

PN-AAL-029 

Casstevens, Thomas W.; Kolars, John F.; Wlson, 
James D., Jr. 

U.S.Agency for Intemational Development. 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

18p. + 17annexes, Eng. 
AI.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 50 
Dec 1983, iv, 

2770426
 

The impact of the On-Farm Water Develop
ment Project, jointly undertaken from 1968-74 
by A.I.D.and Turkey's General Directorate of 
Soils and Water (TOPRAKSU) in the fertile 
Aydin region, is reviewed. Implementation 
stressed the concepts of the "farmer as planner" 

and of "leaming by doing" and focused on var
ious forms of training designed to help farmers 
level, drain, and otherwise improve their land; 
promote local manufacture of farm machinery; 
and encourage private contractors to do land 
leveling. Overall, the project was very success
ful. A 1971 study of four project farms showed 
an average increase of 1,500 kg/ha in cotton 
yields and an average decrease of TRLI,O0/ha 
in production costs-a return on investment of 
over 200% in the first season. Land improve
ment not only doubled yields in the traditional 
season, but also created a second season for a 
second crop, leading to a boom in fruit and 
vegetable production. The project also stimu
lated local production of farm machinery, which 
is now well established, and a growth in the 
number of private contractors conducting land 
leveling activities. TOPRAKSU engineers 
trained under the project (74 in the United 
States, 219 in-countiy) carried the spirit of the 
project with them throughout Turkey. Indirect 
benefits included widespread electrification, 
improved nutrition, and upgraded women's 
roles. Negatively, increased distribution of wa
ter led to deterioration of the fig crop (due to fig 
sensitivity to moisture) and a spread in crop 
diseases, while occasional overproduction has 
led to still unmet needs in crop forecasting, 
pa( iging, and marketing. The project taught 
that: demonstration projects are more likely to 
succeed (and thus be replicated) when designed 
in close cooperation with the farmer/manufac
turer/contractor, farmers are more apt to exper
iment if risks are limited; a complex project 
should be modularized and decisionmaking 
delegated to the lowest practical level, with a
 
simple evaluation and feedback system; tech
nology must be easily adaptable and repairable 
locally; and help may be rendered more effec

tively by increasing employment and demand 
for goods than by direc' intervention. Appendi
ces offer further treatment of individual points. 
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Peru: improved water and land accompany investment credit; (3)financing enhance a weak.. productive subsector should 
should be ensured from the start, even if AI.D. ensure that such will not occur at the expense ofuse inthe Sierra must shoulder the burden; and (4)in irrigation the more valuable subsector, (4)projects to en
projects, land ownership patterns must be dearly hance food security should consider all ofthe tar

PN-AAL-040 understood and a realistic time period allotted get area's nutritional anJ productive resources 
for implementation, and problems and how tlese may be brought into

Wilkinson, John L; McKean, Cressida; eta. congruence; (5)"aw.-.niate" rural technology 
U.S. Agency for International Development fits into existing social organization and does not

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. Soil and water conservation fisent en social gnizationoandides ol
Offic of valutiondepend on social tinkering by outsiders; (6)localOffice of Evaluation project in two sites in Somalia: com uniesinvesthmsvesaccoringto ther 

U.S. Agency for International Development. seventeen years later own, not donors', priorities; and (7) the current 
ureu trend towards involving rural people in research,

Peru PN-AAL-064 planning, and resource allocation processes 

Dec 1984, ik 21p. +8appendices, Eng. should be encouraged.
 
AL.D. project impact evaluation report no. 54 McCarthy, John W; Clapp-Wincek, Cynthia; et al.
 
5270156 U.S. Agency for International Development


Bureau for Afica 1.6 LIVESTOCK -]
The key problem facing Peruvian agriculture is U.S. Agency for International Development.
 

that of realizing more effective use of land and Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Office ofEvaluation
water resources. To this end, AID.'s Improved 

Land and Water Use in the Sierra project (1976- Aug 1985, xiii, 24p. +5 appendices: ill., maps, Sociology of pastoralism and 
83), called Plan MEIS after its Spanish acro- statistical tables, Eog. African livestock projects 
nym, included construction of irrigation and A.I.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 62 
drainage works, investment credit for on-farm 6490019 PN-AAG-922 
land development, complementary tree plant
ings, technical assistance, and trining. Although The impact of an AID. soil and water conser- HorowiV, MichaelM. 
Plan MERIS did not reach its numerical goals vation project in northwest Somalia to increase U.S. Agency for International Development. 
for construction, beneficiarie4 reached, or total low crop yields in a cultivated watershed is as- Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
irrigated hectares (despite a 2-year project ex- sessed 17 years after the project's end. In the ma- Office of Evaluation 

tension), all farmers, large and small, now have jor intervention, about one-half of the watershed 1979, ix, 102p., Eng. 
greater access to a reliable water supply. The was bnded (surrounded with contoured earthen A.I.D. program evaluation discussion paper, 
infrastructure built under the project appears to dikes) to catch spring rains. This virtually doubled no. 6 
be well designed and was constructed at a rela- grain yields in the early years, in comparison with 
tively low cost. However, for the most part nei- non-banded lands, although these increases have To be successful, development projects not 
ther credit nor technical assistance have reached been reduced by about 50% over the years due to only must be technically sound but also must 
the small farmers who were to be Plan MERIS's spotty maintenance by farmers over the years. take account of developing countries' values and 
primary beneficiaries; in fact, the credit compo- Also, planners ignored the agropastoral nature of indigenous strategies. This paper analyzes the 
nent has reached less than 1%of beneficiaries food production andthepossible effects ofhaving sociological and ecological assumptions which 
overall Implementation shortfalls were largely the best watered part of the farm permanently underlie AID. interventions in the West African 
due to the Government of Peru's budgetary dif- cultivated while the rest was given to perennial livestock sector. Against a background portrait 
ficulties; in this connection, revenues for future grazing by farm livestock. In addition, banding of the African herdsman, AID. sector interven
maintenance of the irrigation systems are not as- even small farms has proved too labor-expensive tions in the region (infrastructure improvements, 
sured. The project's forestry component appears tobeeconomicallyjustifiableforfarmers. Final- replication of western commercial production 
to be progressing adequately, although commu- ly, bonding had only a modest demonstration im- systems, and organizational innovations) are 
nity awareness of the benefits of such activities pact-this is contrast to an add-on subproject to identified and critically reviewed in terms of the 
is lacking. On the whole, the Plan MERIS mod- build dams and diversion structures to provide problems of desertification and mixed farming, 
el is well-suited to small farm conditions in flood-irrgation to a religious fanning communi- range tenure, pastoral offtake, mobility, herd 
mud of the developing world. However, it must ty. Without any systematic training inputs from management, and the role of women. The author 
be recognized that the primary pmpose of such a the project, this community replicated the project faults AID. projects for ignoring the social and 
project is to provide technical assistance and at four sites, enabling it to satisfy its grain needs, ecological realities goveming African pastoral 
services based on an assured source of water for produce a cash crop, and purchase farm machin- life. He stresses the fact that pastoralist behavior 
irrigation, not to provide irrigation works sup- ery and chemical inputs. Lessons learned are that: is a logical outgrowth of past involvement with 
plemented by technical assistance. Other impli- (1)agropastoral subsistence depends more on the the Sahel environment. Development efforts 
cations of the Plan MERIS experience are: pastoral than on the agricultural base; (2) projects whichimpingeonmobilityorthreatentheherd's 
(1)beneficiaries should be involved in project to enhance a productive subsector of less impor- ability to support a large number of persons will 
activities from the early stages; (2) production tance to producers should avoid dependence on be resisted. "Top-down" approaches that ignore 
credit and especially technical assistance must substantial community inputs; (3) projects to the highly individualistic nature of West African 
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herdsmen are likely to meet with failure. In line 
with the work of other anthropologists and social 
scientists, the autor notes the following func-
tional rel;tionships between herdsmen and 
heiding conditions which should be safeguarded 
in livestock interventions: 
(1) Due to the vaiability of semiarid grazing 

conditions, mobility is ofte, necessary for 
survival. 

2. Pastoralists recognize claims existing on land 
and water use znd their movement is con-
strained by those claims, 

3. Pastoralists seek to increase and maintain he 
size of thteir herds because of the many and 
different benefits deriving therefrom. 

4. Despite the desire to increase herd size, there 
,.,emanagerial contraints on the number of 
animals maintainable under the direct control 
of asingle herding unit. 

Expansicn beyond that point leads to diminish-
ing returns, reflected in an increase in disease, 
predation, theft, runaways, ad watering costs. A 
108-item list of French and Eng'sh references 
cited (1939-78) isappeoded. 

Workshop an pastoralisa and 
African livestock dwloveB ment 

PN-AAH-238 

Institute for DevelopmentAnthropology, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational DVvelopmenL 

Bureau foi Afric (Sponsor) 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluaton (Sponsoi) 

(Workshop on Pastoralism and African Livestock 
Development, Harpers Fery, WV: US,23-26 
Sep 1979) 

1980, 86p., Eng. 

A1. program evaluation report, no. 4 

930o47 


At a recent workshop on pastoralism and Af-
rican livestock &velopment, it was agreed that 
livestock sector programs must be reoriented to 
make them more compatible vwith the social, 
economic, and erntimental realities of arid 
and semiarid pastoral regions of Africa. This 
report summarizes the discussions of that 
workshop. Workshop topics included range 
degradation and productivity, program and 
project objectives, intitution btildinig, market-
ing, and case studies examining the SODESP 
Senegalese Prociz, the Maasai Livestock 

Project in Tanzania, livestock development in 
Kenya, and the evolution of livestock projects 
in Botswana. Consensus on the following points 
was achieved. 
1.Quantitative data relating to pastoral systems 

are unreliable for two reasons. First, arid and 
semiarid regions experience considerable cli-
matic instability. Data gathered at a specific 
time or location may not be relevant under 
future conditions. Second, data gathering 
techniques are insufficiently standardized to 
encourage comparability. 

2. Management units for development interven-
dions in livestock should be both small scale 
and based on existing cultural ecological sys-
tems. In large projects, decisionmaking is 
centralized and remote from individual herd 
managers who are locally in charge of herd 
movements and offtake. 

3. Herd mobility can be due to crisis-survival 
mechanisms or effective strategies for long-
term range exploitation. Planners must un-
derstand these processes and find ways of de-
livering quality-of-life services to mobile 
populations without constraining mechanisms 
of pastoral life. 

4.Semiarid rangelands can undergo biological 
and climatic stress without long-term secular 
degradation, the very identification of which 
is difficult. Incorrect range analysis and treat-
ment can exacerbate the semiarid ecosystem. 

5. Livestock program emphasis should be placed 
on supporting the subsistence base of the pas-
toral herder rather than stressing commercial 
activities benefiting consumers. 

6. Program monitoring and evaluation should be 
made components of programs in the livestock 

sector. Areas of furtherresearch are specified. 
Appendices include alist of workshop partici-
pants and agenda, and questionnaires. 

Land tenure and livestock 

development inSub-Saharan 
Africa 

PN-AAL-072 

Bennett, John W.; Law'y, Steven W.; Riddell, 
James C. 

University of Wisconsin atMadison. Land 
Tenure Center 

US. Agency for Intemational Development. 
Bureau for Science and Technology. Office of 
Agriculture (Sponsor) 

U.S. Agency for International Development.
 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Center for Development Information and
Evaluation (Sponsor) 

May 1986, xii, 159p. +bibliography: statistical
 
tables, Eng.
 

A.I.D. evaluation specialstudy, no. 39
 
Earlier version: PD-AAP-900
 

Prompted by the disappointing record of its 
livestock and range management projects in Sub-
Saharan Africa, AID. beginning in 1979 spon
sored aseries of studies by the University of Wis
consin Land Tenure Center on pastoral develop
ment projects in East, West, and Southern Africa. 
Those studies are herein summarized. Conven
tional donor policy for livestock projects in the 
1960s and early 1970s isexamined first. General
ly, this strategy focused on improving livestock 
quality and range conditions and increasing mar
ket "offtake," and largely ignored the broad so
cial, economic, and ecological environment of the 
pastoralists. More recent approaches have recog
nized the importance of these broader issues, but 
this alone has not guaranteed success for African 
pastoral systems are in a transitional stage and 
herders often respond in unexpected ways to in
centives offered by new markets and projects. 
Regional differences in Africa's changing pasto
ral systems are next examined. The experience of 
A.I.D. and World Bank projects in East Africa 
(Somalia, Kenya, and Tanzania) and West Aflica 
(Mauritania, Senegal, Niger, Cameroon, and 
Mali) are reviewed, followed by adiscussion of 
the evolution and outcomes to date ofBotswana's 
Tribal Grazing Land Policy. A variety of land 
tenure issues are identified and analyzed in these 

regional studies. The tendency of host govern
ments and donors to overemphasize the institu
tional upgrading of range control and marketing 

agencies is noted. Concluding that some form of 
communal tenure will be the rule for the foresee
able future, the authors outline a tenure system 
that will allow small and medium producers con
tinued participation in commercial livestock pro
duction: (1) large, commercial producers may 
need exclusive rights to extensive grazing areas; 
(2) small admedium producers, because oftheir 
inability to capitalize privat range investments, 
will need some kina of modified communal ten
ure (development thereof will often be difficult, 
requiring close attention during project design); 
and (3)small, itinerant producers present special 
problems best dealt with through land use zoning 
and promotion of mixed fanning or, in some cas
es, off-farm employment. 
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Philippines&Bicol Integrated 

area development 


PN-AAJ-1 79 

Sommer, John G.; etal.Aquino, Rosemar, 
U.S. Agency for Intematonal Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

Jan 1982, ix,20p. +8 appendices, Eng. 
ALD.project impact evaluaton report, no. 28 
4920303, 4920275; 4920281; 4920310; 
4920319; 4920289 

The Bicol River Basin Development Program 
(BRBDP) in the Philippines is important because 
it melds three themes current in development 
thinking-a concerted focus on a discrete geo-
graphic area; systematic integration of various 
services down to the farm level; and income re-
distribution and equitable economic growth. This 
report assesses the BRBDP's impact, emphasiz-
ing seven A.I.D.projects. The BREDP to date has 
had a limited but promising impact. Much of the 
first 8years has been spent building infrastructure 
(e.g.,
roads and irrigation systems), designing and 
starting projects (e.g., agroforestry); training staff 
(e.g., health workers); and raising resources. Al-
though institutional coordination is satisfactory, 
the BRBDP is still too centralized. Participation 
has been adequate except at the critical farmer 
level; efforts to promote private investment have 
been few and unsuccessful Additional detailed 
findings on the impact of roads and inigation and 
on the BRBDP's effect on regional develcpment 
and on institutions are presented. Experience 
gained under the Program has shown that: (1)the 
BRBDP is a viable model and the river basin a 
suitable unit for integrated area development and 
that consistent national support is a must; 
(2) while hyperbole may gain initial support, dis-

appointment and loss of this support may result 
fcom the delays and problems which inevitably 
aise;()thconceAofintegrationismoreuseful 
as a planning device than as an implementing 
procedure; and (4)early beneficiary participation 
is both possible and crucial to success, which is 
ultimately measured by changing attitudes. Thus, 
the authors note that the future success of the 
BRBDP depends on promoting greater farmer 
participation, increasing farmers' productivity, 

and on stronger, more creative leadership from 
the central BRBDP Program Office. Appended 
arean overviewof A.I.D.assistancetotheBRB-
DP; the scope and methodology of this evalua-
tion; an economic aralysis of the Program; a re-
port on the benefits and beneficiaries of the 
BRBDP; a description of the BRBDP's institu-
tional aspects; selected farmer profiles and a dis-
cussion of the importance of participation; and a 
list of 32 references (1967-81). 

Egypt: the Egyptian American 
rlra improvement service, a 
point four project, 1952-63 

PN-AAL-O1 1 

Johnson, Pamela R.; El Dahiy, Ahmed; etal 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinaon. 
Office of Evaluation (Sponsor) 

Apr 1983, xi,26p. + 10 alpqendices, Eng. 
A.LD. project impact evaluation report, no. 43 

The long-term impact of the model Egyptian 
American Rural Improvement Service (EARlS) 
project (1952-63), still Egypt's most successful 
land reclamation effort, is evaluated in this re-
port. Alignment with Egypt's top political and 
developmental goals enabled EARIS to suc-
cessfully relaim 37,000 acres of lake bottom 

and desert land at three sites, build 13 complete
and 64 satellite villages, and resettle 7,500 
landless families. A semi-autonomous structure 
facilitated implementation but hindered transfer 
of responsibility to Egypt's line ministries, 
while infrastructre building was unrealistic and 
lacked long-term planning for upkeep and re
current costs. The project's main accomplish
mert was to put needed inpuLs--land, water, 
credit-into the hands of small farmers. Politi

cat shifts and the move to large state farms on 
reclaimed land prevented its replication. The 
30,000 acre site at Abis was EARIS's most 
successful, thanks in part to the marketing, 
economic, and service opportunities offered by 
nearby Alexandria. Today, farm income in Abis 
has risen duamatically, average large animal 
holdings have increased from 1 to 4 per house
hold, and land values have soared; prosperity is 
evident. Individual. and cooperative investments 
have allowed farmers to intensify land use, 
control marketing, and process their milk and 
cheese. About 25% of cropland is devotd to 
high-value vegetable production, and cereal 
crop production equals or exceeds that of the 
Old Lands. The two desert reclamation sites, 
Qoota and Kom Osheim, totaling 7,000 acres, 
have not fared as well. Only a fraction of the 
lands' productive potential is now being used 
due to the large-scale withdrawal-legal and 
illegal--of irrigation water by spontaneous land 
reclamation upstream. Some of the 1,600 setler 
families have abandoned their farms and many 
who remain depend on semi-skilled work in 
Cairo. The project taught that small farms on 
reclaimed land are financially viable and highly 
productive if irrigation water is assured and 
well-managed and farmer choice permitted and 
that population increases result in land flag
mentation, indicating the need for a diversified 
economic base. U.S. support for the project 
made a difference that is still felt. 
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Haii: HACHO rural community 

development 


PN-AAL-025 

Brinkerhoff, Derick W; Foizo, Pascal T.; 

Ormond,Barbara J. 


U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinauun.Office of Evaluation 

Nov 1983, xiii, 29p., Eng. 
A.D. project impactevaluation report, no. 49 

5210061 


The Haitian-American Community Help Or
ganization (HACHO), founded in 1966 to pro-
vide health and community services in re-
source-poor Northwest Haiti, received A.I.D. 
funding from that date through 1979. The vi-

cissitudes and impacts of HACHO-which 
soon became a focal point for local residents 
seeking help as well as for donors seeking a 
vehicle to provide;assistance--are herein re
viewed. HACHO, which began by providing 
health services in one small town, soon ex-
panded geographically-into other parts of the 
Northwest--and sectorally-into community 
organization, road construction, and later, agri-
cultural extension, irrigation, potable water, and 
handicrafts. The primary impact of the HACHO 
project lay in its provision of basic services 
where.none exited before. Residents valued its 
health care, agricultural, and infrastructure 
programs, a road network constructed by Food 
for Work teams, and its development of coin-
munity councils to facilitate service delivery 
and mobilize local resources and self-help. 
However, HACHO was also frequently called 
upon to coordinate donor response to natural 
disasters, and even though the project's design 
in later years tried to emphasize production-
oriented programs and local capacity building, 
HACHO's relief activities tended to skew de-
velopment efforts toward nonsustainable ser-
vice provision. The community council move-
ment was fraught with contradictory expecta-
tions (regarding self-help vs. dependency on 
external relief), and HACHO itself suffered 
from serious organizational and managerial 
weaknesses: a centralized decisionmaking 
structure with headquarters far away inPort-au-
Prince, and an inadequate information system, 
resulting in lack of guidance, continuity, and 
evaluation. Several lessons emerge: the diffi-
culty of achieving development and relief ob-
jectives within the same program; the need to 

clearly understand true costs and benefits in 
sustainable develo[ment activities; the necessi-
ty of long-term attention to management im-
provement, as well as long-term donor support, 
in developing an indigenous organizational ca-
pacity- and the vulnerability of integrated rural 
development projects to external, macro-level 
constraints, 

Area development in Uberia: 

toward integration and 

paticipaion 


PN-AAL-038 

Harbeson, John W.; Binnetidilk,Annette L; etaal. 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Office ofEvaluaion 

Jun 1984, xii,24p. + 9 appendices, Eng. 
A ..D.project impact evaluation report, i o.53 
6690142; 6690139, 669T025 

The Bong and Lofa Agricultural Development 
projects in Liberia were administratively suc
cessful integrated rural development efforts, but 
they produced only limited socioeconomic ben
efits because mid-coure design corrections were 
not taken when preproject assumptions proved 
unrealistic. The projects, designed to diversify 
and expand the economy by encouraging small 
farmer production of coffee, cocoa, and swamp 
rice, focused on planting new coffee and cocoa 
trees, rehabilitating old trees, restoring old 

swamps, and clearing new ones; support activi-
ties included monitoring schistosomiasis, train
ing farmers and extensionists, building wells and 
latrines, strengthening and establishing market-
ing cooperatives, repairing feeder roads, and 
creating semi-autonomous project management 
units (PMUs). Some 17,000 farm families have 
been involved in these efforts. Although the 
PMUs performed ably in coping with unforeseen 
circumstances, the projects lacked provision for 
the formal and comprehensive mid-course rede-
sign work which was necessitated by, inter alia, 
commodity price fluctuations (which limited 
farmers' incentives to participate in the crop de-
velopment programs), the lack of a strong agTi-
cultural research program (erroneously assumed 
to exist), and unresolved national-level policy, 
financial, and administrative problems. Also, 
district cooperatives--which are to be the 
PMUs' heirs--have not yet proven their viabili-
ty, and long-term social impacts (to, e.g., wom-
en, land tenure, the environment) are still unde-

ternined. It was learned that: (1) broad-based 
projects must be flexible enough to allow design 
changes; (2) agricultural projects should test 
proposed technical packages; (3) decentralized 
projects are viable given national policy and ad
ministrative support; (4) farmers' participation 
depends upon their perception of material bene
fit; (5)decentralized projects should be integrat
ed, with exp,... -ages between central gov
ement andeintadproject staff, among donors, and 
across sectors; and (6) locally-based agricultural 
research which involves farmers and is closely 
tied to extension is crucial in agricultural devel
opment. 

Development potential of new 
lands settlement in the tropics 

of-the-art evaluation with 
specific emphasis on policy
implications, executive 

summanj 

PN-AAL-039 

Scudder, Thayer 
U.S. Agency for International Detelopment 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Office of Evaluation 

Sep 1984, vi 46p. +attachment, Eng. 
A.I.D. program evaluation discussion paper, 

no. 21 
9365305 

New lands settlement is defined as the settle
ment ofareas which are largely uncultivated. Fo
cusing on policy implications and development 
poential, this report analyzes new lands settle
ment experiences in the tropics and subtropics. 
An initial section classifies and defines new lands 
settlements based on the type of settler (sponta
neous, voluntary, compulsory) and the nature of 
the sponsor (government, another agency); the 
magnitude of contemporary new lands settlement 
and the potential for greater govemment involve
ment are assessed. Comparative and longitudinal 
analyses of new lands settlements indicate that 
successful past projects have involved regional 
planning and integrated area development; more 
settlements would have been v'ccessful ifatten
tion had been paid to their scale and spatial layout, 
fanning systems diversification, settler family in
come, employment generation, and national de
velopment policy. The bulk of the paper outlines 
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four basic settlement stages--(1) planning, initial 
infrastructural development, and seatler recruit-
ment; (2) transition; (3)economic and social de-
velopment; and (4)handing over and incorpora-
tion-and reviews basic issues to be iiddressed in 
each stage by planners, administrators, and set-
tlers. A final section describes the basic features 
of an ideal settlement proces. 

Bolivia: integrated rural 
development Inacolonization 
setting 


PN-AAL-043 

Solem, Richard Ray, Greene, RichardJ.; et al. 
U.S.Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Latin America and the Caribbean. 
Bolivia 

Jan 1985, xvi, 25p. + 6 appendices: ill., maps,
statistical tables, Eng. 

A I.D. project impact evaluation report,no. 57 
5110514; 5110050 

The impacts of two A.I.D.projects promoting
integrated rual development (M) and new 


lands settlement in the subtropical lowland areas 
of Chane-Piray and San Julian in eastern Boliv-

conditions should be evaluated (e.g., via experi-
mental farms) before settlement; settlement 
proved most successfiil when due to a combina-
ton of self-selection and the provision of essential 
(but not dependency-creating) support services; 
the most essential infrastructure items are water, 
access roads, and viable community layouts; cit-
ical services must be provided until the first crop 
isharvested and sold; turnoverofa settler'sparcel 

of land does not necessarily reflect failure; and 
consolidation and growth ultimately depend on 
settlers' own efforts arid resources. Appendices 

treat project interventions, impacts, development
issues, and lessons learned in detail and include a 
42-item bibliography (1968-83). 

Ecuador. private sector
cooperatives and integrated 
rural development 


PN-AAL-062 

Soos, Helen E.; Weber, Clemence J.; et al. 
U.S.Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
Office of Evaluation 

Jan 1986, xiiN, 18p. +14 appendices: ill., map, 
statistical tables, Eng. 

ia-a 1974 loan to the National Colonization In- AI.D.project impact evaluation report,no. 59 
stitute (INC) and a 1979 grant to the private 
Foundation for Integral Development (FIDES)-
are evaluated. Physical infrastructure work, 
which was carried out by INC before the settlers 
arrived, was rated poor; technical services, which 
were provided by FI)ES on a self-help basis, 
were rated excellent. Micro-level economic and 
social impacts were mixed at Chane-Piray but, 
thanks to FIDES's influence, were very positive 
at San Julian. Macro-level economic, social, and 
environmental impacts were substantial and gen-
erally positive, although the loag-term impact of 
merging Indian and Spanish cultures and of re-
placing virgin forests with crop nd pasture land 
is unknown. IRD activities were limited to San 
Julian. On the whole, the design of the projects 
was replicable. Regarding IRD, the projects 
taught the need for continuity of commitment, 
along with comprehensiveness of perspective as 
well as an ability to adapt individual IRD ele-
ments; proximity of implementors to beneficia-
ties, active participation by the latter, and close 
program monitoring; support systems promoting 
self-help and self-capitalization; and a quick-
response capability (decentralized decisionmak-
ing) on the part of implementors. Regarding re-
settlement, the projects taught that: fanning 
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Agricultural credit unions and cooperatives can 
be agents of integrated rural development, ac-
cording to this impact evaluation of a project to 
assist cooperatives and credit unions in Ecuador 

during the period 1962-76. A.I.D. assistance to 
the credit union movement can be claimed as an 
unequivocal success. Ecuadorian credit unions 
have 2.5 million members and provide major 
impetus for rural development, especially in the 
agricultural sector. AI.D. assistance to agricul-
tural cooperatives has had a less widespread, 
though still catalytic impact on rural develop-
ment, an impact which is due mainly to the fact 
that co-op membership in Ecuador is associated 
with land acquisition and with the creation of 
new communities; in many cases, cooperatives 
were the first or main community organization, 
through which members expressed demands for 
health, education, and other services. Ironically, 
the Improved Rural Life (IRL) program, a small 
project add-on spedfically aimed at helping co-
op members acquire multisectoral services, had 
little effect on integrated rural development. The 
primary reason for this difference is that the co-
operative approach, unlike the IRL, succeeded in 

rewarding community participation and initia
tive. However, of the five cooperative federa
tions assisted by A.LD. under the project, only 
the credit union federation attained financial vi
ability. Several lessons pertinent to cooperative 
development can be learned: (1) financial via
bility is hard for agricultural cooperative federa
dons to achieve, because in most cases there is 
no obvious service that they can provide more 

effectively than the private or governmental 
sectors; (2) credit programs for co-ops must be 
linked with skilled technical assistance; (3) 

technical agricultural skills must be conveyed to 
cooperative farmers at the outset; and (4) edu
cation in cooperative management is essential at 
all levels to alleviate problems like those facing 
Ecuadorian cooperatives today-infighting and 
lack of communication, corruption and poor fi
nancial man Yement, lack of unified leadership, 

and the as ye unaddressed issue of how to re
plenish the leadership cadre insuccessful, coop
eratives, all of which are dominated by one to 

three leaders. 

Study of two Sri Lankan ruraldevelopment projects managed 
by the Ceylon Tobacco Co., Ltd. 

PN-AAL-077 

Eaton, George T.; Albert,./occiyne;Merrey,
 
Karen L
 

U.S. Agency for Intemagional Development. 
Bureau for Program ;,,d Policy Coordination. 
Office ofEvaluation 

Mar 1986, xi,20p. +4 appendices: map, 
statistical tables, Eng. 

A.LD. project impat evaluation report, no. 60 
3830056; 3830073
 

The impacts of 2 irrigated resettlement projects 
in Sri Lanka which were managed by a private 
firm, the Ceylon Tobacco Company, lid. (C'C), 
are herein examined. Farmers in both projects 
look back to CTC days as a time ofexcellent ag
ricultuial advice and input delivery, but in other 
ways the projects differed widely. In the first 
project, the Mahiyangana Colonization Scheme, 
CTC served as soledonorand managerfrom 1966 
to 1980. While CTC's generosity to the 59 project 
families transformed their lives, it also created 
strong physical and psychological dependency. 
The result was an enormous economic and social 
impact on a small number of people, but not a 
model settlement. CTC played a lesser role in the 
second project, Mahaweli System H, Block 9, 
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which at full size served 2,122 families. In 1979, 
CTC took over management of agricultural in-
puts, extension, and marketing through an infor-
mal understanding with the Mahaweli Authority 
of Sfi Lanka (MASL); the latter remained re-
sponsible forwater management and nonagricul-
tural functions. Alack of clearly defined spheres 
of responsibility led to misunderstandings and 
competition between CTC and MASI. Also, 
CTC was never able to recover operating costs, 
even after negotiating a fee from MASL In 1983 
both parties agreed to end the arrangement. Les-
sons learned are: (1)Givingaprivateentitypartial 
responsibility within a government system is a 
difficult task at best and must be supported by 
good planning documents rather than informal 
understandings. (2) Great endowment breeds 
great dependency. A settlement project can be-
come self-reliant, if it sets specific limits on sup-
port (avoiding unusual and very expensive in-
puts), requires settlers to contribute labor 
and-once harvests are being marketed-money, 
is sparing in direct staff attention, encourages but 
does not direct ordominate farmer and water user 
organizations, and promotes a business relation-
ship with farmers by trying to place agricultural 
inputs/services in private hands. (3) Donors and 
agents do best what they know well. A fimr like 
CTC that knows one commercial crop is likely to 
do well in another but should not be expected to 
manage community development. 

Burkina Faso: integrated rural 
development projects in 
Segnienega and Dori 

PN-AAL u80 

McCall, Davy, Fleming, Allen P.; et al. 
U.S. Agency for International Development

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

May 1986, xiv, 20p. + 10 appendices: map,
statistical tables, Eng. 

ALD. project impact evaluaion report,no. 61 
6860220; 6860231 

Thc impacts of two community-based integrat-
ed rural development projects inBurkina Faso's 
(formerly Upper Volta) Seguenega and Dori De-
partments are examined. The projects were-im
plemented, respectively, by Africare and Save 
The Children Federation (SCF). Both PVO's 
worked with village groups, helping them to 

organize and carry out self-help development ac-
tivities. Africare integrated its personnel with 
those of a provincial office to fonn a project unit 
which worked independently of both USAIDiBF 
and the central ,ovemment. Africare followed 
AID. programming practices and by project end 
had achieved most planned outputs relating to or-
ganization of village groups, agriculture, health 
care, road-building, and literacy. Provision of 
initial funding for credit and well digging were 
key ingredients in the project's success. The Dori 
project began as a pilot activity; when AID. de-
cided not to fund a continuation (due to SCF's 
failure to meet programming requirements), SCF 
continued the project onits own, with asomewhat 
trimmer focus. Although villagers in Doff, unlike 
those in Seguenega, lacked a tradition of group 
action, SCF succeeded (to a lesser extent than Af-
ricare), in sensiizing villagers to self-help activi-
ties, enhancing the local government's develop-
ment capacity, and increasing local technical 
knowledge. The project's physical accomaplish-
ments are harderto assess because specific targets 
were not set. Experience shows that integrated 
rural development is a management-intensive ac-
tivity. Lessons learned include: (1)expect a slow 
start-up and plan at least 8-10 years of inputs; (2) 
select an area with some tradition of community 
acticn; (3) choose activities that do not conflict 
with local customs and start with activities that 
villagers have already found profitable; (4) select 
a capable PVO and ensure that sufficient govern- 

ment resources will be provided, then leave re-
sponsibility for implementation with the local 
government and PVO; (5)integrate horizontally 

to achieve greater impact from mutually reinforc-
ing activities, vertically to achieve sustainability; 
and (6) for financial sustainability, include credit 
rollover arrangements, build up the village's 
financial resources, and develop management 
skills. 

A.I.D.'s experience with
integrated rural development 
projects 

PN-AAL-095 

Kumar, Krishna 
U.S. Agency for Intemationa) Development. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and
Evaluaton 

Jul 1987, xi, 3Ip. + 2appendices, Eng. 
AL.D. program evaluation report, no. 19 

Although A.LD. enthusiastically embraced in
tegrated rural development (IRD) orojects in the 
1970s as a way of reaching remote and disad
vantaged populations, this retrospective study, a 
synthesis of impact evaluations of 11 IRD 
projects implemented in Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America, reveals them to have been plagued 
with anumber of management and implementa
tion problems. Although most of the projects 
examined increased agricultural productivity 
and incomes, they also tended to benefit wealth
ier farmers. The projects' social service compo
nents did reach the needy, but their impact was 
undermined by a general tendency to reduce 
services when faced with financial or adminis
trative problems. In fact, the projects' sustain
ability ingeneral is dubious, mainly because the 
host governments have neither the will nor the 
resources to maintain inputs and services at 
project levels. The IRD projects were only mod
estly successful in achieving national level ob
jectives, such as food self-sufficiency. The 
problems experienced in IRD frequently stem 
from the choice of implementing agency. Four 
types of agencies have been used for IRD 
projects (project management units, national line 
ministries, subnational government bodies, and 
private voluntary organizations)--each type 
having its own advantages and shortcomings. As 
a general rule, however, IRD management has 
been hampered by poor coordination among 
participating agencies, overreliance on public 

bureaucracies, poor timing of outputs, and in
flexible project design. Other problems have 
been inappropriate national economic policies, 

inability to establish effective beneficiary orga
nizations to promote sustainability, inadequate 
attention to socioeconomic factors, and inade
quate (or nonexistent) technical packages. In 
sum, IRD is a valuable strategy for certain spe
cial circumstances (e.g., narcotics control devel
opment, multisectoral assistance to remote or 
famine-affected areas), but ]RD projects should 
be designed so as to minimize coordination re
quirements, while maximizing the use of private 

sector firms to provide services. 
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A.I.D.'s experience with rural emphasizing that rural development strategies Some of these lessons imply a need for major 
are r-rely universally applicable--the key to changes in donor agencies (e.g., a national focusdevelopment: project-specific success is .he appropriateness of pioject ap- requires greater in-house analytical ability), as 

factors affecting performance pr ach to local contextual conditions. well as for greater staff continuity and more decentralized decisionmaking. They also suggest 
PN-AAX-213 Rural development lessons from the need to seriously consider difficult, unpopular

actions such as longer-term financing of rearent 
Nnnendiik,Annette experience- ighlighs of the project costs and "untying" aid in order to allow 
U.S. Agency for International Development seminar proceedings competitive procurement of equipmeiit appropri-

Bureau for Program andPolicy Coordination. ate to country conditions. 
Center for Development Information and PN-AAX-21t4 
Evaluation PN-AX-21_4 

(Seminar on Rural Development Lessons from Binnendi/; Annette On their own: the Aga Khan rural 
Experience, Paris, FR, 18-19 Feb 1988) U.S. Agency for International Development. support program in Pakistan-

Jan 1989, vi, 47p., Eng. Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
AD. Center for Development Information andevaluaion special stuy no.60 Evaluation an experimental partnership invillage-conbolled 

In recent years AID. has responded to the un- (Seminar on Rural Development Lessons from development---summary 
predictable, complex, and long-term nature of Experience, Paris, FR, 18-19 Feb 1988) 
rural development by experimenting with alter.Jan 1989, vi, 19p. +appendix, Eng. PN-ABC-920 
native approaches. This report draws general A.I.D. program evaluation discussion paper,
 
lessons from these experiments. Discussion fo- no. 25 Mason, John
 
cuses on economically productive rather than 
 U.S. Agency for IntematcnalDevelopment.
 
social service activities and is restricted to fac- Proceedings are summarized of a special semi- Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinaion.
 

Center for Development Information andtors within adonor agency's or project manage- nar held in February 1988 to promote donor ex- Evaluation (Sponsor) 
ment's control, although methods of influencing change of evaluation experiences relating to r
external factors are also considered. The paper is ral development (RD). Participants agreed that Jun 1989, 8p.: ill., charts, statistical tables, Eng. 
organized according to four key project-related despite setbacks, the basic objective of RD- Innovative development approaches, no. 1 
issues, improving the lives of the rural poor-is still 9380265 9300085 
I. Project organization and management issues worthy of donor commitment. The following are 

are examined, beginning with an assessment among the lessons drawn from what emerged as This summary describes the Aga Khan Rural 
of various types of implemcating organiza- a commonality of experience. Support Program (AKRSP), an experimental 
tions (Le., govemmeLt agencies, semiautono- I. RD strategies should be in tune with indi- program aimed at improving rural production 
mous agencies, and private organizations). vidual country conditions and should be in- and incomes in the isolated northern areas of 
General recommendations are presented for tegrated into a coherent macroeconomic Pakistan through a highly participatory, decen
effectively engaging beneficiaries in manage- policy. tralized, village-controlled approach to develop
ment decisions, a key aspect of successful 2. Activities should focus on generating cash ment. The program is supported by a nongov
project performance and sustainability. Man- flows, making economic returns possible, and ermmental organization, the Aga Khan Founda
agement strategies are examined for address- increasing productivity. tion, and it is funded by several donor agencies, 
ing internal and external problems, enhancing 3. Project designs should be flexible enougL to including AID. It has met with initial successes 
indigenous institutional capacity, and im- permit adjustment during implementation and in organizing villagers, raising local savings, and 
proving financial viability, should encompass a phased 'learning" pro- in initiating infrastructure projects to increase 

2. Discussed next are the two main technologi- cess, which implies a donor commitment of local productivity and incomes. Although the 
cal issues affecting rural development 15-20 years. program is firmly rooted in the principle of co
projects: (a) the acquisition and adoption of 4. Project organization and implementation operation between villagers and program facili
appropriate agronomic technical packages, schemes should be as simple as possible. tators, it has significant organizational flexibility
and (b)the choice of appropriate rural infra- 5. More use should be made of non-govern- for project design and implementation. In the 
structure technologies, mental organizations and the private sector, words of Program Director Shoaib Sultan Khan, 

3. The paper then evaluates recently developed and higher priority should be given to "the only blueprint was our conceptual package; 
project design techniques, focusing on the strengthening local institutional and human you have to organize, you have to generate sav
factors of flexibility, size, lifespan, conplexi- resources. ings, capital thlough savings, and you have to 
ty, and integration. 6. Potential beneficiaries should be involved ear- upgrade." Because of its natural mode of village

4. A final section examines project monitoring ly on in the project identification process, participation, the program exhibits a simplicity 
and evaluation processes, which have also 7. RD projects should support rather than take uncharacteristic of many other--especially, in
been revised recently to suit the realities of over the development efforts of the local tegrated-nural development programs.
 
rural development. The report concludes by community. 
 [Author abstract] 
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Socio-economic context of 
fuelwood use insmall rural 

communities 

PN-AAH-747 

Wood, Dennis H.; Brokensha, David W.; etal. 
Devres, Inc. 
1980, 318p., Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation specialstudy, no. I 

All successful community fuelwood programs 
must take into account the importance of local 
participation, consider the specific socioeconom-
iccharacteristics ofthe proposed locatiou and its 
environs, and critically examine alternative plans 
and approaches. These are some of the major 
conclusions of this indepth report which exam-
ines the socioeconomic and environmental as-
pects of fuelwood usein developing coutries and 
analyzes critical issues regarding this use. Fuel-
wood is defined as including firewood and char-
coal and conclusions are detailed as to the sourc-
es, accessibility, harvest or production, 
distribution, and consumption of each. A de-
scription of community fuelwood programs in 
general isprovided inthe body of the text, while 
an annex isdevoted to the discussion ofspecific 
fuelwood programsin India, South Korea, Nepal, 
Thailand, Indonesia, Nigeria, Ethiopia, Tanzania, 
the People's Republic of China, and Colombia. 
Forthose designing and implementing individual 
community fuelwood programs, guidelines are 
provided to resolve the following questions con-
fronting such projects: (I)What goals can be 
achieved through community fuelwood pro-
grams? (2)Which types are most suited to apar-
ticular communit,? (3)How can these programs 
encourage local participation, especially of 
women, who are the main participants in wood 
collection, distribution, and consumption? 

(4)What es are quired? (5)What are the 
management requirements? (6)What are the costs 
and benefits of such programs? Appendices 
include footnotes, abibliography, terms of refer-
ence for study, organizations and individuals 
contacted, and the report's research methods, 
Additional appendices describe selected fuel-
wood programs and possible future fuelwood ac-
tivities. An extensive bibliography (261 entries, 
1922-79) includes topics on national or global 
deforestation, afforestation, fuelwood use, and 
several dissertations on energy, agricultural eco-
nomnics, and social issues. 

Agroforestry projects for s 

farmers a project manager's
reference 

PN-AAX-21 2 

Chew, Siew Tuan 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

Jan 1989,xiv, 42p. +5appendices, Eng. 
A.I.D. evaluation special study, no.59 

Between 1977 and 1987, AI.D. funded 43 bi-
lateral, research, and community projects in 
agroforestry, projects whose primary objective 
was to encourage farmers to grow trees using 
species and techniques (e.g., contour hedgerows, 
intercropping) that can protect and sustain top-
soil, increase crop or livestock production, and, 
in most cases, provide wood and other products 
to augment income. This study reviews A.D.'s 
agroforestry experience and identifies major is-
sues to be addressed in designing and imple-
menting future projects. The is.ues are discussed 
under six categories. 

1.The selection of tree species and techniques 
must be based on technical, economic, and so
ciocultral criteria. Trees must be adaptable to 
agroclimatic and farming conditions, and the 
project must take into consideration the pur
pose of the planting (e.g., whether trees are 
grown for subsistence needs, as a cash crop, or 
both), as well as farmers' risks, benefits, costs, 
and customary beliefs and preferences. 

2. Tree growing must work within---or seek to 
change-government policies and traditional 
land tenure an'angements. 

3. Key institutional issues include the capacity 
of line ministries to meet technical and ex
tension requirements, and the support that 
can be provided by the private sector. Ama
jor lesson is that project designers and im
plementing agencies must train and supervise 
farmers and extensionists in site selection, 
planting techniques, spacing requirements, 
care of young trees, pruning methods and 
schedules, and the harvesting and use of tree 
products. Close coordination among all par
des is urged, as is encouragement of farmer 

participation.
 
4. Some evidence suggests that traditional in

centives such as free seeds may not be ef
fective. Recent projects have experimented 
with alternative incentives, e.g., helping to 
secure land or tree tenure or funding small 
community projects. 

5.Information gaps concerning past forestry 
projects underscore the need to fully fund 
data collection, monitoring, and evaluation. 

6. Crosscutting issues include the possibility of 
implementing projects inphases over 7 years 
or more; the importance of broad, program
matic approaches to improving and sustain
ing land use; and the importance of donor 
coordination. 

Descriptions of A.D. agrforestry projects and 
13 pages of references am apfpieed. 
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Natural resource management: 
A.I.D.'s experience inNepal 

PN-AAX-247 

Chew, Siew Tuan 
U.S. Agency for International Development

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evauation 

Oct 1990, vii, 14p. +attachments, Eng. 
A.ID. evaluation occasional paper, no. 41 

Since 1980, A.ID. has invested about $77 
million in projects to improve Nepal's natural 
resource management, pdrticularly in the hill re-
gions where most poor farmers live. This paper 
reviews the two largest projects-Rapti Area 
Development and Resource Conservation and 
Utilization (RCU); it also describes how US-
AID/Nepal is supporting multidonor forestry 
projects. The review identifies several important 
lessons. 
l. USAID/Nepal has been more effective in in- 

fluencing policymaking and institutional 
changes when supporting multidonor projects 
than when acting alone. 

2. The Rapti and RCU projects underscore the 
difficulty of implementing large projects that 
involve technologies far beyond the host 
country's capabilities. More importantly, they 
demonstrate that support forresource conser-
vation need not always be technically sophis-
ticated, but can begin by integrating research 
and extension activities into existing agricul-
tural and rural development projects. Such ac- 
tivities should concentrate on developing sirm-
ple, low-cost technologies that can be under-
taken and sustained by farmers individually or 
on a communal basis to improve livestock 
management, replant forests, and curb soil 
erosion on hill slopes and incatchment areas. 
To gain farmer support, such activities should 
increase livestock and tree production without 
compromisig food crop production. 

3. Efforts to decentralize forestry management 
should not stop at the local government but 
should involve the affected communities 
themselves, 

Environmental assessments of 

development projects: a 

preliminary review of A.I.D.'s
 
experience 


PN-ABA-143 

Chew, Siew Tuan 
U.S.Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

Jun 1988, vi 15p., Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 17 

Since the late 1970s, donors and host country 
governments alike have beco n concerned with 
reversing the environmental degradation taking 
place inmany Third World nations and limiting 
the adverse impact of development projects on 
the environmenL 

This study describes, and reviews the effec-
tiveness of, A.LD.'s system for assessing the 
potential environmental impacts of proposed 
projects. Using examples of projects that were 
revised after environmental review, the study 
discusses A.LD.'s methods for classifying the 
environmental risks of development projects 
(the so-called black, grey, and white lists), and 
the impact of the assessment process on revis-
ing project designs and implementation. Expe-
rience indicates that in many cases the assess-
ments have helped project designers to identify 
and address significant environmental issues, 
and that they provide a forum for host country 
officials to voice their concerns about project 
impacts. The system is less effective, however, 
in screening activities indirectly funded by 
A.LD. (e.g., activities of AI.D.-supported in-
termediary credit institutions) and it does not 
provide guidance on how to detect or address 
unforeseen negative effects that might occur 
during implementation. Another potential 
problem is that budget-conscious Missions, 
fearing expensive project redesigns, might 
avoid the process altogether by funding only 
those projects on the "white list," i.e., that 
qualify for a categorical exclusion, 

Natural resources management: 
Issues and lessons from Rwanda 

PN-ABC-904 

Chew, Siew Tuan 
U.S. Agency for International Development.


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Center for Development Information and
 
Evaluation
 

Apr 1990,x, 19p.+attachment,Eng. 
A.I.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 35 

Rwanda is an exception among low-income 
developing countries in that ithas given high 
priority to environmental and natural resource 
management (NRM) issues. This paper de
scribes A.LD.'s support for these efforts and ex
plores the possibility of integrating them into 
agricultural and rural development programs in 
Rwanda and elsewhere in sub-Saharan Africa. 
Major findings are as follows. 
1.Government support is a prerequisite to de

veloping the long-term strategies needed to 
address specific NRM issues. 

2. Developing appropriate NRM technologies is 
acomplex undertaking requiring site-specific 
applied research. 

3. Donors should appreciate the difficulty host 
countries face inbalancing NRM with devel
opment, conservation, and equity objectives. 

4. USAID/Rwanda assistance has covered a 
wide range of NRM activities, many of them 
complementary to those of other donors, 
some part of acoordinated multi-donor effort. 
Such collaboration is especially necessary in 
complex projects. 

5.The program includes several innovative and 
potentially replicable approaches, including 
the promotion of ecotourism and wildlife con
servation and park management, and agrofor
estry and fishfannming to conserve soil and wa
ter resources while increasing farm productiv
ity. Since such activities require costly invest
ments and yield their benefits only inthe long 
term,a broader framework than simple cost
benefit analysis might beneeded to incorporate 
them into USAID/Rwanda's agricultural and 
rural development portfolio. 
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4.1 POLICY REFORMNO3. 


I& NON-PROJECT 

ASSISTANCE 


Recent evaluations of AID 

commodity Import programs 

(CIP'S) 

PN-AAT-505 

Lieberson, Joseph 
U.S.Agency for IntemationalDevelopment


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

EvauationDevelopment 

Mar 1985, 15p., Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 4 


crehoaug projet asstarto plays a d--
crasingly important part of AID.'s overall de-
velopment program, the relative emphasis ac-
corded its two principal components differs no
tably, with cash transfer programs increasing 
sharply and Commodity Import Programs 
(CIP's) declining. This report evaluates the ef-
fectiveness of CIP's on the basis of a review of 
four CIP's--one each in Tzmbabwe and Somalia 
and two in Egypt.Arm covered i detal .-
dude policy reform, beneficiary targeting, for-
eign exchange rates, and local currency pro-
gramming. Major findings qe as follows. 
1. The linkagebetween CIP's and poLcy reform 

has been weak, the CIP's in both Egypt and 
Zimbabwe lacking policy conditionality. On 
the positive side, the Somali CIP did have 
policy conditions and the government intiat-
ed apackage of reforms. 

2. In all three nations, there has been difficulty 
in gearing CIP's to specific target groups. 
Faced with atrade-off between targeting and 

rapid disbursements, CIP's usually were de-
signed to meet the disbursement objective.Inall cases, C imports were offered to im-
porters at an "official" exchange rate, 30-
100% below the free maret rate, providingan opportunity for awindfall profit. Never-
theless, for most developing country import-
ers, aCIP was not as desirable as free foreign 
exchange. 

4.AID.involvementinregardtolocal currency
programming varied widely, being minimal in 
Egypt and heavy in Zimbabwe, where local 
currecy programming has been used as ama-
jor development tool andhas demonstrated the 
potential effectiveness ofcounterpart funds in 
affecting host government budget allocations 
and sectoral priorities. Policy implications of 
these fndingsaedetled inconclusion. 


Implementing policy and 
Institutional change via 
performance disbursement
examples from the Philippines, 
Bangladesh, and Niger 
PN-AAT-608 

Hermann, Chris 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center forDevelopment Information andEvaluation 

Jul 1985, v,24p., Eg. 

AI.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 1 


Performance disbursement (PD) is a recently 
developed mechanism whereby A.ID. disburses 
program funds in aseries of tranches, each con-
ditioned by host country anainment of pre-estab-
lished benchmarks in implementing policy and 
institutional reforms. This paper reviews limited 
applications of PD in the Philippines, Bang-
ladesh, andNgerinorder to evaluate the practice 

inlight of possible wider use. PD's major advan
tage is that it softensthe adverse effects ofpolicyreforms by lengthening the reform process over 
time and by providing monety compensatinn 
for losses incurred by the refomus. Among other
advantages are that it gives A.I...greater control 
over disbursement and promcies mutual agree
ment on project activity between A.I.D.and the 
hos government. Outstanding issues concerning 
PDdiscussedinthereportinclude, inter,that: 
the conditions making PD an appropriate funding 
mechanism, as well as PD's compatibility with 
U.S. Government regulations, are unclear, the use 
of PD is largely amatter of judgment and host 
country circumstances; PD constitutes for both 
A.I.D.and the host country ahigh-risk and staff
intensive activity; and finally, PD does not ensure 
long-term institutional development. Sixteen 

guidelines for the furthi-t use ofPD conclude the 

Effectiveness and economic
development impact of policy
based cash transfer programs:the case of Costa Rica 

PN-AAX-21 0 

Newton, John; Lieberson, Joseph;etal. 
U.S.Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Center for Development Information and 
Enterafon
 

Evaluation 
Nov 1988, jodi 65p. +2appendices:chats, 

statistical tables, Eng. 
A.I.D. evaluation special study, no.57 

Inthe early 1980s, AI.D., the World Bank, and 
the International Monetary Fund (WF) worked 
with the Government of Costa Rica to design 
economic reforms needed to alleviate the coun
try'seconomiccrisis.Thisreportassessestheim. 
pact of these reforms and of attendant 
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international assistance, especially AI.D.'s cash 
transfer programs. The objectives of cash trans-

fer are explained both ingneral and inthe Cos-
ta Rican context The report first discusses the 
IMF's lending programs, which emphasize short-
term stability, and the World Bank programs, 
which have the longer-tern objective ofpromot-
ing export-led growth. AID.'s contribution, 
consisting of cash transfer and local currency 
programs, are then analyzed indepth. Cash trans-
fers represent 83% of the USALD/Costa Rica 
program-totalmg S800 mllion-since 1982. 
The reforms and assistance programs have gen-
erally had a beneficial impact on the Costa Rican 

economy. The AID.progrmnwaslargerthanthe 
IMF and World Bank programs combined, but 
the conditionality provisions and impacts of the 
three programs are closely related. The report de-
tails positive results in the following areas: 
(1) production and private sector performance, 
(2) international trade, (3)fiscal performance, 
(4) financial performance, (5)employment and 
equity, and (6) agriculture. The only negative as-
pect of the program noted in the report is the po-
tential for creating economic dependency. The 
mainnrcmmendationsaddressthisissue, ting. 
interalia, thateachprogram should havea short-
tennperformanceindicatorandterninationdate 
The evaluation resulted in several conclusions of 
general application. (1)Cash transfer programs 
should be designed to be phased ouL Missions 
should show that the program creates no depen-
dency and can fully meet its objectives within 5 
years, and that individual local currency projects 
will have full impact and can be discontinued 
within 3years. (2)Cash transferprograms should 
specify Mission administration of both dollar and 
local currency funds and the permissible level of 
Mission discretion in using these funds. (3)The 
decision to implement local curency programs 
shouldbemadeonacase-by-casebasis. Although 
such a component is often very useful, its costs 
can outweigh its benefits. 

and economic
Effectiveness 

development impact of policy" 

based cash transfer pmgrams: 

the case of Jamaica, 1981-1987 


PN-AAX-220 

Allen, Richmond; Hermann, Chris; et at. 
U.S. Agency for International Development
 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Center forDevelopment Information and
 
Evaluation
 

Jun 1989, xv, 58p.: charts, statistical tables, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation specialstu*,no. 62 

From 1973 to 1980, Jamaica underwent severe 
economic decline as a result of protectionist eco-
nomic policies and greatly expanded social ser
vice programs. In response, in 1981 AID. inii-
atedacashtransferprogramwhichprovided$396 
million over a six-yearpeiod as support for eco-

nomic stabilization and structural adjustment ef-
forts. Tne program focused on reducing govem
ment involvement in commercial enterprises and 

in production and investment decisions, maxi-
mizing the role of the private sector in national 

development, and encouraging export-led 
growth. According to this evaluation, the Gov-
emient ofJamaica achieved many, although not 
all, of the policy reform goals. Major achieve-
ments were: (1)the development of a simplified 
and equitable tax system; (2) privatization of a 
broad array of public sector enterprises; (3) de-
regulation of export masxeting organizations, 
leading to increased investments in the banana, 
coffee, and citrus industries; (4)reduction of sub-
sidies and elimination of commodity price con-
trols; (5)reduction of quantitative import restric-
tions; and (6) the doubling of nontraditional 
exportstocountriesoutsidetheCaribbeanCom-
mon Market- A negative result of the economic 
stabilization program, however, has been the de-
terioration of Jamaican living standards and so-
cial services. According to the report, these con-
ditions were made even more severe by the 
Government of Jamaica's slowness in imple-
menting economic stabilization policies. Serious 
efforts to make the exchange rate more competi-
tive and to reduce central government expendi-
tures were delayed until 1985, which only in-
creased the strain on the poorest segments of the 
population. Three major lessons were learned: 
(1)Certain implementation requirements of 
structural adjustment and policy reform programs 
may be better addressed through project rather 
than program modes of assistance. (2) Cross-
conditionality between two AID. programs is 
likely to magnify problems that arise within each 

program. (3)Coordination and complemenrarity 
across the AID. portfolio contribute tothe policy 

dialogue and reform process. 

Operational issues in developing 
A.I.D. policy reform pmgrams 

PN-AAX-225 

Vondal, Patiia 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Centerfor Development Information and
Eva/uation 

Jun 1989, vii, 28p. + 3appendices, Eng. 

A I.D. program evaluation discussion paper,
no.28 

Program assistance for the support of macro
economic and sectoral policy reform has be
come a major element in AID.'s strategy for 
fostering broad-based and sustainable economic 
growth in developing countries. This paper 
identifies and discusses some of the major op
erational issues involved in the process of 
planning, designing, and negotiating policy re
form programs. It is primarily based on lessons 
learned from AID. experience in developing 
sector-specific and macroeconomic policy re
form programs in Central America, Asia, the 
Near East, and Africa since 1983. The topics 
covered include: approaches to selecting policy 
objectives; analytical requirements for design
ing programs; donor coordination; design of 
conditionality; use of AID. resources in pack
aging reforms; sources of AID. influence; and 
negotiation strategies and styles. The study also 
suggests approaches to developing and pro
moting reform programs based on past suc
cessful experiences. The primary conclusion is 
that the manner in which AID. develops and 
negotiates policy reform programs has major 
implications for the degree of support, the im
plementation. and the sustainability of the re
form program, as well as for the tenor of bilat
eral relations between the U.S. and host country 
government. Therefore, AID. efforts which 
emphasize collaboration, consensus-building, 
flexibility, cultural sensitivity, and recognition 

of local political and economic realities hold the 
most promise. 

Author abstract,moified 
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Impact evaluation of A.I.D. 

policy reform programs in

Dominica and Grenada 

PN-AAX-231 

Lieberson, Joseph M.; Bowles, W.Donald;

Roach, E.LeRoy 


U.S. Agency for Internaional Development
Buraufor Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Et2luation 

Jan 1990, viii, 32p., Eng. 
AI.D. impact evaluation report no. 72 
5180096; 5380141 

During the period 1985-1989, A.ID. support-
ed economic policy reforms in Duminica and 
Grenada-island nations strikingly alike in their 
socioeconomic make-up. Despite their smilari-
ties, however, the countries' experiences with 
reform were drastically different. In Grenada, 
AID. had the opportmity to implement a tol 
reform package after the 1983 U.S. intervention 
toppled the country's Marxist government. 
Nonetheless, reform efforts, which focused on 
budget deficit reduction and private sector de-
velopment, were far from successful According 
to the report, these changes failed because they 
were implemented too rapidly and did not mesh 
with local business practices, government staff 
were inadequately trained to implement them, 
and public and government support and compli-
ance were inadequate. In Dominica, A.ID.'s 
approach was more gradual, first focusing on 
improving management of the existing tax sys-
tern and only later working on incremental tax 
changes and new taxes. By any economic mea-
sure, the Dominica reform program was a suc-
cess. It increased revenues, improved tax col-
lection efficiency, and encouraged productive 
investment. Economic growth picked up sharply 
and remained strong throughout the reform pe-
iod. Critical factors inguiding future planning 

and management of policy reform programs in 
these and other countries are identified. 

A.I.D. economic policy reform 

program InMali 

PN-AAX-236 


Rugh, MichaelA.; Cashion, Jerry, eta. 
U.S. Agency for International Development

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 

Evaluation 


AD...impact evaluation report, no. 74, Mar 

1990, vi, 19p., Eng. 


6880240 

A.LD.'s 1985-99 Eonunir Poldcy Refc-,n 
Program in Mali had two major objectives: to 
encourage private sector activity through dereg-
ulation and fiscal reform and to improve the ef-
ficiency of public services. The program has de-
controlled prices, lowered a number of business 
taxes, introduced a new commercial code, and 
loosened restrictions on import.export trade, 
Despite the country's inhospitable economic en-
vironment, these reforms have produced im-
pressive benefits for the private sector. The most 
notable achievement is price decontrol, which 
has lowered consumer prices across the board. 
Business tax reductions have enabled some finns 
to raise production, investment, and employment 
(although these gains may be offset by arecent 
increase inbusiness license taxes), and the new 
commercial code has simplified business regis-
tration requirements. Changes in impon-export 
regulations are too recent to be assessed, but 
their effects are expected to be minimal. Al-
though the reform program has made progress in 
improving the private sector climate, its impact 
on public sector efficiency has been marginal at 
best. An examination of government expendi-
tures indicates that no improvement has been 
made in the delivery of social services. Finally, 
while a voluntary early departure program for 
civil servants has led to real budgetary savings, 
there is concem that many of the departees will 
not be able to successfuly establish private sec-
tor businesses. 

A.I.D. economic policy reform
 
program InThe Gambia
 

PN-AAX-241 

van der Veen, Jan H.; Hobgood, Thomas D.;
 
Madet, Melanie J.
 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program andPolicy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluaton 

Sep 1990, vii, 16p., Eng. 

AID.,. impact evaluation repor4 no. 76
 
6350228; 6350231
 

In1987, AID. provided The Gambia with a $6 
million grant to support a series of financial and 
agricultural marketing reforms as part ofamulti
donor economic reform program. The sectoral 
reforms were designed to encourage greater pri
vate sector involvement in productive activities 
and discourage the Government from regulating 
and controlling activities that could be done by 
the private sector efficiently. Specifically, the 
Government of The Gambia agreed to: imple
mentappropriatepoliciesregardingtermlending 
agricultural credit, and development lending en. 
force market-determined interest rates, prohibit 
preferential access to credit; and ensure equal al
lowances for all buyers involved in agricultural 
marketing. Aftertwoyears, iistooearlytoassess 
the effects of this complex policy reform pro
gram. However, the program faces barriers: (1)an 
inadequate amount of tecInical assistance and in
stitutional development; (2) poordonor coordi
nation; (3)continued government control over 
femt1i grants, undermining the liberalization of 
groundnut marketing; (4)high interest rates; and 
(5) resistance to market reforms by government 
and parastatals. On the other hand, several exter
nal factors have improved the economic climate 
and helped reform: good weather, which helped 
improve agricultural production; a halt in the 
seculardeterioration ofthe terms of trade;astrong 
pro-ural political bias; and satisfactory relations 
with neighboring Senegal. 
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A.I.D. economic policy reform 
program inSenegal 

PN-AAX242 

Lowentha, Jim; Chambas, Gerard; etal. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Informationand 
Evaluation 

U.S. Agency for Inteational Development 
Bureaen forAnfica. Senegal 

Sep 1990, x, 18p. + 4appendices: statistical 
tables, Eng. 

A.D. impact evaluation repog no. 77 
6850292 

In 1986, AID. initiated a program to reform 
Senegal's system of tax and revenue adminisr-
tiom. The program was designed to complement 
industrial sector reforms managed by the World 
Bank. since industrial stagnation was largely at-
tributed to years of heavy tariff protection and 
high taxes on both the agricultral sector and 
consumers. AID. contributed $14 million in 
cash transfer funds and $1million in technical 
assistance to promote the reforms, almost all of 
which were implemented by 1988. The Govern-
ment of Senegal substantially reduced quantita-
tive restrictions on imports; implemented a new 
commercial investment code; reduced across-
the-board tariff protection; and designed a dra-
matically revised tax revenue system that in-
cluded major provisions for taxing urban real 
estate. Contrary to exp-ctations, the immediate 
impacts of the reforms were negative--eco-
nornic activity in the formal industrial sector 
slowed and govenment revenues seriously de-
dined. Private firms, accustomed to decades of 
protection, had made no provisions for compet-
ing in an international market. Their comped-
tiveness was also weakened by an unfavorable 
national political and economic climate, in-
creased administrative fraud following the re-

duction in customs rates, and the failure of do-
nors and the Government of Senegal to imple-
ment additional, complementary reforms. De-
spite these constraints, the reforms are now 
showing signs of the desired effects, particularly 
with regard to promoting private sector compet-
itiveness and reversing the decline in govern-
ment revenues. It is expected that the medium-

term impacts of the reforms will meet the pro-

gram goals. 

Effectiveness and economic 
development impact of policy-
based cash transfer programs: 
the case of Honduras 

PN-ABC-864 

U.S. Agency for Intematonal Development
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Center for Development Infonnation and 
Evaluation (Sponsor) 

Al.D. evaluaton highlights, no. 3,May 1989, 

8p., Eng. 

Progress has been slow inpromoting sustained 
economic growth and structural rforms in 
Honduras. This report examines the effective-
ness and development impact of A.ID.'s Hon-
duran Cash Transfer programs since 1984. Aras 
covered indetail include fiscal policy, monetary 
policy, foreign exchange reforms, trade policy, 
and privatization efforts. Major conclusions are 
as follows, 
1.Informal discussions, such as those held by the 

Joint Economic Working Group to promote 
changes inthe tariff system and exchange rate 
policy, can bring results in cases where condi-
tionality and leverage do not work. 

2. Basing disbursements on substantive effort 
rather than strict compliance with targets 
serves to keep the reform program moving, as 
when AID. disbursed funds in late 1987 de-
spite anomalies in the government's ewnom-
ic stabilization program. 

3. Concomitant foreign policy objectives and 
economic objectives mean accepting slower 
progress in the later area, despite the fact that 
economic growth is a crucial component in 
achieving U.S. foreign policy goals. 

4. Local currency generated by cash transfer 
programs can be earmarked for activities that 
support the goals ofpolicy reform, such as the 
Woddng Capital Fund for Small and Medium 
Enterprises and the Privatization of State-
Owned Enterprisesproject, bothofwhichwere 
funded from a local currency account. 

Despite progress in some major areas, the fiscal 
deficit and economic inequity continue to be ar-
eas of concem. 

Effectiveness and economic 
development Impact of policy
based cash transferprograms 
the case of Costa Rica 

PN-ABH-145 

Lieberson, Joseph
U.S. Agency for International Devlopment. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Deve!opment Information and 
Evaluaton 

AI.D. evaluation highlights, no. 1,Oct 1988, 8 
p., Eng. 

This document summarizes an evaluation of 
ALD.'s Cash Transfer program in Costa Rica 
between 1982-87. During this time, AID., 
waidng with the World Bank and the Intema
tional Monetary Fund, provided $953.1 million 
in assistance to the Costa Rica's economy, 
which had gone into decline after the doubling 
of oil prices in 1979 and the worldwide reces
sion that followed. Program-mandated reforms 
(1) called for the divestment of unprofitable 
state-owned firms, (2)promoted export of non
traditional agricultural and manufactured prod
ucts to U.S. and Eampean markets, (3)instituted 
a new foreign exchange rate system that reduced 
the overvaluation of Costa Rican currency, (4) 

reduced the public sector deficit through cash 
transfer conditionalities, (5) restructured finan
cial and capital markets by reducing government 
regulation, and (6) expanded the private sector 
through a variety of local currency-financed re
forms. These reforms have generally been suc
cessful: exchange system reforms have been a 
major success, nontraditional exports have 
grown rapidly, and the public deficit has been 
shaTly reduced. Unfortmately, this success has 
also rai-.ed the question of sustainability. Given 
the large amount of aid ($55 per capita), the 
Costa Rican economy has grown accustomed to 
external support. When and how this support can 
be phased out without precipitating economic 
decline is uncertain. The program teaches that 
broad policy reform objectives should be trans
lated into specific targets that can be monitored, 
policy reform deadlines should be realistic, the 
number of local currency projects should be 
strictly limited, and the development of local 

capacity for economic analysis is critical for 

sustainable policy reform actions. 
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Effectiveness and economic 

development impact of policy-
based cash bansfer prgrams:the case of Jamaica 

PN-ABH-146 

Lieberson, Joseph 
U.S. Agency for International Development

Bureau for Program and Poly Coordination. 
Center for Development Infomation and 
Evaluation 

A.LD. evaluation highlights, no. 2, Oct 1988, 

8 p., Eng. 


This document summarizes an evaluation of 
A.D.'s Cash Transfer Program in Jamaica 
during the 1981-47 period. To stop a downward 
economic spiral caused in pm by a significant 
downturn in bauxite and alumina prices (which 
had generated almost 70% of Jamaican export 
earnings), the AID. program focused on re-
forms designed to - 7Mi the role of the P11-
vate sector in national development. Specifical-
ly, the program (1) helped stabilize the econo-
my by reducing government expenditures and 
by changing the foreign exchange rate from a 
fixed to a floating unified rate; (2)reformed the 
complex Jamaican income tax by instituting a 
flat 33% tax rate; (3) required the government 
to divest itself of unprofitable public sector en-
terprises; (4) encouraged market reform by re-
quiring the removal of some government price 
controls and subsidies; (5) encouraged tradi-
tional agricultural exports by removing the mo-
nopoly control of the government's export 
marketing organizations; (6) required removal 
of quantitative import restrictions and a ratio-
nalization of the import tax system; and (7) 
moved to encourage private investment. Al-
though these reforms (which often necessitated 
wholesale reductions in public services such as 
education and health programs) have made 
middle-income Jamaicans hard-pressed to 
maintain their standard of living and have se-
vemly affected the poor, the program has can be 
classified as a qualified success. The economic 
stabilization and tax reform components have 
been successful, especially the tax reform plan, 
which was a major AID. policy reform suc-
cess. In most cases, however, the government 
has been slow to implement program-mandated 
changes, and gains in export promotion and 
private investment have been small Neveithe-
less, the GOJ seems committed to the adjust-
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ment program, and eventually when the forms 

have worked their way through the Jamaican 
economy low-income groups should reap the 

benefits of increased employment opportunities
and amore solvent public sector. The programteaches that (I) a small developing country like 

Jamaica 'lives" or "dies" on world demand for 
its exports; (2) major economic dislocations 
require major structural adjustments; (3) donors 
should conside ways of limiting the impact of 
adjustment programs on the poor; and (4) natu-
ral disasters (in this case, Hurricane Gilbert) can 
undo even the best of efforts. 

4.2 LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT& 

IpreferencePUBLIC SECTOR 
MANA 

Local government trends and 
performance: assessment of 
A.I.D.'s involvement in Latin
America 

PN-AAL-023 

Gall, Pirie M. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Office of Evaluaion (Sponsor) 

Nov 1983, viii,27p. +2 appendices, Eng. 
A I.D. evaluation special study, no. 17 

The history of and future possibilities for 
A.LD. involvement in developing local 
government in Latin America are herein 
assessed. After a brief resume of the history of 
local government in Latin America, post-1960 
trends toward municipal development and the 
obstacles to increased decentralization are re-
viewed. It is noted that the relative emphasis of 
the. 1960s on rural development largely shifted 
during the 1970s to urban development as the 
pace of rural-to-urban migration accelerated and 
with it the need for greater urban infrastructure, 
At the same time, municipal development insi-
tations were established or strengthened in such 
countries as Costa Rica, Guatemala, the Domin-
ican Republic, Venezuela, Bolivia, Paraguay, 
Honduras, and Panama. The municipalista 
movement to push for autonomous local gov-

eminent also played a significant rule dung this 

period and is addressed likewise, AID. evalua
dons of its municipal development activities in 

the 1970s-in the areas of local bank lending for
infrastructure and social service subprojects,
technical assistance and training, legal and leg

islative reform, and institutional planning and 
management--are then reviewed and AJ.D.'s 
involvement since 1980 assessed. The lest and 
longest chapter summzrizes the effects of the 
historical, socioculturr, ideological, legal/legis
lative, political, policy, and bureaucratic frame
works existing in Latin America on local gov

emnment development and outlines a strategy for
future AID. involvement. The author concludes 
that AID. should build on the potential for local 

goverment already established, focusing future 
whe posile, at the level in 

to other governmental levels. These 
efforts should target urban-rural linkages (espe
cially food supply and non-farm employment), 
energy efficiency, planning in secondary cities, 
experiencing rapid growth, and--o enable real 
and sustainable autonomy to emerg--financial 
planning, management, and adinistration. The 
scale of such interventions, it is noted, will de
pend on local conditions. 

AID assistance to local 

government experience and 
es 

PN-AAL-026 

Silvernan,Jeny M.; Cra*ford, PaulR.; et al. 
U.S. Agency for International Developmu,.it 

Bureau for Programand Policy Coodination. 
Office ofEvaluation 

Nov 1983, xvi,31p. +5 annexes, Eng. 
A./.D. program evaluation discussion pk,,I, 

no. 17 

During the past decade AI.D. has increasingly 
provided assistance to local units ofgovemment. 
This study, based primarily on review of AID. 
documentation of 63 local government projects, 
addresses three key issues: the projects' effec
tiveness in enhancing local authority, their im
pacts on the private sector, and their success in 
achieving local development per se. The authors 
show that emphasis on local government has 
grown partly as aresult of dissatisfaction with 
centralized public planning and implementation 
and partly due to country-specific and Mission
specific factors. ALD.'s local government port
folio consists of a hodgepodge of program types 
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(decentralization initiatives, area development 
programs, components of larger programs, and 
direct assistance); institutional arrangements (in-
cluding indirect assstance through regional or 
national entities), and strategies (management 
training, revenue generation, financial studies, 
and participant training). The projects' effective-
ness in increasing local autonomy is likewise 
mixed, and appears to be a function of central 
government commitment, preexisting local ca-
pacity, and stage of decentralization. Paradoxi-

cally, it is often necessary to increase national 
strength temporarily to achieve the long-term oh-
jecive of decentralized autonomy. Generally, lo-
cal government projects have lent support to pri-
vate sector development, both directly and 
indirectly, although ina few instances the private 
sector may have been displaced. The issue issel-
dom addressed in AID. documentation, howev-
er. Capacity building within local governments, 
while not easy, is avaluable strategy in situations 
where these governments play akey role in de-

centralization efforts or are needed to implement 
AID. assistance. However, local government 
support should be viewed as ameans to achieve 
sectoral objectives and not as agoal in itself. Fi
nally, the authorscaution that as theimportance of 
local governments varies from country to coun
try, the formal statements found in project docu
mentation are of little use in assessing specific 
situations. Informal behind the scenes patterns of 
decisionmaking are far more important. A 76
item bibliography (1967-1982) isprovided. 
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____-~ jve rural road projects and have maintained a succeeded in providing such services, other 
hih priority on arterial road construction, villagers are now clamoring for similar assis

5A ROADS A.I.D. should resist pressure to invest in the tance. first, however, it is necessary to assess 
latter, who the actual beneficiaries were and how theyinvestigate possibilities for complemen-
Lary rural road construction, and remove man- benefited. A five-person evaluation team found 
agement of such projects from national highway that substantial implementation and road design

Nuw directions: mru l roads departments. Site selection criteria are discussed difficulties were encountered in construction of 
and recommendations are made to facilitate the the four roads by local contractors under the 

PN-AAG-670 adoption of labor-based construction. By re- supervision of the Ministry of Public Works; 
fraining from subsidizing equipment costs and and that the roads are economically justified in 

Tendl/r, Judith by seeking more acceptable environments, terms of the volume of passenger and cargo
US. Agency for International Development A.LD. will lessen the relative costs of such traffic. It was also found that the roads have had
Buesu for Prog, ,nandPoliry Coordination. techniques. It is emphasized that decentralized a mixed impact. Improved transportation has 
Office
of Evalua#,n management can increase the political appeal of bettered educational opportunities for children1979, x, 67p., En(/. such projects and improve the chronic problem of tribal communities, stimulated the cultivation 

Al.. progiam evoluaion discusion pape, of maintenance, particularly use of the "no- of the cash crops of coffee, cocoa, and ubber; 
no. 2 maintenance model" (paving roads before the and reduced not only produce loss due to spoil-

Fmnca; vi.: PN-ABC 52 volume of traffic warrants the investment). Fi- age but also cargo costs of agricultural products 
930XW5 nally, to improve A.IlD.'s rural road policy, it is by 90% in more isolated areas. Perhaps the 

recommended that a country's road system be most serious, long-tern impact which negates 
In order to incruase t impact (f road projcts examined in its entirety rather than project by these short-term benefits is the change in the 

on the riral poor, emphAsis has gradually shifi- project and that community-based construction, land tenure and use system. Land belonging to 
ed ftrn paved highv tys to rural roads and from including participation in road financing, be farmers' tribes has increased in market value 
capital-intensive to labor-intensive constiuction encouraged. A 94-item bibliography (1966-78) due to its proximity to the new roads and hence 
methods. The auth,' of this paper analyzcs the is attached. is sought by wealthy Libeians. Their renewed 
benefits of :he latz-int.."nsive approach and the interest in this land impinges upon the tradi
options A.LD. can ixrsu to encoura"! its use. ct of rural roa is iUberia tional land tenure system, forcing farmers to 
Various research findLgs on the cct-,:ffective- relocate to areas removed from the benefits the 
ness and employmrut-generating pr.ential of roads provide. The net effect is the loss of a 
labor-based constrn.ion are reported Several PN-AAH-750 fundamental component of economic security 
reasons are given for the continued preference and social stability. Ifpeople are to take full 
of host countries and ontractors for capitl-in- Cobb, RichardA.; Hunt, Robert W; eta. advantage of the access the roads offer, ques
tensive designs despite these findings. One U.S. Agency for InternationalDevelopment dons of resource and benefit distribution need to 
simple reason is thzt both donors and develop- Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. addressed. Other negative impacts wereOf/ice of Evaluation be 
ing country governmn.ts are more accustomed identified. Roads have induced expanded lum
to "orking with equipment than wth labor 1980, 49p., Eng. bering activity and altered cropping practices
management. In ct, donorrequirements for fi-A I.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 6 both of which threaten the environment. Vehi
nancing (end to enoenrage adoption of the cap- 6690116 cle repair costs have risen sharply due to the 
ital-intensive mode oviever, rural road con- damage vehicles suffer from poorly maintained 
struction, which is increasingly frequent, is Since the construction in Liberia of four all- roads. Appendices discuss the evaluation's 
mora conducive to the labor-based mod,,tha weather rural roads, some villagers of the Lofa, methodology; project design, implementation, 
are highway or paved road proje. Since most Nimba, and Grand Jide counties enjoy increased maintenance and feasibility issues; and the 
central government highiway departments lack accessibility to markets, schools, and health impact of Liberia's coup d'etat on rural devel
the capabilities needed to manage labor-inten- clinics. Because these projects have apparently opment. 
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Effectiveass and Impact of t 

CARE I Sienm Leone rlura 

peneation ads projects 

PN-AAH-751 

Anderson,G.W. 


U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

1980, 111p.,Eng. 
A .D.project impact evaluation report no. 7 
6360191; 6360101;6360126 


After years ofdependence on declining mineral 
exports, the Government ofSier's Leone (GOSL) 
recently shifted its focus to agricultural develop-
ment. The feederroads projects reviewed in this 
report were intended to complement that shift. 
Overall, the Cooperative for American Relief 
Everywhere (CARE), which is implementing 
these projects, has performed well, successfully 
coping with funding delaysand other difficulties. 
CARE has also displayed considerable innova-
tion in several instances-using Peace Corps and 
othervolunteer engineers, involving local chiefs 
and villagers in construction and maintenance, 
and helping the GOSL to improve its road selec-
tion process. Whether the Ministry of Works will 
provide continued maintenance is amajor ques-
tion. Project benefits have included more frequent 
visisbyexasionagentsincreased stops bylight 
vans providing local transportation, increased 
ownership of motorcycles and bicycles, and 
greater access to health care. Fertilizer use a-J 
marketing of greater varieties and quantities of 
crops oe also more plewlent. According to some 
repors, commerical activity (new rural markets, 
bank lending,new rice mills) has been stimulated. 
On the negative side, indications are that CARE 
roads may have precipitated shorter fallow pen-
ods for upland rice cultivation, greater rice scar-
city,and increased swamp rice cultivation. These 
factors suggest that food crops ambeing replaced 

groad maintenance; (3)cany out baseline and 
impact surveys ofnew and old roads; and (4)pro-
vide incentives to A.LD. personnel to carn out 

impact evaluations. A more detailed version of 
this report isappended. 

Colombia: small farmer market 


CCBSS 

PN-AAH-768 

Van Haate, G.R.; Singer, Steve; et al. 
U.S. Agency for International DevelopmenL 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 

Office of Evaluation 
1979, 46p., Eng. 
A1.. project impact evaluation repog no. 1 
Spanish version: PN-AAV-581 
5140194 

Can labor-intensive (pick and shovel) con-
struction of market access roads in the moon-
tainous regions of Colombia result in significant 
improvements in the vielfare of local 
campesinos? This document assesses the impact 
of one such effort-A.LD.'s Small Farmer 
Market Access Project. Some 900 kn of all-
weather, unpaved access roads were planned to 
link isolated mountain communities with the 
nearest market road in order to stimulate agri-
cultural production and trade and to open these 
communities to agricultural extension, health, 
and eductional services. Construction was di-
rected by the host government agency Caminos 
Vecinales, but as most of the work was per-
formed by the intended beneficiaries, 60-65% of 
road construction costs were paid as wages to 
local campesinos. Substantial underestimates of 
the cost of constniction will cause the final total 
of 59 roads averaging 8km in length to fall well 
short of the projected total. Impacts of road 
construction and road use are discussed in detail. 
Marginal farmers, the landless, and the unem-
ployed provided the main labor source, using the 

with cash crops such as cocoa, coffee, and oil income gained to make improvements on house 
pam--and are thus associated with reduced soil 
frtilty, erosion, deforestation, and increased ex-
posure to waterbome diseases. During project 
implementation, there was a shift from labor-
based to equipment-based road construction, 
Unfortmately, A.I.D. and CARE did liule to 
document this shift.The authorrecommends that 
in future projects A.I.D.: (1)determine whether 
the agricultural development strategy supported 
by the road project will benefit the poor; (2)obtain 
acommitment from the host govemment regard-

and farm, for fertilizer and improved seed, and 
for purchase of consumer goods. The resulting 
switch from animal to motorized transportation 
sharply reduced transport costs, leading to in-
creased agricultural production without changes 
in policy or agricultural extension services. 
Wages in the areas near the roads have also in-
creased, as the landless now have alternative 
employment opportunities. The anticipated in-
crease in govemment services such as health and 
education has yet to take place, however. The 

evaluators raised long-term questions concern
ing the inadequacy of maintenance funds, the 
need to guard against erosion and siltation of 

rivers, and the lack of political support for repli
cation of the project. In conclusion, the project 
was found to offer a replicable model for labor. 

intensive construction of rural roads under spe
cific conditions. Attaded to the report are vani
ous annexes regarding evaluation methodology, 
development strategies, alernative construction 
methods, and environmental considerations. 

Rural roads in Thailand 

PN-AAH-970 

Moore, FrankJ.;Afton, C.T.; eL al. 
U.S. Agency forlntemationalDevelopmenL 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of EvaluafTon
 

1980, 51p., Eng.
 
AI.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 13
 
4930165 

Nearly 30 million people in the formerly iso
lated villages of North and Northeast Thailand 
have benefited from the 8,000 miles of roads 
built between 1964 and 1974 under the Accel
erated Rural Development (ARD) Project. This 
report focuses on the impact of ARD on Thais 
who experienced for the first time awide range 
of opportunities within and away from their 
home community. ARD's institutional objective 
was to increase the capability of provincial 
governments to respond to rural needs by dele
gating to local governors the responsibilities of 
planning, designing, building, and maintaining 
rural roads, water facilities, and othe ablic 
works Although the degree of deceanti,nition 
sought by A.I.D. has not been sustained, the 
existing ARD system does encourag, local ini
tiative. The roads have generally impacted fa
vorably on those in formerly isolated areas. 
Continued education beyond the primary grades 
has ben introduced to rralpeople, along with 
educational programs in health care and nuti
tion; and there have been increases in job op
pornmities both within and away from villages 
and in access to food, agricultural credit, inputs, 
and technical assistance. The land under culti
vation and the intensity of land use increased 
dramatically wherever roads provided access to 
markets. Availability of water and better tams
portation increased rice production and encour
aged crop diversification, especially of corn, 
soybeans, and peanuts in the North and of cas-
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sava and kenaf in the Northeast. The most seri- rural cooperatives and by constructing roads to positively, the RAR program seems capable of 
ous negative impact of the roads has been rapid connect cooperative fields to all-weather high- being institutionalized in view of the commit
deforestation and soil erosion due to increased ways. Project delays prevented the planned use of ment of both officials and people to labor-inten
demands, stemming from population and in- local construction crews, education regarding the sive methods and a road selection process that 
come growth, for food and agricultural prod- roads' benefits, and the establishment of an ongo- begins at the local level Maintenance activities, 
ucts. Also, the social benefits of roads have ing local road maintenance unit. These roads en- especially those of a labor-intensive nature, were 
been somewhat offset by a spread of various couraged cash cropping, the availability of credit found to be successful, but a lack of indigenous 
epidemic and contagious diseases in areas from and extension services, and the cooperatives' de- engineers threatens long-term maintenance. 
which it had previously disappeared. ARD has velopment of schools. The evaluation team con- Roads built under the Vihiga-Special Rural De
created a strong national institutional capacity cluded the following: roads are needed for devel- velopment Program already require almost total 
to sustain the rural development effort, with opment, but do not guarantee it; corollary policies rehabilitation; an agreement to perform such 
most of the AID-funded equipment still in use greatly affect the roads' distribution of socioeco- work during the present project was concluded 
in the project's original 31 provinces. Future nomic benefits; access roads are more consistent as a result of this evaluation. Lessons learned are 
ARD activities--which will focus on maintain- with AJ.D.'s new policy than are feeder roads, the ber.efits of the RAR program's labor-inten
ing existing roads-will be constrained mainly since the former allows specific selection of ben- sive and participatory approach and the need to: 
by budget limitations. Appendices include a 17- eficiaries; and, aroad's long-term impact makes it promote more effective road use by coordinating 
item bibliography (1966-80). difficult to render a final project assessment. Ap- owher integrated development activities at both 

pended are descriptions ofevaluation methodol- the national and local levels; undertake cost and
Honduras rural roads: old ogy, a technical analysis of the roads, and an supervisory planning to ensure post-project road 

aerial study of the first project's impact in one maintenance; and resolve the policy causes ofdirectionsand new area. the project's current lack of direct socioeco
nomic impact (an appendix argues for an inte

PN-AAH-971 Kenya: rural roads grated time-phased strategy). Lessons of general 
import for A.LD.'s Kenya program are also not-

Hamilton, J. M.; Chapin, Norman M.; et al. ed. Appendices also include a review of other 
U.S. Agency for International Development. PN-AAH-972 evaluations of rural roads in Kenya.
 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Office of Evaluation Roberts, John E.; Clapp-Wincek, Cynthia; et al.
 

1981, 56p., Eng. U.S. Agency for Intemational Development. Philippines: rural roads I and II 
AI.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 17 Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
5220070; 5220100 Office of Evaluation PN-AAH-973 

Jan 1982, xiii, l9p. +9 appendices, Eng. 
Honduras has the lowest ratio of roads to area A.I.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 26 Levy, Irwin A.; Zuvekas, Clarence, Jr.; Stevens, 

and population in all of CentralAmerica. To assi 6150147; 6150168; 615T011 Charles S. 
Honduran road construction, A.I.D. developed U.S. Agency for International Development 
two roads approaches differing in inputs and im- A.ILD.'s ongoing rural roads project in westem Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Office of Evaluation 
pacts. In 1965, A.LD. approved a project to build Kenya is designed to provide isolated rural areas 

feeder roads in areas isolated from marketplaces with all-weather accessibility to production and 1981, 69p., Eng. 
onthe"tickle-down"theorythattheroads would social services, largely through a program to A.I.D. projectimpact evaluation report, no. 18 
benefit rich and poor alike, lead to cash crop pro- identify, construct, and maintain 14,000 km of 4920272; 4920297 
duction, and reduce subsistence farming and cat- rural access roads (RARs). This study by an 
fie ranching. The project called for road con- AID/W team details the project's impact to date. The socioeconomic and insitmtional impacts of 
struction with no complementary credit, Most RARs were found to be well-constructed the AID. Rural Roads I and II projects in the 
extension, or marketing services. Case studies of and serviceable, but direct economic benefit- Philippines are herein assessed. Of 69 completed 
two of the feeder roads showed that the roads apart from the generation of local Lmployment or nearly completed road construction projects, 8 
stimulated the cultivation of additional land, the due to the labor-intensive nature of the RAR were selected to be analyzed as a representative 
production of cash crops, and also improved local program (the project's graveling, bridging, and cross-section. Overall, road construction pro
access to medical and educational services. culverting program, by contrast, employs capi- ceeded well, but maintenance was inadequate. 
Project benefits varied, however, depending on tal-intensive techniques)-was not in evidence. Socioeconomic impacts ranged from nil to dra
external factors. In one case, sugar cane produc- Pedestrian traffic dominates due to a lack of ve- matic, but the institutional impact was disap
tion increased due to asugar mill built after road hicles and the high costs of vehicle use, while pointing as provincial planning and engineering 
completion, while in the other, an agrarian reform the fixed prices of staples and major commodi- offices failed to reach desirable levels of profes
program initiated by the National Agrarian Insti- ties prevent buyers/sellers from recuperating sional competence or to achieve staff continuity. 
te promoted production of palm oil and citrus by transport costs and thus serve as a disincentive to The provinces did not conduct high-quality fea
small farmer cooperatives. In 1974, A.LD ap- private sector development in isolated areas. A sibility studies orkeep up to date on evaluation 
proved aproject to assist agrarian reform by pro- variety of public service and official-use vehicles schedules. Road selection was based primarily 
viding credit and technical assistance to model are urgently needed to serve such areas. More on political rather than equity considerations. 
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Nevertheless, project-constructed roads allowed 
more people to market their produce directly and 
significantly improved rural access to doctors, 
clinics, and hospitals in adjoining areas. Other 
infrastructure (e.g., power systems) was ex-
panded in some areas, but generlly not as a re-
suit of the project. Social benefits were modest 
and ed, ti,,-al and recreational benefits very 
minor. However, the great majority of residents 
interviewed said they had benefited from project 
activities. Lessons learned are: site selection cri-
tena need to be more precise if benefits are to be 
focused on the nural poor; institution-building 
might have been more cost-effective if focused 
on regional rather than provincial offices, al-
though this might have compromised decentral-
ization goals; design was strongly biased in fa-
vorofcapital-intensivemethoasandcommunity 
involvement was limited, fea6bility studies had 
little effect in determining construction priori-
tes-, design standards were too high for prevail- 
ing conditions; impacts would have been greater 
had construction/mprovement of provincial 
roads and barangay township roads been linked 
and had there been better coordination with oth-
er rural development programs; the construction 
of penetration (as opposed to feeder) roads and 
of bridges has had the greatest impacts; and the 
fixed Amount Reimbursement scheme was, on 
balance, a positive aspect and merits consider-
ation in other A.ID. p ojects. 

Socio-economic and 
environmental impacts of low-
volume rural roads--a review of 
t literature 

PN-AAJ-135 

Dessaint ianY; Jackson, B.A.; et al 
Devres,Inc. 

1980, 183p., Eng. 

AI.D. program evaluadon discussion paper, 


no. 7 

The focus of current development investments 
in 'ansponation has shifted from highways and 
railroads to low-volume rural roads, but few 
evaluations of the socioeconomic and environ-

mental impacts of these roads have been con-
ducted. This study reviews the available evalta-
five literanre and presents issues to be considered 
indesigning future rural road projects. Emphasis 
is placed on the broad social impaci of rral roads 
and the diffusion of benefits to the rural poor. Ira-

pact areas in which roads are a significant factor 
are identified, e.g., agricultural production, em-
ployment, health, and education. Examples are 
offered of the potential benefits and problems of 
road construction in each impact category and 
questions are proposed for use in future evalua-
tions. Roads must be location-specific in design if 
maximum benefits are to be derived, since roads 
are only one aspect of a region's development 
process. Roads almost invariably facilitate agri-
cultural production and permit chan,- - in crop 
composition (in response to increased market ac-
cess), although it is usually the larger, wealthier 
farmers who benefit most. Roads also expand the 
use of technology by wealthier farmers, aggra-
vating regional income disparities. Increased 
government extension services and cooperatives 
also tend to benefit the wealthier farmers. In-
creased availability of raw materials and markets 
encourages agribusiness and other commercial 
enterprises, but tends to discourage cottage in- 
dustries. Road construction increases short- and 
long-term employment and land values and in-
tensifies land use, while lower transport costs en-
courage a greater flow of consumer goods and 
travel. New roads also increase access to health, 
nutrition, and education services. Road develop-
ment commonly causes local environmental 
problems such as deforestation, erosion, and de-
crease in soil fertility. The effects on national in-
tegration, community development, women, and 
minorities are too complex and regionally influ-

enced to be generalized. finally, criteria for de-
signing projects in furtherance of social, environ-
mental, and economic goals are suggested. 
Attached area 170-item bibliography (1950-79) 
and lists of sources consulted. 

Jamaica feeder ads anevaluation 

PN-AAJ-1 99 

Berg, Robert J.; Gardner, Cadeen; eta. 
U.S.Agency for Intemaional Development. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Office ofEvaluation 
1980, v, 17p. +9 appendices, Eng. 

A.I.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 11 
5320035 

Although it upgraded a total of 181 miles of ru-
ralroads between 1972 and 1976, the Jamaican 
feeder roads project failed to have any demon
strably significant benefits. This report investi-
gates the causes of that failure by examining the 

logic, appropriateness, and achievement of the 
project's goals. It was planned that road im
provement would generate n-al employment and 
help to stabilize the political climate. Further
more, the roads were to facilitate market access, 
thereby stimulating increased agricultural pro
duction and income for small farmers. However, 
A.ID. r,,de a fundamentally illogical decision in 
relying on afeeder roads project as means to these 
goals. The projected labor-based construction 
mode was never actively pursued either by con
tractors or by the implementing agency and no 
significant employment was generated. Even had 
rural employment increased, the authors show 
that each step in the planned chain of events-
decreaseinmigration and urban crime,increasein 
tourism, and political stabilization-was only 
loosely linked to thepreceding condition, making 
their achievement highly unlikely. From the de
velopmental perspective, the project neither low
ered transport costs nor increased land under cul
tivation, once again because of a flawed program 
logic. The project also had limited (even adverse) 
social environmental, and institutional effects. It 
demonstrated the inadvisability of relying on 
central departments to implement labor-based 
construction and the need to consider rural roads 
projects asa part of integrated rural development, 
not as isolated infrastructure. The authors con
clude that the haste brought about by the project's 
high political priority ultimately caused its failure. 
A more methodical design and review process 

would have revealed the ineffectiveness of the 
rualroads approach and its propensity for failure. 
These conclusions are particularly important 
since politically-oriented foreign assistance from 
any source could encourage repetition of simila 
difficulties. Detailed project strategies and eco
nomic, social, enviroamental, institutional, and 
engineering analyses are attached. 

Rural roads evaluation summary 
report 

PN-AAJ-607 

Anderson, G.W.; Vandervoort, Charles G.;eta]. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

Mar 1982, xiv,62p. + 10 appendixes, Eng. 
A.I.D. program evaluation report, no.5 
9360096"9365317 

This report assesses rural road projects in eight 
countries: Sierra Leone, Colombia, Liberia, Ja-
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maica, the Philippines, Honduras, Thailand, and and use improved labor-based construction and justified on the basis of household cosunnption 
Kenya. After a short introduction, Part 11 exam- maintenance to encourage community participa- alone; most often the poorest members of the 
ines the effectiveness, economic and social im- tion. Recommendations are therefore to: im- community cannot take advantage of the benefits 
pact, other key issues (e.g., local participation) prove the project design process by better prep- offered by household electricity. They can benefit 
of the projects and makes recommendations for aration of design teams, judge objectives and much more significantly from the increase in em
the future. Part I presents working group re- costs on the basis of experience rather than by ploymet which accompanies RE use by produc
ports from a rural roads evaluation conference referring to other designs; and encourage better ers and from the increase in public services re
held in 1980, while Part IV dicusses the imple- host country mad maintenance programs, suiting from RE's municipal use. AID. should 
mentation of lessons learned from rural roads through institutional development and policies investigate means of encouraging employment
evaluations. Overall, although these projects that tic construction funds to tangible commit- generation in RE projects, e.g., by providing 
constructed roads that were still in use, many of ments to maintenance, credit and technical assistance to small industries. 
their design, suffered from overly optimistic es- AID. should also identify public services which 
tmates of benefits, costs, and completion time, are electricity-dependent, such as clinics and 

AID. did improve its ability to plan road schools, and link provision of RE projects with 
projects with satisfactory overall economic re- 5.2 ELECTRIFICATION extension of these services. The author also rec
turns, but economic and social analysis and jus- ommends the mation of a central AJD. office to 
tification of projects often overlooked agdicul- __promote local (ratherthan intenational) suppliers 
tural price policies, land tenure problems, for the equipment and labor demands of infra
weakness of the transport industry, absence of Rural electrification: linkages structure projects and favors an AID-supported 
complementary agricultural services, and other and justifications central fund to promote local cooperatives and 
critical factors. Further, in the majokity of cases, autogeneration projects. A 94-item bibliography
maintena.,;e was neglected because uf both do- (1966-78) is attached.
 
nor and host country policies. Developing coun- PN-AAG-671
 
ries could more easily obtain aid for road con

struction or rehabilitation than for maintenance Tendle, Judith Philippines rural electrification 
and therefore let roads deteriorate until rehabili- U.S. Agency for International Development 
tation was necessary. Moreover, the engineers Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. PN-AAH-976 
who ran highway departnerts were more inter- Office of Evaation 
ested in wad building, with its greater prestige, 1979, xi, 69p., Eng. Mande, David H.;Allgeier, P.F.; et al. 
than in maintenance. Donors did not often act ALD. program evaluation discussionpaper, U.S. Agency for International Development 
together in requiring progress in rural road no. 3 Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
maintenance before funding further construc- French ed.: PN-ABG-651 Office ofEvaluaion 
tion. Other key findings were (inter alia): (1) 9300085 1980, 95p., Eng. 
new road construction was associated with A.D. project impact evaluation repor; no. 15 
greater increases in agricultral production than Unlike health, education, or nutrition projects, 4920314; 4920306 4920888; 4920321 
was road upgrading, and contributed to the pro- rural electrification (RE) projects do not directly 
liferation of small shops in towns and the ex- benefit the poor and have thus been de-empha- AID.'s overall evaluation of its Philippine
pansion of rural markcts along new or improved sized in recent development assistance programs. Rural Eectrification (RE) program, coning of 
routes; (2) road building usually caused envi- RE projects can, however, promote integrated eight successive projects, noted that it has had 
ronmental degradation, including deforestation, rural development significantly by encouraging limited effect on the rural poor and the econom
soil erosion, and declining soil fertility (caused productive and municipal, as well as traditional ic development process. This program began in 
by shortened fallow periods); and (3)rural roads household, electricity usages. In this paper, ajus- 1965 and has since energized 844 (59% of the 
provided easier access for rural people to exist- tification for increased attention to RE projects is national total) Prilippine municipalities, 9,088 
ing medical services and education, but had little made based on these additional usages and issues (27%) barrios, 1,159,434 (20%) households, and 
effect by themselves on the expansion of health are identified for further exploration. The author 101 new cooperatives; resulting in a damnge of 
and educational systems. Although each devel- notes that RE planners generally tend to seek schedule for total national energizaticm from 
oping country is unique, there are several char- replication of the successful Philippine RE 1990 to 1987. To improve the productive ca
actenstics of effective rural road projects. A project, which strongly favored household con- pacity of the poor, cooperatives were organized 
project should: (1) be carried out by an institu- sumption. Various issues are examined for their and lent funds to extend electrical power into 
tion whose principal mission is the construction impactor,the ural poor. These include the choice their areas. Many of the poor, howeve, could 
and maintenance of lower volume rural roads; ofratemechanisms (meter or flat); lowered rates noc afford its installation, continued use, ormore 
(2) help enhance the construction and mainte- forhigh-volume users; beneficiaries and cost-ef- than one or two light bulbs a month. Commn ity 
nance capacity of the host country institution; (3) fectiveness of RE projects; preference of the lighting, such as street-lighting, indirectly helped 
work with a host country whose road activities consumer for wood in cooking; economic draw- the poor in various ways, such as by providing 
are decentralized to the provincial and local lev- backs to the use of electriciy;,and the superiority greater personal security. Those with mfficient 
els; and (4)involve local villages substantially in of independent over central station generation, financial resources or skills were able to use the 
route selection, construction, and maintenance, The author concludes that an RE project is not elec.ricity for entrepreneurial activities. RE im-
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pact upon development occurred in areas with a 
concentrated population, available technical 
skills and capital, and access to large and diverse 
markets Active promotion of electncity.depen-
dent investments and projects also increased 
program impact. Conclusions reached are: (1) 
Economic growth requires not only electricity, 
but also the development of power-oriented 
projects and programs. (2) Electrification must 
be complemented by development efforts aimed 
at the poor if it is to directly provide higher pro-
ductivity levels, employment opportunities, and 
better public and social services. (3)The service 
nature of cooperatives requires that a high pri-
ority be given to effective managmnent-.even at 
the expense of beneficiary participation or de-
mocratization of the development process. (4) 
Productive power use and slower expansion 
rates encourage the financial viability of RE 
systems. (5)Because of the availability of other 
fuels, RE does not greatly increase energy de-
mand. Appended are the evaluation's methodol-
ogy, assessments of the financial viability and 
development potential of RE cooperatives, co-
operative statistics, socioeconomic case studies, 
an energy impact tatement, and a 23-item bibli-
ography (1974-80). 

Bolivia: rural electrification 
PN-AAH-978 

But/er, Edward E.; Poe, Karen M.; Tendler, Judith 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinafion. 

Office of Evaluation 


1980, 56p., Eng. 
ALD. project impact ewluagon report no. 16 
5110049; 5110205 

Two nral electrification systems initiated in 
Bolivia in 1973 and 1974 are the subject of this 
report By 1979, all distribution networks were 
completed, except in the La Paz region. Power 
was supplied to 42,000 consumers and was used 
primarily for residential lighting. Although de-
mand outpaced supply, consumption per house-
hold was lower than projected and inigation and 
industrial use was negligible. The preponderant 
positive impact of the projects was sociaL House-
hold lighting improved the physical quality of life 
for7%ofBolivia'sruralpopulation.Electriclight 
was more convc.r6zmt, less expensive, safer, and 
healthier than previous lighting sources such as 
kerosene and candles. Unfortunately, electrical 
power did not appear to play a catalytic role in 

ecoomic development nor was itaprecondition 
for i Excessive technical design standards in-
creased capital and operating costs cfthe systems. 
Thle premature termination of project financing 
for the initial hockups resulted in disproportion-
ate exclusion of the poor from project benefits, 
The urban-rural rate structure, although benefi-
cial, provided insufficient revenues for utilities to 
expand the rural systems. In addition, the absence 
of an aggressive promotion program, including a 
mechanism to mobilize financing by beneficia-
ies, rsnlted in a smaller number of residential 

and productive consumers than might otherwise 
have been possible. Several lessons were learned: 
(1) SimilAr projects should be located where a 
demand for productive use is evident from the 
productive use of other forms of energy. Altema-
tively, if the project purpose and probable impact 
is purely social, the system should be designed to 
maximize household connections. (2)Designers 
should introduce cost constraints into technical 
standards by allowing choices to be madeby host-
country technicians and by those who will be 
concerned with the utility's revenue-earning op-
erations. (3) Electrification projects should be 
linked to other development activities. (4) Avig-
orous promotional program to teach rural people 
how to obtain and make productive use ofelectric 

isrommended. 

j7,ador rural electrification 

PN-AAH-979 

Kessler, Judd L; Ballantyne, Janet C.; et al. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinafion. 
Office ofEvaluaton 

1981, 65p., Eng. 
AI.D. project impact evaluafion report no. 21 
5180069;5180071;5180072;5180099 

The direct and indirec benefits of rural electri-

fication in Ecuador warrant A.D.'s continued 
sponsorship ofsuch programs. This assessmnentof 
A.iD.'s 1964-75 sponsorship offourelectrifica-
don projects in E adorconcludes that, although 
implemented along with other development 
projects such as road construction, the program 
was a key factor in upgrading the towns ofSanta 
Elena, Santo Domingo de los Colorados, Daule, 
and Ambato into regional market and service 
centes. The main benefits of this program, which 
was not originally designed to benefit the poor, 
were job creation, access to agricultural product 
processing facilities, and increased opportunities 

for small commercial enterptises. The growth of 
Sanm Elena into a successful summer resort, with 
tourism and its related services the major eco
nonic activities, was made possible by electrici. 
ty. Santo Domingo now features small industries 
dmetalmehanicsandautomotiverepair, aswel 
as 67 crop processing plants for coffee, hemp, and 
milk. Electricity in Daule also led to local pro
cessing plants, as it led to the growth of small in
dustry/artisanry activities in Ambato. Residential 
electricity has been mainly used for appliances of 
convenience and recreation, which is not to di
minish its importance to those who made sacri
fices for this luxury. The direct impact ofelectric
ity upon agricultural production has been nil, 
however, as has been its effect upon delivery of 
social servicestoruralareas Since, in the absence 
of the development potential provided by a mar
ket town or service center,rwualelectrificaionhas 
a low cost-benefit ratio, it should be designed as 
part of an integrated development process. The 
issue for AID. is not whether electrification is 
worthwhile, but whether AID. should alter its 
role hum funding the purchase of equipment to 
providing technical assistance and training. In 
addition, A.-D.'s marginally successful use of 
cooperatives did not correspond to local condi
tions and improperly employod a top-to-bottom 

approachfureimpactevaluations,localsci
entists should conduct advance field surveys. Ap
pendices include adescription of the evaluation's 
methodology and a 24-item bibliography (972
so). 

Product in progress rural
electrification in Costa Rica 

PN-AAJ-175 

Goddard, Paula 0.; Gomez, Gustavo; et al. 
U.S. Agency for Internafional Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

1981, 83p., Eng.
 
AI.D. projectimpact evaluation epor4 no.22
 
5150092 

Because Costa Rica had abundant hydroelec
tric potential and a government which was 
strongly committed to equitable growth, a con
siderable return was reaped from a relatively 
small investment in rural electrification (RE). 
This report details this success and A.D.'s 
contribution (1965-69). Aiming to diversify ag
riculture, increase income, expand agroindustry, 
and develop replicable RE cooperatives (RECs), 
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the project produced positive but not wholly an- Rica, Ecuador, and the Philippines are ]

ticipated results-small sugar and rice proces- summarized. Conclusions are as follows: (1) 5.3 WATER SUPPLY
 
sors benefited more than larger enterprises in Programs helped the poor-who valued the A
 
Guanacaste; San Carlos' dairy industry grew programs and comprised a notable percentage AND SANITAllON
 
markedly but at the expense of agricultural di- of the beneficiaries--to electrify their homes,
 
versification; and coffee production quadrupled although their ability to use electricity
 
and in-migration increased in San Marcos. In productively was limited (2)Public usage was Policy directions for rural water
 
general, RE had the greatest impact on agricul- primarily for lighting, e.g., in streets and public supply in developing counties
 
tural processing and less impact on farm-level squares; further public usage would require
 
production, partly due to the absence of outreach explicit linkage of RE to strong, ongoing social
 
programs to enlist fanner participation. RE had a service programs. (3) Economic impact was PN-AAG-691
 
clearer impact on expanding health care and ed- generally proportionate to level of development.
 
ucational opporoinity-the availability of elec- Direct impact on agriculture was limited to Burton, Ian
 
tric lighting led to creation of an extensive night large and fairly sophisticated operations, U.S. Agency for Intemational Development
 
school system. In temns of quality, quantity, and although there was a strong indirect impact on Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
cost of service (fees are based on the size of farm service industries such as equipment repair Office of Evaluation
 
customers' property), RECs were rated highly and crop processing. Impact on commerce and 1979, V, 43p., Eng.

by users. The project's success has shown that: industry was greatest in relatively developed A-L.. program evaluation discussion paper,
 
(1) income and ability to utilize electricity are areas; complementary interventions such as no. 4
 
interrelated; 
 (2) accurate forecasting in RE credit and roads would be needed for there to be Spanish ed.: PN-ABG-602
 
projects is difficult; (3) RE can be financially an impact in less developed rural areas. (4)The French ed.: PN-ABG-653
 
risky until a certain degree of growth occurs in a success of RE cooperatives depended on 9300085 
project area; (4) supportive government policies political traditions and support of the central 
and funding of educational programs to motivate governrment. Decisions on the type of In order to provide an adequate potable water 
participation contribute to REC success; (5) organization (public, private, or cooperative) to supply for every individual in developing coun
RE's impact on agroindustry can be partially manage electrical systems should be made in triesby 1990,greatlyincreasedeffortshavebeen
predicted based on existing patterns of produc- light of these findings and not in view of social slated by donor agencies during the International 
tive activities; (6)where RE costs can be mini- participation, on which cooperatives had little Drinking Water Decade (1980-90). To be ef
mized and the rural poor are concentrated, elec- impact. (5) Heavy government subsidies were fective, however, these increased efforts must 
tricity can become the favored type of household the most common of the many methods used to improve on previous water projects, which have 
energy, although firewood stoves may still be achieve financial viability. Rate schedules were had a high failure rate. This paper examines 
preferred for cooking; (7)RE alone does not af- generally progressive and seldom reflected the problems associated with nal water supply
fect niral-urban migration, but combined with true costs of service to rural areas, rapid programs and recommends changes in policy
other interventions it enhances niral life and expansion to which may actually endanger directions. The author briefly reviews the history 
stems migration. Descriptions of the RECs, RE 	 financial viability. U.S. technical standards may of water assistance projects and the priority ac
clients, RE's value and use, the role of RE in be unsuitable and too costly for low Third corded them by donors and host countries and 
migration, household survey methodology, and a World consumption levels. Policy implications lists recent evaluations conducted by iaterma
65-item English and Spanish bibliography are that A.I.D. should: view RE as part of the tional and bilateral donors. The many mainte
(1965-80) are appended. 	 energy sector and not as an end in itself; obtain nance-related problems which are most con

clear notions of all costs and bmefits (financial, monly ctsponsibl, for failures in water supply 

Power to the people: rural 	 social, political); in view of shrinking budgets, piojects are discussed. In general, the lack of 
target interventions to i areas of strength; link spare parts and other supplies, coupled with inelectrification sector, summary programs to other development efforts in poorer sufficient national program support (often rein

report areas, while realizing that the poorer the area, forced by donor emphasis on construction, rather 
the less likely it is that RE will enhance than maintenance), leads to equipment break

PN-AAL-027 development. A4-page bibliography (1965-81) down or misuse, and not the technology itself. 
and several substantive annexes are included. Lack of coordination among the myriad of do-

Wasserman, Gary; Davenport, Alice nors and consultants leads to further confusion 
U.S. Agency for Intematonal Development and inefficiency. Lastly, villagers are often un-

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Office of Evaluation (Sponsor) aware or misinformed abcu the benefits of po
table water--they tend to value taste or conve-

Dec 1983, ix,37p. +6 appendices, Eng. nience oc- safety. Project planners often ignore
A .D.program evaluation report,no. 11 the sociallreligious value placed on water by the 
WID copy classified at 621.393. W322 community, which can lead to a lack of local 

motivation to maintain and use the new systems.
Results of studies of the impact of rural To ensure the effectiveness of future programs, 

electrification (RE) programs in Bolivia, Costa the author recommends that A.LD.: (1)choose 
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appropriate technology which is cost-effective piped water to individual metered connections environmental, and health impacts of the project 

and easily maintained; (2) increase donor col- is inappropriate for rurl Kenya due to the lack are evaluated. Although lack of initial baseline 

laboration; (3)improve the manpower, adminis- of engineers, high capital costs, inadequate op- and village-specific health data prohibit confir
-arton, and commiment of host governments to erational/maintenance funding, and ineffective mation of claims that health has improved, the 

national water programs; and (4)increase con- administration. Specific recommendations are: convenience of direct, reliable water delivery 

munity participation and education related to (I) that groundwater resources be de-veloped close to villagers' homes has resulted in consid
local water projects. The author especially rec- and that use of improved shallow wells and erable time savings and increased water use, 
omnends a shift in emphasis from the planning handpumps be encouraged; (2) that new both of which have contributed to the above 
of individual projects to a national or sector ap- projects demand only as much institutional mentioned economic benefits. At first, almost all 
proach in which institutional building activities support as is available, while upgrading support socioeconomic groups benefited equally from 

as well as hardware are funded. A list of practi- capabilities; (3)that additional funding sources public-tap access. But as revenues lagged, me
cal steps to achieving these policy shifts is pre- for the program be located; (4) that increased tered private connections had to be installed to 

sented. A 14-item bibliography (1975-78) and system reliability become a primary AID. fo- finance systems' operations--effectively cutting 

an appendix on problem dimensions are at- cus; (5) that health and sanitation measures be off the poorer villagers from service. The suc

tached. included only if existing community practices cess of the water systems were found to have 
are deemed inadequate; and (6) that AID. fi- resulted from initial community contribution of 

Kenya rural water supply: nance self-help projects on aregional or na- time, labor, and funds; training and subsequent 
tional, rather than a piecemeal, basis. Appendi- support for local operators; and the evolution of 

prorains, progress, prospects ces are included on mtjor donors to the Kenyan viable rate stnctures for delivery of water to r
program, reasons for diesel system unmeliability, ral households. It is recommended that piped 

PN-AAH-724 water development expenditures, evaluation water projects be considered and planned not 
itinerary, and data collected on selected sys- justforhealthgains, but for their economic ben-

Oworkin, DanielM tems. efits as well. Other recommendations, some 
U.S. Agency for International Development generally applicable to AID. projects, others 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. specific to water projects, are included. 
Office ofEvaluation Potable water project in rural 

1980, 45p., Eng. Thailand 
ALD. Project impact evaluation repor4 no. 5 Rural watr projects in 
6150166 PN-AAH-850 Tanzania: technical, social, and 

administrative issues 
Despite high levels of investment, Kenya's Dworkin, Daniel M.; Pillsbuy, B.L 

10-year old water supply program has been U.S.Aoency for Intematonal Development PN-AAH-974 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.unable to build successful water supply systems 

in rual areas; even as new systems are built,the Office of Evaluadon Dworkin, Daniel M. 

number of inoperative systems increases. This 1980, iv, 14p. + 10 appendices, Eng. U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 
A.LD. project impact evaluaton repor no. 3 Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinaton.paper evaluates the impact of the national pro-

Office of Evaluaton 
gram and the reasons behind its failure and 4930186 

makes policy recommendations for future 1980, 31p., Eng. 

AID. water supply projects. The two types of The greatest impact of the Potable Water AI.D. evaluation special study, no.3 

activities supported by Kenya's Ministry of Project in Thailand was not health-related, but 
Water Development (MWD)-systems built occurred in the form of economic benefits such A survey was conducted of 20 Tanzanian vil

and operated by MWD and self-help (Haram- as increased gardening, livestock raising, and lages in which AID. had installed water sys
bee) water projects--are discussed. Of special crafts production. This rprising conclusion is a tens using the four major technologies available 
interest is a Harambee program financed by primary finding of this project evaluation. Some for dry, wet, and mixed regions. Villages visited 
AID. and the Cooperative for American Relief 250 water systems were constructed under this represented regions with different natural water 
Everywhere (CARE) which succeeded in project, with an additional 550 systems built resources. Three major results from this survey 
building only 1/3 of its scheduled projects, with later by the Thai govemment. An estimated 17% are presented in this report On the technological 
increases in per capita costs of over 100%. of tLe nrral population is now served by piped level, it was found that of the types of water sys-
Complexity of design, lack of supervision and potable water as compared to only 3%prior to tems surveyed-4hose driven by diesel engines, 

govemment support, widely scatered site oca- the project. Most of these water systems are not gravity, windmill/diesel, and shallow well 

tions, and the large number of scheduled users only still operating, but also financially self-suf- handpumps-handpumps represented the most 
were among the problems responsible for these ficient, with users paying full costs of mainte- appropriate technology due to their greater reli
and other MWD project failures. The MWD nance and operation. With only a few excep- ability and lower capital and operating costs. 

program's impact is analyzed in terms of reli- tions, operators appear competent and motivat- Shallow wells were also labor-intensive and the 
ability, se.vice to users, and socioeconomic, ed, and have received consistent supervision use of local construction and maintenance ma

health, and other benefits of rural water supply. from the Rural Water Supply Section of the Thai terials increased employmenL A lesson learned 
The author's main conclusion is that delivering Ministry of Public Health. The economic, social, was that a number of dies-' and windmill/diesel 
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systems did not function due to a lack of funds struction was instituted in Guanagazapa, allowing The project was generally unsuccessful, failing to 
for fuel and parts. It was also found that most changes in diarrheal incidence to be ascribed ei- achieve any of its objectives completely. Only 
users were willing to pay operational costs if the ther to water alone or to both water and the new four ofsix targeted PWSs were fully operational 
systems were perceived as equitable and useful. program. The mean amount used per person over by the project completion date (1979) and two of 
finally, on the administrative level, it was found the project was 26 liters daily for each person in these were technically deficient, failing to treat 
that some donors set up separate parallel orga- Florida Aceituna and 68.4 liters in Gaunagazapa. water sufficiently or to locate adequate water 
nizations with offices isolated from the office of Eig ,y nicent wached their clothes and bathed at sources. Inaddition, only one village committee 
the Regional Water Engineer who will eventu- home in Gaunagazapa compared to less than 1/3 had been formed to operate theirPWS system; the 
ally be responsible for the project. Without dose who did laundry and 1/5 who bathed in the control public education program was poorly conceived 
coordination, successful continuation of the village. Gaunagazapa showed a significant im- and managed; a lack of baseline data made it im
project is uncertain. Three recommendations provement in sanitary awareness over the project possible to measure the project's impact on com
were made: (1)A-I." should specify the use of period and 79 new latrines were installed. La- munity health; and a user requirement to pay for 
shallow wells with hrAdpumps for village water trines continued to be built at a rate of two per connections and meters put the system beyond the 
projects in Tanzani*. (2) Users should pay for month following the project. Almost no con- reach of many poor households. There was also 
the system's oper,6ing and maintenance costs struction occurred in the control village. Data an. =ect negative effect: runoff from flush toi
and be involved in the water supply decision. In suggest that water alone wasa sufficient condition If the insallation of which the project facilitat
addition, rural water projects should incorporate to reduce dianrheal rates. Diarrhea declined sub- ed) created a potential for transmitting water
a method to assess users and to collect funds to stantially among the 1-45 age group in Guanag- borne diseases. The project's major shortcoming, 
cover operating and maintenance costs. (3) azapa, with children 1-7 benefiting the most. The however, was that its design lacked any features 
Project planners should ensure that the activities health program and the increased use of latrines allowing it to be replicated nationally or even re
of the Regional Water Engineer are integrated did not appear to decrease diarrhea notably. Data gionally. On the positive side, the project did save 
with donor initiatives. This can be accomplished also indicate that water quantity rather than quali- time and make life easier for users, especially 
by training counterpart personnel, conducting ty was responsible for improved health--the women. Chief lessons learned and accepted by 
periodic reviews to prevent duplication, and amount of water used at home was three times the Government of Korea were that PWS project 
adopting or adapting the methods of donor greater in the experimental than in the control priority need not necessarily go to the poorest 
projects into the regional program. Appendices village, Waterquality, however, while good at the towns since these often experience shrinking 
on field studies, bilateral assistance, and techni- tap, deteriorated in the transfer to domestic con- populations and prefer traditional water sources; 
cal requirements for A.ID. potable water tainers. Analyses determined that half of the PWSs should be accessible to the poor but with
projects are included, samples from domestic containers had fecal col- out subsidization; project design should entail a 

iform bacteria and three quarters had some colif- regional or national focus to serve as amodel; and 
Water supply and diarrhea: orm bacteria. Three appendices and a 17-item environmental assessments should accomrpany all 

bibliography (1948-79) are appended. PWSs. Using identical data but focusing on theGuatemala revisited piped-water supply throughout all of Korea, an 

PN-AAJ-007Korean potable water system attached second evaluation recommends, among 
PN-A Ja0 other things, servicing urban industrial and polproject: lessons from luted rural areas before those with traditional, but 

Dworkin, Daniel M.; Dworkin, Judith experience water supplies. Other recommendations 
U.S. Agency for International Development. are included in the appendices.

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. PN-AAJ-1 70 
Office of Evaluation 

1980, 49p., Eng. Chetwynd, Eic J., Jr.,- Dworkin, Daniel M.; Kim, Peru: CARE OPG water health 
AI.D. evaluation special study, no. 2 S. U. services project

U.S. Agency for International Development.
 
Evidence indicates that improved water sup- Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. PN-AAJ-1 76
 

plies in rural communities reduce the incidence of Office ofEvaluation 
diarrhea. To demonstrate this phenomenon, two 1981, 69p., Eng. Haratani, Joseph; Viveros-Long, Ana M.; De 
communities in Guatemala, Florida Aceiruna and AI.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 20 Gonzales, AM. 
Guanagazapa, were selected for study due to their 4890251 U.S. Agency for International Development 
similar population, environment, and health Bureau for Program and Pohcy Coordination. 
characteristics. The former, which obtained water To address the potable water needs of semiur- Office of Evaluaton 
from shallow wells and rivers, served as a co ol ban communities (population 5,000-10,000) 1981, 52p., Eng. 
to establish anorm for diarrheal incidence with- overlooked by rural and urban development A.I.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 24 
out project assistance. The latter was provided projects, ALD.joinedCAREin1977tosponsora 5270177 
with a piped chlorinated supply system. Data piped water system (PWS) project for 6 South 
from both communities were analyzed indepen- Korean communities. This report, based on inter- Where piped water is a local priority, AID. 
dently. Halfway through the project, a program to views with PWS operators and users, evaluates should be willing to authorize projects aimed 
alter sanitary behavior and encourage latrine con- the project's impact and lessons for the future, solely at improving the accessibility, quantity, 
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and quality of water to the exclusion of other 
health nterventions.This and other lessons found 
in this report were learned in an AID-funded 
CARE project to provide piped water, vaccina-
ions, healtheducation, and sewers in Peru's An-
cash Department. For a $20 fee and less than 15 
cents per month, 2,600 households in the smallest 
villagesreceivedpipedwaterfrom 29 gravity-fed 
water systems which supplied 60 liters ofpotable 
water per day. The impact was pronounced. Not 
onlydiduseofpipedwaterfordrinking, cooking, 
and bathing increase, women were relieved of the 
burden of spending 3 hours each day collecting 
water and so had more time for productive activi-
ties such as weaving. Unexpectedly, women also 
made inroads into the male-dominated social 
structtne by participating in the village juntas 
which conducted many project activities. Be-
case the project produced lasting tangible bene- 
fits, villagers' predisposition to community action 
was stimulated. On the other hand, the vaccina-
ion program was cancelled, there was no indica-
don that health education improved health, and, 
because of higher installation costs and fewer 
perceived benefits, only five sewer systems were 
built. The project also showed that: (1)develop-
mentpojectsoftenupsetthestamsquoandcause 
conflict among implementers; (2)private volun-
tay organizations can be a valuable resource in 
specialized projects; (3)when aproject's purpose 
is to provide drinking water, perfunctory evahia-
ions attemting to attribute health impacts to the 

project should not be conducted; (4) since im-
ported materials often become a limiting factor, 
use of local construction materials, even when 
more expensive, should be encouraged to en-
hance a project's sustainability and to support lo-
cal industry; and (5) where voluntary participa-
tion in community projects is traditional, food for 
work can be counterproductive. The evaluation 
methodology and persons contacted; the project 
budget, design, and chronology; water system 
diagrams and statistics; and recommendations for 
theGovenmentofPeruam appendeL 

Tunisia: CAE water projects 

PN-AAJ-207 

Bigelow, Ross Edgar, Chiles, Lisa; et al. 
U.S.Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

1980, 59p.,Eng. 
A.LD. project impact evaluation reporA no. 10 
6640286; 6640288; 6640298; 6640299 

Some 100,000 Tunisians living in dispersed ru-
ml sett.emeu.. are using wcll and spriigs that 
have been improved with U.S. assistance. This 
report evaluates a series of projects conducted by 
Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere 
(CARE), with partial funding by AID. and as-
sistance from the Peace Corps, in which 600 ex-
isting Tunisian water sources were renovated. 
According to the report's project implementation 
section, the projects involved little local partici- 
pation. To control water contamination, the 
springs and wells were enclosed with relatively 
low-cost tednology requiring litle maintenance. 
Subsequent sections describe the projects' impact 
on availability and use of potable water, health 
and quality of life, beneficiary participation, and 
localingltutions. On the basis ofTunisian records 
and standards, about75% oftheprojectsiteswere 
not producing potable water. Only 50% of the 
project sites visited were fully operational and 
adequately protected from surface contamination. 
No relationship between the CARE water 
projects and a change in the incidence of water-
related disease could be determined. Anegative 
impact on health may have occurred where users 
discontinued their own disinfection practices 
thinking the water was safe when in fact it may 
have been contaminated because project-provid- 
ed treamunent had ceased. Although most local 
disinfection and health education teams estab-
lished under these projects are still in existence, 
they have not generally been effective. Included 
among the lessons are: (1)future AID-supported 
water projects should concentrate on increased 
watrn quantity, dependability, and accessibility-, 
(2)project design should reflect demonstrated 
community need rather than prepackaged doncr 
solutions; and (3) U.N. water quality standards 
will have to be scaled down if ambitious potable 
water goals are to be met during the Drinking 
Water Decade (1981-90). The authors recom-
mend that AID. work with the Tunisian govem-
ment to agree on a long-term public healh strate-
gy, experiment with alternative potable water 
technologies, and evaluate pizjects in a collabo-
rative fashion. Various project-specific appendi-
ces are included, 

Panama: rural water 

PN-AAJ-609 

Meehan,Robert Viveros-Long, AnaM. 

U.S.Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

May 1982,vii, 16p. +9appendices, Eng. 
A.LD. projrAtimpact evaluation report,no. 32 
5250170 5250181 

From 1972-1981, AID. assisted Panama's 
Department of Environmental Health (DEH) in a 
program to provide 500 piped water systems and 
1,300 handpumps to small vllages. The program 
was planned to enlist community participation 
and commitment to operate and maintain the sys
tems. By 1980, 562 water systems had been 
completed; 26 were selected at random for this 
evaluation. Sixteen of the systems had good op
eration records, with effective madagement, ade
quate maintenance, and regular fee collection. 
Theotherl0wereexperiencingseriousproblems, 
although communities with strong local organi
zations should resolve their problems within a 
year. Individuals trained to operate and maintain 
the system and handle simple repairs were found 
in all the villages. Monthly household charges 
ranged from 25 cents forgravity systems to $3 for 
diesel-powered systems. Few villages had diffi
culty covering operating costs. Piped water, ac
cess to which water was almost universal in the 
villages visited, was ofgood quality; was used for 
drinking, cooking, bathing, andcleaning- andre
lieved women and girls of the time-consuming 
duty of gathering water. In an unintended effect, 
the systems helped stem rural-urban migration 
and were clandestinely used to water vegetable 
gardens and small livestock. Participation in 
building and maintaining the systems promoted 
community initiative and self-reliance. At the 
macro-level, the water systems helped reduce ru
ralinfant mortality and diarrhea. A survey of 
handpumps in 8adjacent villages confinmed DEH 
estimates that non-use of handpumps is wide
spread. The problem is the failure to require oim
munity commitment to operate and maintain the 
pumps and the impossibility of repairing the 
pumps locally. Reasons for the project's success 
icluded DEH's effective administration and pri
orexperience, useof simple and reliabletechnol
ogy, community participation, adequate waterre
sources, and moderately high rural per capita 
income. But, there is a potential forproblems due 
to DEH budget cuts, rising energy costs, and 
growing improper use of piped water. 
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Community water supply n 
developing countries: lessons 
from experience; evaluation 
summaries and conference 
findings 

PN-AAJ-624 

Dworkn, Daniel M 
U.S.Agency for Intemational Development

Bureau for Program and PolicyCoordination. 
Office of Evaluation (Sponsor) 

(Conference on Community WaterSupp,
Marniotsville,MD, US, 24-28 Jan 1982) 

Sep 198g x, 8 p. +3appendices, Eng. 
AD.0. program evaluation repor no. 7 
Related document PN-AA V-122 

Because efforts to improve ural water suppliesindeveloping countries have faced increasing 
cdrici and declining -.nor interest in recent 

yem ALI. in1979 began a3-year effort to ana-
ly7e its wxdence with community water supply
projects. From 1979-1982,15 projects funded by
AID. and other donors in Kenya, Korea, Pana-
ma, Peru, Tanzania, Thailand, and Tunisia were 
evaluatedin terms of the wate systems'reliabli-
ty, benefits, and accessibility (ie., equity), pro-
ceedings and zecommendations of a 1982 confer-
ence held to discuss the results of thes-. 
evaluations, which were conducted to field test 

the relevance of the following hypothetical at-
tributes of successful water projects: host country
and community commitment; realistic national 
goals; financially sound support institutions; co-
ordination ofdonor support with all project needs; 
appropriate technology; the presence of comple-

mentary health, education, and sanitation activities; and increased availability ofclean water. In 
general, the evaluations found the hypotheses to 

be verified; indepth discussions of each point are 
presented. The participants went on to recom
mend that: (1)AID. use both Health and Food 
and Nutrition Account funds for water projects; 
(2) the issue of water quality be addressed with. 
in a project's socioeconomic setting; (3)comn
munity interest be gauged early on and projects 
be designed to be locally self-supporting;, (4) 
strong firancial and technicalinniuionsbede. 
veloped to oversee system construction and 

maintenance; (5)related training needs be ade
quately addressed, and (6) special sanitation and
education components not be included automat
ically but on the basis of local need and demand. 
Lists of the conference participants and evalna
tion team members are appended. 
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Social impact of agribusiness a 
case study of ALCOSA in 
Guatemala 

PN-AAJ-172 

Kusterer,Kenneth C.; Estrada De Baties, M.R.; 
CuxlI/,
J.X. 


U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureaufor Program and Policy Coordination.
Office of Evaluation 

1981, 103p., Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation specialstudy no.4 

5960097; 5960068 

ALCOSA. a large agribusiness in Guatemala 
was evaluated favorably by A.I.D.in 1977, but 
subsequently criticized by others as having un-
e.pected negative social impacts. This review 
auempiz to resolve this ambiguity. ALCOSA's 
growth, operations, and itsimpacts-at the 
company processing plant and itthree cauli-
flower-producing highland towns-are dis-
cussed. By 1980, due to organizational and 
technical problems, ALCOSA was facing an 
operararg crisis. Vegetable purchasing had out-
stripped the company's capacity to control and 
administer it, leading to a breakdown in field 
organization, temporary suspension of pur-
chases, and losses for 300 to 400 of the 2,000 
small farmers involved. In addition, field em-
ployees had defrauded farmers, sometimes for 
long periods before being detected and dis-
missed by management. In ont: town, ALCO-
SA's close relationship with its Ladino sub-
contractor worsened already strong Ladino-
Cakchiquel (Indian) tensions. The company is 
taking steps to resolve these problems. There 
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have, however, been several positive effects, 
including at the village level: increased use of 
credit and investment in farm equipment; much 
new agricultural know-how; improved living 
standards; and a shift from cultivating a vainey 
of vegetables to concentration on cauliflower 

and broccoli and arelated appreciation of the 

efficiency of marketing large quantities of pro-
duce to a commercial purchaser as opporcd to 
small time-consuming local sales. In many cas-
es, participation in the ALCOSA program has 
enabled the poorest farmers to increase their 
incomes and to remain independent family 
farmers. In one village, Santiago, women par-
ticipate more fully in agricultural production, 
almost as equal partners with their husbands. 
Here, ALCOSA's impact has been most posi-

yive,perhaps because the residents have used 
the company as a resource for planned commu- 
nity development, and because ALCOSA works 
through a cooperative, avoiding the tensions 
existing elsewhere. At the ALCOSA plant, 
where almost all employees are women, wages 
are high, permitting workers either a new eco-
nomic freedom or a great increase in family 
standard of living; 95% of employees report 
high satisfaction with their jobs, pay, and lives 
as workers. 

Economic development of 

Korea: sui generis or generic? 

PN-AAJ-1 77 

Steinberg, David I. 
U.S. 	Agency for Intematianal Development 

Bureaufor Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

Jan 1982, iv,50p.,Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation specialstudy, no. 6 


Korea's phenomenal economic growth since 
1963 is the subject of an eight-volume study pre-
pared by the Korea Development Institute (KDI 

V -d," 

and Harvard Institute for Economic Develop
ment.The study findings (seven volumes have 
been pubihshed to date) are herein reviewed in an 
analysis focusing on the replicabihxy of the Ko
rean experience and on the extent to vhich AID. 
assistance has contributed to Korean success. In 

chapters covering, in turm:historical and cultural 
factors in Korean developmeng mral develop
ment; trade, ind stry, and finance; entrepreneur
ship; fori'gn aid; education; pop,'lation, urban
izatun, and healthr and income distribution, the 
authorshowsthatKorcacannotbecoisiderAda 
model for other developing countries, partly be
cause of its unique culture and history (which 
have both positively and negatively influenced 
development) and partly because development 
has oc .ed in a way and a setting that directly 

contradict current AID.priorities: e.g., econom
ic growth resulted from intensive export promo
don benefiting urban dwellers rather than the nal 
poor, Korea remains a highly centralized, non
participatory society; private enterprise is weak 
and cooperatives, labor unions, and commercial 
banks are govemrnment-contronled; women's sta
tus is low, neither income distribution nor public 
health have been primary goals of the Korean 
Government; and education, while open to sod
etyasawhole, in practice serves toreconferpres-
Lige on an established elite. U.S. tssistance, the 
author concludes, has been of only peripheral 
value in Korea's development, having been more 
effective at the project than the policy level; P.L 
480 aid has in fact inadvertently deterred grain 
pricing reforms. The training abnamd of Koreans 
has perhaps been themost significat U.S. contri
bution. Several recommendations are made me
gauding future priorities for A.ID. assistancein 
Korea, and the implications of the Korean expe
n'-ace for A.LD. development strategies are 
drawn. Regarding the KDI-Harva--d study itself, 
the auhor finds it an important alysis,butlim
ited by its sole focus on economic development 
and its neglect of such cAtical factors as competi
don with North Korea, world market conditions, 
and tle role of the military. 
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Turning private voluntay 
organizations into development 
agencies: questions for 
evaluaton 

PN-AAJ-612 

Tendler, Judith 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Management 
Serces. Office of Pogram and Management 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office ofEvaluation 

Apr 1982, vii, 151p. +3 appendices, Eng. 
ALD. program evaluation discussion paper, 

no. 12 

To improve the analytic quality and policy rele
vance of A.LD.'s evaluation of projects caried 
out by private voluntary organizations (PVOs), 
this report, based on a review of 75 such evala-
tions (conducted by AI.D., third party coutrac-
tors, and PVOs themselves), discusses key issues 
in PVO project evaluation. To help evaluators 

move beyond the dietoric which PVOs geerally 
use to distinguish their approach from that of 
large donors (e.g., that it is participatory, targets 

the poor, and is innovative), the author probes, 
often by way of questions left unanswered, the 
features ofPVO projects afj finds then paradox-
ical. Participation, for example, often signifies 
decentralized decisionmaking by local elites, a 
feature which may or may not benefit the poor 
(examples are provided)ormay benefitthem only 
through the trickle down effect criticized by 
PVOs themselves. Discussion is given to three 
aspects of PVO projects which make the poor 
seem more unreachable than they actually are: the 
PVO tms from relief to income-earning efforts 
and from small to large projects and PVO neglect 
of women's issues. Although PVOs contrast 
themselves with the public sector, their efforts 
partly depend on their various types of relations 
with host country governments (complementai-
ty, competition, replication, filling in "unoccu-
pied territory", takeover by the government, and 
brokering between government entities and the 
poor). Evaluators of PVO effors must determine 
which relations are operative, whether project 
success was due to PVO efforts, and instances of 
impact (e.g., when a PVO project serves as first 
stage of an effort later amplified by the govern-
ment). Although PVOs claim to be innovative, 

many of their projects fall below the state-uf-the
art. The innovativeness of PVO small-business 
c&projects isexamined indea,.,Adiscussion 

of deficiencies in evaluations of PVO projects 
concludes by noting that evaluations should de-
temine how desionmaking is being done, who 

benefits from the project, and what is successful 
or not, including unanticipated successes. Key el. 
ements to be considered in determining project 
success are project type, time or place of imp:e-
mentation, and the PVO-government relation-
ship. Appendices include extensive suggestions 
to evaluators and a 178-item bibliography (1966-
82). 

Private sector. ideas and 
opportunities; a review of basic 
concepts and selected
experience 

PN-AAJ-618 

Hageboeck, Molly; Allen, Mary B. 
U.S. Agency for IntenationalDevelopment 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office ofEvaluation 

Jun 1982, V.P., Eng. 
AI.D. program evaluation discussion paper, 

no. 14 

In response to the U.S. government's emphasis 
on pivate sector initiatives in the development 

process, AID.'s Bureau for Program and Policy 
Coordination has been investigating both AI.D. 
andnon-AID. efforts to foster privateenerprise 
as a means of increasing the resource base and 

momentm of development. This papr presents 
preliminary findings of these studies. The first 
section, written from the entrepreneur's perspe-
live, examines market processes and other key 
factors influencing the growth of private enter-
prise in developing countries. Marketsize, spe-
cialization, and participants are considered as is 
the relationship between market size and enter-
prise size. Among ihe other factors discussed are 
political systems and practices, governmental 
policy interventions, infrastructure, financial sys-
tems, sociocultural practices, and the availability 
ofcapital. business expertise, and technology. In 
Section ILthe authors examine the effectiveness, 
andsofaraspossible, costsofspecificapproaches 
to fostering private enterprise. These approaches 
havetendedtotaketwoforms:policyrefonnsand 
specific programs/projects to directly assist pri- 
vate enterprise, the latter including feasibility 

studies, promotion of business ventures throughthe confetence approach, business clearingbgas
es, trade fairs, management training, technology 

transfer, the development of infrastructure and 
financial systems, and capital assistance. The final 
section examines several private sector ventures 

which have had visible develoxnent benefits as a 
basis for identifying ways for AID. to assess the 
impacts of existing and future programs. The au
thors find that tools are needed for evaluating both 
the impact cf many private enterprises on the 
economy as a whole and the impact of a single 
finn on its immediate enviromnent. The authors 

conclude that (1)market mechanisms, when al
lowed to operate freely, will provide incentives to 
w~rich the private sector will respond ahd (2) rela
tively small public sector investments can effec

tively stimulate private sector development re
sources. An 8-page bibliography, and lists of 
pertinent A.ID. p.oje,,s, case studies, and evalu

ation publicationm =reappended. 

Private sector, public sector, 

and donor assistance in 
economic developmeft an 

interpretive essy 

PN-AAL-007 

Wolg'n, Jerome M 
U.S. Agency for IntenationalDevelopment. 

Bureaufor Program and Policy Coordination. 
Cffic", of Evaluation 

Mar 1983, 52p. +attachment, Eng.
 
AI.D. program etaluation discussion paper,
 

no. 16 

To provide ALD. with a view of how host 
country policies, coupled with donor actions, 
have fostered vital private enterprise economies 
in developing counmies, a study, herein present
ed, was made of the development history of four 
countries which have dramatically raised their 
peoples' standard of living in the last 20 years-
Malawi, Cameroon, Thailand, and Costa Rica. 
After briefly reviewing the structural changes in 
the economies of the four countries, the study 
profiles their private sectois, noting the types of 
enterprises present and the linkages between 
them. Next, the role of markets in development 
and the limitations of purely market-oriented 
strategies are discussed and reasons for govem
ment interventions in markets listed. Finally, 
each country's political economy and role in the 
world economy is outlined. The study concludes 
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that a free and competitive private sector is effi-
cient in allocating msources and that public pol-
ides and donor interventions can, if wisely tar-
geted, have a beneficial effect or such entepris-
es. Donors are encuraged-with some cave-
ats-to help developing country governments 
facilitate the expression of creative energies 
within the private sector. Twenty-four cas 
studies illustrate the report's argumenL& 

Free zones indeveloping 

countries: expanding

opportunities for the private 

sector 


PN-AAL-024 
 PN-A L-04 

Sahm Foundation 
U.S.Agency for International Development


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Ofce of Evaluation (Sponsor) 


Nov 1983, 21p. +7appendices, Eng. 

AI.D. program evaluation discussion paper, 


no. 18 


Developing countries are increasingly using 
free zooes--geograpic areas offering tariff, tax, 
and/or regulatory relief to businesses in their 
arm-to stimulate the private sector. This report 
examines existing data on a limited number of 
free zones, including fre trade, export process-
ing, enterprise, and free banking zones, as well 
as free ports and the Mexican maquiladoras, and 
the factors conducive to their success or lack of 
iLPositively, free zones can make a major con-
ribution to the rise o; moder, export-oriented, 

industries by increasing employment, foreign 
exchange earnings, rates of return, and technol-
ogy transfer, and have served in some countries 
(e.g., China) as proving grounds for economic 
reform. Ga the other hand, many zones have 
failed to stimulate economic activity due to lack 
of a stable investment climate, unreliable gener-
al infrastructure and service delivery, and user-
insensitive zone management. Even in success-
ful zones, linkages to the surrounding economy 
are often lacking. Further, since zones seem 
most sucocsful at the beginning of a country's 
move away from import substitution, they may 
in time become less effective as magnets for 
foreign investment. Finally, changing global 
economic conditions may soon make traditional 
zone development strategies obsolete. Several 
recommendations are included. Appended are 
case studies, lists of free zones, tables on wages 
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for export processing workers in selected coun-
tries, and a list of incentives available in export 
processing zonps. 

Comparative analysis of policies 

and other factors which affect 
the role of the private sector In 
economic development 

PN-AAL-031 

Dunlop, David W 
U.S.Agency for International DevelopmenL 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

nopoly, as in public utilities, governments should 
probably not own companies or producing units. 
Parastatals' lack of the discipline of the market
place can lead to disastrous long-term implica
tons, as a number of African countries have al
ready witnessed. 

Review of A.i.D.'s experience In 
private sector development 

PN-AAL-049 

Bremer, Jennifer, Cole, Elizabeth; etal. 
Robert R.Nathan Associates, Inc. 
U.S.Agency for IntemationalDevelopment. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Dec 1983,xi 80p.+attachment,Eng. Centerfor Development Information andDe 193, ~ B~. +attd~met, ng.Evaluation(Sponsor) 
A.I.D. program evaluation discussion paper,
 

no. 20 


How can governments fosterthe pivate sector? 
To help answer this question, six countries-

Malawi, Cameroon, Costa Rica, Thailand, the 
Dominican Republic, and Sri Lanka--are herein 
compared in terms of economic development, in-
temational trade, economic policy and political 
economy, trends in mobilization and allocation of 
capital and human capital, and allied issues such 
as the development of entrepreneurial skills and 
the role of small businesses. Although all of the 
govenments professed to suppot the private 
sector, actual interventions varied. Pobative ac-
tions included investing in iifastructures which 
are complementary to private production pro-
cesses, contributing tuthe supply of savings and 
channeling door assistance (preferably on con-
cessionary terms), and improving the country's 
human capital, although it is probably wise for 
governments to focuson general education rather 
than on specific occupational requirements 
Pragmatic leadership-requiring public entities 
to perform without subsidies or special assis-
tance-is also important, especially in countries 
where resources are meager and private investors 
few. On the other hand, governments should not 
try to control or regulate prices, establish quotas, 
or otherwise alter free-market functions to help 
finance social welfare pograms; if they do, large-
scaleproblems can quickly emerge, as CostaRica 
andSriLankahaveleared.Thisisespeciallytrue 
in regard to agriculture-marke .g boards, estab-
lishedto stallfize prices for small producers, have 
in fact been used for taxation purposes, resulting 
in reduced output and a worsened economic sim-
ation. Finally, except where them are clear con-
omies of scale and the potential for a natural ino-

Apr 1985, xiv, 132p. + 5 appendices: statistical
 
tables, Eng.
 

A/ D.program evaluation repor no. 14
 

A.LD.'s experience since 1981 in implement
ing the Private Sector Development Initiative 
(PSDI) is synthasized in this report. After brief 
reviews of the background and methodology of 
the study and of PSDI itself, the report provides 
aconceptual frnework for interpreting A.D.'s 
experience in programming PS projects by iden
tifying the distinct featues and requirements of 
PS-led developnent (firms, markets, intema
tional investment, constraints) and the major pa
rameters that shaped A.I.D. programming (re
sources, limitati(ms). Detailed discussion is then 
given to AID. and otherdonor experience in the 
four key areas of FSDI--policy reform, project 
assistance to private ent -rprise, project assis
tance through private organizations, and mobi
lizing the Third 'World's PS for developrnmt. A 
final section assesses implications of the study 
for future AID. programming in this area. The 
following are the key findings. 
1. Increased emphasis on host government poli

cy reform can further the development of 
competitive markets and private enerprises. 

2. Only 17% of A.D.'s FY 1982-84 develop
ment assistance budgets was targeted for PS 
development projects. 

3. There are in the Third World both advantages 
to using PS delivery systems and a large, 
barely tapped potential for doing so, although 
public sector involvement is often necessary, 
either as a direct provider or as a regulator. 

4. A.ID.'s current institutional strengths suggest 
expanding PS programming in giultural 
production and services, agro-industry, small 
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and medinm enterprises, and housing and s3-
cial servici (but not via direct lending to or 
direct equity investment in individual Third 
World finns, or support of U.S. private orga-
nizations). 

The report'. fundamental suggestion is that 
AID. continue its approach of balancing private 
and public initiatives and seek to increase 
awareness of possibilities for PS development in 
all Agency activities. Detailed recommenda-
tions for specific AID. practices and related 
studies are inclued. Appended are descriptions 
of other-donor PS programs, a synthesis of 
AID. Special Studies on PS development, and a 
bibliography of relevant publicatoras. 

Private sector. the tortse 

walc public policy and private 
activity Inthe economic 
development of Cameroon 

PN-AAL-004 

Schiavo-Campo, Sarlatore; Roush, James L; vt 

at 


U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Office of Evaluation 


Marh 1983, xvi,55p. + lO appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation specialstudy, no. 10 

Cameroon's economic performance over the 
past 20 years, unlike that of most developing 
countries, has been remarkably good. To help 
determine the reasons for this success, this paper 
examines the effects ofpublic policies on private 
so= development in Cameraon. Initial sections 
descibe Cameroon's demography and itshisuxy 
and review pofitical and economic development 
since the country pained independence in 196 1. 
Next, theprinciplesunderlyingCemcoon'spub-
lic policies-national unity, political and social 
order, a mixed degree of government control of 
the economy, anda slovandcautiousapW ichto 
economic developmc,t-are outlined. Specific 
government policies and their economuic effects 
are then detailed. External policies are described 
as being nonrestrictive in regard to intemadonal 
payments and currency exchange, but overly re-
strictave in regard to commerce, especially ex-
ports. Internal economic policies regarding agri-
culwre, finance, and industry are shown to 
combine direct intervention with s laissez-faire 
appoach. Thus, the goveinmentlinrits its use of 
price controls aad rerains from manipulating 

food crop Production, but has controlled interest 
rates and promoted import substitution at the ex-
pense of local entrepreneurs. A review of the role 
of U.S. and oher donor assistance to the private 
sector showsforeign aid to be an important source 
of import capacity, although increasingly over-
shadowed byofl revenues. tis recommended that 
future U.S. aid specifically support economic 
policies oriented toward growth. A detailed case 
study of one of Cameroon's parastatals, the Cor-
poration for the Development of Cotton, is then 
presented, and the Corporation's success in 
providing economic opportamities to small farm-
ers without destroying their economic incentives 
noted. The study concludes that, while the effects 
of public policies on private development in 
Cameroon have been mixed, Cameroon's expe-
rience demonstrates the viability of a gradual, 
cautious approach to economic change. More de-

tailed diLcussions of select items and a 6-page 

bibliography citing works in French and English
(1954-2) ameamong the appendices. 

Costa Rica private sector study 

PN-AAL-005 

Pratt,Robert C.; Adamczyk, Christine; et al. 
U.S. Agency forIntemaonal Development 

Bureau for Asia 
U.S. Agency for Intemadonal DevelopmenL 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Office of Evaluation 
Mar 1983, xv 58p. +6 appendices, Eng. 
ALD. evaiuation specialstvdy,no. 9 
Availability note: Docwnent contains 
oversizepages available only in microfiche 

Although a development strategy stressing in-
dustrialization base on import substitutiun and 
participation in the Central American Common 
Market (CACM)hashelped CostaRica achieve 
growth with equity since 1960, the country isnow 
in a severe economic crisis. Key factors endemic 
tothecrisisare identified in thisreport on theef-
fect of public policies and supporting donor in-
terventions on Costa Rica's recent economic and 
social histary, with special reference to th private 
sector. I is found that the succ-ss of the industri-
alization strategy, which was due almost entirely 
to external opportunities, was accompanied by: 
(1)depeadence on the export of a few traditional 
commodities, prices for which have recently fall-
en; (2) policies fostering the establishment of 
capital-intensive and inefficient industries to the 
relative neglect of agriculture; (3) the near ex-

haustion of import substitution opportunities (4) 
heavy reliance on borrowed, often foreign, in
vestment capital; (5) a policy bias against exports; 
and (6) the failure of the nationalized banking 
system to attract internal savings and provide ad
equate financial intermediation. On the social 
level, substantial progress has been made in such 
areas as education and health, but at the cost of a 
large and inefficient bureaucracy in which ever 
more resources are allocated to pay public em
ployees, with decreased public benefit. Further, 
the progressively unsustainable cost of social 
programs has led to increased external borrowing 
and ahuge and unmanageable foreign debt It is 
concluded that: (1)public policies, while foster
ing economic and social progress, failed to pre
pare for or adjust to adverse external conditions 
during 197&-82; (2) donor support, despite major 
positive contributions, had little effect on these 

policies; and (3)the private sector, especially the 
key industries of food processing and apparl, re
acted predictably to market and public sector sig
nals throughout the period. Lessons tught by the 
Costa Rican experience are summarized and pri
vate sector needs and constraints forthe period of 
recovery spelled out. Appendices include several 
statistical tables and an analysis of the impact of 

the CACM on Costa Rica. 

Private sector and the economic 
development of Malawi 

PN-AAL-006 

Wolgin, Jerome M.; Clapp-Wincek, Cynthia; et al. 
U.S. Agency for Intenatfional Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

Mar 1983, xiii, 46p. +5 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation special study, no. 11 

Malawi's economic progress since indepen
dence in 1964 has been unusually rapid. The pri
vate nonagricultural economy has developed, 
despite a lack of indigenous entrepreneurs, per 
capita GDP has grown at an annual rate of2.9%; 
the government has shifted from a net dissaver to 
a net saver employment in the wage sector has 
increased over 150%; and manufacturing output 
has almost doubled. Fundamental to thisprogress, 
according to this evaluation of the private sector's 
role in Malawi's economic development, was the 
government's market-oriented economic policy 
framework, which penrnined development ofpri
vate enterprise with minimal governmental in r
ference. Three partly private and partly public 
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holding companies were developed which grad-
ually gained control over much of the private 
economy, while management -emained generally 
in the hands of the expatriate firms. An Invest-
ment Development Bank guided by expatriate 
personnel mobilized capital and acted as both 
lender and investor in new enterprises. The years 
1977-81, when management was sibjected to 

increased political influence leadirg to bad eco-
nomic decisions, brought a downturn in the 
economy which was worsened by the intema-
tional recession. In the past 2 years a return has 
been made to less politicized management; the 
policy of easy credit is being revised and reorga-
nization of the public holding companies is un- 
derway. The main lesson leaned from Malawi's 
experience is that public policies supportive of 
market-oriented growth are a major deterninant 
of economic progress. A constrictive approach 
includes: (1)reliance on marke;forces to deter-
mine the allocation and use of resources (2) the 
ably to mobilize capital (especially foreign Pidy, 
(3)apragmatic approach to the use of foreign
capital and expatriate management personnel; 
and (4)government efforts to create an operating 
environment conducive to market development 
and for-profit business expansion. Political inter-
ference in economic affairs will ultimately lead to 
noneconomically motivated decisions, often oh-
structing sustained economic growth. Fifteen ta-
bles illustrft the text. 

Ventures inthe informal sectw, 

and how they worked out in 
Brmal 

PN-AAL-009 

Tend/er, Judit 

U.S.AgencyforlnteionalDevelopment 


Bureau for Food for Peace and Vo/untary

Assistance. Office ofPrivate and Voluntary 
Cooperaton (Sponsor) 

Mar 1983, x*i, 159p. +2 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation specialstudy, no. 12 

Unusuallyhigh(92%-98%)repaymentrates, a 
competent and dedicated saff, low overhead, 
ability to reach firms previously without access to 
formal credit and to attract public funding, and 
avoidance of political intervention are some of the 
strengths which have led many to consider the 
Northeast Union of Assistance to Small Busi-
nesses (UNO), a Brazilian PVO established in 
Refciein 1973,amodelofhowtoprovidecredit 
to small businesses. Surprising weaknesses, 
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however, such as high operating costs (ranging 
from 46% to over 100% of loan value), low pro-
ductivity (especiallyin lightof UNO'suse oflow-
paid student workers), slow growth (reaching 
only 1%of the client population), inability to at-
tractpivatesectorfinancialsupportobecone . 
nancially independent, and the failure of assisted 
firmstoincrease output, create new jobs, orgain 
access to bank credit cast doubt on the replicabil-
ity of UNO's program. This study discusses these 
intfrrelated strengths and weaknesses in light of 
UNO's history, operations, and beneficiaries, 
Many ofUNO's weaknesses, it is argued, can be 
traced to the often forgotten characteristics of the 
small enterprise sectoritself, e.g., that many small 
businessmen refuse to expand because of the in-
creased managerial burdens involved or that as-
sistance to businesses often results in saving rath-
er than in creating jobs. Further, UNO's 
weaknesses are often inextricably tied to its 
strengths. For example, UNO's high costs and its 
lack of interest in "productive" clients are rooted 
inthe same financial prudence--he dec'.xion to 
focus for the most part on providing established 
retail firms with modest amounts of working cap-
ital for ongoing activities--that has contributed to 
UNO's survival and good reputation. Although 
UNO has produced agood organization, its small 
budget and limited horizons have exempted it to 
dat-contrary to what might have been expect-
ed-from a concern for productivity, impact, or 
program costs. However, a major expansion and 
diversification under World Bank auspices cur-
mently in progress is forcing UNO, perhapsin spite
ofitself, to expose itself to hese disciplines. 

Private sector regulation of 
rural markets inAfrica 

PN-AAL-014 

Bplural 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

Jun 1983, viii, 42p. +attachmonts,Eng. 
AI.D. evaluafion special study, no. 14 

In Africa, govcrment agricultural pricing poli-
cies often undermine production incentives. So 
concludes this study of the forms and effects of 
government intervention in rural African agricul-
tural markets. The authors first review gnvemn
ment regulation of African export crops, includ-
ing coffee, cocoa, palm oil, coton, sugar, and 
bananas. Although privately produced, these 

crops are required by law to be sold through sate
controlled marketing boards originally designed 
to stabilize prices for the benefit of farmers. In
stead, the boards have heavily taxed expot crops 
in order to finance development of nonfarm sec
tors, obtain foreiga exchange, and pay their own 
high operating costs. As a result, prices received 
by farmers fortheircrops are often less than half 
of international prices. Many farmers have re
sponded by shifting to production of less heavily 
taxedcrops, andhighmarketingcostsimposedby 
the boards have played a par indramatic declines 
in exports from Nigeria, Senegal, Ghana, and the 
Sudan. Export crop producers are also burdened 
by the high level of currency overvaluation in 
many African countries which further under
mines production by reducing the value of export 
earnings. In the second part of the paper, the au
thors show how African governments regulate 
domestic food prices. Marketing bureaucracies 
act to lower food prices but in so doing increase 
marketing costs and price inefficiency and weak
en production incentives. Governments also use 
trade policies to lower food prices by banning 
exports, allowing duty-free imports, and main
tamiing overvalued currencies. The origins of 
these food pricing policies are traced to the need 
of governments to satisfy the demands of politi
cally powerful urban food consumers for low-cost 
food. Inafinal section, a proposal ispresented for 
reforming the marketing boards which would en
tail allowing markets to make and retin a limited 
amount of profits to encourage efficient opera
tion. 7he boards would be made accountable by
including producers and cooperative society 
members on executive committees. 

Private sector, ethnicity,
individual initiative, and 
economic growth In an African 

society: the Bamileke of
Cameroon 

PN-AAL-01 6 

McFerson, HazlM. 
U.S. Agency for lnmationalDevelopment 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

Jun 1983, x4 29p. +5 appendices, Eng. 
A./D. evaluation specialstudy, no. 15 

Of the more than 200 ethnic groups in Came
roon, the Bamileke appear to be the most eco
nomically successful. Reasons for their success 
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anyznthituof t alBa ile 
culture and its adaptation to contemporary eco-
nomic conditions. Unlike most other African eh-
icg oupstradionalBarnLekesocietyprovided 

avenuesofupwardmobilitytoallwithimproved 
stams through hard work and initiative. Emphasis 
is placed on competition in work, effort, savings, 
and economic improvement, and a frugality 
rather than emulative consumption. Individuals 
are expected to make their own way in the world 
while retaining a strong ethnic identity and con-
trbuting to the group. Traditional Bamileke in-
stitutions have adapted to modem economic 
functions easily. For example, the Mandjong-a 
traditional tile society-play an important role in 
generating capital through a savings and loan 
system. Women have always been important 
economic producers, and modem-day women's 
societies, derived firm eadier associations of the 
best women cultivators, strongly influence eco-
nomic development and capital accumulation. 
The Bamileke spirit of enterprise has also been 
influenced by land pressus and inheritance pat-
terns. The high population density of the Westem 
Povince ofCameroon-the traditionalBamileke 
home-has led young people to push out into or-

ban am ,where they have found economic suc-
cess, albeit not without support from others in 
their group. Similarly, the patrilineal system of 
inheritance--another divergence from the Afri-
can traktion--allows inheritances to be used for 
economic gain, rather than shared with poorer 
family members. The Bamfleke experience dem-
onstrates that group solidarity does not necessari- 
ly .fle individual initiative and private enter-
prse, but can be a positive force in economic 
developmML While the Bamileke success has 
developed in a policy environment which is non-
ideological and pragmatic, wilth little government 
intervention, not all ethnic gropshaveresponded 
to the same stimuli. In a plural society, ethnicity is 
a vital social issue and must be considered in any 
strategies ofpublicorprivate sectordevelopment. 

Private sector evaluation: the 

Dominican Republic 

PN-AAL-O1 8 

CDlbertson,Robert E.; Jones, Earl; Corpeno, 
Roberto 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Bureau for Latin America and te Caribbean. 
Dominican Republic (Sponsor) 

Jun 1983, xviii, 119p. +annexes, Eng. 
A.D. eWluation special study,no. 16 

The single most ipotant element co"t"i t-
ing to the growth of the private sector in the 
Dominican Reublic has been the integration, at 
both program and project levels, of mining, 
technical assistance, and capital assistance 
Thus concludes this paper, one of a series of 
country studies examining A.D. assistance to 
the private sector. After describing historical, 
geographic, socioeconomic, and public policy 
factors relevant to private enterprise develop-
ment in the Dominican Republic, the authors 
outline the Dominican institutional framework 
for promoting private sector growth, showing 
how lenders, aining and technical assistance 

institutions (and organizations that support both 
credit and training institutions) help to bring 
about private sector growth as much as do ex
ternal donors like AiD. Case studies of ten 
lending institutions (four financieras, two com-
mercial banks, and four public sector banks) 
and of fourteen institutions that serve lenders by 
providing educational, taining, and advisory 
services to credit recipients are then presented. 
The authors find that public policy in the Do-
minican Republic-which has long encouraged 
the private sector to seek its own solutions-
resulted in the private sector's discovery of the 
central role of training in the capital lending 
process. Since 1962, the entire private sector 
effort has been based on the principle that a fi-
nancial institution must train befor lending and 
an enterprise must be trained before borrowing. 
Other factors that have abetted private sector 
growth in the Dominican Republic include: a 
pervasive spirit of cooperation within the pri-
vate sector, a high literacy rate and abiding be-
lief in the value of education; and a po.tive 
attitude towards foreign assistance. Although 
the Dominicans have structured and carried out 
their own private enterprise development pro-
gram, A.D., by being sensitive and responsive 
to their needs, has made several crucial contri-
butions, Future development of this sector, as 
programs move to encourage entrepreneurship 
among lower-income strata, must, however, 
proceed cautiously, with consideration given to 
public subsidy of costly lending services. 

Capitalizing workers: the impact 

of employee stock ownership 
plans in selected developing 
countries 

PN-AAL-033 

Goldmark, Susan G.; Roth, Alan D.; etal. 
DevelopmentAlternatnves, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for International Development
 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Office of Evaluation (Sponsor)
 

Jan 1984, xiii,41p. +annexes, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation special study, no. 19 

Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs) 
represent a potential ALD. strategy for strength
ening the private sector by extending capital 
ownership to economically disenfranchised 
groups. Such plans can supplement employee 
benefits and improve workers' income and retire
ment security, while providing companies with 
capital formation, access to new credit sources, 
tax advantages, and gains in productivity. This 
study examines two ESOP programs in each of 
three developing countries-Costa Rica, Thai
land, and Zimbabwe--and two, forcompaison, 
in the United States. Also provided are discus
sions of the theoretical framework behind ESOPs 
and of different types of plans. All the companies 
studied were large and financially successul, but 
their success could not definitely be linked to the 
presence ofESOPs. All but one were enthusiastic 
about their ESOPs-the exception being a Zim
babwean company which borrowed money to 
purchase shares which later declined drastically 
in price. As none ofthe developing countries pro
vided tax benefits orotherincenives to encourage 
ESOPs, all the plans were instituted at some cost 
to the company or to stockholders. Three compa
nies contributed post-tax earnings to purchase 
newly issued stock for employees; two provided 
an interest-free loan to a trust for that purpose. 
Thus the funds flowed back into the company so 
the main financial cost was the dilution of the 
value of existing shares. Employees' gains varied 

considerably: some employees obtained substan
tial income or retirement security, while others 
had not yet received any financial benefits. One 
company gave the employees' trust acontrolg 
interest in the firm and others gave employees in
creased involvement in personnel management 
issues. Generally, national aid company-specifc 

factors affected the plans' success, precluding 
generalizations as to their impact. In conclusion, 
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the authors recommend an experimental A.ID. 
prcgram to promote ESOPs and evaluate their 
impact. The possible elements of such a program 
are described. Appendices provide deviled in-
formation on the factors behind the adcption of 
ESOPs and theirnational--and company-level 
impacts. A 53-item bibliography (1958-82) is in-
cluded. 

Guanchias Umitada: acase 

study of an agrarian reform 
cooperative and its long-term 
relationship with amultinational 
firm inHonduras 

PN-AAL-046 

McCommon, Carolyn M.; Rueschhoff, Nofin G.; 
etal. 

University ofNotre Dame. Kellogg Institute for 
International Studies 

U.S. Agency for International Development

Bureau Program and Policy Coordination.
Center forfor Development Information and 
Evaluation(Sponsor) 

Mar 1985, ix, 33p. +3 appendices: charts, map, 

Eng.
 

A.I.D. evaluation special study, no. 22 
9300085 

Guanchias, Lid., aHonduran banana-roducing 
cooperative, has since its inception in 1965 
achieved remarkable economic growth and ef-
feced considerable improvements in the lives of 
its mem&L-.rs---accomplishments due in no small 
part to its partnership with Standard Fruit and 
Steamship Company, a U.S.-based multinational 
agribusiness finn. This study traces thr; develop-

merit of Guanchias and of its colaboration with 
Standard. Guanchias' origins lie in the failure of 
Honduras' agrarian reform movement to 
adequately address the problems of landless 
peasants; the promise of financial security 
through aguaranteed market for its bananas led 
the co-c--which had barely survived its first 3 
years--to seek participation in Standard's inde-
pendent growers program. Over the next 15 years, 
benefiting from exposure to Standard's work eth-
ic and technical and business procedures, 
Gtanchias members leamed how to become effi-
cient managers and Ialxxers, how to bargain as an 
equal with their more sophisticated partner, and 
how to reinvest capital earnings in productive and 
socially beneficial member services--potable 
water, sanitation, housing, health care, and 
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education. Standard, for its part, received an as-
suredspply of bananas atrelatively low cost and 
low risk in an uncertain environment and en-
hanced its public image through its involvement 
with independent growers. The Guanchias-Stan-
dard partnerdhip has been criticized as a one-sided 
relationship in which a paternalistic benefactor 
takes advantage ofcontracted labor,but in fact the 
joint venture has served both parties well and has 
also i-.n good for economic, numan, and insi-
tional development in Honduras. Although it is 
unclear as to how the relationship will evolve in 

the future, its strength was great enough to ove-

ride a challenge to the contract inthe early 1980s. 
Moreover, Guanchias' continued reliance on 
Standard for materials transfers, extensive credit, 
and technical assistance suggests mutual accep-
tance of their interdependency. Implications of 
the Guanchias-Standard collaboration for 
Guanchias, the Government of Honduras, and 
development planners and donors are offered in 
coiclusion. 

Private sector development inteTasedidu r 
the Thai seed industry 

PN-AAL-047 

Brown, Larry,- Underwood, Wayne; etal. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center forDevelopment Information and
Evaluation 

Jun 1985, xiv, 20p. + 7 appendices, Eng. 
AID. evaluation special study, no. 23 
4930270; 4930326 

Factors contributing to the dynamic growth of 
a modem, private sector seed industry in Thai-

land over the past 9years are reviewed. A.D.'s
1975 and 1981 seed development loans have 
been a major factor. Implemented by the Minis-
try of Agriculture with excellent technical assis-
tance from Mississippi State University, the 
projects have established six seed centers. While 
primarily aimed at producing improved rice seed 
for distribution to disaster victims, the centers' 
ability to process improved seed of other species 
and their small size and location in rural areas 
close to producers and markets enable them to 
demonstrate and transfer appropriate technology 
to private seed producers. A major component of 
the second loan has been creation of---and MSU 
participation in--a Seed Club composed of rep-
resentatives of the Thai seed industry's public, 
private, and education sectors. The timing of the 

projects was essentiaL the first coincided with 
the development in 1975 of Suwan I, a high
yielding, downy mildew-resistant corn which 
demonstrated the commercial viability of vai
etal seed production and provided the catalyst 
for private sector investment. The development 
of Suwan I was acrown in the Royal Thai Gov
emment's (RTG) extensive varietal research 
program, dating back to the 1940s, which, to
gether with the RTG's promotion of agricultural 
development within the context of a free enter
prise, market-based economy and its efforts to 

disseminate information to farmers and inves
tors, develop an agricultural extension service,
and increase private sector activity through the 
Board of Investment, has been a critical factor in 
the growth of the seed industry. The industry's 
growth has also been abetted by the Thai uni
versity system's contribution of several research 
breakthroughs and a good supply of trained sci
entists and technicians; AID. participant trrin
ing and crop development programs; other donor 

programs (Rockefeller Foundation, the Europe
an Economic Community, Japan); as well as a 
a Econ omic m , an) as welsstable socioecon'niic system, and good public 

infastrucure. Suggestions are made for ways inwhich the RTG and A.I.D. can continue suc
ccssful private sector development. 

Management education in
modem Tunisia: L'Jnstitut 
Supereur de Gestion, Tunis 

PN-AAL-050 

Casstevens, Thomas W.; Johnson, Nancy C.; et 
al. 

U.S. Agency for International Development. 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center forDevelopment Information and 
Evaluation 

Apr1985, viii, 24p. +6 appendices: statistical 
tables, Eng. 

AlD. evaluation specialstudy, no.24 
6640228 

With the help of technical assistance and over
seas faculty training from AID., the first gradu
ate school of business administration in North 
Africa, l'Instit Superieurde Gestion (ISG), was 
founded at the University of Tunis (UT) in 1969. 
Initially, ISG offered only a 3rd cycle program 
modeled on the American M.B.A.; at the Gov
eminent of Tunisia's urging, however, 1st and 
2nd cycle (undergraduate) programs were added. 
ISG's institutional spinoffs are quite impressive. 
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A Faculty of Economics and Management was 
founded in Sfax; its dean is a former ISG dean. 
Other ISG faculty have joined the Institute of 
AdvancedCommercialStudiesandtheFaaAtyof 
Law, Politics, and Economics; ISG 3rd cycle 
graduates are now junior faculty at UT. ISG has 
fostered upward social mobility-its graduates, 
most of whom are from low-income famies and 
many of whom are women, have litle difficulty 
finding good jobs. On the otherhand, ISG'spop-
ularity has created a problem, as other institutions 
have raided not easily replaceable doctoral facul-
ty. Another problem (recently resolved through 
policy dialogue) was the reluctance of Tunisian 
officials to accept the American Ph.D. as the 
equivalent of the French Doctorat d'Etat. Al-
though the goal of25-40 3rd cycle graduates an-
nuallywasreducedto 10-12, the addition of Ist 
and 2nd cycles, which graduate 100 and 150-200 
students respectively, has increased the total 
number of graduates. While A.LD. may have 
withdrawn its technical assistance too soon for 
best results, the project was nevertheless avery 
successful example of institution building and 
tecnology transfer because it was appropriate to 
Tunisia's needs as a middle-income country with 
a rapidly growing economy. The project has 
taught several commonplace, yet important les-
sons: (1) a project is more likely to succeed if ob-
jectively appropriate and subjectively desired by 
thehost cotmtry; (2)institutionbuildingis a long-
tem affair, (3) the renewal of cadres is indis-
pensable in the long run; (4) competing dmands 
fotrainedpersonnel tendtodispersethat scarce 
resource; (5) a viable institution adapts to its en-
virmment and often diverges from its original 
plans; and (6) a project's spinoffs may be more 
significant than the project itself. 

Ecuador industrial development 

finance 

PN-AAL-051 

Eckersley Loc; Pinto, Raul; Rourk, Phillip 
U.S. Agency for InterationalDevelopment

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evauation 

Jun 1985, x, 47p. +8 appendices, Eng. 
ALD. evaluation special study, no. 25 

With the help of AID. seed capital, the pub-
lic sector Corporacion financiera Compania 
Nacional (CFN) and the private sector finan. 
cient Eautoriana de Desainollo, S.A. (COfiEC) 

were established in the mid-1960s to provide 
long-term financing for industrial development 

in Ecuador. This study examines the relative 
success of these two institutions, as well as 
some of their shortfalls. The study: (1) analyzes 
the macroeconomic cecrtext in which the banks 
were created and in which they have operated, 
especially the industrial and financial sectors 
and the institutional and legal factors affecting 
them; (2) reviews the banks' development, 
management and lending procedures, portfolios, 
and financial performance; and (3)and analyz-
es a representative sample of A.ID. subloan 
projects. Together, CFN and COfiEC mobilized 
about 25% of all the capital invested in medi-
um- and large-scale industry between 1966 and 
1982 and contributed to the creation of 45% of 
the new jobs in the sector during that period. 
Both have also provided a training ground for 
financiera administrators. CFN has been more 
demanding in loan evaluation and administra-
:ion (only a; out a third of its clients seek repeat 
loans), but ca.ently maintains a higher-quality 
loan portfolio. The more growth-oriented 
COfiEC has maintained higher profitability 
through higher risk. CFN has focused more 
heavily in larger and longer term loans, ie., 
manufacturing, and has been relatively more 
active outside of Quito and Guayaquil, the foci 
of both institutions' efforts; lending by COfiEC 
outside these cities has been mainly for agn-
culture in Guaya Province. Among lessons 
learned are that: both public and private devel-
opment finance institutions can effectively al-
locate resources for industrial development, 
each likely to be more effective in the presence 
of the other, the availability of resources con- 
strains the term structre of sublending, reflect-
ing the influence of macroeconomic policies on 
financing supply as well as demand; both insti-
tutions are overly dependent on external re-
sources, and as a result have been severely af-
fected by recent devaluations and foreign cur-
rency exposure. Subloan and CFN/COfiEC fi-
nancial data are provided in appendices. 

Private Development
Corpom. on of the Philippines 

PN-AAL-085 

Love, Ray; Thei, Peter A.; Rupper, Philip W. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program andPolicy CoodLdation. 
Center for Development InformationandEvaluation 

Oct 1986, xi 25p. +3 appendices: map,
 
statistical tables, Eng.
 

AID. evaluation specialstudy, no. 46 

Based on in-depth interviews, client visits, and 
financial analysis, this evaluation of the Private 
Development Corporation of the Philippines 
(PDCP) is part of AID.'s reappraisal of its 30 
y=ars of experience in private sector initiatives. 
The PDCP, founded in 1963, was originally capi
talized by an AID.loan ofP27.5 million Despite 
the adverse effects of inflation, devaluation ofthe 
peso, and constrctive government regulation of 
imports and interest rates, by the end of 1982 
PDCP had provided assistance to 1,183 Projects 
having a peso value of over P5 billion. This ex
pansion is complemented by the fact that PDCP 
has etainedatrouble-freeloanportfolioandhas 
benefited from continuity of management and 
very good in-house staff training. Problem areas 
have been in the diversity of the portfolio-orig
inally, loans were made predominantly to large 
industry, although by 1983 small and medium in
dustries were receiving more attention--and in 
the geographic distribution of the funds, which 
still go mostly to the central regions. The local 
currency supply has been a problem as well, al
though PDCP'sabilitytotapthepesoresourcesof 
the Industrial Guarantee and Loan Fund (a sepa
rate institution also established in part with AID. 
funding) has alleviated the problem somewhat. 
The establishment of aCentral Bank credit lhein 
1981 alsoincreasedthesupplyofpesosfromfor
eigncurencyloansforlocalexpendimres. The 
PDCP experience points up several factors which 
ALD. should heed as it draws up a new private 
sector development policy. For example, greater 
attention must be paid to analysis of the financial 
sector in recipient countries as a prerequisite to 
AID. investment. Priority should be given to 
wholesaling rather than retailing financial assis
tance to the private sector. Finally, training and 
technical assistance should be part of every AID. 
aempttoestablishorstrengthendevelopnentfi
nance institutions. Appendices include a state
ment of PDCP's current business policies and 28 
tab, s of financial satistics. 

castiisd][Aahor abstract, 
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Development financeInstitutions: adiscussion 
donor experience 
PN-AAX-240 

McKean, Cressida S.
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation 

(Meeting of the Expert Group on Evaluation ofthe Development Assistance Committee,Organization forEconoic Cooperation and 
Development,for e Cpao n 

Jul 1990, 15p. +attachment, Eng.AI.D. program evaluation discussion paper, 

no. 31 

Development Finance Instixutions (DFIs) have 
for several decades been key instruments of do-
nors aiming to fill long-term credit gaps and 
channel financial resources to priority groups. A 
recent review of donor evaluation reports of DFI 
projects shows, however, that these intermediar
ies had and may continue to have considerable 
difficalty achieving these ends. Three particular 
problems are highlighted. 
1.DFI-directed credit programs have encoun-

tered serious problems in reaching targeted 
beneficiaries, especially the informal sector 
and marginal farmers, 

2. The poor financial and management perfor-
mace of many DFIs has caused some donors 
to question their sustainability 

3. DFIs have notproven effective in strengthen-
ing Third World financial markets due to in-
creasmg competition from commercial banks 
and other long-term credit sources and the re-
stictive financial pdicies of many host coum-
tries. Moreover, donorsnLve operated at cross 
purposes by supporting a multiplicity of DFIs 
aimed at a wide range of economic sectors. 

The -qult has been confusion among sub-bor-
rowers and infficient use of loan funds. Itisroc-
ommended that donors: 

. Adopt more coordinated responses to pro-
moting DFIs, 

2. Ene.urage DFIs to lower the administrative 
cost of loans, charge real positive interest 
rates, and emphasize credit and financial 
market development; 

3. Reconsider the objective of DFI self-sustain-
ability and 

4. Support policy reforms to increase comped-
tion among DFIs. 
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- tente Fund-a nonfiancia institution-of the
I6.2 SMALL SCALE & approach and discip eneeded to manage aInstitutions: aI isus o ohigh-risk crdt program, frequent changeovers
MICROENTERPRISES in U.S. advisors, and inadequate AID. supervi-

Ision. The project has taught that: (1) subloan 

Asslstingsmall business in
Francophone Africa: the Entente 
Fund African Enterprises 
program 
PN-AAL-002 

Malley, Raymond C.; Claude, Colette; etal. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau forAfrica. Regional EconomicDevelopment Services Office (Sponsor) 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

Dec 1982, xib, 30p. + 9 annexes, Eng. 

AI.D. projectimpact evaluaion report, 


no. 40 
6250715 

The Entente Fund's African Enterprises 
Project is designed to develop a modern enre
preneurial business class in the five member na-
tions of Benin, Ivory Coast, Niger, Togo, and 
Upper Volta. Reported here are the findings of 
the fist impact evaluation since A.I.D. began 

funding the project in 1973. A.ID.'s objectives 
are to provide, through the Fund, monies and 
technical assistance to six development banks in 
order to assist African-owned companies and to 
encourage development and commercial bank 
lending to these companies. However, although 
572 subloans have been made to date to develop 
a variety of economic sectors, these objectives 
have not been achieved. Subloans have been too 
few (many to large firms) to significantly affect 
national economies; four of the six banks show 
excessive subloan delinquency rates; and failure 
to implement the technical assistance plan has 
limited the positive achievements of borrowers. 
Further, the development banks as awhole, as 
well as the prmotion centers and national guar-
anty funds, have not been effective in assisting 
small businesses. The banks' ability to extend 
small credits has not improved and they provide 
subborrowers little or no technical assistance, 
Reasons for the program's failure are inadequate 
management and insufficient resources on the 
part of the involved institutions, the volatile 
economic and financial climate in which the 
program has had to operate, the lack by the En-

criteria should be well-defined, with emphasis 

on higher quality subloans yielding re eco
nomc returns, including increased employment; 
(2) implementing insittions should be careful
ly assessed and AID staff need credit expertise 

to monitor them; () borrowers should make 
reasonable financial contributions; (4) imple
menting insftutionE and borrowers need mean
ingful technical assistance; and (5) changes in 
the financial and economic climate markedly af
fect the - tes of a small business loan pro

gram. Specific issues ae discussed further innine appendices. 

Evaluation of small enterprise 
programs and projects: issues in
business and community 
development 

PN-AAL-013 

Hunt,Robert W.
 
US. Agency for Intemational Development
 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Office ofEvaluation
 

Jun 1983, vii, 59p. +atachments, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation special study, no. 13 
Bibliography:pp.53-59 

Currentinteresin smallenterprise developmant 
reflects a felt need to understand the 20-30 year 
heritage ofefforts to promote this sector, so that 
future programs may have optimum effects. 
Based on a review of literature and field practices, 
this paper records and analyzes evidence regard
ing effective small enterprise programs. The au
thor explores, in turn, definitions of the snall en
terprise sector, the effects of definition on the 
project design and evaluation process, and the 
question ofproject impacts on firms, individuals, 
and communities. He concludes that research on 
small enterprise interventions, though limited, 
suggests that such programs can increase em
ployment and enhance income among the poor, 
encourage efficient use of capital, and promote 
integrative linkages droughout the economy. The 
effects of specific programmatic (e.g., credit po
vision, the use of financial intermediaries) and 
external (political, institutional, social, and psy
chological) factors are considered next. The vai
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ety offactrsconsideredisseen as suggestive of 
majm- differences in the emphases of past 
projects. Assumptims and evidence relating to 
each factor are reviewed and assessed, and oh-
sevations regarding the possible advantages of 
one type of approach over another in particular 
settings are made. The primary purpose of the 
analysis, however, is to organize factors for the 
use evaluation teams.Finally, tofurtherclarify 
the various diverse assumptions about what 
makes small enterprises work, three fundamen-
tally different approaches to enterprise develop-
meat-resource transfer, psychosocial Anotiva-
tion, and community-building--n identified 
and evaluated. It is suggested that awareness of 
these categories can provide evaluators with a 
sensitivity to the large range of alternative as-
sumptions about project inputs and sequences as 
well as to all possible project outcomes. Append-
ed are a comprehensive list ofdevelopment indi-
cators appropriate for small enterprise projects 
and a 7-page bibliography (1954-82). 

Promoting the manufacture and 

use of small-scale agricultural
machinei inIndonesia 
PN-AAL-052 

Sinding,Monca K; Delp, Peter,et al. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

BureauforProgmmandPoicyCoordination. 
Center forDevelopment Information and 
Evaluaton 

Jun 19"., xiii 58p. +7appendices:i., charts, 
map, stat&al labes,Eng. 

ALD. evaluation specidalstudy, no. 26 
4980265 3980265 

TIhe effectiveness of AID-supported efforts by 
the Government of Indonesia (GOD and the In-
tn finni Rie Re ea c Ti fn itm R t opro

mote indigenous private r.amufacture of agricul-
tmal machinery in target areas is assessed. 
Although it is too early to draw firm concuons 
as to the program's direct socioeconomic bene-
fits, the feasibility of substituting less costly and 
more easily mainta ed and repaired Indonesian-
made farm machinery for imported machinery 
has been established. The technology being 
trinsferredundertheIRRI-GOlprogram is easily 
adopted by small manufacturers because it re-
quires ittle capital or equipment and relies on 
skills already present in many rural workshops. 
While firms varying in size and market orienta-
tio have participatzd in the program, sustained 

commitment is found only among smaller fabri-
cators dir&tly linked to farmers; IRRI-type 
equipment now represents an important part of 
the livelihood of these entrepreneurs. Program 
efforts have also successfully turned around GOI 
policy toward locally manufactured farm equip-
ment; import bans have been imposed and credit 
made more available to both manufacturers and 
buyers of small farm equipment. Indigenous 
manufacture has already spread spontaneously 
beyond target areas, and it appears that the pro-
gram is replicable in otherIndonesian provinces, 
or, with some modifications, in other countries 
with a suitable policy environment and sufficient 
sophistication in metal fabrication. Replication 
with respect to nonagricultural manufacturing, 
however, is less likely to be successful---only in 
agricultural manufacturing is fabrication so 
dosely linked to service and so dependent on lo-
cal adaptation ofdesign. Also, the fact that much 
of the program's success s due to the enormous 
dedication and enthusiasm ofthe IRRI project of-
ficer and his Indonesian counterparts creates fur-
ther doubts about replication. Lessons learned 
axe: the overall business environment for fabrica-
tors must be favorable; developing country com-

mitment to adearly aiticulated policy and pro-
gram for farm mechanization must exist; and 
coordination among and within the principal in-
volved ministrie is essential 

Report on the workshop on 
private voluntary organizations
and small-scale enterrise 
development 

PN-AAL-053 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Bureau for Food for Peace and Voluntary
Assistance. Office ofPrivate and VoluntaryCoopera ton 

(Workshop on Prvate Voluntary OCganizaprons 
and Small-Scale Enterprise Development, 
Washington, DC, US, 31 Oct-2Nov 1983) 

Jul 1985, x, 17p. +8 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. program evaluation discussion paper, 

no. 22 

Discussions ata 1983 workshop held in Wash-
ington, D.C ofrecen:assessments of small-scale 
ente (SSE)devdopmentprojects cmdnucted 
by private voluntary organizations (PVOs) are 
summarized in this report- Participants agreed 
that the benefits of SSE projects should be both 

economic (improvements in firn performance 
and linkages with the local economy) and social 
(personnel, community, and political develop
ment). They also agreed that the sequence ofben
efits is critical, but differed on according priority 
to econcmic or social outcomes. Participants also 
identified some causes of successful SSE projects 
(PVO cost-effectiveness, the availability ofample 
credit from well-managed financial institutions, 
and careful allocation of technical and financial 
assistance), as well as several factors that pro
moted equity (having beneficiaries participate in 
project design and implementation, developing 
institutions to mediate with governmental and 
market entities on behalf of SSEs, providing a 
supportive network of PVO umbrella groups, tar
geting assistance to the poor and to those with an 
entrepreneurial spirit, and seeking means to 
channel returns from SSE projects to community 
activities). Participants also discussed the com
parative advantages ofPVOs in SSE promotion 
(flexibility, low personnel costs, capacity to work 
over extended periods with the poor while gaining 
their trust), as well as some disadvantages (insf
ficient technical expertise of field saff, organiza
tional bias against financial mamagement, limited 

ability to provide assistance). Recommendations 
focused on refining and disseminating successful 
PVO methodologies for working with SSEs and 
publishing a "how-to" sotrebook on the subject, 
encouraging additional workshops, and coordi
nating donor support efforts. 

Prvate voluntary organizations 
and the promotion of small
scale enteqrise 

PN-AAL-055 

Hunt, Robert W. 
U.S. 	Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Food for Peace andAssistance. Ofice of Pivate andVoluntaryVoluntary 

Coopera ion 

Jul 1985, xii,47p., Eng.
 
AI.D. evaluation specialstudy, no. 27
 

The role of private voluntary organizations 
(PVOs) in developing small-scale enterprises 
(SSEs) is reviewed in this report, prepared for an 
A.ID. workshop on the subject. The literature 
shows that SSEs can be successfully promoted 
through credit, technical assistance, and short
term training. However, it is small- or medium
sized manufacturing firms rather than micro
enterprises and trading businesses that seem to 
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generatenewemploymentand establish links to 
other economic sectors. For this reason, critics 
question the cost-effectiveness ofSSE projects by 
PVOs, which focus increasingly on generating 
empowerment and equity among the poor. Such 
questions indicate the need for a systems ap-
proach to SSE development, Le., one that em-
braces all relevant factors and institutions. Sever-
al AID-sponsored SSE projects conducted by 
PVOs are enlightening in this regard. Two evalu-
ations of entrepreneurship tining programs of 
Opportunities Industrialization Centers Intema-
tional(OICI)indicate thevalueofacomprehen-
sive instittion-building effort. OICI's extensive 
efforts in establishing public and private sector 
advisory and policymaking bodies ensure the 
availability of expert advice and facilitate work-
ing relationships with the government, thus in-
creasing the policy voice of local OICIs. Other 
organizations, suchastheSarvodayaShramadana 
inSri Lanka, the Northeast Union of Assistance to 
Small Business (UNO) projectin Brazil, the Part-
nership for Productivity project in Burkina Faso, 
ana Manila Community Services, Inc. in the 
Philippines, are even more insistent on the im-
portance of the social and political and not merely 
the economic concerns of SSE projects, both as 
outcomes to be pursued and as causes of project 
success. Rather than adopting a conventional, 
narrowly conceived cost-benefit approach, these 
organizations suit aproject to the local siuation in 
order to effect sustainable change benefiting the 
largestpossible public. Such systems projects'.an 
be small and simple. The key factoris the entre-
preurial spirit that successful PVOs increas-
ingly seem to be displaying intheir SSE projects. 
A 5-page bibliography (1965--83) is appended. 

Searching for benefits 

PN-AAL-056 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Food for Peace and Voluntary 

Assistance. Office of Private and Voluntary 

Cooperation 


U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Science and Technology. Office of 
Ruraland Institutional Development 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation 

Jun 1985, xfi, 121p. +appendb, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation specialstudy, no. 28 

WID copy classified at 332 742K48 
930600 

The net economic benefits of microenterpise 
assistance projects in Burkina Faso, Brazil, Hon-
duras, the Dominican Republic, and Peru are 
compared in order to determine the factors re-
sponsible for project success. All except the 
project in Peru were designed and implemented 
by private voluntary organizations (PVOs). Fol-
lowing an overview of the microenterprise sector, 
the paper describes the methodology used to cal-
culate project benefits. Based on sales, profits, 
wages, and employment data, three measures of 
net economic benefit can be calculated: (1)the 
minimum estimate, derived from the increase in 
value added to the firn with a deduction for the 
opportunity cost of labo (2)the maximum esti-
mate, which assumes lower labor opportunity 
costs; and(3)themostlikelyestimate, whichfalls 
inbetween the above two extremes byfactoringin 
omitted variables. Separate chapers analyze each 
project, describing its &sign and implementation 
and presenting a step-by-step construction of the 
three benefit estimates. A final chapter compares 
the performance of the five projects in terms of 
project design, the external environment, the 
credit delivery system, technical assistance, 
project costs, and PVO contribution. Numerous 
tables and abibliography (1980-83) am provided. 

approriate
nment 

technology change in s all-
scale enterprises: an evaluation 
of Appropriate Technology 

International'srole 

PN-AAL-084 

Delp, Peter, Velasquez, Antonio;etal. 
Devres, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Latin America and tMe Caribbean 

(Sponsor)
 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center forDevelopment Infonnation and 
Evaluation (Sponsor) 

Nov 1986, xi, 31p. + 9 appendices: charts, 
statistical tables, Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation special study, no. 45 

9365428 

Appropriate Technology International (AT), 

a private, nonprofit development assistance or

ganization, was created through a 1976*Con
gressional mandate to experiment with and de
velop new approaches to technology develop
ment and transfer. This evaluation, based on 
field visits to ATI projects, analyzes its success 
to date. ATI's unique role in economic devel
opment assistance-.to link anp priate tech
nology and snall-scale enterprise development 
within an experimental learning framework-is 
inherently risky. Thus, it is iot expected that 
each project will be successfu Still, AT has 
met all quantifiable perform'nce indicators un
der its current cooperative agreement with 
AID., and its overall capacity to plan and im
plement projects has grown steadily (though not 
without accompanying weaknesses). The di
rection, quality, and impact of its technology 
development activities have also in general im
proved, although AT's concentrated attention 
on the replication of hard technologies has di
minished other important aspects of its mission, 
particularly the development and transfer of in
novative soft technology. Projects under the 
cooperative agreement have not yet matured 
enough to provide many benefits to the poor. 
Regarding project planning, ATI hW, signifi
candy improved its technical and commercial 
appraisals, although further refinement and 
more consistent application am needed for the 
latter. More attention to market analysis and the 
assessment of implementing otganizations' ca
pabilities is also needed. AT's field manage

allows for a responsive, flexible working 
style, which, however, has the disadvantage of 
weakeningAT's ability to learn from its expe
rience; lessons learned have not been systma
ically identified and disseminated. Monitoring 
and evaluation systems should be revised and 
integrated with planning and field supervision. 
Some aspects of the A.I.D. system and in par
ticular its oversight role impede attainment of 
AT objectives; also, better communications 
with Missions a. needed. Finally, alhough 
AID. Financial support is declining, AT has 
not yet succeeded in finding other sources of 

funding. 
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Microenterprise stocktaking:a 
statistical look at A.I.D.'s
microenterprise portfolio 

PN-AAX-222 

Lieberson, Joseph M.; Doyle, William 
U.S. Agency for Intemaional Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
Centerfor Development Information and 
Evaluation 

Sep 1989, lop. +3appendices: statistical tables, 

Eng. 

A.D. evaluation special study, no. 63 

'.LD. is currently implementing 87 microen-
terprise development projects or programs that 
will spend $290 million over their total project 
life. This study, part of a larger stocktaking of 
A.LD.'s microenterprise assistance, provides a 
statistical overview of the program, including in-
formation on its magnitude, composition, and or-
ganization; the types of projects being operated-
the types of agencies implementing the projects; 
and the types of services being provided to ml-

roentrepreneurs. The report conentrates on fi-
nacr leveus. r etra ondThaeans elp 
nancial levels as a means to help explain and 
classi'fy the projects and the approaches used in 
diffe 'nt regions. Most field projects deal with 
broad problems (e.g., fnance, private sector de-
vdopment, and private voluntary organizations), 
with only 12% focusing exclusively on micruen-
terprises. While nearly every project includes an 
institutional development component, only 15 
(representing34%offunding)focussolelyonthis 
goal; the others concentrate on providing direct 
benefits and services to entrepreneurs. Private 
vduntary organizations implement two-thirds of 
the projects, representing 52%of funding, while 
financial institutions implement 16%, covering 
37% of funding, and host country governments 
direc!.yimplement projects representing only 4% 
of fundmg. The typical AJD. project uses a "fill 
service" approach of credit, technical assistance, 
and training; 55 projects, representing 57% of 
program funding, employ this approach. Fifteen 
credit-only projects represent 37% of funding, 
while 17 projects representing 6% of funding 
provide only technical assistance and training, 

A.I.D. microenterprise 
stocktaking: synthesis report 
PN-AAX-227 

Boomgatd, James J. 
U.S. Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinadon. 
Center for Development Information and
Evaluation 


Dec 1989, xx, 93p.: statistical tables, Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation special study, no. 65 


A synthesis of A.LD.'s recent stocktaking of its 
32 microcoterprise development projects and 
programs is presented. Three approaches are 
distinguished: enterprise formation, enterprise 
expansion, and enterprise transformation (Le., 
graduation from the sector). Key findings in-
dude, inter alia, the following. 
1. Measurement of program impacts--both their 

magnitude and sustainability-could be con-
siderably improved. 

2. Most programs focus on a limited number of 
beneficiaries, especially when compared to 
the number reached by financial institutions.

I- tt ethe l 
The latter, however, cannc" meet the long- 
term needs of microenterprises. 

3. Microenterprise programs are well suited to 
integrating women into the development pro-
cess and can reach members of the poor ma
jonty, but affect the poorest of the poor only 
indirectly, Le., by creating jobs. 

4. The programs can create productive new 
employment opportunities, particularly in 
manufacturing, and often have a significant 
influence on the development of financial 
markets. 

5. Cost per beneficiary varies widely across 
programs, being relatively high in formation 
programs, often low in expansion programs, 
and high in transformation programs. 

6. Cost per dollar loaned varied from $0.19 for a 
simple credit program to $7.68 for a women's 
enterorise formation program. In general, the 
available data,while limited, suggest very high 
returns to investments in microenterprises. 

7. To be successful, the implementing agency 
needs honesty and good management, but not 
financial sustainability; some form of subsidy 
is usually required. 

8. Programs that provide direct, short-term credit 
have a better record than do more ambitious 
transformation programs. However, the needs 
of the vast majority of microenterprises cannot 
be satisfied by small working capital loans. 

The quston how to met these needs remans 
unanswered. 

9.Successful programs focus first and foremost 
on developing profitable businesses and on
other objectives, e.g., directing resources to 

disadvantaged groups, only if co;sisew with 
this purpose. 

10. The role played by credit is much better un
derstood than that played by technical assis
tance an ta pl dyc a s 
tance and trainig.

11. When possible, transformation efforts
should focus on graduating programs (from 

project to commercial funding sources) rather 

than enterprises. 

Taking stock of AD.'s 

microenterprise portfolio:
background and conceptual 
overmew 

PN-AAX-228 

Boomgard, James J.;De Santis, Dennis; etl. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Deve/opmerL 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordiation. 
Centerfor DevelopmentInformationand 
Evaluation 

Dec 1989, ix, 38p. +appendix, Eng. 
A1.D. evaluation special study,no. 66 

During 1988-1989, A.LD. undertook a major 
stocktaking of its microenterprise development 
activities to identify effective projects and pro
grams and the factors r,.sponsible for their suc
cess. This paper provides a conceptual overview 
of microenterprises tohelp clarify some of the is
sues involved in the stodctaking exercise. After an 
introductory rcview of the exercise, Section 2 
presents a brief history of microenterprise devel
opment and of A..D.'s involvement in it.Section 
3 examines the nature and characteristics of mi
croenterprises, locating them midway between 
the survival activities of the very poorest and 
more complex small-scale enterprises and identi
fying the entry barriers between these levels of 
economic activity. It also presents a framework 
for comparing programs by distinguishing three 
approaches to microenterprise development: (1) 
enterise formation, which integrates those in the 
survival-oriented economy into the microecono
my, (2)enterprise expansion, which improves the 
performance of existing microenterprises; and (3) 
enterprise transformation, which graduates finns 
from microenterprises to small-scale enterprises. 
Section 4 focuses on program performance as 
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measured by the criteria of impact on beneficia-
ies,cost-effectiveness, and institutionalsustain-
ay y.sectio 5 t maimfacorsh 
influence program performance: targerg, sta-
-gy, credit tactics, technical assistanceAraining 
tactics, and institutionalfactors. An appendix 
profiles the 32 microenterprise assistance pro-
grams reviewed during the exercse. 

A.I.D. mScroenterprtse stock-

taking: Malawi 

PN-ABC-701 

Webster,Russel; Mooney imothyWeseEvaluation 

DevelopmentAlternafives, Inc. 
Robert R.Nathan Associates, Inc. 
U.S.Agency for InternationalDevelopment 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center forDevelopmentInformation and 

Jul 1989, xv, 13p. +attachment,Eng. 
ALD. evauaion occasional paper, no. 20 
6120214; 9311096 

Since 1980, A.I.D.has supported microe r- the project and details the key factors influenc
prise development in Malawi by providing tech-
nical assistance, credit, and training through two 
Malawian intermediary instinitions. This repcar 
pan of major AID. stock-taking of its experi-
once with microentmprises, describes the con-
posirion and growth potential of Malawi's small 
enterprise sector, followea t, an evaluation of 
the instittions-the Development of Malawi 
Traders Trust (DEMATT) and the Malawi 
Union of Savings and Credit Cooperatives 
(MUSCCO). DEMATr provides technical as-
sistance and training to traders, producers, and 
service businesses; in 1986/1987, DEMATT 
reached 545 enterprises with a total of 1,254 
employees. MUSCCO provides savings and 
credit services in 79 Malawian villages--many 
of which offer no other credit sources except 
through informal markets. MUSCCO loans are 
used to fund household expenses, including 
school fees and funeral costs, as well as produc-
tive investment such as fertilizer and other agri-
cultural inputs. Unfortunately, the impact of 
DEMATr and MUSCCO services on their cli-
ents is impossible todetermine due to thefail 
of both organizations to develop adequate moni-
toring systems. Moreover, the long-term sus-
tainability of these organizations is endangered 
by inefficiency and an unwillingness to charge 
interest rates orservice fees high enough to coy-
era significant portion of their operating costs. 
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Microenterprise stock-taking: 


the community and enterrise 
development pmject--aolack, 
Senegal 


PN-ABC-702 

De Santis, Dennis; Hovald, Barbara; Sposato, 
Steve 


DevelopmentAlternatves, Inc. 
Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc. 

U.S. Agency for Intemationa/Deviopment
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
Center for Development Information and(Sponsor) 

Jul 1989,xvi, 22p. +2 appendices: statistical 
tables, Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 21 
9311096 

The AID. Community and Enterprise Devel-
opment (CED) Project in Senegal administers a 
$600,000 loan fund in the Sine Saloum region. 
This stocktaking report assesses the impact of 

work towards that goal over the long run; (2) 
limit and prioritize objectives to assure that ob
jectives are congruent and not mutually exclu
sive; (3)have socioeconomic impact indicators 
built into project design; (4)be flexible enough 
to allow for mid-course design changes; and (5) 
have simple, direct, and decentralized loan de
livery systems to work closely with the small
scale borrower. Moreover, it was found that 
lending projects servicing larger micr enterpi
ses tend to create more new employment while 
small microenterprises tend to reduce underen
ployment. Additional lessons can be learned 

from the PVO component.
LGroupsolidaity guarantees can be aseffective

Gas ia it guarantees n as eeivas financial guarantees inassuring loan repay

ment if the group has strong social and cultural 
ies. 

2. If alending project works through PVOs, fi
nal responsibility for loan approvals and 
monitoring must rest with the rea lender. 

3. PVO projects do not create new employment 
but rather tend to redefine or expand existing 
employment in the village. 

Microenterprise stock-taking: 

ing the performaace of two components that fi- GUatemala 
nance loans through the fund. The performance 
of the small-scale enterprise (SSE) credit com-
ponent has been positive. About 315 loans have 
been made to 241 enterprises; of the 104 loans 
that have come due, most were paid on time or 
early, or were rescheduled, and only 3%have 
defaulted. This performance can be traced to the 
fact that the componet has had the flexibnty to 
streamline its delivery structure and improve 
overall efficiency; has operatfl in agenerally 
favorable business environment and has decen
tralized the lending sector, ensuring good pre-
loan client knowledge, close supervision, and 
immediate follow-up for non-paymenL The 
PVO component, in which indigenous PVOs 
provide services to village level groups, has 
made 136 loans, which are just now coming due. 
Although the overall economic imr-ct of the 
loans has been negligible (due to their small 
size), the credit has served to increase the villag-
ers' level of confidence. Credit has been only a 
small part of this component's activities; corn-
munity-based PVOs have lacked the financial 
expertise to administer credit projects and thus 
required ahigh degree of staff training in busi-
ness administration and credit managemenL 
From the SME component, it was learned that 
lending projects should: (1)begin with the goal 
of building sustainable financial institutions and 

PN-ABC-703 

Hirsh, MchaelH.;Canne/las, Andrew A; 
McKean, Cressida S. 

DevelopmentAlternatives, Inc. 
Robert R.Nathan Associates, Inc. 
U.S.Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluation (Sponsor) 

Jul 1989, xiv, 25p. +appendix Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 22 
9311096 

While Guatemala's 356,000 microenterprises 
employ close to 1 million persons, they have 
virtually no des to the formal financial sector 
and suffer all the problems generally associated 
with informality. This report examines the ex
perience of three AID..supported PVOs pro
viding microenterprise assistance-the Wom
en's Development Foundation (FDM), the 
Small Business Assistance Foundation (FAPE), 
and the Foundation for the Development of So
cioeconomic Programs (FUNDAP). The FDM 
and FAPE programs, which targeted enterprises 
with 1-4 employees, had dramatic employment 
generation impacts. Loans averaged $1,000
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$3,500 per business. were made for both work-
ing capital and fixed asset investment, and were 
almost all given to manufacturing and service 
businesses. In general, the beneficiaries of these 
programs are not the poorest of the poor but 
moderately poor people who have a skill and a 
few assets. 

Although 	 p m 
has not been inoperation long enough to denon
strate employment or income impacts, its sheep 
production subprogram has had some income 
generation successes. The report summarizes the 
key factors influencing project nerformance and 

impact. 
1. Microenterpnise projects are in jeopardy due 

the hck of clear commitment to institution 
building or sustainability. 

2. The creation of trade or industry-specific 
beneficiary groups is an effective, cost-effi-
cient way of reaching targeted clients and le-
veraging resources.

3. FUNDAP's integrated, industry-specific ap-

proach is effective when a real market exists 
for the improved quality and quantity of raw 
materials and finished products. 

4. All three loan projects operated in a sound, 
businesslike manner. 

5. The formal financial sector either does not or 
cannot reach the types of enterprises that 
benefited from these projects 

6. FAPE and FDM achieved relatively high 
rates of income and employment generation 
by targeting low-income skilled group enter-
prises that had a viable enterprise or idea for 
an enterprise. 

Lessons learned are as follows. 
1. More attention should be placed on graduat-

ing the credit institutions aiding microenter- 
prises rather than on graduating the microen- 
terprises themselves. 

2. The creation ofnew market channels for as-
sisted enterprises is crucial. 

3. The use of group or association-based tain-
ing or technology transfer is particulady ef-
fective in insular, rmal communities. 

4. Greater employment and income generation 
impacts accrue from projects oriented to-
wards servicing microenterprises than 
projects servicing the community through 
microenierprise development. 

5.Women-specific programs can be successful 
if operated in a businesslike manner by lend-
ing on the basis of economic performance and 
not or the basis of female ownership. 

6. Microenterpuse development projects can 
have significant secondary impact by focus-
ing the attention of the host government or 

other donors on a region or sector of eco-
nomic activity. 

7. 	The use of umbrella agencies as channels for 
funding appears to have limited potential to 
contribute to the institutional sustainability of 
PVOs assisting microenterpises. 

Microenterprise stock-taking: 
Cameroon 

PN-ABC-704 

De Santis, Dennis; Lang, Paola 
Development A/ternatWves, Inc. 
Robert R.Nathan Associates, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation (Sponsor) 

Jul 1989, xv,24p. +5 appendices:statistical 

tables, Eng. 


A.LD. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 23 
9311096 

The Cameroon Cooperative Credit Union 
League (CamCCUL) is an example of a thriving 
credit movement. This field study looks at the 
cooperative to assess why the movement has 
been so successful in mobilizing savings and the 
extent to which CamCCUL is involved in mi-
croenterprise lending. Several factors have in-
flienced the successful operation of CamCCUL 
1. CamCCUL serves real market with real 

needs, is an appropriate fit with the local cul-
tmral and social environment, and has asound 
lending philosophy, 

2. CamCCUL and the credit union movement 
are long-term in their nature and focus. 

3. Fxternal donors did not capitalize and have 
not been extensively involved with Cam-
CCUL 

4. CamCCUL is dedicated to providing long- 
term staff training and development, and has 
made only modest investments in non-income 
producing overhead assets. 

Nine major lessons were learned, among them 
(I) successful nal credit programs mobilize 
local financial resources and do not depend on 
external capitalization by one or two major do-
nors.; (2) credit programs should make loans at 
market rates or rates that can support the lending 
institnion and should not try to direct economic 
activity, (3)strong local leadership plays an im-
portant role and is essential to the success of 
bmlding a local institution; (4)an institution has 
a greaterchance of success if it fits well with the 

local cultural and social environment; (5) insti
tution building programs are successful only 
over the long run; and (6) nual credit unions can 
effectively provide credit to micruenterprises. 

Microenterprise stock-taking: 

the Dominican Republic 

PN-ABC-705 

Poyo, Jeffrey, Hoelscher, David; Malhotra, 
Mohini 

Development Aiternatives, Inc. 
Robert R.Nathan Associates, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for International Development
 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Center for Development Information and
 
Evaluation (Sponsor)
 

Jul 1989, xii, 23p. +appendix: statisticaltables, 
Eng.

A..D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 24 

9311096 

To help create productive employment for the 
Dominican Republic's growing urban popula
tion, AID. is promoting micr- and small en
terprise development. This repoit assesses the 
microenterprise programs of two ALD.-funded 
intermediary institutions--the Asociacion Para 
el Desarrollo de Microempresas (ADEMI) and 
the Programa de Asistencia a la Pequena Em-
presa/Fondo para el Desarrollo (PROAPEI 
FONDESA). Key findings are as follows. 
I. ADEMI's experience shows that clear insti

tutional objectives (e.g., the separation of 
credit and technical assistance activities) and 
the autonomy to pursue them lead to im
proved project performance. PROAPF 
FONDESA's business development thust is 
constrained by the social welfare orientation 
of its sponsor, the Asociacionparad De-r
roio. 

2. Microenterprise projects should ensure equal 
access to project resources by women, espe
cially by targeting the type of enterprises they 
operate. 

3. Financial intermediaries can be self-sustaining 
if, like ADEMI, they charge positive real in. 
terest rates and have decentralized organiza
tional structure, flexibility, well-trained staff, 
and sophisticated management. PROAPE/ 
FONDESA's negative real interest rates are 
decapitalizing its portfolio. 

4. Attempts by the intermediaries to "graduate" 
successful microenterprise clients to the for
mal banking system are urealistic and, even 
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if possible, would, undermine the intermedi-
aies' own financial viahlity. 

5. Government demand management and regu-
latn were the most impotant factors in mi-
croenterprise suce 

MicroenterMrse to(k-t1n 
Fundacin Paraguaia de 

Cooperaclon yOesafrollo 


PN-ABC-706 

Magil, John H.; Alfonso, Areis Gomez 
DevelopmentAternamives, Inc. 
Robert A Aathan Associates, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Developmen.

Burau for Program and Policy Coordir agon.
Center forDevelopment Information aJx' 
Evaluation (Sponsor) 

Jul 1989, xdi, 16p. +5 appendices: statistical 
abes, Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation occasional paper,no. 25 
9311096 

Operating in the Asuncion metropolitan area, 
the Fundacion Paraguaya de Cooperadony De-
sarrollo is at present AiD.'s only effort in mi-
croenterprise development in Paraguay. The 
Fundacion has Provided loans, training, and 
other assistance to 711 groups with a total mem-
bership of nearly 3,000 microenterprises (with 
some 60% of program beneficiaries women). 
This report summarizes the experience of the 
Fundacion and is divided into two pats-the
main te which provides general c. .ndingsRobert R Nahan Assocates, Inc. 
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role of the Peace Corps in supplying seed capital 
and providing much-needed skilled personnel 
during the formative period of the instittion; (9) 
the fact that similar accounting, client manage-
ment, and statistics systems were previously de-
veloped and could be applied to the projec; and 
(0) the fact that beneficiaries paid positive, 
rather than subsidized, interest ratm.However, 
the Fundacion also had some setbacks. 

1. The organization's small portfolio may have 
helped the program make realistic program 
and pricing decisions during its formation, 
but it will have to grow significantly for the 
Fundacion to make a major impact on the mi-
crenterprise sector in Anmcion. 

2. The Fundacion has a tendency to take on an-
cfllary flmcions and activities without paying
adequate attention o the effect of these on 
pesone ad othe erea on tsa o 
persomd and other resoures and an its abil-
ity to accomplish its basic objectives. 

3. Certain donor agency demands have been 
detnimental to the program's long-term suc-
cess. 

4. Its application procedures are time- and re-

source-consuming for the borrower. 

A.I.D, microenterprise stock-
taking: Ecuador 

PN-ABC-707 

Chang, John; Cannelas, AndrewA; Poyo, 
Jeffrey 

DevelopmentAlemaes, Inc. 

clusions, and lessons learned, and a set of ap-
pendices, which conua more demiled anysis 
directly related to the Fundacion, brief over-
views of two similar activities in Paraguay, and a 
descripion of infornation system improvements 
which need to be made by the Fundacion. The 
report cites a number of factors contributing to 
the success of the Fundacion, including: (1) 
strong executive leadership and broad base of 
managerial talent; (2) a politically neutral slam 
in a sensitive political environment; (3) the 
knowledge that there would not be long-ter 
AID. support and the absence of a large, low-
cost pool of loan funds; (4) a non-charity ap-
proacd by promoters and trainers; (5)the ability 
to mobilize resources fom local and inerna-
tional sources, instead of being dependent on a 
single donor, (6) program features that have 
been well-suited to the needs of the beneficiaries 
and characteristics of the informal seca, (7)the 
ability to learn from program failures; (8) the 
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U.S. Agency forIntemationalDevelopment 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Center for Development Information and
Evaluafion (Sponsor) 

Jul 199,xi, 19p., Eng.
 
ALD. evaluation occasionalpaper,no. 26 

A.I.D. microenterprise stock-tahing: Ecuador 

fieldassessments 
9311096 

Ecuador's microentprise sectorplaysamajor 
moleingeneralingurbanemploymnt,accounting 
for about two-thirds of private sector employees. 
Nationwide, microenterpfis (defined as non-
farm fims with fewer than 10 employees)n. 
ber 153,000, or 97.6%of all firms. This report 
evaluates the Small Enterprise Development 
Project (SEDP), a prjectto expand and improve 
the supply ofcredit, TA, and representational ser-
vices to Ecuador's small enterprise sector. Al-
though it is too early to accurately measu 

project performance, it is clear that progress has 
been hampered by a design that is extremely 
complex and difficult to implement without alter
ations. Furthermore, changes in economic and 
political conditions, as well as injudgments about 
AID. project elements and contractas, hasled to 
a number ofcomponents either not implemented 
or implemented in random sequence. Despite 
these problems, some accomplishments have 

been made. About 2,800 loans totalling roughly
$54,000 were administered to small entrepre
neurs and stw vendor solidarity groups. About 
575 umall manufacturing enterprises have re
ceived in-depth technical assistance (TA), sur. 
passing the target of400. Programs consisting of 
shop seminars, clinics, practical courses, and in
dividua TA are 69%completr, and 21 technical 
manuals have been published, farexceeding the 
bjective eepresettoal coent 

objective of 5. The reprsentatonal component 
and an activity to provide TA to credit guarantee 
corporations are not yet operationaL Five lessons 
are drawn from this project: (1)complicated, in
tegrated projects are difficult to implement, espe
cially in rapidly changing environments; (2) it is 
easierand cheaper toimplement a project through 
existing organizationsthan to create newones; (3) 
project design is dependent on political and eco
nomic conditions that can change faster than 

implementation (4)financal sutiabil
ity is hard to achieve unless credit and TA com
ponents are separately funded and evaluated, and 
(5) graduation of clients into the formal credit 
sector is often very difficult to achieve. 

A.I.D. microenterprise stock
taking: Bangladesh field 
asses ment 
PN-ABC-708 

Webster, Russell; Blakeslee, Kathedne; Tzavaras, 
Anastasia 

Development Altematives, Inc. 
RobertR Nafhan Associates, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Poicy Coordinaon. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluation (Sponsor) 

Jul1989, xiii, 13p. +appendix: charts, Eng. 
A-I.D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 27 
9311096 

Part ofUSAID/Bangladesh's increasing focus 
on private enterprise, the Women's Entrepre
neurship Development Project (WEDP) provides 
credit, training, and business support services to 
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women-owned and -mamgW microenterprises in 
Bangladesh's more remote and rural areas. This 
assessment of WEDP, which ismanaged by the 
Bangladesh Small and Cottage Industries Corpo-
ration, finds that program impact has been appre-
ciable; in a 1987 survey,57%and 75% ofWEPD 
clients reported increases inincome and produc-
tivity, respectively, while 36%reported increases 
in employmenL On the other hand, measurement 
of impact is constrained by lack of data on pro-
gram services and client activities. WEDP's f-
nancial sustainability isaproblem. The program 
doesnot generate any interest income to offsetits 
operating expenses and by assisting clients with 
the loan approval process, ADPis actually sub-
sidizing the banks which provide the loans. Fur-
ther, because its clients are mainly small entre-
preneurs, WEDP isunlikely to collec fees for its 
services and infact sustains significant losses in 
providingperdiem and pocketmoneyforits cli-
eant trainees. OtherfactorshinderingWEDPsus-
tainabilityinclude the policy and regulatory en-
vironment governing capital markets, WEDP's 
cumbersome administrative practices, and the 
government's practice of cancelling interest pay-
ments after floods, which has been partially re-
sponsible for a drop in the loan recovery rate 
from 80%to 47%. Policy--andpogram-relat-
ed lessons taught by the WEDP program con-
cludethereport. 

Microenterprise stock-taking: 
the financial institlions 
development, PuskowanjatiWeomen Co opemta 
Women's Cooperative, Maha 
Bhoga Marga, and Yayasen Dian
Desa projects, Indonei 

PN-ABC-709 

Biddle, C.Stark; Sinha, Sanjay; et al. 
Development Altema ives, Inc. 
Robert R Nathan Associates, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for International Development

Bureau for Program and Poliy Coormnation. 
Center forDevelopment Inform ation &d 

Jul1989,xi, 42p. +appendix: statistical tables,
Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 28 
9311096 

A.D.'s efforts to support microenterprise de-
veklopmntinIndonesiareassessedinbthis reo 
M'joractvities consist of support to rural credit 
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institutions; the Paskowanjafi Women's Cooper-
ative, an umbrella organization of women's co-
operatives; and the Maha Bhoga Marga and Ya-
yasan Dian Desa private voluntary organizations. 
Except inthe case of Yayasan Dian Desa, which 
concentrates on introducing appropriate technol-
ogy to raise incomes and generate employment, 
A.D.'s supportfor these institutions has foused 
on strengthening their credit services. All the 
projectsestablishedsoundbusinessprocedures, 
displayed moderate to high levels of financial vi-
ability, and greatly increasd the poor's access to 
institutional resources. Inparticular, the credit 
projects' low transaction costs and easy access are 
abenefit to the poor while high interest rates and a 
diversified portfolio ensure institutional sustain-
ability. The net effect isincreased employment 
and income generation, which stimulate eco-
nomic growth through b-oad-based linkages and 
multipliereffects.Insum, theexperienceofthese 
projects showsthatitispossible, eveninlessthan 
optimal economic and regulatory environments, 
to assist the poor by treating them as enturpre-
nems through adecentralized, business develop-
ment approach rather than through poverty-fo-
crsed programs. 

A.I.D. microenterprise stock

taking: Egypt 

PN-ABC-7 10 
Grnt William; Bigelow, Ross E.; etat. 
Development Alternathes, Inc.
Robert R.Nathan Associates, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinaton. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluation (Sponsor) 

Jul1989, xiii,21p. +4 appendices stastical 
tables, Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 29 
9311096 

Inthe last 10 years, USAID/Egypt has sap-
ported a number of projects with modest mi-
€mtearise compeans Incontrast, the cur-
rent trend is to segregate microenteprise de-
velopment from othe: initiatives. This report
evaluates two projects which utilize these dif-

ferent approaches. The former approach is rep-
resented by the small enterprise loan program 
(SELP), a tiny component of the very large 
Helwan urban development project, while the 
curent strategy is represented by a microenter-
prise loan fund operated by the Coptic Evan-

gelical Organization for Social Services 
(CEOSS). CEOSS has been more successful in 
some respects. By the end of the grant in 1986, 
CEOSS had made 421 loans totalling $140,000, 
and the fund has continued to grow. Only 14% 
of the outstanding balance is in arrears, and 
only 5loans are indefault, each because of the 
borrower's death. The future of the SELP loan 
fund, however, is in doubt. As of 6/87, about 
19% of the outstanding balance of loan pay
ments was in arrears by an average of 10 
months, and there is little prospect for on-lend
ing the repaid funds now that the SELP com
ponent of the pmject is over. CEOSS's success 
can be atibuted largely to local participation in 
project design and the effective integration of 
credit with technical assistance and training ac
tivities.Bothprojectswereinhibitedby Egypt's 
macroeconomic policy environment and the 
high rate of inflation (22%-25% per annum), 
however, and despite the fact that some of 
CEOSS's loans were making returns of up to 
200%, the small value of the loans has limited 
both activities effectiveness in generating new 
jobs. 

A.H. .microenterprise 

stocktaking evaluation 

PN-ABC-905 

Lieberson, Joseph 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation 

Al.D. evaluation highlights,no. 6,Dec 198, 
8p., Eng. 

AJD. recently completed a comprehensive 
stocktaking evaluation of its Microeaterprise 
Assistan Pmgm. This paperprovides abrief 
synopsis of the study, highlighting the prog! m's 
impact, key findings, and lessons learned. The 
1989 study included field visits to 10 countries 
and reviewed 32 projects. Five major findings 
are listed below. First, microenterprises have a 
heterogeneous character and include a wide 
range of firms operating with varying degrees of 
economic sophistication. As aresult, AID. has 

used three broad types of assistance which can 
be applicabletodifferent enterprises-enterprise 
formation (typically community development 
programs Iesigned to overcome social and eco
nomic con taints to establishing miom terpri
ces), expansion (providing credit and training/ 
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TA to existing enterprises), and transformation 
(graduating larger enterprises up and out of the 
have clearly demonstrated that it is possible to 

deliver services (TA/training, credit) to disad-
vantaged persons (including women) in remote 
locations. While the poorest 20% are generally 
not becoming entrepreneurs, they do benefit 
from the employment oppormnities generated by 
micmenterprises. Third, there isoften a tradeoff 
between the development of successful and sus-
tainabie businesses and the goal of targeting 
special disadvantaged groups. The most suc-
cessful microenterprise programs tend to focus 
primarily on trengthening or establishing 
profitable and sustainable businesses rather than 
achieving social goal. Fouth, ALD. projects 
have had limited success in graduating microen-
terprises to nonconcessional, formal credit mar-
kets. As an alternative, it is recommended that 
rather than trying to graduple finns, the pro-
grams themselves should graduate to noncon-
cessional sources of capital These funds could 
then be retailed to the enterprises by the pro-
gram. Fnally, theenwrprise expansionappioach 
is the least costly way of reaching the largest 
number of beneficiaries. When the problems 
faced by microenterprises extend beyond just 
credit, A.D. has much less knowledge of how 
to deliver cost-effective TAftraining. 

6.3 TRADE &
INVESTMENT 

Promoting trade and investn t
Inconstrained envimnments: 
A.I.D. experience in Latin
America and the Caribbean 

PN-AAX-237 

Louis Bergerlntemational, Inc. Development 
Economics Group

U.S. Agency for Intemational DevelopmentBureau for Programand Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Informaton and 
Evaluation (Sponsor) 

May 1990, xv, 42p. + 3 appendices: charts, 

A.I.D. evaluation specialstudy, no. 69 

Since 1974, AID. has disbursed more than 
$675 million for more than 120 trade and in-
vestment projects. The majority of these funds 
were spent in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
where country experiences with foreign trade are 
widely diverse While A.ID. projects in strong 
exporting countries have often been successful, 

there is some doubt as to their impact in con
strained economic envinments. This report re
ingvariables the country's productive structure 

the policy environment; the export capabili of 
the target group; host country support; project 
delivery mechanisms (public sector, private sec
tor, or mixed); AID. management effective
ness; and level of risk. The report also classifies 
the 15 projects according to three generic types: 
the transmitterapproach, which relies mostly on 
developing and transmitting market infonnation 
by maintaining data bases and answering inves
tor/exporter queries; the facilitator approach, 
which provides multisectoral, general invest
ment and export promotion services, and the mer a pproh, wh icesentepromoter approach, which offers enterprs
specific technical assistance and brokering ser
vices to a limited number of producers in a im
ited number of sectors. The report concludes that 
the promoter approach seems best suited to the 
weak productive structure and volatile policy 
environments within which AID. projects typi
ca~ly operate. The three major strengths of the 
promoter approach are its high degree of target
ing, its focus on demonstrating project impacts 
early on, and its flexibility in allowing project 
managers to change the objectives, scope, and 
level of funding of a project in response to mm
ket forces. 
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grams, just as iheir a.sence does not guarantee 1968, great progress has been made there in FP 
fafi-re. Fur example, Indonesia and the Philip- and the use of contcptives. Fndings from an 

7.1 POPULATION & pineshave adieved high levels of cnraceptive evaluation of Tnailand's National Family Plan
use despite development conditions that should ning Program (NFPP)are presented in this re-

FAMILY PLANNING Vreclude a demand for FP services, while Vene- port. The NFPP has had the following signifi
I__a and Mexico have progressed rapidly on the cant impacts upon population growth: contra
development scale but are unable to achieve reol ceptive use, especially of the pill, has increased 
decline in fertility levels. A set of theoretical substantially since the commencement of

Stu I fami.V planng guidelines to achieve rapid fertility decline are NFPP; fertility is decreasing faster inrural areas 
progranm efe m presented for further study. First, acountry's so- than in urban areas; the steady decline in thecial setting should be examined to determine the fertility rates since the mid-1960s has acceler

apprcvte role for the public sector. If the set- ated since NFPP began; and the population 
PN-AAG-672 ting i.; growth rate has decreased from 3.6 percent tofavorable, and fertility is declihng even 

in the absevce of a major public effort, the role 2.6 percent during 1960-75. Despite these 
Sinodog, Steven W. of the snate can be limited to ensuring the avail- achievements, Thailand still faces unmet FP 
U.S. Agency for International Dvelopment ability of FP services. If, needs in such subgroups as the hill tribes andon the other hand, de-


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordiation. clin..'
in fertility is slow or nonexistent, the state Indo-Chinese refugees. Also included in this 
Office of Evaluatio, needs to be mor active. The paper's major con- report are findings from the NFPP statistics 

197, iv, 18p., Eng. clu"ion is that political will and administrative system and from operational research studies in 
AI.D. program evaluation discussionpaper, capability alone cannot overcome basic socio- FP conducted in Thailand; information on the 
no.5 cultural obstacles unless direct government ac- current status of specific NFPP program cor

ton on reproductive behavior is an important ponents such as information dissemination and 
Itis generally acceed by population experts feature of the program. Recommendations for education, manpower training, and contracep

that a dedinet in fertlity rates depends upon the specific countries conclude the paper. tive services; and alist of sources of support for 
interrelationship between the supply of family NFPP. For the success of this program to con
planning (FP) pr ms, deennined by a gov- Third evaluatin of te T d tinue, increased support is required from the 
emment's political c mmitn mt and its admin- T R"aue "f th Royal Thai Government and international do
istrative capability, and the demand for FP scr- iational family phflfning nors. Other recommendations arising from this 
vices, determined by the accptability and adop- prqjam evaluation include: (1)giving priority to geo
tion of the small family norm. This paper ana- graphic regions and subpopulntions where FP 
lyzes the results of a review of the literature on PN-AAH--006 acceptance is low, (2) emphasizing improved 
the relation of demaad and supply deterinants management and supervision at the village lev
to FP effectiveness; it also develops guidelines Minkfer, Donald; Muangman, Debhanom; et al. el;(3)including information about FP inhealth 
to determine the conditions under which a major U.S. Agency for Intemational Development education programs; (4) giving all halth edu-
FP action is appropriate. Th literattre review Bureau forAsia. Thailand cation personnel formal training in rural health 
found that FP programs do make a difference in U.S. Agency for International Development and FP delivery; (5) evaluating the impact of 
the rate of fertility decline; progress in develop- BureauOffce offorEvaluationProgramand Policy Coordinaton. NFPP on health status, particularly with respect 
ment alone is not enough. Key variables such as to maternal and infant mortality; (6) continuing
adult literacy, education, life expectancy, infant -Feb1980,iii 67p. + II appendices, Eng. pilot projects to determine the use of non-phy
mortality, and GNP per capita combine to cr.aw AI.D. program evaluatin report,no.3 sician personnel in FP service delivery; and (7) 
the social context within which FP programs are 4930209; 4930283; 4930291; 4930325; continuing subsidy by Royal Thai Government 
implemented. The existence of favorable levels 9320871 to health facilities for voluntary surgical steril
ofachievement in these areas does not, however, Since the development of the fim family ization. Consultation reports and technical ap
necesArily guarantee ihe success of FP pro- planning project implemented in Thailand in pendices are attached. 
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Family planning program 

effectiveness: report of a 
workshop 
PN-AAN-1 96 

Sinding, Steven W. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Office of Evaluation 


(Family Planning Program Effectiveness Study 
Workshop, 3 Apr 1979) 

Dec 1979, ii, 26p. +4appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. program evaluation repor4 no. I 

Astudy of family planning (FP) program effec-
tiveness culninated ina workshop in April 1979, 
the proceedings of which are reported here. 
Workshop participants sought to identify from 
research and experience the combination of direct 
FP services and development activities most ap-
propriate for redcing population growth in spe-

cific country situations. Part I summarizes the 

four background papers used as a framework for 
discussion, one of which was a typology for esti-
mating the possible success of FP strategies ina 
specific country; Part I1smrnmarizs disomssion of 
individual country experiences and policy-related 
issues; and Part III summarizes areas of consen-
sm, and concluding statements. Country condi-
tions identified as crucial to FP effectiveness are 
political commitment, administrative ability, and 
the socioeconomic and cultural acceptability of 
FP. Countries were categorized as "certain," 
"pxobable," "possble,"and "unlikely" to achieve 
an annual birth rate of 20 per 1,000 by the year 
2000, based on the above-noted typology. It was 
proposed to follow the Asian Bureau in adapting 
FPprogramstoeachcountry'sneedsbyvarying 
their sequencing, their mix of services, and their 
relationship to other development activities, in-
cluding efforts to enhance the status of women 
and to upgrade the quality and availability of de-
mographic data. Consensus was reached on rec-
ommendations to: (1) adopt a country-specific 
approach to FP planning and policy based on re-
alistic, long-term goals; (2) identify conditions 
within individualcountries, egions, orsubgroups 
that favor specific strategies; (3)provide more 
varied and more flexible FP services; (4)seek 
support from local governments and institutions 
for a decentralized FP program; (5) promote 
awareness, especially among Afdcar, politicians, 
planners, and decisionmakers, of the links be-
tweenpopulation and development; and (6)revise 
FPpolicystatementstoreflectthelargenumbers 

of adult unmaried women and the high rates of 
adolescent pregnancy. Two of the four back-

ground papers am appended. 

A.l.D.'s role in Indonesian family 
planning; acase study with 
general lessons for foreign
generl oa
assistance 

PN-AAH-425 

Ieiby, James R.; Ness, Gayl D.; Pillsbury, B.L 
U.S. Agency for International Development


Bureau for Asia 

1979, 85p., Eng.
 
AI.D. program evaluation reporit no. 2
 
4970188 

The AID-financed family planning program in 
Indonesia is one of the world's most successful, 
prompting the question of how to replicate that 
success in other family planning assistance pro-

grams. This report uses data collected fron field 
visits and interviews to evaluate A.LD.'s assis-

tance to the Indonesian program and identify the 
underlying reasons for its success. The report de
scribes the program's service network, its con-
sumers, demographic impact, and AID. inputs. 

A socioculural study of the country shows that 
high population growth, administrative support, 
and community acceptance are the three factors 
whose convergence most favored the project's 
success. The history and description of the pro-
gram, particularly the types and exen of service, 
ar given. AID.'s support is described in terms 
of leadership, commodities, organization, re-
sources, local-cost programmingmethod, and in-
teragency linkage. Major strengths of the pro-
gram are: (1) a high level of national political 
support; (2) strong Mission commitment to the 
goal of the project and to Indonesia's national 
family planning program; (3)provision of grant 
rather than loan assistance; (4) responsiveness of 
the local cost programming process to local 
needs- (5)effective decentralization; (6) strong 
support from the Mission director and acompe-
tent, tenured staff; (7) close collaboration be-
tween Mission staff and local counterparts; (8) 
rapid adaptations based on field experiments; (9) 
a management rather than demographic orienta- 
tiontothedatasystem; (10) effectivenessofpar-
ticipant taining, (11) integration, emphasizing 
process over structure, of health and nutrition 
services into family planning (not the reverse); 
(12) use ofnon-material incentives for accepte-r. 

and (13) abundance of oral contraceptive sup
plies. Future problem, faced by the AID. pro

gram are imminent staff turnover; failure to ex

tend services to urban aras and the outer islands; 
management, data, and logistical problems ofex
panding services into health and nutrition; and 
relaons with the eorganized country planning 

boad. Four appendices tabulatng dat on the 
d apndieg a uating art o the 

progm and an organizationa chart of the Mis
5ion are included. 

A.,.'S experience wit 
contraceptive social marketing: 
a synthesis of project evaluation 
findings 

PN-AAL-073 

Binnendilk Annette L 
U.S. 	Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Science and Technology. Office of 
Population 

U.S. Agency for International Development. 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation 

Apr 1986, xviii, 83p. +2 appondices: charts, 
statisticaliables,Eng. 

AID. evaluation specialstudy, no. 40 
9363028 

The effectiveness of twelve AID-assisted con
traceptive social marketing (CSM) programs 
which were active in 1984 is reviewed in this re
port and characteristics affecting CSM perfor
mance are discussed. CSM sales in 1984 provided 
nearly 5 million couple-years of protection 
(CYPs) in the 12 countrics and, byoptimistices
timate, averted some 890,000 births (orabout 2% 
of live births). Four of the programs were quite 
successful, providing coverage to 7-15% of eli
gible couples. CSMs share of the contraceptive 
users' market ranged from 20-50% in the more 
successful countries, but was considerably lower 
elsewhere. The programs have been most effec
tive in reaching urban/semiurban populations 
among the lower, though not the poorest, income 
groups; special outreach efforts can increase rural 
coverage, but athighercosts. Studiessuggestthat 
CSM is more cost-effective than clinic- or coin
munity-basedcontraceptivedistributionmethods, 
with net operating costs for mature pograms 
ranging from $0-44 per CYP. It may be unrealis
tic, however, to expect the programs to achieve 
both widespread contraceptive coverage and 
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economic self-sufficiency, since only Colombia 
has succeeded in this. Several other countries 
have generated enough revenue to coveralloper-
ating (though not commodity) costs Anumberof 
elemets appear to influence CSM success. Key 
among these is the use of conmercial-sector 
marketing chnels, promotional techniques 
(ng.,massedaadv sing,giveaways),maket 
research techniques, and management models, 
Most CSM programs are operated within the pri-
vate sector. Those managed totally within gov-
eminent strctmes tend to be the least successful, 
while manageent by semiautonomous agencies, 
which allows a host government to maintain 
oversight of CSM activities, has been very suc-
cessful in Nepal. Bangladesh, and EgypL Of ex-
temal factors affecting CSM, the most crucial is 
host-government support-most CSM programs 
thathavehaeddidsobecauseofpoliticaland/or 
regulatory facors 

Getting the message: the 

commUnicaIon for young 
people project 

PN-AAX-208 

Incaid,D.Lawince;Elias, Jose Ruben Jam; 
eta). 

U.S. Agency for Intrnational Development 
Burau for Program and Poliy Coordination. 
EDluaton 

Oct 1988, i, 28p. +appendbc charts, Eng. 
A.I.D. eaWluon specialsuody, no.56 

93600 
AID.'s Cmmunicain fr Yong People
roet in omunmeicaion for Yon Pepl 

p regnancis. It was also found that younger 
teenagers and those who could readily recall the 
songs consdered sexual relations less important 
to their self-concept than did older teenagers and 
those who could recall the songs either not at all 
or only after prompting. Older teenagers, espe-
cially males, were not as receptive to the idea of 
postponing sex, but they agreed that people 
should be mature before engaging in sexual ac-
tiviry. The project was less successful in 
channeling young people to family planning 
(FP) counseling or services. Teenagers felt that 
teachers and schools should be the main source 
of informationan sex, though most Latin Amer. 
icon schools provide only general information in 
'hese areas. Many teenagers had discussed the 
songs with their mothers orgirl friends, howev- 
er. What made the project successful was its 
commercial viability. Media executives re-
sponded very well to the songs because they 
could make money while promoting a valuable 
s cause. The teenage audience emphatically 
endorsed the project's entertainment approach 
through their purchase of the record and their 

many phone calls and letters to radio stations, 
the record company, and FP centers. Because the 
social message was conveyed not via a lecture, 
but in an attractive, modem format by appealing, 
credible role models and had immediate rele. 
vance tu the audience's lives, it reached and was 
remembered by millions of young people 
throughout Latin America. Appendices include 
lyrics of the two songs.

[Authorabr.-act,modifid) 

7.2 HEALTH &NUTR(1) 
Sm L America whic used twoo-autilize 

lar songs to promote sexual r_ 
among teenagets and urge them to postpone sex 
until they were more mature, was a resounding 
success by any standard. The songs, sung by 
young vocalists Tatiana and Johnny, reached the 
top of the popularity charts in every country 
and-along with discussion about them-re-
ceived about I mifion hours of air time, as well 
as substantil favorable publicity in the press. 
Both qualitative and quantitative reseach dem
onstiated that the songs' messages were 
appropriate for and understood by teenagers. 
The youngest teenagers were particularly recep-
tive to the idea of postponing sex--an 
achievement that cannot be oversated, since it is 
this segment that is the least informed about 
sexuality and at the greatest risk of unwanted 
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Obstacles to improving the health and nutrition 
of the rural poor include not only a dearth of 
trained physicians and modem facilities, butalso 
the economic, social, and cultural differences 
that often exist between the health professional 
and the rural patient. Because over 2.3 billion 
pople worldwide continue to rely on traditional 
healers and midwives rather than utilize a sys
tern they neither understand nor trust, a sensible 
policy to improve rural health is to encourage 
and utliz the resources represented by indige. 
nous health workers (IHWs). This paper exam. 
ines the potential for incorporating Il-IWs into 
formal primary health care (PHC) systems to 
increase community acceptance and improve the 
utilization of PHC services. The author recom
mends a comprehensive evaluation of all past 
and present projects containing a traditional 
health component to assess the problems and 
benefits involved in working with IHWs. Sever
al common objections to the use of IHWs and 
countervailing arguments are presented. The 
objection.: include the tendency to disparage 
low-cost PHC as "second-class medicine"; do

nor fears that indigenous PHC is dangerous or of 
inferior quality; and the hypothesis that tradi
tional medicine competes with modem medicine 
for patients. Since IHWs provide excellent ser
vices in drug distribution, birth attendance, and 
care of the mentally ill, their services in these 

areas should be encouraged. Where formal col

laboration with IHWs is not possible, emphasis 
should be placed on understanding and building
upon the concepts which underlie traditional 
practices, thereby making modern innovations 
more acceptable. The author recommends that 

AID. follow the World Health Organization's 
lead inadopting the following policy changes: 

encourage and support programs which rain 
IHWs; and (2)focus attention on ta-

Reaching the nnl poor.
indigenous healfh practitione 

am there already 

PN-AAG-685 

Pllsbuty,Babam L K 
U.S. Agency for Intematona/ Development 

Bumau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Ealuation 

1979, 63p., Eng. 
A.I.D. programealuaondiscussion paper, 

no. I 

workers and in PHC project designs. Specific 
program guidelines and recommended sector 
studies conclude the report. Annexes on infor
macion needs, a 1977 World Health Assembly 
resolution, recommendations of a congress 
sponsored by the Pan American Health Organi
zation, and a 100-item bibliography (1962-79) 
are attached. 
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Senegal: the Sine Saloum rural 
health care project 

PN-AAJ-008 

Weber, RF.; Kerr, Graham B. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

1980, xi 15p. + 14 appendices, Eng. 

AI.D. project impact evaluation report no. 9 

6850210 


Have A.LD.'s health care projects helped alle-
viate malaria, infant diarrhea, and other health 
problems afflicting the people of Senegal? This 
evaluation of the Sinc Saloum Rural Health Care 
Project provides apartial answer to this question 
Despite difficulties from the start, several impor-
tant achievements were realized. With the help of 
villagers, health huts were constructed and 
equipped in 200 target ,'ommunities. Training 
materials and a records system were developed 

Review of issues innutrition 

program evaluation 


PN-AAJ-1 74 

Sahn, David E.; Pestron; RobertM. 
Community Systems Foundation 
1981, 231p., Eng.
AID. program evaluation discussion paper, 

no. 10 

Despite agreement th t i 
development programs, substant diversity -x-
ists oan the best methods of evaluating nutrition 
interventions.This report, based on the present 
practices of several multilateral, bilateral, and 
private donors, reviews these methods. The au-
thors propose standardized evaluation terms and 
concepts for examining nutrition education, sup-
plementary feeding, food fortification, multisec-
toral, and planning programs. Presented are two 
models of nutrition programming-A.I.D.'s log-
flame, outlining acausal progression ofevents at 

and avillagehealth staff was trained in their use,. the input, output, purpose, and goal levels; and the 
Three conditions must be met, however, if the 
projectisto succeed: the huts must eam enough to 
cover operating costs; government supervision 
and support must impiove; and the medicine re-
supplysystem must function. Otherproblems in-
clude a high turnover of hut health workers; 
proximity of the huts to each other, forcing some 
to close; and high salaries paid to village health 
workers which drain the system's capital.Finally, 
the project's scale is too large and project man-
agement unsatisfactory. Although the huts have 
not operated long enough to make the project's 
impact dear, records show that visits to village 
health huts are often for treatments already ob-
tained at larger, more distant health centers. 
However, closing health huts because of poor 
project management may negatively affect vil-
lagrs' attitudes toward primary health care. Rec-
cmnmendations include: altering the health hut 
financial system to avoid collapse; dosing health 
huts with overlapping services; halting construc-
tim of more health huts until existing huts are 
improved; including afamily planning compo-
nent; obtaining firm assurances of budget support 
frm the government; and strengthening AJ.D.'s 
project management team. Since this evaluation, 
several corrective measr have been made: de-
hying project expansion; recruiting an experi-
enced project manager, studying simila, more 
successful projects; and redesigning the project. 
A 24-item French and English bibliography 
(1968-80) and technicalappendices axe attached. 

Nutrient Flow Model, depicting nutrition as a 
function of activities such as food production, 
trade, loss, and distribution. Linked to each of 
these models, respectively, are process and im-
pact evaluations. For process evaluations (often 
conducted along with impact evaluations), infor-
mation is collected on pre-existing indicators, 
project components, and intervening events in 
order to reveal nutritional improvements attribt-
able to aprogram. Impact evaluations seek tode-
termine improvements inoverall nutritional sta-
tus. Various impact evaluation designs (e.g., 
situation assessment, before/after, recurrent in-
stitution cycle, comparison groups) and threats to 
their internal and external validity are reviewed. 
Thc authors also discuss alternative evaluation 
methodologies which combine aspects of both 
evaluation types to assess such program aspects 
as effort, adequacy, appropriateness, etc. They 
also differentiate operational program evaluation 
(analysis of aprogram's specific impact and per-
formance), the subject of this report, from basic 
research (knowledge gained using scientific 
methods and controlled experimentation) and 
evaluativeresearch (field testing applications of 
existing knowledge). Anthropometric, biochemi
cal, cinical, and dietary nutritional measues are 
examined in terms of objectivity, coverage, di
rect.ess, completeness, and precision. Also pre
sented are 70 abstracts of published evaluations, 
emphasizing methodology over outcomes, and 
brief desciptions of the programs and approaches 

of donom involved innutrton ogram 
A (1955-W) isappended. 

Toward a health projectevaluation framework 

PN-AAJ-6 19 

Dunlop, David W. 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluation 

Jun 1982, ix, 35p. +appendices, Eng. 
A.I.D. evaluation specialstudy,no. 8 

Despite the increasing impomtance of health 
programs, there is little hard evidence that they 
lead to improved health status. To determine if 
primary health care is in fact woding, this report 
presents aconceptual framework for evaluating 
such projects. First, the authors describe the 
problems related to current health project/pro
gram evaluations, including the assumed linear 
flow of impacts, attribution, feedback and indi
rect impacts, and time as an important variable 
in evaluation. Emphasizing the subtlety and 
long-term nature of the evaluation process, the 
authors then develop five concepts: (1)the use of 
the economic concepts of investment and con
sumpion rather than such measures as morbidi
ty and mortality to gauge final project impact; 
(2) the importance of context and constraint 
analysis; (3) the growing claim of recurrent 
health program costs on national budgets; (4) 
equity considerations; and (5)the essential im
portance ofadynamic evaluation system which 
incorporates the above ideas. Finally, the authors 
discuss aseries of practical issues which must be 
addressed before any evaluation strategy can be 
defined, namely, attribution of impact, timing of 
impact measurement, audience differences, data 
availability, and information costs. Attached are 
a57-item bibliography, a list of generic ques
tions for an economic evaluation of primary 
health care projects, and aproposed set ofmea
sures/ndicators for health project evaluation. 
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Korea health demonMsatlon 
project project Impact 
evaluation 
PN-AAJ-621 

Dunlop, David W; Oldvsine, Slene B.; 
eta/. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and PolicyCoorinaion. 
Office ofEvaluaon 

Jul 198gxi, 36p. + 10 appendices, Eng. 
AL.l.pject impactevaluation eporno.36 

4o1o 


Itis
being increasingly reognized that Western-
oriented medical systems cannot meet thehealth 
care needs of developing countries. This report 
evaluates aprojec to create acapability within the 
Government of Korea (GOK)to plan, conduct, 
and evaluate low-cost, multi-county, integrated 
health delivery projects. After outlining the 
project's setting, design, and implementation, the 

repot focuses onthe project's institution biding 
and health care delivery impacts. nitial progress 
was considerable. The Korean Health Develop- 
ment Institute (KHDI) was created to implement 
health delivery systems in three counties; and a 
National Health Council was formed to coordi-
nate participating public and private agencies. 
The KHDI's approach was to introduce a new 
cadre ofmultipurpose para-professionals and to 
improve the professional capablti-s of an exist-
ing single-purpose cadre, The two cadres then 
worked through teams of village volunteers to in- 
crse community involvement in health care de- 
ivery. By 1978, consideable progress had been 

made in improving access to health carp in the 
three project aas; the average costpervisitalthe 
most peripheral health unit was $1.90. Concur-
rtntly, physicians' & are of the market fell 40-. 
50%. At the urging ofphysicians, healthparapro-
fessionals were disallowed from providing 
services outside their legal scope of prctim 
Other significant events also occurred during 
1978-80. The number of medical school gradu-
ates doubled and moe graduateswere assigned to 
rural areas, a comprehensive GOKhealth insur-
ance program was launched, and per capita in-
come in the three counties grew. As a result, 
health service utilization fell markedly and the 
cost per curative visit rose to $3.00. The authors 
notes several lessons, including: the risness of 
developingan exta-govermental agencysuchas 
the KHDI; the need to anticipate economic im-
pactsofchangesinhealthcaep icy;thenwedto 
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perform incentives and contextual analysis of all 
potential project actors; and the difficulty in de-
temuining apoject's impact on overall health 
Stan,. 	 the long-term
A postscript addresses 
financial impact of the GOK's health insurance 
progam. Emsive tables, dharts, and graphs ar 
contained t the text and in appendices; the latter 
alsoincludesa33-itern bibliography (1975-81), a 
report on de current starns of health care delivery 
in Korea, pioject-related public documents, and 
otherinformatiou. 

Prospects for primary health 

care InAfrica: another look at 
the Sine Saloum rural health 
project InSenegal 


PN-AAL-037 

Bloom, Abby L 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
ofEvaluationOffice 


Apr 1984, x 25p. +bibfiography, Eng. 
AID. evaluation special study,no. 20 
6850210 

The history of the user-financed primary health 

care (PHC)project in Sine Saloum, Senegal, 
teaches valuable lessons for community devel
opment programs, according to this case study. 
The key lesson is that a thorough, critical eva-
ation, when taken seriously and acted upon by a 
donor and the host government, can save a fail-
ing program. A 1980 evaluation of the Sine 
Saloum project concludeO that, despite the 
training and deployment of a large number of 
village health workers, the project's future was 
being jeopardized by several critical problems: 
village health huts were not viable financially; 
supervision and support for village health work-
ers were inadequate; and the drug supply and 
transportation system were unable to cope with 
new demands. As a result of changes made since 
that evaluation, the Sine Saloum project has 
taned around and community-level health ser-
vices are largely self-financing. Major steps tak-
en have included: standardization of user pay-
ments; village contributions to salaies of village 
health wodkers, construction and maintenance of 
village health huts, and building of drug stocks; 
vigorors trining of community members in 
management and financial responsibilities; 
improvements in community health worker 
selection, training, and supervision and more 

intensive project management by USAID/S. 
Problems remain, however. Because the services 
provided ae mainly those that clients demand 
and are willing to pay for, the program is still al
most exclusively curative, and efforts to intro
duce prevente measures such as improved 
health and hygiene behaviors, oral rehydration 
therapy, and family planning information and 
services have met with little success. Still lack. 
ig are the educational, o-treach, and surveil

lance activities needed to effect long-term atti

tudinal and behavioral changes, as well as the 
indptb analyss and experimentation needed to
 
determine if other PHC services can be user-fi
aced and yet stay attractively priced. Finally, 

recent research suggests that client satisfaction 
and participation could be significantly im
proved. Appendices include tables and a 27-item 
bibliography 0969-83). 

Impact review of the 
onchocerciasis contol program, 
0ugadougou,August 1985
 

PN-AAL-078 

Kel, Jim; Shift, Clive J.; eta. 
U.S. 	Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program andPoliy Coordination.
Center for Developm~ent Information and
Evnuation 

May 1986, xit, 34p. +5 appendices: maps, 
statislical tables, Eng. 

AI.D. projectimpact evaluation repor4 no. 63 
French ed.:PN-AAX-202 
6980390 

A 20-year, AED-supported Onchocerdmais 
Control Program (OCP) initiated in 1974 by 
WHO, the World Bank, FAO, and UNDP, and 
currently covering portions of seven affected 
West African nations, is evaluated. Program 
results have been impressive. In 90%of the pro
gram area, onchocerciasis transmission has been 
inrrupted, resulting in marked decreases in the 
incidence of blindness, disability, and debility; 
some 27,000 cases ofblindness have been pre
vented in Burkina Faso alone over the past 
decade. The program's economic benefits are 
potentially large: an estimated 15 milion ha of 
tillable land have been opened up in formerly 
endemic regions. Additional investment is re
quired, however, to exploit the liberated areas. 
Further, although the reserves of the parasite 
have been reduced, the movement of people 
from infected into fmed areas could spark a 
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resurgence. Program experience has shown that 
such a program would not have achieved its lev-
el of success without the long-term financial 
commitment of donors at the outseL Other les-
sons learned are that: (1) complex disease con-
trol programs may require time for experimen-
ration before they can become fully operational; 
(2) vertical disease control projects may play a 
useful role in helping to reinvigorate primary 
health care delivery programs; (3)undertaking 
development assistance programs within amul-
tilateral framework and implementing them 
through established international structures can 
greatly facilitate success; (4) vigorous, sustained 
research efforts are crucial for the program's ul-
timate success; (5) aggregate economic and so-
cial welfare benefits are difficult to calculate 
precisely;, (6)international support isimperative 
at early stages for regional disease control ef- 
forts; (7)initial high-technology control methods 
must be gradually replaced by low-technology 
methods and local capacity building; (8) highly 
specialized project components should be cm-
tracted out;and (9) socioeconomic development 
in freed lands depends on initiatives from out-
side the OCP organization. 

Development assistance and 
health programs issues of 
sustainability 
PN-AAL-097 

Bumid,Side 

U.S. Agency for Intemationai Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Infonmation and 
Evaluation 


Oct 1987 69p + Eng.Ot98,xi, :p.+at ,ment,ng 


AI.D. program evaluation discussion paper, 
no. 23 

A.I.D.has placed increasing emphasis on cre-
ating health sector programs which are sustain-
able, that is, capable of being continued by the 
developingconrier. remselves and ofproviding 
benefits lasting beyond the period of A.ID.'s 
technical, managerial, and financial support. This 
review of the literature on the health programs of 
A.ID.and other large donors such as UNICEF 
andtheWorldBankintendstogeneratelargerand 
deeper discussion cif the issue of sustainability. 
Five factors key to astainabllityare identified: fi-
nandng, hostcotmypolicy, communitypartid-
pation, program type, and management issues of 
resource allocation and information collection 

systems. The authorfinds that programs are most 
likely tobe sustained: when they are affordab., by 
the country and the community, and include pro-
visions for c st recovery orprivate sector patici-
pation; when beneficiaries have a role in planning 
and managing them; when simple, but effective 
management systems are in place, including in-
formation, monitoring, and evaluation sub-sys-
tems; and when they are focused on butnot limit-
ed to asingle intervention, Le.,when they offer an 
"integrated" range oi services and do not aUempt 
too much with too few resources. Attempts have 
been made to incorporate these lessons into 
A.I.D.'spresent emphasis on the fourmajorchild 
survival interventions (nimurization, oral rehy-
dration therapy, birth spacing, and nutrition) 
which combines the strengths of both the single 
target programs of the 1950s and the integrated 
proarams of the 1970s The paper includes are-
view of A.ID.'s health policy history as well as 7 
pages of references. 

Evaluaion of tlhe factors of 
sustainability in the Gambia 
mass media and health 
practices project 

PN-AAL-098 

Lieberson,Joseph; Miller, Devorah; etal. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center forDevelopment Information and 

Evaluation 
Dec 1987, xvii,3p. +2 appendicrs, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation specialstuay, no. 51 
9311018 

The experimental Gambia Mass Media and 

Heal Practices project was very successful in 

using mass communications techniques to pro-
moce oral rehydration therapy for treating acute 
childhood diarrhea, but it failed to ensure that the 
methodology it developed would continue to be 
used once AID. support was withdrawn. Al-
though some elements of the project methodolo-
gy are still in use, the Gambian government has 
been unable to continue project activities at a sat-
isfactory leveL Sustainability problems began 
with theprojectdesign.Fromtheoutset, apremi-
um was placed on the development and refine-
ment of the experimental health intervention 
tedniques, theassumption being that ifthe tech-
niques were successful the project would be con-
tinued, little attenticn was given to sustainability. 

Second, the project's time frame was too short
the project was planned to last 2 years and was 
extended a third, when A.I.D. experience shows 
that most projects take 5years or more to instim
tionalize new techniques. Lack of a formal long
term training component also adversely affected 
sustainability. When the project ended there were 
not enough trained Gambians to run the commu
nications program, and there was no phased plan 
for the withdrawal o technical acsistanc--the 
project was terminated abruptly when A.LD./W 
and USAID/G could not agree on how tostructure 
future assistance. When A.D. pulled out, most 
project activities simply stopped. The Gambia 
experience raises important questions about 
A.I.D.'s responsibility in a pilot research and de
velopment effort. Clearly, AID. should have 
explored ways inwhich the Gambian government 
could have assumed financial responsibility for 
the project and-given the high cost of develop
ing new approachestohealth education--project 
designers should make specific plans for sustain
ability if the pilot approach proves successful. A 
plan for phased withdrawal ofdonor assistance is 
essential. Includes tibliography (1978-86). 

Evaluation of the factors of 
sustainability inthe Lesotho 
rural health development 
project 

PN-AAL-099 

Lieberson, Joseph; Miller, Devorah; Keller, 
Hovard
 

U.S. Agency for Internatonal Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

Dec 1987, x1i, 39p. +appendix, Eng. 

A.ID.evaluation special study,no. 52 
6320058 

AI.D.'s project to provide primary health care 
(PHC) in rural Lesotho by creating a cadre of 
paramedical physician-extenders (mainly, nurse 
midwives) and by strengthening the existing 
PHC management system to support this ap
proach has proved sustainable, according to this 
evaluation. A dovetailing of host country ca
pacity and donor design contributed to this out
come. The project's technical package was ap
propriate to Lesotho's conditions and capabili. 
ties, while training, supervision, management, 
and logistic re-quirements were successfully 
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instiftitinalized within the Ministy of Health. 
To alleviate the chronic problem of financial 
sutatinability, the project was designed to 
gradually phase in Government of Lesotho 
(GOL) funding, so that by the end of theproject 
tfr: GOL was paying all personnel and nearly 
al training and supervision costs. The only 
tareat to financial sustinability is the low level 
of usa fees. For political reasons, the GOL has 
decided not to charge patients for the full cost 
of treatments, but GOL revenues have been 
falling and an International Monetary Fund re-
form package will require increased budget 
stringency. The GOL is *eady having prmb-
lems with financing the current level of health 
services. The only choice is to increase the fees 
charged, and combined AID. and World Bnk 
pressure should persuade the GOL to do so. A 
number ca lessons about health project sustain-
ability can be learned from the Lesotho project; 
these include (inter alia) that: (1) project design 
should match the country's level of develop-
ment and economic conditions; (2) adequate 
fees are necessary for financial sustainability, 
and fee structures should not discriminate 
against the poor (as was sometimes the case in 
Ltsotho) (3) projects sand a bete chance of 
success when they build on existing capabilities 
and personnel rather than start from scratch; (4) 
developing countries can better handle recurrent 
costs when they are graduZy phased in ac-
cording to a well ordered plan; (5) designers 
should stress the need for appropriate counter-
parts early in their dialogue with the host 
country; (6) health workers at all levels should 
receive appropriate guidance and supervisin 
and (7) it is important to involve all interest 
groups in the project early on (e.g., the Lesotho 
project worked hard to alleviate physicms' fear 
of competition from paramedicals). Includes 
references (197-85). 

Sustainability of U.S.-supported 
health, population, d 
pro ms inHonduras:1942-1986 
PN-AAX-211 
Bssert, Thomas; Godisen, Lois;etal. 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Developmentlnformationand 
Evaluation 

Dec 1988, 4 35p. +9 appendices: staiscal 
tahPs,Eng. 

AI. ealuation special stdy, no. 58 

Adong a broadly sectoral and historical per. 
spective, tis study examines the sustairmbility of 
U.S.-suppoed health, population, and nutrition 
projects in Honduras since 1942. The authors dif
fervntiate between "immediate" outputs (e.g., 
personnel trained) and "replicating" optts (e.g., 
schoolsto train personnel). Itwas found that once 
A.D. finding stopped, some immediate outputs 
were sustained with national funds, but that repli-
caring Jutputs typically were supported by other 
donors' funds. An analysis of three cases of high 
degree of sustainability (auxiliary nurse training. 
rural water supplies, and latrine and pump 
projects) andthree cases of low degree of sustain-
ability (family planning, malaria eradication, and 
nutrition projects), revealed the following sig-
rificant relationships. (1)National commitment 
to project goals was essential to the sustainability 
of project outputs and benefits. (2) Cooperative 
negotiations between A.ID. and the Ministry of 
Health with regard to project objectives, design, 
and implementation contrirted tos stainability. 
Projects viewed as imposed by A.LD. were not 
well sustained. (3) Vertically organized preects 
often generated institutional resentment that 
jeopardized sustainability, whereas integrated 
projects tended to bebetter sustained, though at 
lower levels of effectiveness. Use of a multi-
component matrix organization which combines 
several vertical components with an integrated 
managerial and planning structure might lead to 
higher levels of effectiveness. (4) Projects per-
ceived as effective during the life of the project 
were mom likely tobe sustained than those which 
failed to achieve anticipated outputs. Effective-
ness did not, however, guarantee sustainability. 
(5)Coordination among doncrswasimportantfor 
sustainability. No clear relationship was found 
between sustainability and the size of A.D. 
funding relative to Honduran contributions to the 
project, national assumption of recurrent salary 
costs, cost recovery, or the proportion of the na-
t0na hel budget devoted to hospitals (versus 
primary health care). Similarly, the amount, type, 
and duration oftecmicalassistance, training, and 

community participation were not significantly
related to ststainability. 

Child survival programs in Egypt 

PN-AAX-235 

Tumavick Nancy; Binnendik, Annette; etal. 

U.S. Agency for lntemationalDevelopment 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation 

(19901, YA 26p.: i., charts, statia tbe, 
Eng.
 

AlD. impact evaluation rpof no.73
 

In the early 1980s, AID., togedr with the 
Government of Egypt, UNICEF, and WHO, da
veloped a strategy for child survival focused on 
two key interventions: oral rehydration therapy 
(ORT) to control dianheal diseases and an ex
panded program of iniza s (EPI) agairist 
the six major communicable childhood diseases 
This report evaluates the Ferformance and health 
impactsof thetwoprograms.Bothpmrgtamshave 
had high levels of success. ORT awareness and 
use has spread throughout Egypt and child nuti
tron during diarrheal episodes has improved Sta
tistcs sggest that anaccelerated decline in infant 
and child mortality in the mid-1980s is essmrial
ly the result of the program, especially of itspop
ularization of home and private rehydation. 
However, the actual incidence of diarrheal epi
sodes has probably not changed, indicating that 
the program's preventive aspects, ranging from 
promotion of hygiene among motters to massive 
investmentsinpotablewaterand sewage sysms, 
have yet to prove effective. The EPI program has 
resulted in rapidly increasing and high coverage 
rates among children for all antigens. Although 
reliable data are not avhilable, EPI has mostlikely 
reduced both mortality and morbidity, msice un
vaccinated Egyptian children are at significant 
risk from the targeted diseases. On the negative 
side, coverage rates for tetanus toxoid injections 
of pregnant women have lagged considerably in 
comparison with the rest of the program. The 
rapid success of the two programs is larug* due 
Egypt's unique positive circumstances the 
population's cultural and linguistic hbcnogeity 
and concentration alongtheNle; extensive health 
infrastructure and large pool of trained health 
personnel; availability oflow-cost ORT and im
munization technologies; and wide access to 
television. While these factorslimittheprograms' 
replical-ity elsewhere, the programs' fle fl*ty, 
limited focus, and use ofmass media are boadly 
applicable. Partly because of the success of the 
two programs, the patterns of infant and child 
mortality are shifting in Egypt, with acterespi
ratory infection now emerging as the lading 
cause of death and hence the main concer of fu
tre child survival efforts. 
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Child survival inIndonesia 

PN-AAX-238 

Didfpti, Phyis; VA*i, Michael- et a. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 


Bureau forAsia and Near East. Indonesia 


U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation 

Jun 1990, 31p.: ill., charts, Eng.
AI. impact evaluaton report no. 75 

Indonesia's child suvival program, a top gov-
emiment priority, has had a positive impact on 
child health and appears to be reducing infant and 
child mortality. The program has also =ength-
ened the country's primary heal.h care system by 
rapidly expanding services outside the physical 
and administrative confines of the existing public 

health facilities. Principal achievements include: 
a rapid expansion of community-level health 
posts (posyandus), which deliver child survival 
interventions nationwide; high rates of child im-
munization (65% for DPM3 and 50%for mea-
sles); successful education of mothers in oral re-
hydration therapy; and nationwide expansion of 
growth monitoring and nutrition education 
through the posyandus. Much of the program's 
success can be attributed to the incremental 
growth ofhighly focused and vertical efforts to 
deliver key services, beginming with family plan-
ning and nutrition in the 1970s and later adding 
immunization and diarsheal disease control. By 
1985, the country began large- scale efforts to in-
tegrate these services at the community leveL 
A.ID. has played acriticalml' in stimulating and 
shaping the program, providing $60million (over 
and above support for family planning) and sup-
porting more than 25 bilateral, private voluntary 
organization, and central projects over the last 
decade. Key elements of AJD.'s contribution 
include: sustained commitment and support for 
highly focused programs (family planning, im-
munization), effective policy dialogue coupled 
withresearch, provisionofsomeoperationalcosts 
for major activities, provision of supplemental 
support from centrally funded A.I.D. programs, 
collaboration with other donors, and investment 
in training and education. Despite the child sur-
vival program's achievements, however, 
ststainability is still in question. Additional ef-
forts are needed to ensure the long-term financial 
basis, consolidate activities, and solidify political 
support and popular demand. 

Sustalnability of U.S.-supported 
health, population and nutrition 
programs in Tanzania: 1971-
19W
1ing 
PN-AAX-243 

Dunlop, David W.; Godiksen, Lois H.; 
etal 
U.S. Agency for Intematonal Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinaton.
Center for Development Information andEvaluation (Sponsor) 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Bureau for Africa. Tanzania (Sponsor) 


Sep 1990, v,28p. +8 appendices: statistical 

tables, Eng. 


AILD. evaluation occasional paper,no. 37 


Evaluation of the sustainability of six health-re-

lated projects in Tanzania, including a series of 
urban water projects, maternal/child health 
(MCH) aide training, a pilot primary health care 
program in Hanang District, cancer control 
school health programs, and continuing education 
for health workers. Sustained activities included 
all the urban water projects, the health compo-
nents ofMCH aides training project, the curative 
aspects of the cancer control project, and the vil-
lage health services component of the Hanang 
projectHowever, evenmostofthese effonswere 
having difficulties in continuing to provide ser-
vices. The water projects were all continuing to 
provide services, although maintenance was 
weak and future demand could not be met with 
present capacity. MCH aides who were trained 
were still providing services although there was 
some deterioration of services. The hospital-
based cancer control center was fully operational 
and gaining an international reputation. The vil-
lage health worker program was still active in 
many villages although there had been a signifi-
cant dropout of trained workers. The continuation 
of project activities was affected negatively by a 
significant economic decline, which has severely 
limited the govenment's ability to continue 
project funding and import necessary medical and 
transportation supplies and equipmenL On the 
other hand, sustainability has been supported by 
the political environment--characterized by a 
broad-based and strngideological commitment 
tothepoorandahighlevelofdonorcoordination 
The mccess of the sustained projects underscores 
the importance of the following design and 
implementatica characteristics: (1) integrating 

project activities into existing administrative 
structures and the avoiding vertical project de
sign; (2) a high or increasing level of project 
fmding throgh onal sources (eg., budgetary 
and cost recovery mechanisms); and (3)provid

visible services and demonstrating effective
ness of project activities to develop demand 
among providers and beneficiaries. 

Sustainability of U.S,-supportedhealth, population, and nutrition 
prograis in Zaire: 1972-198 

N -AX 

Mock, Nancy B.; Bossert, Thomas; Milanga,
 
Miatudila
 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development
 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
Center for Development Information and
entluaton on or 

( 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development
 
Bureau forAfica. Zaire (Sponsor)
 

Sep 1990, vi, 22p. +5 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 38 

Factors affecting the sustainability of health 
projects in Zaire are identified in this report Four 
projects are examined-maternal/child health 
clinics administered by Mama Yemo Hospital, 
community health-integrated rural development 
implemented by the Salvation Army, and two 
projects (healih systems development and malaria 
control) implemented by the Ministry of Health. 
All of the projects were completed at least three 
years prior to the study. Only two of the projects 
were sustained. The MCH project is still provid
ing clinical and family planning services, and us
ing the educational materials developed during 
the period of A.ID. assistance. Most activities 
under the Salvation Army project are also con
tinuing, with the majority of recurrent costs being 
covered by user fees. By contrast, the malaria 
project has been completely dismantled, and none 
of the direct activities of the health systems 
project are continuing. The report concludes that 
the sustainability of projects in Zaire is strongly 
affected by contextual factors, such as the coun
try's weak, poorly funded, and corrupt state insti
tutions; continuing economic crisis; and weak 
implementing institutions (e.g., the extremely 
fragmentedMinistry of Health). However, while 
more effort is necessary to strengthen the eco
nomic and institutional contexts of projects in 
Zaire, several improvements could be made to 
enhace the sustainability of future project& 
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These improvements include: (1)projectintegra-
tion into the pom] administrative structure of 
implemendng mstitirons (2)the invdvement of 
implementing agencies in the project design pro-
cess; (3) strong training components; (4) in-
creased commurdty participation; (5) utilization 
of cost recovery and other alternative financing 
mechanism s;(6) demonstrated appropriateness 
and effectiveness of project. and (7)high-quality 
techical assistance. Aprendices include an as-
-ssmentofthenstainablitypotential cxnrent 
health projects. Also available are papers on the 
sustainabilityuofhealthprjectsinSenegal(PN-
AAX-245) LwdTanzania(PNAAX-243). 

AAX-24________i___-AA-243) 

Sustainability of U.S.-supported 
health, population, and nutrition 
programs inSenegal 

PN-AAX-245 

Adamch Susan; Aguillaume, Claude;et al. 
U.S. Agenty for Internatonal Development 


Bureau for Program and Policy Cooidnation. 

Center fo, Development Informatdon and 

Evaluation (Sponsor) 


U.S.Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Africa. Senegal (Sponsor) 


Sep 1990, vii 24p. +6 appendices, Eng. 

A1.D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 39 


This evaluation of the health care components 
of two projc akel Irrigated Perimeters and 
Casamance Rural Development-in Senegal 
focuses on the sustainability of the projects 
which were implemented during the period 
1977-1985. One component of the Bakel 
project, an epidemiological survey, was unsus-
tained, while another component, primary 
health services, was fully sustained; in fact, ac-
tivities oflocal communities and of the Ministry 
of Health have further improved primary health 
car since the end of the project. The health and 
nutrition component of the Casamance project 
was moderately sustained. The modest success 
of these activities is largely attributed to con-
textual factors, including: weak state institutions 
and a lack of commitment to social welfare; an 
economic crisis which limited the government's 
ability to continue project funding as well as the 
beneficiaries' ability to pay for services; frag-
mented and unstable implementing agencies; 
and weak national commitment to primary 
health care and family planning. However, even 
in this unfavorable envimonment, several steps 
could be taken to enhance sustainability: 
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(1)integrate projects into existing administra-
tive structures; (2) ensure that the national gov-
emnment absorbs progressively larger portions 
of project costs and/or develops cost recovery 
mechamisms; (3)provide training in both tech-
nical and administrative subjects; (4) avoid 
short-ten projects and include significant TA 
coamponents; (5) design projects with visible 
benefits that create demand for project services; 
and (6) include community participation mech-
anismsinprojects with cost recovery. 

S taib ilty Of U.S. sUpported 

health, population, and nutriton 
projects inGuatemala: 1942
1987 

PN-AAX-248 

Bossett, Thcma; Godiser,,Lt.,; eta! 
U.S.Agency for International bevelopment 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Davelopnmeit Information and 

Evaluation 


U.S. Agency for Intematonal Development 

Bureau for Latin America and the Canbbean. 
Guatemala 

Sep 1990, xiv,47p. +2appendices, Eng. 
A1.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 40 

Since 1942, A]D. and its predecessor agen-
cies have funded 19 major health-related 

achievement of project goals, integration of the 
project into the structure of the implementing 
agency, qualified and stable leadership from 
both the implementing agency and A.D., abili
ty to provide for progressive absorption of re
cunent costs, provision of significant profes
sional orparaprofessional training and technical 
assistance, and cooperation between A.ID. and 
the Guatemalan Government in project design. 
Project characteristics which did not seem im
portant for sustainability include: foreign ex
change demand, cost recovery, cost-effective
ness, appropriate technology, and community 
participation. Policy implications are presented 

inconclusion. 

Health care inNepal: an 
assessment of A.l.D.'s program 

PN-AAX-250 

Blue, Richard P,- Va.ih .Roxann; et al. 
U.S. Agen'y for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluatfon 

Feb 1991, xi,22p. 2 appendices: statistical 
tables,Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation specialstudy, no. 70 
Related document PN-ABG-063 

The evolution of Nepal's health care system 
and the impact thereon of A.ID. programs over 

projects in Guatemala in five areas: health setr-the past 30 years are assessed. Major findings ar 
vices, water sanitation, malaria controL family 
planning, and nutrition. These projects have 
brought significant and in many cases sustained 
benefits to the country. This report identifies two 
kinds of factors affecting project sustainability-
contextual factors, Le., those beyond the control 
of project designers and managers, and project 
characteristics. In regard to contextual factors, 
national commitment to project goals and sup-
part fum influential groups was a positive force 
on sustainability, whereas the inadequacies of 
the implementing institutions (in terms of frag-
mentation, conflicting goals, and poorly trained 
staff) had an adverse influence. Sociocultural 
differences were positive or negative depending 
on whether or not they were attended to. Other 
contextual factors, such as natural disasters, po-
litical environment, U.S. Guatemalan relations, 
ecoc oanic changes, tL.private sector, and donor 
tvlrdinatron, seemed to have little impact on 

Prstainabiiy.Project characteristics important 
to sustainability included: visibly effective 

as follows. (I) Health status has improved, as 
reflected by increasing life expectancy, declining 
infant mortality, and substantial control and re
duction of malaria AID. progrms--especially 
malaia and diarrheal disease control, technical 
and managerial training of health workers, and 
(with UNICEF) the Expanded Program of Im
munization--have contributed notably to these 
improvements. (2) The family planning pro
gram, which until recently focused overly on 
sterilization and did not offer a broad choice of 
methods, has not been a success; only 15% of 
Nepalese practice modem contraception. (3) 
Persistence of high female morbidity, maternal 
mortality, neonatal disorders, and high incidence 
of diarrhea, worms, respiratory infections, and 
skin diseases suggests a cluster ofmatemal/child 
health problems which do not respond well to 
either vertical campaigns or passive curative 
treatment. These problems may be associated 
with low levels of female education and poverty, 
including extremely poor hygiene and polluted 
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water smpply. (4) Te system has been dntiat-
ed by the Government of Nepal's (GON)effort 
to fulfill its promise to provide a reasonable lev-
el of health cam to all citizens. While the gains 
from this approach are undeniable, many insti-
tuiional weaknesses persist. Most importantly, 
the demand for health care outstrips the GON's 
ahlity-especially finandal-o meet it.(5)The 
private sector'sroleinhealthcareispoorlyde-
fined, despite widepread willingness to use pri-
vae,fee-for-service sources. Efforts ofnongov-
emmental organizations (NGOs) to implement 
health insurance or prepaid drug schemes, and 
NGO experience in general, are largely ignored 
by the GON. (6) GON efforts to decentraliza 
health care decisionmaking have thus far con-
siated of little more than formal changes in the 
organizational chat. The recent establishment of 
acorps of women community health volunteers 

.is apositive sign, though therrtis tdangerthat 
this corps will be incorporated into the sy trn as 
anew "bottom rang" of the health hure& ci 
(7)Ile advent of arP ... iially demc-
goveriment gives Nep. . .cetoreexan 
its approach to health care and AID. a unique 
opatunity to help chart a fresh approach. 

[Authorabstract,modifed) 

EDUCATION 


U.S. aid to education inNepal: a 
20-year beginning 

PN-AAJ-1 68 

schools (PS) (from 321 to 8,708), PS students 
(0.9-59% of that age group), PS teaches (640-
17,728), secondary schools (1l-Z809), second-
ary school enmollment (0.15-24%), an increased 
literacy rate (2%-17%), and deve!opment of a 
cadre of 3 10 trained educational administrators 
(a key area of AID. assistance), a totally Nepa- 
li curriculum, and a superior textbook produc-
ton and distribution system. Nevertheless, se-
vee problems remain. Stressing quantitative 
expansion has led to low quality and levels of 
learning (especially in wring and mathematics), 
a 50% rate of student dropout before functional 
literacy is attained, and schools that ame isolated 
(m ral areas), ovenrarded (inurban areas), 
and unhealthy. Due to advancement opportuni 
ties for trained teaches,---the largest area of 
AID. assistance--and increases in the number 
of PSs, qualified teachers are still in short sup-
ply. The vocational training (VT)system has 
fail(A due to insufficien training levels, lack of 
em -nnent incentives, and studf _..fthe 
:. asa springboard to colleg, -ame 

. in other countries, the d aiwent of 

I 
4 ic education in Nepal has impacted positively 

on economic and agricultural development, fer-
tility rates, health, and women's role and societal 
status and has generated attitudes conducive to 
overall development. The success of A.I.D.'s 

assistance, which should motivate further AID. 
ec7.3duion assistance efforts, demonstrates that 
significant impact is possible when consistent 
support is given overa sufficient period of time 

country until AID. funded such an effort in the 
Republic of Korea (ROK) from 1972-77. This 
report draws several conclusions based on this 
success. Although converging factors--deep 
cultural respect for education, agrowing cadre of 
trained educators, an urgent need for educational 
reform, and a motivated government-made the 
setting ideal, the project clearly proved the value 
of ISDtoadevelopingcountry'seducationalsys
tem. In seeking to provide cost-effective educa
tion toprepare Korea'syouth toenterthe working 
world, the project, implemented by Florida State 
University, established the Korean Educational 
Development Institute (KEDI) to orchestrate re
forms, including a modernized curriculum re
flecting Korean culture and the technical needs of 
a growing economy; development of guides to 
upgrade insuctors' capabilities; the introduction 
of Instructiont~ P"dio, Educational Television, 
and corres' )righschools;arapidincrease 
in hihe . mrollment; abolition of pi
vate tutor , had favored the wealthy; and 
creation of. -ducationalResearchInformation 
Clearinghouseanda 14-yearEducationalDevel
opment Plan. The report concludes thaL-(1)many 
countries need institutions such as KEDL staffed 
by commined and purposeful people, to invent 
functionally useful educational practices; (2) 
flexible project execution is essential to meet 
changing cirumstances and maintain host cour
try support; (3)AID. programs should give pri
ority
to proven technologies inwhich the United 
Statesleads; (4) continuity of technical asistance 

and when local as well as U.S. costs are fi- from a qualified sourestrengthens a donor's 
nanced. Other lessons learned include the need 
to develop innovative educational approaches 
and to improve VT programs by correcting the 
above deficiencies. Appendices include a 61-
item bibliograpby (1954-80). 

Sellar, Peter 0.; Sprague, Davd,"Miedema, irg# Korea elementary-middle school 
U.S.Agency for lntemationalDeveopment 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office ofEvaluation 

198, 90p., Eng.

AI.D. project impact evaluationreport, no. 19 


Primary education is alive, if struggling, in 
the impact ofNepal. This report meses 

A.LD.'s educational projects in Nepal overn 20-
year period (1954-75). After briefly describing 
the genesis ofNepal's education modernization 
program, to which AID.has been the only ma-
jor donor, the authors evaluate the rogram's 
sc,.esses and shrutfalis. Successes include dra-
matic increases in the numbers of primary 

pilot project 
PN-AAJ-1 69 

Wherell,RonadA; Morgan, Robert M.; et a. 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Prongram and Poicy Coordinaton. 
Office of Evaluation 

1931, 81p.,Eng. 

AI.D.evaluation special study,no.5
 
49096 

Although the value of Instuctional Systems 
Design (LSD) had been proven, ISD had never 
been applied on a larWg-scale in a developing 

contribution; (5)in any potentially controversial 
project, sellingtheprojectconceptisasimportant 
as good implementation; and (6) donors often at
tempt too much without providing adequate time 
and money. The evaluation methodology and a 
list of int=viewecs; notes on the authms; a 12

item bibliography (1971-81); project and eduLa
tion sector data; an overview of KEDI. lists of 
KEDI publications and visitors to KEDL and rec
ommendations for the ROK are appended. 

Thailland: rural nonformal 
education-the mobile training 
shoo 

PN-AAJ-1 71 

Giovanni Ray San; Armstrong,Lany T.; Jansen, 
William H. 

U.S. Agency for International DevelopmenL 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Office of Evaluation 
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1981, 43p., Eng. the moa effective of such strategies, participant 
AI.D. Project impact evaluation report no.25 training. Appendices on evaluation method
4930162 education project ology, NNTEP curriculum development, and the 

expansion and financing of the Nigerian educa-
Each year Thailand's Mobile Trade Training PN-AAJ-1 73 tional system are included. 

Schools (MTT~s) teach employable skills to 
30.000 nnal men and women who might other- Mitchell, Robert Edward; Seymour, James M.; 
wise move to the cities and join theranks of the Tuckman, Howard F. Radio correspondence 
urban unemployed. This reotraces the hi U.S. Agency for International Development education in Kenya 
and analyzes the impact of MTISs. In1960, de- Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
spite a 30% literacy rate among the 97% of Office of Evaluation PN-AAJ-620
 
Thailand's population which was rural, educa- 1981, 51p., Eng.
 
tional change came slowly and favored the cit- AI.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 23 Eilers, William L.; Layne, Patsy P.; et al.
 
ies. Based on the belief that peasants valued ed- 6200710 U.S. Agency for Internatonal Development.
 
ucation, the MTTSs were designed in the early Bureau for Africa. Kenya
 
1960s to operate from provincial polytechnic Although the design and perspective of the U.S. Agency for Intemational Development
 
schools, using portable tools and travelling in- Northern Nigeria Teacher Education Project Bureau f': nrogramand Policy Coordination.
Offce r' 1 = . n'onl 
structors, to teach employable skills to drop outs. (NNTEP) were defi&7:,: ,'nAlittle progress was 

Undo: US,'2." , (19A, -72), ,hL. 45 made Lowaw vkuj" u, . 4 EP was Aug 1982, Av,261 , 1Oappendices,Eng. 
M]rSs became more pemanent and expanded nonetheless a success. Thi document describes A.I.D. project impact evaluation report, no. 37 
their courses to include skills upgrading and the lessons provided by NNTEP for the design 6150129 
skills for personal use in traditional subjects and implementation of future participant training 
(e.g., ", m_-chanics, dressmaking) and newer programs, especially those in education. The au- If the Kenya Radio Correcpondence Ploject
fields (air conditioning, radio repair). Of the thors' major conclusion is that NNTEP's unan- established in )9'1 to upgraw J: qualifications 
80,000 students enrolled, 56,000 graduated, and ticipated effects had a more important and long- of primary school teachers through correspon
many non-graduates acquired employable skills standing impact on the leadership and institu- dence courses and radio instruction-had aflaw, 
Since 1972, MTSs have had a lasting impact tional development of the Nigerian education it was that itwas too successful Thus concludes 
on the Thai educational system and on the lives system than did the negligible progress made in this impact evaluation of the project, which 
of the rural poor, supporting and diversifying improving the quality an efficiency of primary trained 5,000 teachers during the 4 years of 
rural values and offering a local alternative to the teacher training. After describing the project's AID. involvement and 7,000 thereafter, and al
traditional apprentice system. About one-half of history and objectives, the paper discusses sev- lowed Kenyans ,o pursue educational certifica
the M s are still operating, but many others era! impediments to the achievement of AID. tion without the personnel or system costs of 
have been absorbed by a broader nonfonmil ed- expectations. For example, the University of formal schooling, a method of great potential 
ucation system of Lifelong Education Centers Wisconsin (UW), which implemented the value to developing countries, and applicable in 
which are modelled on the M'lTSs, employ project, had insufficient experience and time to many fields. Unfortunately, the resulting numer
many M'ITS teachers, and, together with the devote to curriculum development despite ous teacher promotions and salary increases, 
MI'ISs, annually euroll 40-45,000 students. AID.'s emphasis on this component. Neverthe- coupled with the hiring of some 5,000 new 
The success, popularity, and endurance of less, the curriculum, developed cooperatively by teachers annually, strained Kenya's education 
MTISs has shown that: (1)Providing short-term UW and the Ahmadu Bello University Institute budget and led in 1974 to the government's 
vocational training to a large number of margin- of Education (1E), contributed substantially to abandoning the automatic promotion policy 
ally educated people can positively effect rural IE's growth as a major educational resource and which had motivated many teachers to join the 
development. (2) Nonformal education can inte- influence in the region. Another of NNTEP's program. Enrollments fell drastically, and al
grate the rural poor into the mainstream of na- major achievements was the development of a though the project-created Conrepondence 
tional life and thus aid national unity. (3) regionalconsensusonexaminationsandcurnic- CourseUnit(CCU)attheUniversityofNairobi 
Projects conceived to serve a limited purpose ulum. A key lesson taught by NNTEP is that the survived as an institution, its operations and cli
can sometimes become a catalyst to broader de- training program's success was largely due to ent services deteriorated. In an effort to increase 
velopment efforts. (4)Projects which appeal to highly motivated trainees, committed mid-career enrollment, the CCU turned to commercial 
the perceived needs of beneficiaries can suc- professionals, and host country recognition of courses which were not in keeping with long
ceed-contrary to conventional wisdom--even the contracted US. university as a superior in- range socially sound objectives. Nonetheless, 
without beneficiaries participating at the design stinition. NNTEP also demonstrated, however, the CCU has demonstrated its resilience and has 
stage. MTS enrolment and staffing data, a tha; curriculum reform cannot be achieved over- been selected to provide new and significant 
course listing, and profiles of six graduates are night and, more generally, that technical assis- distance teaching services, including programs 
appended. tance projects must be designed with realistic in adult literacy, primary teacher updating, and 

implementation schedules and carefully delin- primary education for nomadic peoples. The 
eated supervisory resnsibilitie AID. should project taught that distance teaching requires 
show host governments alternative, least-co well-organized field support in dose touch with 
sdnzions to stated policy goals, including one of the targe population; strong financial incentives 
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for letarers to invest time and money in courses; 
a reliable postal system; national radio trans-
mission reaching most potential clients; a flexi-
ble institutional base with a corps of well-trained 
specialists; and a willingness to equitably dis-
tribute educational benefits to rural and disad-
vantaged groups. (Educators should remember, 
however, the limitations of distance teaching for 
technical subjects.) Other lessons learned are 
that AID. Missions should keep in touch with 
assisted institutions after project completion, and 
that informal exchanges of information among 
developing countries abxut the distance teaching 
method can be extremely valuable, 

Project impact a low-cost 

alternative for universal primary 
education inthe Philippines 

PN-AAL-O01 

Wooten, John; Janser. .,/,n H.; Warren, 

Marion 


U.S. Agency for International Developmen' 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinauon. 
Office of Evaluation 

Sep 198Z xv,20p. +7 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. project impact evaluation repor no. 38 

Project IMPACT (Instructional Management 

by Parents, Community, and Teachers) was im-
planented in the Philippines to test an approach 

to prmary education which would sharply re-
duce costs per student without loss of educa-
tional quality. Canada's International Develop-
ment Research Center funded the project, which 
was developed by the Center for Innovation and 

Technology, a branch of the Southeast Asian 
Ministers of Education Organization. AID.'s 
evaluation of the project, based on a review of 
records and interviews with parents, teachers, 
and IMPACT officials, is here presented. Under 
the project, 100 or more primary school stu-
dents, divided into groups of 5-10, were taught 
by intermediate (grades 4-6) primary school 
students using pmgiammed teaching modules 
under the supervision of professional teachers. 
Parents and skilled workers served as communi-
ty resource persons, and a local primary or high 
school graduate provided clerical, administra-
tire, and logistic support. Cost-effectiveness 
studies and academic performance tests indicate 
thid the project achieved its objentive. An added 
benefit was the greater poise and personal initia-
tive evinced by IMPACT students over their 
conventional coanterpers, possibly as a reslt of 

IMPACT's stress on independent study and peer 
group interaction. Unfortunately, initial project 
savings were not used to maintain qualitative 
levels in subsequent years (e.g., by replacing 
texts and equipment and repairing school build-
iogs), resulting in declining professional support 
for IMPACT. Parents viewed IMPACT as bene-
fiting the brightest tudents, but as less success-
ful with average students. It is recommended 
that the Min of Education and Culture 
(MEC) assess the first few years' implementa-
don as a besis for a policy decision on IMPACT. 
If the rew~lt is positive, support should be ar-
ranged for the IMPACT schools' unmet needs, 

-preferablyusing MEC budgetary resources. Re-
gional directors should be encouraged to be 
more resourceful in implementing this unique 

education delivery system. Appendices include 

tables relating costand academic achievement in 
IMPACT and conventional schools and a 17-
item bibliography (1973-1981). 

U.S. ald to education In 
Paraguay: the rural education
development project 

PN-AAL-01 7 

Nicholson, Ronald L; Miles, Heny L; et al. 
U.S. Agency for InternationalDevelopmenL 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Office of Evaluation 

Jun 1983, xi, 19p. +6appendices, Eng. 
A.I.D. pmject impact evaluation report, no. 46 
52695 

The impact of an ALD. project (1970-76) to 

improve the availability and efficiency of rural 
education in Paraguay is assessed. As aresult of 
the project, a much better educational program is 
available to many more students and is delivered 

by a system and a stZff responsive to change. 
Although fewer nual primary schools were built 
than targeted (32 of 120) due to rising costs, they 
have greatly improved rural students' access to 
formal education, afforded students more time to 
help with farmwoik, and reduced seasonal 
dropout and transportation costs. The project 
also revised primary and secondary school car-
ricula, introduced a textbook production and 
distnbution system, and shifted administrative 
respmisibility from the Ministry of Education 
(MOE) to two Regional Education C:ters. 
The Centers, which have conveniently been 
located in nal areas, have provided presmvice 
and inservice teaLter training, demonstrated use 

of the new cunicula, helped diffuse reforms in 
formal education, and have become effectively 
decentralized units of administration. On the 
other hand, the reforms have been limited in 
both scope and implementation. The new cur
ricula are in use in only 10% of schools nation
wide (although in '!i AID-built schools) and ira
proving achievement scores and retention/pro
motion rates have annoyed teachers--who are 
very poorly paid-by imposing greater work
loads at no extra pay. Unfortunately, the MOE's 
budget is so inadequate that even necessary in
structional materials are in short supply. This 
continual underbudgeting threatens to unravel 
the project's achievements. The project taught 
several lessons: (1)Provision by local commu
niies of land, labor, and continued maintenance 

excellently demonstrates the impact of local cit

izenry on educational reform. (2) Despite the 
skills provided by over 20 years of AID. assis
tance, it was a new and committed Minister of 
Education who provided the political catalyst 
needed to make the project work. (3)Realistic 
and effective national budget allocations are 

needed to ensure sustained educational reform. 
In aword, responsibility for expanding and re
fining the program now rests with the Govem

ment of Paraguay. 

AID. and education: a sector 
report on lessons learned 

PN-AAL-034 

Warren, Maron K 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation (Sponsor) 

Jan 1984, x 34p. + annexes, Eng. 
AID. program evaluation report,no. 12 

findings from impact evaluations of 12 AID. 
education projects are herein reviewed and sum
marized. Theprojects (four each in Asia and Latin 
America, two each in Africa and the Near East) 
included such activities as establishing institu
tions and institutional processes, curicutum re
form, distance teaching, vocational and nonfor
mal adult education, teacher taining, and 
building/equipping educational facilities. The 
following lessons were drawn: (1)Since the last
ing effects of an education project are only ap
parent over time, ALD. should be prepared to 
make long-term commitments. (2) AID. efforts 
have significantly helped to increase and equalize 
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access to education. (3)A.LD.training ofprofes-
sionals and support of educational institutions 
have been successul, especially when supported 
by career advancement and salary incentives, 
(4) Careful prefeasibility studies and serions col-
laborative planning are essential toprojects that 
introduce new teaching methods and curricula in 
remote aeas (5) To ensure continuity, AID. 
must not only introduce cost-effective reforms, 
bitalso determine how rcuren costs are appor-
tioned, wbetherthecostsarereasonable, andwhat 
will motivate continued payment of maintenance 
expenses. (6) A project must fit into the wider 
economic contM resxod to work force needs, 
and advance economic growth. (7) Project suc-
cess depends on good rapportamong hot corry 
officials, institutions, and key AID. personnel, 
and on careful consideration during the design 
phase of host country policy and of institutional 
socioeconomic, and cultural constraints. Future 
research needs are to: undmtake a more compre-
hensive study of ALD.'s education interventions 
and a more representative study of A"D.'s non-
formal education efforts; balance the need to ex-
pand access to education with the need to main-
tain its quality; determine whether the generally 
poorresuls ofjob-oriented educationprojectsare 
representative; and assess the indirect impact of 
A.LD. projects on established institutions and 
programs. Appended are data sheets for the 12 
projects and proceedings of a 2/82 AID. confer-
ence on the above fidgen 

7.4 TRAINING 

Annotated bibliography of 
participanttraining evaluations,
studies, and related reports 

PN-AAU-752 

Elmer, Laurel; Moser Toin 

U.S. 	Agency for Intemaional Development
Bureau for Program and Poliy Coordination. 
Centerfor Development InformatinandprgaE ruaDon 

Apr 1986, vii, 75p., Eng. 

AD.evaluaton occasionalpaper,no.8 


Pan of an effort to develop and initiat a long-
term impact evaluation program for AJD.'s Par-

ticipant Training Program, this annotated and 

CDIE •Evaluation Publications Catalog 

comprehensive bibliography presents evaluative 
information on participant training for the first 
time in a systematic formaL The bibliography 
covers the program over a 30-year period and 
contains 211 citations under the headings of: 
(1)general studies; (2) country studies; (3) re
gional stdies; (4) evaluations of specific compo-
nents of the training program; and (5) sector 
training evaluations. The documents include 
AID/W and Mission staff reports, studies spon
sored by AID., and relevant studies not spon-
sored by AID. Materials are arranged by title in 
dm ological order. In addition, sections 2-4 are 
arranged by country,region, and training program 
component, itspectively. The majority of the re-
pors may e found inALD.'s Development In-
formation System or in the AI.D. Library. In
quiries regarding the ordering of documents 
should be addressed to the lattr. 

[Author abstract, modiJied)) 

Review of participanttraining 

evaluation studies 

PN-AAV-288 

Moser, Tom; Elmer, Laurel 
U.S. Agency for International Development 


Bureau Program and Policy Coordination.
Center forfor Development Information and 
Evaluaion 


May 1985,xvi, 42p.: staisicaltables, Eng. 

A..evaluation occasional paper, no. 11 
A.Dtraining:

The fi inan o todevelop an impact 
evaluation program for AID. participant train-
ing (PT) activities, this study reviews 206 eval-

nations and related documents on P-over a30-
year period and from all AJ.D. geographic 
area The study showed relatively limited PT 
activity during the 1970s (due inpart to AID.'s 
preoccupation with Vietnam and to the Con-
gressional mandate to reach the "poorest of the 
poor"), increasing PT activity in Africa and the 
Near East, and, with three notable exceptions,
that the evaluation of PT has focused on op=-
tonal issues rather than on PT's long-term ef-
fectiveness. The 141 specific recommendations 

contained in the documentation were classified 
into categories representing the program's major 
feat res-orientation; AID. management; 
training design, strategy, and location; re-entry 

and research and evaluation. An annotated bib
liography of the documentation was developed 
and has been published separately. 

[Author abstract, modified) 

Analisof AID participant 

training projects 

PN-AAV-430 

Elmer, Laurel Moser, Tom 
U.S. Agency for International Development
 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.

Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation 

Jun 1986, x, 25p.: statstical tables, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 12 

In order to define and assess the project mech
anins through which A.ID. provides paitici
pant training, a descriptive analysis of 107 AID
supported projects was conducted; findings are 
provided in this paper. Three categories of 
projects (training only, multi-input projects with 
a training element, and centrally-funded 
projects) are define', and within these, nine 
tining modes (e.g., scholarships, university 
support, or U.S.-focused) are identified. Evalua
tive summaries of the training modes are pre
seted,with particular attention given to their 
respective strengths and weaknesses, followed 
by findings on 10 general issues of interest to 

USAID personnel responsible for participant 
English language ability, candidate 

availy,ltrining utliza6on, att;tion, wom
en's participation, selection, participant place
ment, location of training, program extensions 

and successive degrees, and degrea equivalency. 
Two recommendations are given for improving
the evaluation of participant training, and thus 
gaining evidence of the benefits from investment 
in tining programs. 

Assessment of the impact of 
A.I.D.'s participant training
programs in NepalsiNe l 

PN-AAX-234 

Kumar, Krshna;Nacht,Michael 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

and follow-up; support services at training site; Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinatidon. 
participant selection and placement; English- CenterforDevelopment nformaton and 
language training; complementary programs; 
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Mar 1990, xv, 57p.: charts, statisticaltables, 

Eng. 


A D.evalmion special study, no. 68 

Since 1951, the U.S. Government has provided 
long-term training in the Unit States, India 
and other countries to 1,719 Nepalese nationals. 
This report evaluates the training programs on 
the basis of case studies ofparticlarinstintions 
and hundreds of interviews with participants and 
their coworkers. Amajorfindingis that thepro-
grams have introduced large numbers of hi3hly 
trained people into Nepalese society, who, in 
tum, have created a multiplier effect by 
stregthening or creating new institutions. Most 
of the trainees have moved to middle and senior 
levels of government agencies, with a few rising 
to positions such as cabinet minister, permanent 
secretary, and head of educational and research 
institutions. Many have been effective in diffus-
ing new attitudes towards the work ethic, the 
merit system, and the need for continuous train-
ing into their respective institutions. h1is appar-
ent that Nepal's economic development would 
have been far less successful without the support 
of these programs. The contribution of third 
country training deserves special mention: given 
Nepal's severe shortage of trained personnel, 
many major development initiatives in agricvl-
ture, health education, rural development, and 
family planning would not have been imple-
meted without it. On the negative side, trainees 
have not reflected the Nepalese population as a 
whole. Rather, they are drawn primarily from 
the socioeconomic elile and from the Katmandu 
Valley and other high-population areas. Women 

have been decidedly underrepresented, and in 
fact, the percentage of women participants actu-
aly declined from 14% inthe 1955-1964 period 
to 4%from 1975-1984. 

Role of participant training in 

building social science 
capabilities in Asia 
PN-ABC-901 

U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau Program and Policy Coordination.
Center forforDevelopment Information and 
Evaluation 

Aug 1989, 8p., Eng. 
A..D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 32 

An extensive study ofparticipant training pro-
grams funded by international foundatins and 
AID. suggests that such programs have largely 
succeeded in building indigenous social science 
capabilities all over Asia. The study found that 
an overwhelming majority of the trainees were 
satisfied with the support provided by funding 
agencies for travel, immigration, health, family, 
and academic work. However, recent trainees 
(ie., those who studied after 1975) were slightly 
less satisfied than the earlier ones. Most of the 
participants also expressed satisfaction with their 
training and found it to be quite useful to their 
work and profession. The findings indicate that 
participants did not encounter major reentry 
problems. They adjusted easily to their home 
environments and work situations and did not 

expect or require any help from the funding 
sources. Adjustment to professional work was a 
different matter, however. Most participants 
faced difficulties in getting access to current 
books, professional journals, and funds for re
search and overseas travel and felt the need for 
support from both national and international 
agencies for their professional advancement. An 
overwhelming majority of the trainees returned 
home and continued to work there. Thus there is 
absolutely no evidence that overseas mining 
contributed to migration of Asian social scien
tists to the United States or other industrialized 
countries. Many of the participants were occu
pying senior positions at the time of the study. 
They were secretaries, joint secretaries, and di
rectors in governments; presidents, deans, and 
professors in universities and research organiza
tions; chairpersons of public bodies and enter
prises; and even top executives of business or
ganizations. A majority of the foundation train
ees went to universities and research instiitnions, 
and most of the A.I.D. participants to jobs in 
guvemment. Participants who joined education
al institutions were involved in teaching gradu
ate and undergraduate students, conducting field 
research, and consulting with national and ier
national agencies. Even the participants who 
took administrative and technical jobs often 
taught courses and kept in touch with the aca
demic community. On the whole, participants 
have made profound contibutions to the growth 
of various social science disciplines and the le
gitimization of applied research for policy for
mulation and decisionmaking. 

[Author abstract] 
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Morocco: food aid and nutrition 

PN-AAH-851 

Gil enore, C.; e tJudith W;Ademan, Carol 
U.S.Aency for lnternationaDevel.oment 

Bureau for Progam and Policy Coordination. 

1080, 63p., Eng. 

AI.D. pioject impact evaluation report, no. 8 

6080123 

Although Morocco has a high per capita GNP 
relative to most developing countries, itsincome 
distribution pattern is skewed and the health and 

..onstamsofmanyisdeficiMLlnthisreport, 

the impact of the introduction by Catholic Relief 
Services ofnutrition education into 230 Moroc-
can social educaion centers (SECs) which dis-
trbute PL 480, Title 1"food is described. To 
lunch this education program, a nutrition insti-
tre was established at Mar-kech to train a cum 
of Moroccan wemae in basic nutrition end helh 
This cadre develcpe2 a curriculum of practical 
lessons in nutrition, sanitation, and the trearment 
of childhood diseases which were presented at 
monthly nutrition classes held at the SECs. Class 
ateudance was spurred on by the prospect of ob-
taining Title I[food. There was asignificant cor
relation noted betwe.n increased education and 
improved nutrition in the children taking part in 
the prograi. M.reover, mothers enrolled in the 
program demofinsated a greater knowledge of 
properbrestfeding prctices, appropdriaepreg-
nmacy and nursing diets, treatment of infant diar-
rhea, diseases requiring vaccination, and animal 
and vegetable protein sources. Management of 
this program was exceptional, as indicated by 
prompt food deliveries, an excellent record-
keeping system, uniform and accurate infant 
weighing procedures, weekly home follow-up 
visits for absent or sick mothers, and monthly 
visits from the provincial directrices. It was 

learned from the program that dependence on 
Title II foods inhibits the potential expansion of 
tducationhis program and endangers its continuation; 
Title II programs can be used to gather data for 
Project design; and requiring all mothers topay to 
participate in the food and nutrition education 
program kept the individual centers self-sustain-
ing and crWted a sens of responsibility for the 
mothers. It is recommended that Title II organi-
zations establish cooperative relationships with 

relevant ministries; that methods be devised to 
phase out the donated food component; and that 
a.."ndance be increased without diminishing the 
education program's impact. A 29-item French 
and English bibliography (1972-80), footnotes, 
and various other appendices are included. 

PL480 Tlle II: a study of the 

impact of a food as tance 
program in Hie Philippines 

PN-AAJ-622 

Blumenfeld, Stewart; Flores, Maria B.; et al. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Asia. Philippines 
Aug 1982, xi 147p. +6 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. program evaluation reporg no.6 
492PL02 

The relatively high Prevalence of malnutrition 
among preschool children in the Philippines is a 
persistent and serious problem. This evaluation is 
designed to assess the nutritional impact, cost-ef
fectiveness, and achievements of AID.'s 
PL 480, T eII program in the Philippines and to 
produce information which will enhance the pro-
gram's effectiveness. It is concluded that the Ma
temallUild Health (MCII) and Day Care pro-
grams are effective in combatting the highest 
priority malnutrition (in childre under 6), and so 
havethegreatestnutritionalimpact(asevidenced 
by weight gains by beneficiaries), but that School 
Feedingaddressesalowernutritionalpriorityand 

does solffectively. MCH and. to alesserde
gree, Day Care were also found to the most cost
effective. The Food for Work program, while 
providing positive and equitable community 
benefits, failed to have a substantial or sustained 
impact on individual participant households. 
More regular delivery of commodities in greater 
amounts is required for optimum program effec
tiveness. In future Tile I allocations in the Phil. 
ippines, MCH and Day Care should be accorded 

the highest Priority, followed by the School 
Feeding and then Food for Work programs until 
the latter two programs are phased out. Other 
Child Feeding and Adult Feeding activities k.k 
integrated developmental objectives and should 
have fifth priority, but on strictly humanitarian 
grounds. The Snack Food program should have 
lowest pfioity, inspite ofits revenne-geneting 
potential, since its audience is adequately nour
ished and more economically advantaged. Les
sons learned include the need for beer assess
ment of the long-term impact of supplemenbutry 
feeding programs and for increased long-tei, 
grass-roots involvement of nutritionists and nu
trition planners in Tile Hdecisionmaking. Expe
rience also suggests that programs covering the 
family as a unit will be more cost-effective than 
those benefiting children alone. 

Sri Lanka: the impact of Pl 4M 

Title I food assistance 

PN-AAJ-623 

Steinberg, David l.;Adamczyk, Christine;etal. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Oct 1982, 38p. +9 appendices, Eng.
 
AI.D. project impact evaluation report, no.39
 

The Government of Sri Lanka (GSL) hasalong 
history of food support to its population, aided 
since 1956byaPL480Tile Iprogramwhichhas 
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provided some $277 million worth of food-
mainly wheat flour and wheat. This impact
evaluation is the first of a seres of country 
PL480- studies. Tile I continued to provide 
food aid despite wide changes in U.S. policy and 
in Sri Lanka's political and economic life. 
Apparently, the commodities did not affect 
domestic rice production, which increased; the 
rehtively minor production of coarse grains was 
reduced, howev,:r. While the wheat and flour did 
not reach many uf the rural poor-who prefer to 
purchase rice, using food stamps-its availability 
may have fired rice for broader consumption. 
Groups at high-risk of malnutrition have not 
received any special benefits. The self-help 
measures in the Tide I agreemcnts have been 
virtually superfluous because the GSL has on its 
own pursued sound rural development policies. 
Atanyrate,proceeds from commodity sales were 
credited to a general account and cannot be 
identified. On balance, the program has probably 
contributed positively to U.S.-Sri Lanka relations 
and has been modestly helpful in relieving U.S. 
grain surpluses and opening sales possibilities for 
U.S. firms. Tide I provides Sri Lanka with a 
significant positive balance of payments and is 
treated by the GSL as a multi-year resource, 
although it is programmed annu.ly. An 
innovative multi-year commitment of food aid 
which would not require GSL policy reform nor 
involve Title ]fl administrative costs is 
recommended. The PL 480 experience in Sri 
Lanka suggest. thatTitl- I is policy neutral in its 
effe.s, despiteatemptstointegrateitintooverall 
assistance strategies. Self-help measures need not 
be quantified annually when a country's basic 
policies am sound; if self-help measures must be 
quantified, an adequate monitoring system is 
needed. This evaluation also shows that Title I 
commodities do rot have to be consumed di'ectly 
by targeted gro'ups; itwould be wel for donors to 
understand local food demand patterns. Finally, 
provision of Title I commodities requires detailed 
analysis of a country's ability to forecast 
production and consumption. Seven reports on 
various aspects of Sri Lanka's food supply are 
appended. 

Food aid and development: the 
impact and effectiveness of 
bilateral PL 480 Title I-type
assistance 

PN-AAL-003 

Clay, Edward J.; Singer, Hans W. 
U.S. Agencyfor Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluatici 

Dec 1982, x, 65p. + attachments, Eng. 

AI.D. program evaluation discussion paper, 


no. 15 


Food aid programs operate today within the 
contexts of priority for the relatively poorest 
countries, a multiplicity of food donors, tighter 
food markets, restrictive host country financial 
regimes, and an increasing focus on food aids de-
velopmental potential This report surveys exist-
ing literature on the nearly 30-year-old PL 480 
program to assess the direct and developmental 
impacts of program food aid (Titles l and lII) on 
recipient countries. An analysis of the direct im- 
pact of Tide I programs discusses why food aid 
may be an inferior form of resource transfer, in-
vestigates the food import problems of low-in-
come countries and the relation between food aid 
and food security, and evaluates the use of food 
aid as balance of payments supporLThe develop-
mental impactof food aidisdiscussed next, with 
special attention given to its incentive and disin-
centive effects; the role of changing tastes; the 
impact of food aid on government policies, 
nutrition, income distribution, and production 
technology; and the results of targeting poorer 
groups. Adiscussion of programming and opera-
tional issues covers the increasing importance of 
donor effectiveness, the relation c food aid to 
other development assistance programs, and 
conditionality requirements for host country self-
help measurs. Abrief summary of the highly di-
verse impacts of food aid on development con-
cluaes the report Appendices include a review of 
food aid in India and a six-page list of references 
(1936-81). 

PL 480 Title I:the Egyptian case
 

PN-AAL-01 5 

Blue, Richard N.; Dunlop, David W.; et al. 
U.S. Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office ofEvaluation 

Jun 1983, xix, 48p. +9 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. project impact evaluation repor no. 45 
263PL01 

The history and varied impcts of 'he PL 480 
Tide I program in Egypt (reinoam,_in 1974 fol
lowing a break in 1967) are assessed in light of 
Government of Egypt (GOE) policies and fooAd 
needs. Also assessed is the program's impact on 
U.S. objectives. Major conclusions are: (1) To 
the extent that it reduces the cost of food imports 
essential to the GOE's policy of ensuring a 
plentiful supply of cheap bread, Tide I supports 
policies that act as disincentives to fanters (de
spite evidence that improved technologies could 
increase production by 50%); 1967-74 data 
support the inference of a disincentive effect. 
Population growth and other pressures, however, 
may force the GOE to improve domestic pro
duction; options for doing so are presented. (2) 
Wheat distribution by the Ministry of Supply 
tends to strengthen the Ministry's control over 
all elements of the food distrilbtion chain, pos
sibly making it difficult to reorient the system-
which has eliminated or severely reduced re
gionally centered private marketing and pro
cessing of wheat and wheat flour--toward in
cresed local production. (3)General data (it is 
almost impossible to disaggregate Title I wheat 
from the total supply) show that daily per capita 
caloric intake has reached nearly 2,800 and that 
infant morality increases when the wheat supply 
is interrupted, but also that there may be in
creased obesity and diabetes due to high caibo
hydrate intake. (4) Self-help provisions have 
been poorly monitored by USAID/E, although 
policy dialogue, Egyptian coordination, and the 
specificity of the agreements have improved 
since 1979. (5) Title Lwhich the GOE considers 
critical to U.S.-Egyptian relations, has helped 
ensure the U.S. foreign policy objective--which 
has been overriding--of Egyptian stability, a 
key factor in the Mideast peace process. (6) 
Marketing and budg-lary effects have been lim
ited. The United States should continue to en
courage GOE efforts to adjust its agricultnal 
pricing policy in order to ensure that this largest 
of all Tide I programs fully complies with the 
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letter and spirit of recent PL 480 legislation and 
U.S. development policy initiatives. Included are 
25 tables, 13 figures, several complementary 
analyses, and a40-item bibliography (1968-82). 

Impact of PL 480 Title I inPeru: 

food aid as an effective 
development resource 

PN-AAL-021 

Johnson, TWg;Bery, Bizabeih B.;etal. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Office of Evaluation 


Oct 1983, xvii,49p. + 10 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. project impact evaluation repor4 no. 47 

Peru's experience with PL 480 Title I food aid
provides somne important lessons, t cially re-

garding USAID/P's success in integrating Title I 
into overall AID. assistance. The Title I pro-
gram's in-country context, key elements, and im-
pacts in Peru, 1978-83, are herein reviewed. 
While it is difficult to isolate Title I impacts on 
agricultural production or nutritional status, sev-
eral results of long-term imporiance can be noted. 
USAID/P's use of Tide I-generated local curren-
cy to provide counterpart funding has kept US-
AID/Pdevelopmentprojectsfullyfundedintimes 
of economic crisis, allowed the Mission to re-
spond quickly to new initiatives and special 
projects, leveraged additional Government of 
Peru (GOP) resources into successful projects 
launched with the help ofTitle I resources, and, 
perhaps most importantly, significantly increased 
funding for PVO Food for Work projects. Its in-
clision as par of the U.S.-GOP project level dia-
logue indicates Title I's integration into the total 
USAID/P program. On the other hand, the year-
to-year uncertainty of Ttle I resources makes 
programming hazardous, sometimes forcing 
projects to be terminated or reduced, even, as in 
the case of reforestation, to thejeopardy ofprevi-
ous gains. Further, USAID/P development ob-
jectives seem to carry no weight in AID/W pro-
gram decisions. The program's instability is 
further increased by the sometimes conflicting 
aims pursued by the many agencies defining 
yearly pog-ams and by U.S. and GOP staff and 
institutional "hanges. It isnoted that the actions of 
special interests (such as the U.S. rice lobby in 
1982), when not coordinated through Embassy 
channels, can jeopardize U.S. foreign policy in-
terest. A pilot 3-4 year Title I program is recom-
mended to eliminate program uncertainties and 
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allow USAID/P to exert greater policy leverage, 
e.g., in rforming agricultural credit policies, and 
to allow the programming of local currencies to 
be integrated with the Peruvian budget cycle 
rather than the Tale I cycle. Appendices include, 
interia, overiiewsofPeu'seconomic tuation 
since 1968, of PL 480 programs, and of the uses 
oflocalarrency 1955-65and 1979-82,and a67-

iemn bibliography (1961-82). 

Comparative Rlalys of fin 

PL 480 Title I impact evaluation 

studies 

PN-AAL-030 

Dunlop, David W.; Adamczyk, Christine; etal. 
U.S. Agency for IntemationalDevelopment 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
Offica of Evaluation (Sponsor) 

Dec 1983, xiv, 62p. +annexes, Eng. 
AI.D. program evaluation discussion paper, 


no. 19
 

A comparative analysis ofthe findings of imract 
evaluations of PL 480 Tide I programs in Bang-
ladesh, Egypt, Jamaica, Peru, and Sri Lanka is 

presented. Initial sections describe changes in 
U.S. agriculture and policies since Title I's in-
ception in 1954, and the resulting effect on 
PL 480 programming. Next discussed are the 
vaioushostcuntcontextsandtheirevolution, 
including two cases (Egypt and Peru) where 
Title I aid was interrupted. A teview of socoeco-
nomic development in the five countries high-
lights differing possibilitiesfor program impact. 
Assessment of Title I's macroeconomic impact 
shows that the impact on balance of payments 
support, while positive in each case, was more 
aparent in counties with greater economic con-
straints (Bangladesh, Jamaica) and that the pro-
gram tended to directly benefit the more affluent 
in Jamaica and Peru. Evaluation of microecon-
onrc and development impacts reveals apiduc-
tion disincentive effect since the early 1960s for 
one or more food crops, although these disincen-
fives may be offset by improvements in food im-
port policy.The impact on nutritional status and 
dietary patterns was found to vary: wheat con-
sumptionincreasedin Egygt and Sri Lanka, while 
the program helped place a floor on caloric intake 
in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. A final zection 
notes that Title Ihaspromoted U.S. foreign poLcy 
aims but has not strengthened U.S. agricultural 
markets or (except in Bangladesh) policy dia-
logue. It is concluded that: either Title I's multi-

yearoption or amodified Title MIIwould provide 
significant programmatic and policy improve
ments; self-help agreements are too vague and 
should be replaced by arolling i-year planning 
exercise, qs in Peru; improved coordinaton be
tween food and nonfood donors, especially the 
International Monetary Fund, can increase the 
likelihood of desired policy changes and mini

mize host country logistical problems. Further 
data needs are to measure more precisely the 

long-and short-nm disincentiveeffectsofPL 480 on large and marginal programs and to better 

document the nutrition and dietary pattern im
pacts of food aid, especially Tide I. The impact 
evaluations demonstrate tLe need to monitor 
AID. programs continuously. 

Jamaica: the impact and 
effectk~iess of the PL480Tile I program 

PN-AAL-O35 

Sidman, Bany; Crosswell, Michael; etal. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaluaton 

Feb 1984, xv, 3 1p. + 12appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. project impact evaluation repor, no. 51 
532PL01 

The impact of A.LD.'s PL 480,TidelIprogram 
in Jamaica during the period 1975-80 is evaluat
ed. Despite increases in PL 480 and other direc 
and indirect forms ofAJ.D. asistance, Jamaica's 
economy continued to decline during the period: 
the Gross Domestic Product fell 14%; unemploy
ment rose 5%to 27%; and production remained 
overly dependent on imports with no increased 
export capacity. PL 480 food aid, which averaged 
$10mllionannually(1977-80),atbestalleviae 
the symptoms of economic crisis--while at the 
same time increasing the country's foreign debt. 
Positively, PL 480 aid did not increase food im
ports (although it may have affected their compo
sition), because post-1975 Jamaican policies 
stimulated domestic food production and helped 
reduce food imports by 54%; this indicates the 
importance ofhost country food import policies 
in determining potential disincentive effects of 
food aid. Self-help measures had little if any ef
fect on Jamaican development, although agree
ment on counterpart allocations stimulated line 
ministries to meet their implementation responsi
bilities to avoid forfeiting future PL 480 funds. 
Reports on self-help measures should be given 
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importance in designing and implementing Tle I 
programs. While generally consonant with 
PL 480 objectives, the program did not directly 
promote the key objectives ofeconomic reform 
and structural adjustment; nor are these suffi-
ciently ensured by agreements with the Intena-
tional Monetary Fund, agreements which US-
AED/J should scrutinize carefully. Further, the 
program's foreign policy and balance of pay-
ments justifications clashed and ultimately over-
came market development objectives, although 
this was perhaps inevitable given the economic 
situation. Recommendations are that: school 
feeding be either phased out or supplied by corm-
terpaxi funds and local commodity purchases; ef-
forts be made to ensure tha all parties participate 
in determining self-help measures and local cur-
rency uses; and Title I impacts be evaluated on the 
basis of economic indicators and policy concems 
rather than such elements as institutional change, 
tedhnology transfer, and small farmer benefits. 

Pl 480 Title 1: a discussion of 
impact evaluation results andrecommendations 

PN-AAL-044 

Rogers, Beatrice Lorge; Walerstein, Mitchel B. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Centerfor Development Informationand
Evaluation 

Feb 1985, vii, 24p. 2 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. program evaluation report, no. 13 

In April 1983, A.I.D.'s Office of Evaluation 
convened a 4-day conference to discuss the re-
sults ofa2-yearefct to evaluate the impacts of 
the PL 480 Title Iprogram. This report summa-
fizes discussion by the conferees on: (1)the var-
ied impacts of Title I food delivery, e.g., in terms 
of agricultural disincentives, food self-reliance, 
policy rfom, and structural adjustment; and (2) 
the various mechanisms (e.g., single-year vs. 
multi-year programming, self-help agreements, 
and commodity mix) used to administer the 
Title I program. All conferees agreed that the 
Title I progm could be improved by: imple-
mernting multi-year programming; integrating 
food aid with other development assiste.nce; 
making self-help agreements more specific and 
food delivery more timely. food by 
volume instead of value; giving recipient coon-
tries a greater sayin the choice of food commodi-
ties; improving A.LDJhost country policy dia-

logue; accepting the inefficiency of the multi-
agency structure; and promoting the involvement 
ofthe private sector. A summary of action taken 
on these recommendations since the conference 
concludes the report. Summaries of impact stud-
ies in Sn Lanka, Peru, Egypt, Jamaica, and Ban-
gladesh are appended. 

School 
feeding proramin 

developing countries: an
analysis of actual and potential
im ct 

PN-AAL-060 

Levinger,Beryl 
Columbia Universily. Teachers College. Horace
 

Mann-bncoln Institute
 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau forFood for Peace and Voluntary

Assistance. Office of Program, Policy and
 
Evaluation (Sponsor) 


Jan 1986, x, 99p. +bibliography: staisticaltable,Eng.
A I.D. evaluation special study, no. 30 

Studies of the effects of school feeding pro-
grams (SFPs) on student attendance and (nrol-
ment, nutritional status, and cognitive develop-
ment are assesed. 

Regardig SEP impact on attendance and en
rollment: (1) 3 retrospective analyses and 6 
comparative studies proved inconclusive, al-
though the latter suggest that SFPs may be most 
effective in poorer areas where attendance is 

low, and that program regularity is a key factor, 
(2) of 8 studies covering II countries and based 
mainly on teachers' impressions, 7 noted a posi-
tive impact of SFPs on attendance and enroll-
ment, although methodological imprecisions 
make these findings suspect. Studies from Gua-
temala and Nepal on the general impact of nutr-
tional status on school attendance were re-
viewed. Both suggested that SFPs designed to 
improve nutritional status will indirectly im-
prove attendance and performance as well. The 
Nepal study also found that the influence of nu-
tritional status on enrollment may differ between 
boys and gids. Regarding cognitive develop-
ment (1)general studies of the relation of diet to 
ognitive development showed a positive cone-

lation between the two, but also that a climate of 
poverty compounds dysfunctions due to malnu-
tution; (2) of 4 studies of the specific impact of 
SFPs on ccgnitive development, 2 lacked base-

line data and proved inconclusive, while the 
other 2 suggest that exogenous factors affect 
performance as much as SFPs themselves, but 
also that SFPs are not designed to mitigate these 
factors; (3) 6 studies of short-term behavioral 
effects of SFPs provided conflicting results, but 
suggest that the provision of breakfast may en
hance performance; (4) 5 studies of long-term 
behavioral effects of SFPs were seriously flawed 
methodologically. The repor also examines how 
SFPs can help improve a school system's effi
ciency, especially inrelation to attendance and 
academic performance. A final section proposes 
recommendations for operations research on 3 
issues-the changes SFPs promote and for 
whom they promote them, the interdependence 
of these changes, and the ideal SFP design. A 9
page bibliography (1949-83) is appended. 

Evaluation of the emergency
food assistance program: 
syt esis report 
PN-AAL-082 
Wood, Dennis H.; Baron, Albert, 

Brovn, Vincent W.
 
Devres, Inc.
 
U.S. Agency for International Development
 

Bureau forFood for Peace and Voluntary
 
Assistance. Office of Program, Policy and
 
Evaluation (Sponsor)
 

Nov 1986, xxiv, 81p. +2appendice, Eng. 
AI.D. program evaluation repor4 no. 16 
U.S. respon eto the African famine,
 

1984-1986, v. 1
 

9380800 

Provided herein is a detailed examination of the 
U.S. Food Assistance program in OCad,Mali, and 
theSudan during 1984-5.Theprogramhelped6 
million people in Sudan, 2 million in Mali, and 
over a million in Chad cope with the worst food 
crisis ofwritten record. The program succeeded 
by identifying food distribution channels--espe
cially PVOs and the private sector (coordination 
with other donors helped in Mali and Cha d 
only)-and by utilizing all distribution modes, 
including specialized feeding programs (which 
allowed targeted beneficiaries to be reached reg
ularly), monetization (a key component in all 3 
countries), and general distribution (effective 
when we'-monitored). Also, the tradional cop
ing mechanisms (e.g., sharing, use of famine 
foods) of the affected populations served greatly 
to extend the distribution of emergency foods. 
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Programeffectivenesswas enhanced bythe use of 
socioeconomic and nutzition/health data to target 
needy persons and areas for supplemental feed-
ing. This was especially evident in Ch; ladck of 
suplemental feeding in Sudan and Mali reduced 
the impact on those most at risk, especially chil-
dren. Packaging of resources (e.g., providing 
technical assistance, money, seeds, transpo as 
wel as food) also increased efectiveness, partic-
ularly for certain distribution modes such as re-
settlement in Chad. Although the 3 USAID's per-
formed well, given limited staff resources, 
program management suffered in that it was at-
tempted within normal development channels, 
and mostly by persons with ltle orno emergency 
food aid experience. There was a stiking lack of 
preparedness--although th, drought was already 
in its third year-on the part of USAID's, donors, 
and host governments; needs assessments were 
faroffthemark, due to lack ofaccuratedaa.Aso, 
monitoringwasintroducedlateandfocusedm ore 
on adherence to procedures than on impact as- 
sessment. Development programs in the three 
countries were not being aimed at raising inade- 
quate income levels-the root of both underde-
velopment and food emergercies. Nor, except for 
resettlement efforts in Chad and minor Food for 
Work projects in Mali, did the program address 
the income problem. Included is a detailed strate-
gy,based on lessons learned during the program, 
for achieving U.S. emergency food assistance 
objectivts. 

Analysis of policy formation and 

progrmi nagement 

PN-AAL-083 

Siegel, Stanley; Gutman, Harvey, et a. 
Development Associates, Inc. 
U.S. 1ency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Progr.am andPolicy Coordination. 
CeauterforDevelopmentnformation and 

AI.D. progr'am evaluation report,no. 17zNov 1986, oii,93p. +3appendices, Eno. 

U.S. response to twAfncan famine, 
19 4-1986, v.2 

Whfile the efforts of U.S. and international do-
nors saved many African lives during the 1984-
86 drought and famine, coordinated disaster 
relief (DR) needs improvement. This paper 
revitws the policy formation and management 
of the U.S. food response and suggests methods 
for improving DR for future emergencies. An 
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opening section presents ahistory of past and 
present DR efforts and the prospects for imple-
menting successf future programs in the face 
of an increasingly difficult world economic en-
vironmental, and political situation. Giver that 
disasters oftea occur across n4donl borders or 
in "unfriendly" countries, the political aspect of 
DR (including managemen, issues and the ievel 
and mode of emergency famine assistance) 
weighs heavily. In response to this, ,he report 
recommends that an intemational task force, 
composed of African and donor representatives, 
be created under the aegis of the World Bank. 
Plans are presented for gaining the necessary 
legislative and economic (including supplemen-
tal funding) support for DR. Methods for utiliz-
ing and/or upgrading existing early warning 
systems (EWSs) to better anticipate emergency 
situations are given and recommend,:',ns are 
presented for: integrating national EWSs; defin-
ingtheroleofhostgovemments; using EWSsin 
development programs; and evaluae ig EWS 
projects. Because the U.S will probably play a 
key role infuture DR programs (as it has done in 
the past), attention is given to which manage-
ment structure the U.S. should adopt. Recom-
mendations are also given for managing assis-
tance to refugees and coordinating the inputs of 
other agencies. A thorough review and detailed 
recommendations for implementing DR pro-
grams is given including logistics and transpor-
tation, and the coordination of donor activities. 
Much of the implementation of past DR pro-
grams has been dependent on PVOs which, be-
cause they are in the field, play a Inge role in 
disbursing relief goods. Recommendations are 
given for maintaining good relations with the 
public and Congress, both of which provide im-
portant DR support. Because emergency relief 
is, by nature, short-term, methods are given for 
turning DR into recovery and eventually devel-
opnent efforts; ways of doing so and the roles of 
donors and host governments comprise the sub-
jects of the final chapcer. 

EVaIl'ption of the Afican 

emergency food assistance 
program in Chad, 1984-1985 

PN-AAL-091 

Brom, Vincent W.; Brovm, Ellen Patterson; et al. 
Devres, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for InternationalDevelopment. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
Center for Development Information andEvaluation (Sponsor) 

Jun 1987, xV,48p. +8appendices: charts, map, 
statistical tables, Eng. 

A.I.D. evaluation specialstudy, no. 48
 
Eafliered.: PN-AAV-790
 

AID. and other donors mounted a massive 
emergency effort to feed the 1.5 million Cadi
ans affected by the 1984-85 drought. Despite its 
shortcomings, the program was a success. ac
cording to this evaluation. Based on secondary 
sources review and interviews and observations 
in Washington, D.C. and in the field, the evalu
ation presents detailed findings, conclusions, 
and recommendations in five key areas-tim
ing, management, impact, health and nutrition, 
and tramstion to development. Tuning. Due to a 
lack of early warning, emergency preparedness, 
and contingency plans, available amounts of 
emergency food were insufficient in late ', 84 
and early 1985, diluting program effectiveness. 
Chad's weak transportation and logistical sys
tems-compounded by political problems-
proved major obstacles. Management. The 
management strategy of using the World Food 
Programme (WFP) and PVOs, supported by a 
network of action committees under the Gov
eminent of Chad (GOC), as the main imple
menting agencies proved very successful Fuller 
and earlier delegation by AID/W to USAID/C 
of contracting responsiblity would have helped 
avoid delays. Impact. Alihough insufficient i, 
late 1984 and early 1985, emergency food as
sisnce was targeted uaccessfully and saved 
many lives, especially among the needy who 
received food in targeted programs of the WFP 
and PVOs rather than through general distri
tion. Resettlement programs successfully lirit
ed the creation of spontaneous camps; some of 
those resettled were taught productive agricul
tn-al techniques. Health and nutrition. The GOC 
depended heavily on donors and PVOs to defire 
the health and nutritional impacts of the famine. 
PVOs in particular did an excellent job of idm
tifying geographical areas for emergency food 
distribution. However, lack of infrastrcture 
getyinhibiti health effort. Vitamin Adefi
ciency was neither assessed nor treated, nor was 
oral rehydrajion therapy used extensively. 
Transition to development. The siLft from 

emergency relief to development was facilitated 

by mechanisms such as food for work and re
settlement. The transition needs, however, to 
account for persons still at rsk and to develop a 
strategy in case the drought rectus in 1986. In
cluded are 10 general recommendations for fu
ture emergency food distrbtion programs. 
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8.0 Food Aid and Disaster Relief
 

Evaluation nf the African 

emergency food assistance 

program InMall, 1984-1985 

PN-AAL-092 

Baron, A/b~rt R.; Hammond, Peter' 
Swartzendruber, H.D. 

Devras 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Programand PolicyCoordination. 
Centr for Development Information and 
Evaluaton (Sponsor) 

Jun 1987, x, 57p. +8 appendices: map, 

statistical tables, Erg. 


A.LD. evaluation specialstudy, no. 49 

Earliered.:PN-AAV-789 


An emergency food aid program ofA.I.D. and 
other donors helped the Government of Mali 
(GOM)combatthe 1984-85 drought,theworston 
record in that food-deficit, drought-prone coun-
try. This evaluation, based on document review 
and interviews, provides findings and recom-
mendations in key areas of the program, to which 
AID. allocated 95 irs of emergency food 
(worth $46 a Mion). Poor timing reduced pro-
gram impact and cost-effectiveness. A 6-month 
delay in the anival of emergency food at prt-a 
prcblem compounded by lack of contingency 
platning-led to shortfalls in the emergency food 
available in the period (March-Juno) before the 
rmins and again early in the July-August rainy 
season. USAIDIM devised an effective food dis-
tribution strategy, which consisted of: using the 
well-established mechanisms of the Mali Grain 
Marketing Board (OPAM) to distribute food 
supplies in urban areas (Yhere they were aug-
mented by monetization of Title H foodgrain); 
using indigenous private voluntary organizations 
and donor agencies to manage free distribution in 
runaareas and promoting close donorcoopera-
tion with the GOM. This strategy overcame the 
serious deficiencies of prior programs and got 
emergency food supplies to some 2 million peo-
ple. Distribution was well targeted, rations were 
appropriate and sufficient, and losses and misuse 
of food were small. But, an inadequate needs as-
sessment led both the GOM and donors to seri-
ously tmderestimate the need foremergency food 
inruralareas. Also, while donorcoordination was 
strong at thenational level (despite strained GOM 
and USAID/M resources), local-level planning 
lagely ad hoc and uncoordinated. Even so, the 
program was decisive in averting massive rural 
famine and ewdu&USAID/M also helped egab-

lish an effective system of cholera control andEauaoment and financed important studies toassess 

Mali's overall drought situation and its 1985.86 
agutr sitaon. 7Te reporincludes general
recommendations to relat erucgency food pro
grams in Mali more closely to national food 
lrt.dtegies, as wen as several detailed annexes. 

___________,_ 

Evaluation of the African
 
emergency food assistance 

program in Sudan, -1 5 
PN-AAL-093 

Brown, Vincent W.; Stolba, Soheir Sukkai, et al. 
Devres, Inc 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation (Sponsor) 

Jun 1987, xxv, 63p. +5 appendices: charts, 
maps, statistical tables, Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation special study, no. 50 

A.D.'s massiv e- emergency food program to 
combat the 1984-85 drought in Sudan is ev -luat-
cd in this report. Although the program critically 
benefited millions of people, it could have had 
greater impact and been more cost effective. 
AID.'s plans to have foods in position prior to 
the rainy season failed, causing serious delys and 
shortfalls in food delivery. As a partial result, 
timeliness was a oontinuing problem-nearly 12 
months elapsed between each USAID/S request 
and full disribudion of the foods. An added prob-
lem was tho inability of other agencies and the 
host govement to meet their obligations on 
time. Prograum L.anagement was good given the 
small and inexperienced USAID/S staff, AED/ 
W's iaflexible management system, and a deci-
sin to cooudinte with other donors at the country 
level (thus placing the burden on USAID/S). 
USAID/S effectively used the privaL. sector, local 
governments, andprivate'.ohuntaryorganizations 
(PVOs) in mranaging the program, astrategy that 
helped develop local food emergency capacities. 
On dic other hand, USAID/S's failure to link the 
food emergency with long-term develnpment led 
to very late rehabilitation responses. PVOs 
proved especially effective, but private contrac-
tors we reluctant to deliverfood to remote arrs. 
Rural people, especially in those areas, received 
too little food and did not receive it when needed, 
Theprog:.a substantially limited migration fom 
villages, but initiated supplemental feeding late 
and health inpjts hardly at al Title imonetiza-

doninubareasdidnotwowellduetolackof 
distribution and financial controls. 

Development impacts of 
program food aid: a synthesis of
donor findings and currentrnsadsrtge 
trends and strategies 

PN-AAX-239 

Vondal, Pdcia J. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program andPolicy Coordination. 
Center forDevelopment Information and 
Evaluation 

(Meebng of the Expert Group on Evaluation of 
the DevelopmentAssistance Committee, 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development, US, Feb 1990) 

A I.D. program evaluation discussion paper, no. 
30, Jun 1990, 21p., Eng. 

For the past two decades, donor food aid pro
grams have had their greatest impact at the mac
roeconomic level in the form of balance of pay
ments and budgetary support; in many cases, 
these programs were critical to sustaining debtor 
govemments. Recently, however, the strain of 
structural adjustment programs on the poor has 
renewed interest in the uses of program food aid 
for its iginal objective--the alleviaion of hun
ger. Accordingly, many donors have attempted to 
iniff-ence recipient govemments to use local cur
rency gencrations for agriculnural projects and to 
reform their food policies. In general, however, 
this approach has been hampered by limited 
managerialand financial resources when only one 
donoris involved, as well as by the complexity of 
food security issues. Multi-donor approaches, 
wE'.h have been coordinated by the World Food 
Progn'mame and focused on implementing food 
and agriculture policy reforms, have proven more 
r.omising. Several related lessons have been 
learned from these efforts: (1)to attain the goal of 
food security, donors and recipient governments 
must negotiate a set of mutually supportive smt
egies for the use of donor common Prods; 
(2) these negotiations must be supported by 
multi-yearcommitmentsofdonorsuppot; (3)the 
strategies devdloped must be based on a joint, un
biased analysis of the underlying causes offood 
insecurity in tL-redpientcontry, and (4) the use 
of food aid to alleviate hunger requires that vul
nerable groups be identified at the program plan
ning stage. 
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9.1 DEMOCRATIC 
INITIATIVES 

A.I.D.'s experience with 
democratic initiatives: areview 
of regional programs inlegal 
Institution building 

PN-AAX-232 

Mason, John P. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Infonnation andEvaluation 

Feb 1990, x, 43p., Eng.ALD. programevatondiscussion pape,no. 29 

AJ.D.'s experience in promoting democratic 
institutions in developing countries ha. pro-
duced only modest results. To review AID.'s 
involvement in this area, this report examines 
the Agency's legal institution building pro-
grams, using a set of four criteria-management 
organization, intitution building effectiveness, 
improvements inluman rghts, and sustainabili-
ty. The assessnent revealed real constraints in 
the management organization of the programs 
and projects. While these may result from inad-
equate coordination with the Mission or A.LDJ 
W, they may also reflect a lack of full commit-
ment by the Agency to democratic development. 
Further, the more ambitious goals of legal re. 
form or transformation ofjudicial systems have 
simply not been met. Much the same is true of 
human rights improvements; no sense of broad 
societal changes in attitudes or behavior could 
be detected. Moreever in cases tested, it did not 
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appear that democratic initiatives would be ms-
tained after the withdrawal of AID. funding. 
The report argues, however, that AID. can 
make a significant contribution to improving le-
gal institutional structures inacountry which 
initiates such improvement and openly accepts 
U.S. assistance. It is probably also necessary that 
the initiating country already possesses a basic 

legal system on which it can build. Lessons 
learned are that: (1) to achieve success, the 
Agency as a whole must transmit the substance 
and process of democratic development, and not 

simply the form, to developing countries; (2)
regional bureaus must gear program priorities 
for democratic initiatives to country-specific 
needs; and (3) Missions must be actively in-
volved in designing and implementing demo-
cratic initiatives and not depend simply on a 
centralized AJ.DW effort 

92 URBANIZATION 

AND HOUSING 

1 

Impact evaluation of housing
guaranty programs In Panama 

PN-AAL-008 

McDonald, Ann W.; Sorock, Maigatita; etal. 
US. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Office ofEvaluationhp 

Mar 1983, xi, 31p. + 4 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. project impact evaluaton report, 

no. 41 
525HG08; 525HG09 

began in 1974-75 to reorient housing guranty 
(HG) projects toward the poor majority. This 
report describes and evaluates the impact of the 
first two completed HG programs exemplifying
this reorientation. inthe Nuevo Chorillo Hous
ing Cooperative Project, physical outputs, ie., 
housing solutions, were surpassed, bit consider. 
able delinquency in loan repayments to the co

operative and the latter's lack of a working sys
tern to promote community development make 
replication of the project doubtful. In the slum 
upgrading project at San Miguelito, basic infra

structure and services were provided as planned, 
but major revisions were made in the type and 
number of low-cost housing units due to weak 
demand and rapidly rising costs. Evaluation of 
the projects' impacts on beneficiaies was ex
tremely difficult because the program planners
tended to treat physical outputs as project pur

poses. The most dramatic, positive impect, con
fimed by beneficiary interviews, was an im
proved standard of living, especially in Nuevochorilo. Itisreomened tha futur HGIprojects: (1) include short-term indicators of 

benefciary impact (e.g., reduced population 
densities, time and labor savings, provision of 
basic services, cost-efficiency of solutions); (2) 
determine beneficiaries' housing preferences 
and seek their participaton; (3)obtain data on 
specific low-income target groups as to eirc
pacity and willingness to pay for alternative 
housing; (4) reliably calculate affordability 
through a full accounting of carrying costs and 
available household income; (5) seek more in
novative cost reduction methods (e.g., less costly 
materials, lower construction standards, self
help construction with technical assistance); andns iowihtcialsssne)an 
(6) recognize that subsidies may be required in
definitely to ensure the accessibility of low-in
come housing. Finally, since inlation and pro
gram reorientation have reduced the number of 
jobs generated by the HG program, adjunct pro
grams to provide jobs for unasklled laborers in 

In response to AILD.'s "New Directions" pol- other fields (e.g., light manufacturing) should be 
icy, the Government of Panama and USAID/P supported. 
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Role of urbanization innational 
development: bridging the rural-
urban didde 

PN-AAX-221 

Mason, Jchn P. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 

Jul 1989, ix, 43p. +attachments: charts,
statistica! tables, Eng.vabluatong.Ai. rogam dnaicz, 

AID.O. program evaluaton discussion paper,
no.27 

Since the late 1960s, A.ID. and much of the 
donor community have adopted rural-based 
development strategies-often deemphasizing 
urbanization or even considering it as a problem. 
This paper discusses the importance of urban-
ization in overall national development, with a 
specific focus on rural-urban linkages. It is 
argued that urbanization in developing countries 
falls along a continuum of two extreme theor-
etical types: Type L in which urbaization 
contributes to national economic growth; and 
Typel, inwhichitiscoincidentfithinadequate 
growth and even underdevelopment. Generally, 
countries in the Near East share characteristics 
of Type I, sub-Saharan countries share char-
acteristics of Type IL while Asian and Latin 

American nations share a mixture of both types. 
Government policies affecting human settlement 
and economically motivated rural-to-urban 
migration have been two key factors influencing 
urbanization. Equally important is the character 
of rural-urban linkages, which encompass eco-
nomic, technological, spatial, infrastructural, 
financial, administrative, and participant (e.g., 
producer, processor, distributor, consumer, etc.) 
aspects. An AiD.-ftmded study ofKutus Town, 
Kenya, is cited to illustrate these features, 
According to the repor, rural-urban linkages in 
Type I urbanization actively contribute to 
dynamic market systems, while linkages in 
Type I1environments fail to create opportunities 
for increased employment or income generation. 
Inreaction to the usual separation of rural and 
mban planning, an ; alytical framework for 
rural-urban linkage development, called 
ARULINKED or "Are You Linked?," is devel-
oped based on A.LD.'s 15-year experience of 
trying to capture and channel energies that 
reinforce both rral and urban development. 
This framework examines patternsof migration, 

86 

backward lir'Ab', off-farm '.,p2oyment, urban 
poverty, Fd mega-city growth. ARUIJNKED 
is also u,ed to generate illustrative questions-
pose interms ofmacro- and sector-level analy-
sis dnd planning issues-to guide project de-
signers and Mission strategists toward a new 
view of urbanizatiMn, 

t 9nizations. 
NARCOTICS 

Review of A.I.D.'s narcoticscontrol development assistance 
program 

PN-AAL-054 

Kumar, Kishna; Carter, Ernest, Samuelson, Stan 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau forProgram and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

Mar 1986, xii,46p. +5appendices:maps, 
statistical tables, Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation specialstudy, no. 29 
3910471; 4930294; 5117271;5110543; 

5270244 

AD.'s experience with narcotics control ac-
tivities has been recent, with most projects still 
in the implementation stage. Nevertheless, in 

concert with the State Department's Bureau of 
International Narcotics Matters and the U.N. 
Fund for Drug Abuse and Control, A.LD. has 
played a significant role in U.S. efforts to con-
trol narcotics production and trade in several 
source countries. This paper reviews AID.'s 
policy, field activities (summarizing those in 
Turkey, Pakistan, Thailand, Peru, and Bolivia), 
key issues inproject implementation, and items 
of special interest in evaluating narcotics con-
trol projects. AID. employs three major inter-
vention strategies in development assistance for 
narcotics control: (1)crop substitution, or, pri-
marily, the identification and introduction of 
crops to replace narcotics; (2) negotiated assis-
tance, providing development assistance to ar-
eas where local and government officials have 
agreed to control narcotics production; and (3) 
area development (believed to be most effec-
tive), to provide new icome and employment 

opprtunities for farmers adversely affected by 
a narcotics control project. Impediments to the 
control of narcotics crop cultivation through 
development have included: host goveoDuAent 
inability or unwillingness to formulate long
term control programs and policies; the high 
profitability of narcotics crops; difficulty in 
reaching remote areas; faltering national econ
omies making narcotics cultivation and trade 
attractive; local cultural acceptance of narcotics 

and thepresence of powerful trafficking orga-
It is recommended that ALD.: (1) 

pursue multidimen!,ional area dtvelopment in 

c-piDiucing areas; (2) design these ini
tiatives for the lczg term; (3) ,end greater
weight to SUC*c toi-ultural factors significant 

narcotics trade and its eradhcation; (4) consider 
giving project management staff freedom to 
plan and act; (5) include in each project a sep
arate unit to mobilize the population against 
narcotics cultivation and trafficking; (6) initiate 
and support public education in potential source 
nations; (7) establish linkages with local law 
enforcement agencies; and (8) exploit project 
evaluations for data collection. 

9.4 EMPLOYMENT 

GENERATION 

A.I.D.'s experience with selected 
employment generation projects 

PN-AAX-203 

Bowles, W.Donald 
U.S. Agency for International Development
 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.

Center for Development Information and
Evaluation 

Mar 1988, xb, 90p. +2 appendices + 2 
attachments, Eng. 

A.LD. evaluation special study, no. 53 

Inresponse to the high levels of Third World 
under- and unemployment, AID. has increas
ingly funded employment generation (EG) 
projects, particularly in the off-fanm sector. This 
study reviews over 30 such projects, with a fo
cus on the policy environment as it relates to 
distortions .n foreign exchange, factor, and 
product pricing. Initial sections present the 
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conflicing views of the employment problem in acknowledging the study's weak empirical (3)Export promotion projects are closely tied to 
the literature, summarize current AID. strate- base) and discusses the study's programming exchange rates-the variable most closely as
gies in the area, and present the basic concept implications. Two areas requiring urgent donor sociated with economic growth, according to a 
underlying the study's approach, namely, that attention are noted: the vitality of the informal World Bank study. (4) SSE projects provided
of aggregate production function, according to sector in creating new jobE and the feasibility of some employment, but sometimes at great cost 
which (other things being equal) increased export promotion projects in the present inter- per job. Ov- rall, the results of EG projects were 
growth means increased employment. The pa- national economic environment. General con- middling or disappointing. Women were gen
per's central section examines five different clusions on the projects studied are as follows. erally given no special consideration, equity
types of EG projects-vocational education, (I) As tools for EG, vocational education pro- was sometimes ill served, management was al
labor-intensive infrastructure, Food for Work grams frequently had poor payoffs, suggesting ways difficult, and the projects were hostage to 
(FW), export promotion, and small-scale en- caution in their future use. (2) Labor-intensive an economic and administrative environment 
terprise (SSE) credit and technical assistance- infrastmcture and FFW projects are promising beyond thei,. control Appendices include a list 
reviewing each type in terms of its success, on paper, yet encountered multiple problems of conditicns promoting the success of the five 
policy context, and lessons learned. A final and typically affected small numbers of work- types of TG, projects studied and a list of sec
section specifies relevant factors in the policy ers. There is a need to strengthen economic total policies, suggesting awide range of policy 
environment for the five areas studied (though analysis of these projects, especially of FFW. option.. 
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and Cross-Cutting Issues
 

IFlexible 
10.1 GENERAL 

Military expenditure and 
economic growth: an overview 
of research 

PN-AAT-504 

Baker, Robet 
U.S. Agency for InternationalDevelopment


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinaion. 

Center for Development Information and 

Evaluation 


Aug 1984, lOp., Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation occasionalpaper,no.2 


Recent research on the relationship between 
military expenditures and economic growth is 
reviewed. There are three major findings: (1) 
Military expenditures are easily hidden and are 
therefore difficult to measure and assess; (2) 
Contrary to conventional wisdom, high military 
expenditure is negatively related to growth; and 
(3)Specifically, high military expenditure has a 
negative impact on human resource develop-
ment, modernization, technology transfer, and 
the industrial sector. Recommendations are: (1) 
increase resurces for collecting data on mili-
tauy expenditures; (2) match any increase in 
military assistance with a proportional increase 
in economic assistance; (3)conduct country-
level analyses of military expenditures so that 
policymakers can better understand economic 
conditions in countries with different levels of 
spending (4) promote improved strategic fac-
tors as an argumeat for economic growth. 

project design 
approaches: AID/Washington
views and examples from the 
Philippines 

PN-AAU-631 
Heimann, Chris 
U.S. Agency for International Development 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Center for Development Information and 

Evaluation 

Jan 1986, xii, 40p. +appendix Eng.
AI.D. evaluation occasionalpaper, 

no. 3 

The performance of project design approaches 
which maximize flexibility during imple-
mentation and thus allow for mid-course 
changes is compared with that of traditional, 
more specific designs. An initial section 
summarizes the two perspectives, citing 
experience with irrigation projects to clarify 
how flexible designs differ from standard 
project designs. The use of flexible design 
concepts by USAID/Philippines in four core 
projects provides the basis for discussion in 
section two of common design cb6"acteristics 
and the Mission's experience with initial 
implementation. Particular attention is given to 
the project managcment demands of these 
projects. Also, a distinction is made between 
two types of flexible design---rolling design, 
which specifies a project's ends but not its 
means, and process design, which remains 
general in regard to both. Advantages and 
disadvantages of flexible design are discussed 
and recommendations regarding its use 
provided. 

Improving project 
Implementation via soft 
management changes 
PN-AAV-283 

Herna r Internaional Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation 

Mar 1986, 18p.+appendix, Eng.
AI.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 7 
Cover date: Feb 1986 

A..D.'s approach to resolving r proje 
implementation problems often involves "hard" 
management changes concerned with design is
mues, such as locus of authority and responsibili
ties. This paper identifies "soft" management 
changes-those that focus on people and AiD.'s 
organizational culture--tha might resolve these 
problems.The jobperformance of25foreign ser
vice officers with areputation for management 
excellence was examined to identify those char
acteristics (including quantity and quplity of 
work; versatility; consistency; auiu.d,.; opera
tional orientation; technical, analytic, and inter
personal skills; ability to reverse a bad situation; 
and soundness ofjudgement) that contribhted to 
management effectiveness. The study suggests 
that inrewarding excellence AID. shift its em
phasis from design, planning, and general admin
istration to management and that it correct its 
promotions practices so that those with imple
mentation skills remain in project management. 
AID. should also place greater emphasis on 
project manageability inproject design and eval
nation, and confer greater recognition, visibility, 
and rewards to expertise inproject management. 
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Future of foreign assistance: a 
sumar of issues and 
annotated bibliogmphy 

PN-ABC-092 

Britan, Gerald M.; Bymes, Keny J.; etal. 
U.S. Agency for International Developm nL 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Center for Development Information and 

Evaluation 


Apr1989, 64p., Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 18 

Fifty recent documents related to the prospects 
for U.S. foreign assistance--induding major re-
ports prepared by the AID. Administrator, the 
House Foreign Affairs Committee, and other 
key agencies and interest groups-are the sub-
ject of this annotated bibliography. The bibliog-
raphy is arranged in three parts, focusing on, re-
spectively: (1) the future of foreign assistance 
programs, organizations, and legislation; (2) 

changing Third World conditions that these for-
eign assistance programs must address; and (3) 
particular substantive areas (agriculture and r%. 
development, social services, and technology 
transfer). An introduction briefly analyzes the 
issues raised in the documents and points out ar-
eas of agreement and disagreement. Overall, the 
documents reveal the emergence of a broad con-
sensus that U.S. foreign assistance needs re-
thinking. This consensus rests first of all on 
common recognition of development trends-
the increasing diversity of developing countries, 
the growing importance of economic interde-
pendence over economic dependence and aid, 
the relative insignificance of official foreign as-
sistance compared to other economic relation-
ships, the long-term nature of economic devel-
opment, the relative importance of policy and 
institutional changes over project interventions, 
the transnational nature of many development 
issues (e.g., debt, drugs), and the ability ofmar-
kets to allocate development resources more ef-
fidently than governments. The documents also 
share common perceptions of the internal prob-
lems facing U.S. foreign assistance-an obsolete 
Foreign Assistance Act, an ambiguous mixing of 
goals (military, political, humanitarian, and de-
velopment), a weak constituency, emphasis on 
planning and monitoring over results and on 
short-term performance over mstainable growth, 
excessive rigidity, Congressional micromanage-
ment, overreliance on the public sector, weak 
inter-donor coordination, and the declining size 

of U.S. foreign assistance relative both to devel-
oping world economies and contributions from 
other donors. Despite these commonalities, the 
reports differed in important respects, especially 
regarding the structure and role of anew or re-
vamped foreign assistance agency, the strategic 
emphasis of foreign assistance (e.g., whether to 
emphasize poverty alleviation or economic 
growth, whether to accept the social costs of 
structural adjustment as unavoidable or seek to 
alleviate them) and the priority sectors and 
allevitet__)_anthepioritsetrsan
 

countries for foreign assistance. 

Terms of endowment: anew 
A.I.D. approach to institutional 
development 

PN-ABG-001 

Hansen, Gary 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center forDevelopment Inormation andEvaluation 

Dec 1990,20p., Eng. 
Innovative development approaches, no. 3 

Since the mid-1980s, several A.ID.Missions 
and host governments in Latin America and the 
Caribbean have worked together to establish en- 
dowments for existing and new institutions, 
While many of these endowments are being used 
to strengthen the institution's financial base, 
others serve as innovative mechanisms for 
transferring key development functions from the 
inefficient public sector to the more entrepre-
neurial and non-bureaucratic private sector, typ-
ically to a non-profit private foundation or other 
non-governmental organization. Currently, nine 
A.ID.-endowed institutions in Costa Rica, Ec-
uador, Honduras, Dominican Republic, and 
Portugal are performing development roles in 
such areas as agricultural research, natural re-
source management, and trade and investment 
promotion. (A review of these endowments is 
included in the present report.) Funding for en-
dowments has come primarily from Economic 
Support Fund and PL 480 food program local 
currency generations, though the new Debt-for-
Development Initiative now allows the use of 
dollar currency for this purpose. Interest earned 
on these funds may be reinvested in the endow-
ment or used for stipulated development activi-
ties. Endowment agreements also generally 
stipulate that AID. funds be invested, either in 
country or overseas; some agreements contain 

matching fontrulas as an incentive for the orga
nization to diversify its resource base. Ingrant
ing endowments, Missions are cautious to avoid 
duplicating and displacing government institu
tions. They are also aware of the need to keep 
organizations with guaranteed endowment in
come from yielding to organizational inertia, and 
to protect the endowment from political inter
f-rence, the devaluation consequence upon eco
nomic instability, and financial mismanagement. 

Recycling old debt for new 
ventures: debt-for-nature and 
debt-for-development swaps 
PN-ABG-002 

Chew, Siew Tuan 
U.S. Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for flevelopment Information and 
Evaluation 

Jan 1991, 20p.: statistical tables, Eng. 
Innovative development approaches, no. 4 

Financial transactions popularly known as 
"debt-for-nature" or "debt-for-developu,ent" 
swaps were introduced in the late 1980s as an 
alternative means of alleviating Third World 
debt. Adebt swap involves a third party, usually 
a non-govermental organization (NGO), ac
quiring a developing country's hard currency 
debt from foreign banks and exchanging it with 
the debtor country government for local curren
cy funds to finance conservation or development 
projects or local investment. This paper discuss
es the concept and process of debt-for-nature 
and debt-for-development swaps, A.LD.'s sup
port for these mechanisms during 1987-90, a 
Congressional Mandate for increased debt swap 
funding in the future, and key implementation 
and macroeconomic issues. Efforts to promote 
debt conversions are impeded by two major 
factors: (1)the capacity of NGOs to address the 
complex financial and legal issues involved; and 
(2) the potential macroeconomic problems (eg., 
inflation) resulting from large-scale debt con
version. However, these problems are not insur
mountable, as host countries and AID. can take 
steps to mitigate them. Experience thus far sug
gests that well-designed debt conversion pro
grams can provide a financially viable means for 
recycling Third World debt. However, debt 
swaps are clearly not a panacea for solving all 
debt problems in developing countries. Much of 
the debt is not traded in the secondary market 
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and therefore cannot be retired through debt 
swaps. Further, there is a limitation to the extent 
to which debt swaps can meet the interests of all 
parties involved, 

10.2 DEVELOPMENT 
MANAGEMENT& 
INSTITUTIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Effective insttutin building: a 
guide for project designers and 
project managers based on 
lessons learned from the A.I.D. 
portfolio 

PN-AAJ-611 

Barnett,Stanley A; Engel, Nat 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Developmnt. 


Bureau for Science and Technology. Office of 

Development Informaion and tilization 


Mar 1982, v.p., Eng. 
A.I.D. 	program evaluation discussion paper, 

no. 11 
9300085 

Based on a review of the 659 institution-build-
ing field projects undertaken by ALD.'s four 
geographic bureaus over a 10-year period, this 
paper develops guidelines for institution-build-
ing projec. planning and management. A panem 
analysis of project design and evaluation as-
sessments reveals that AI.D. has focused on 
helping existing organizations (75% of the 

proect)tan rthenceatngnewone (2%)projects) rather than on creating new ones (%) 
and on helping single (56%) rather than multiple 
groups (44%). A total of 64% of all projects fo-
cused on national organizations, with the rest 
divided among sub-national entities and organi-
zations with a multinational focus. The majority 
of the groups assisted were in the economic/de-
velopment planning and food/agriculture sec-
tots. Ascistance to educational, health, and con-
munity development and housing groups was in 
the 16-12% range, while 9% of the total went to 
groups related to infrastructure. These patterns 
were exemplified in all bureaus, although insti-
tuion building activity was found to be most 
prevalent in Latin America (44%), followed by 
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Africa (28%), Asia (18%), and the Near East 
(10%). An analysis of project evaluations (over 
49% of which came from Latin America, with 
evaluations of African projects being the fewest 
in number) shows that issues most dealt with are 
project management and achievement of initial 

project outputs (34% of a0. comments), with 
comments equally distributed into positive and 
negative; together with proj.-t planing (31%), 
with negative comments outweighing the posi-
tive by nearly two to one. Other areas focused on 
were the quality of project staff (13%), with an
equal number of positive and negative cor-
ments; non-monetary support (7%) and financial 
arrangements (6%), with both areas receiving 
more negative than positive comments; and 
commodity procurement (2%), which received 
only negative comments. A 30-page check list, 
incorporating over 70 lessons leamcd, is then 

presented for use in planning and managing fu-
tre institution-building projects. Areas coveredinclude program planning, host country factors, 

project inputs, training, the target institution, 
special situations (such as projects with con-
struction elements), program delivery, and de-
livery of inputs. Appendices include a discussion 
of the study's methodology, of institution-build-
ing models, and of three country programs; and a 
30-item bibliography (1966-81). 

Dvelopm n men iagement styles. Early on, some U.S. technicians 
Africa: the case of the land 
conservation and range
development project in Lesotho 

PN-AAL-061 

Warren, Maron; Honadle, George, etal. 
U.S. 	Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluatin 

Dec 1985, xi, 16p. +6appendices: charts, maps, 
statistical tables, Eng. 

A1.D. evaluation special study, no. 31 
6320215 

The Land Conservation and Range Develop
ment (LCRD) Project, begun in 1980, was de-
signed to strengthen Lesotho's Ministry of Ag-
riculture and arrest crop and range land degra-
dation. To date, LCRD: (1) has established a 
prototype range management area (RMA) for 
applying improved livestock/range management 
methods; (2)is making a concerted effort w 

the RMA to introduce rotational grazng, con
trolled breeding, culling of less desirable ani
mals, disease control, and marketing of livestock 
and livestock products; and (3)has established a 
livestock owners' grazing association (GA) to 
enforce RMA grazing regulations. LCRD offers 

several lessons for development project man
agemeiL (1) Training shculd be extended be
ycud government counterparts to participants-

in LCRD, livestock owners and their herd
boys-who can sustain project interventions. (2) 
Rigorous financial management may not be an 
important detenninant of project success. LCRD 
is meeting planned targets despite elementary 
bookkeeping. USAID is imposing rigorous 
financial management procedures on itself rather 
than on the project. (3) Aproject that introduces 
new resource management techniques must co
opt local authorities and yet relieve local organi

zations of responsibility for unpcpular decisions. 
LCRD imposes such decisions on the GA butblames failures on the U.S. technical team. (4) 

Local organizations established to control re
source allocation must have supportive linkages 
to pre-existing legitimate institutions--in 
LCRD, the hierarchy ofchiefs. (5)Integration of 
aproject into an existing institution--in LCRD, 
the Ministry of Agriculture--can strengthen a 
country's institutional capacity. (6) Different 

project components, levels of focus, and imple
mentation periods may require different man

located in Masem held line positions while their 

counterparts studied in the United States. Upon
he lauer's return, the technicians have become 

advisors to the Ministry. Within the RMA, on 
the other hand, U.S. technicians are not merely 
advisors, but must tell the RMA what to do. 

[Authorabstract, modife] 

Development management in 
Africa: the case of the North 
Shaba rural development project 
i Zi 

PN-AAL-063 

Rosenthal, Irving;Jackson, Leroy; et al. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau Program and Policy Coordination.Center forfor Development Infoimation and 
Evaluation 

Dec 1985, xvi., 21p. +7appendices: ill., maps, 
statistical tables, Eng. 
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AL.D. evaluation special study, no. 32WO0059; 660T0 16 

The 10-year North Shaba Maize Production 
Project is evaluated as a case study in develop-
ment project design and management. Major 
findings are that: (1)the number ofnew and re
built roads and bridges were on target; (2)pro-
duction and marketing of maize exceeded targets 
(3)
the general economic condition of beneficia-
ries improved after the commencement of project 
activities; and (4)pressure by the project helped 
achieve ahigher farm gate price which, while not 
astated project goal, contributed to the project's 
success. Findings on the project's management 
strategy were both positive and negative. On the 
positive side, the project established an effective 
management unit under the direction of qualified 

Zairois and achieved ahighlevel of local partici-
pation; also, the Government of Zaire provided 
project cadre who were motivated, capable, and 
well trained as managers. On the negative side, 

the project had a shifting objective and goal, 
which were never fully understood by the stake-
holders; inadequate attention was given, espe-
cially early on, to project sustainability, and only 
partial solutions were found in the final years to 
sustain the project's institutional, personnel, and 
financial interventions. Lessons learned are that: 
(1)an in-depth understanding of the local socio- 
economic and technical environment is a sine qua 
non for project design and effective project man-
agement; (2) a development project tends to be 
more successful if its design is administratively 
simple and its management interventions are in-
tegrated intolocal social and production systems; 
(3) more complicated projects should devote 
greater time and money to management issues 
and need a long timeframe to achieve project 
goals,(4)where aproject's Lager context is ad-
ministratively difficult, it may be more appropri-
ate to design aproject that works around, and is 
not a part of, the established system; and (5)al-
though short-term accomplishments fostered by 
expatriates can help convince beneficiaries to ac-
cept long-term solutions, itis more important in 
the long run to train local personnel at all levels to 
implement project activities, even if this tempo-
mrrly slows implementation. 

[Authorabstract,modified] 

Report of a preparatory 
evaluation workshop on the 
management of agricultural
projects in Africa 

PN-AAL-066 

U.S. Agency for International Development 

structure and institutionalization; (3) administaieprocess changes; (4 eo ipta-rce 

agement; and (5)human resource management 

and behavioral considerations. A14-page bibli
ography for the papers presented at the work
shop is appended. 

Development management in 
Africa: the case of the Bakel 

Bureau for Programand Policy Coordinaon.ll

Center for Development Information and
Evaluation 

U.S.Agency for International Development.
 
Bureau forAfrca. Office of RegionalAffairs 


(Preparatory Evaluation Workshop on the 
Management ofAgricultural Projects inAfhica,
Easton,MD,US,4-8 Sep 1984) 


Jan 1986, vii, 146p. +appendix: statistical table, 
Eng. 

A.I.D. evaluation specialstudy, no. 33 

The principal papers and discussions of aSep-
tember 1984 workshop on agricultural project 
management in Africa are presented inthis re-
port. The purpose of the workshop was to mensi
tize field evaluation teams to management issues 
and prepare them to undertake a series of evalu-
ation case studies funded by AJD.'s Center for 
Development Information and Evaluation. The 
workshop opened with abroad review of the ev-
olution of AI.D.'s development management 
policies and practices; some concern that curent 
A.LD. projects may be too complicated to be 
effectively managed was expressed. Subsequent 
sessions focused on component management 
factors and tools for overcoming management 
constraints caused by Africa's cultural tradi-
tions, organizational structures, and unstable 
economic and political environment. The work-
shop focus then narrowed to examination of 
more specific project management issues. Two 
such issues (organizational, institutional, and 
structural linkages; and administrative process-
es) were discussed and apaper was presented on 
practical guidelines for assessing and explaining 
development management performance. Based 
on these papers and discussions, the evaluation 
team members were able to establish their roles, 
develop detailed project scopes of work, and 
schedule field activities. The final sessions of the 
workshop were devoted to planning the evalua-
tion field trips and ensuring that reports would 
maintain the overall focus of the evaluation se-
ries. The following was accepted as the frame-
work for field evaluations: (1)contextual factors 
relating to management; (2) organizational 

project In Senegal 

PN-AAL-067 

Seymour, Matt; McPherson, Laura; Harmon,
David 

U.S. Agency for International Development

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Center for Development Information and
 

Dec 1985, xii, 13p. +7appendices, Eng. 
A.I.D. evaluation specialstudy,no. 34 
6850208
 

The Bakel Small Irrigated Perimeters project 
was initiated in 1977 to introduce irrigated rice 
agniculuire to the upper Senegal River basin. The 
management strategy was to build on the efforts 
begun by farmers to install small irrigated perim
eters. The proect worked with the National Soci
ety for the Development and Exploitation of the 
Senegal and Faleme River Basins (SAED) to 
supply inputs and extension services to farmers 
who supplied labor to develop small irrigated pe
rimeters.Althoughtheprojectmetonly50%ofits 
quantitative targets, its accomplishments are in
p3rtbecause of fanneracceptance of irrigation 
technologies, increasing farmer participation in 
the project, and flexible SAED management. The 
major findings of this evaluation are that project 
accomplishments were possible because of con
comitant policy changes by the Government of 
Senegal and SAED and that success was en
hanced by the openness and outward orientation 
of the people of Bakel and by SAED's willing
ness to let farmers organize and administer irri. 
gated perimeters on their own terms. Severalkey 
lessons were learned. (1)Projects should careful
ly assess socioeconomuic characteristics of target 
populations at the design stage. (2)An effective 
project management strategy isone that fosters 
local participation inmanagement decisions and 
permits local organizations to ld on indigenous 
structures and practices. Allowing the organiza
tion to choose its own officers and management 
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style, for example, fosters organizational and ment capabilities of the host institution; (2) the After several years of operation, NDD II's ca
hence project sustainability. (3) Appropriate 
government policy changes may be necessary to 
permit community participation in project deci-
sionmaking. (4)If host country staff isadequately 
trained, a loose management style by donors can 
be effective management, fostering a sense of 
ownership of the project among the staff. (5) A 
strategy fostering beneficiary participation re-
quires concomitant and comprehensive training, 
In addition, appropriate training for mid- and up-
per-level managers can have significant impacton 
the project, particularly when reinforced by 
needed policy changes. 

[Author abstract, modfied] 

Development management in 
Africa: the case of the Egerton 
College expansion project in 
Kenya 


PN-AAL-068 

Nicholson, Norman; Ostrom, Elinor,-et al.soremng
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

Dec IM, xi 15p. +5 appendices, Eng 
AI.D. evaluation special sud, no. 35 
6150169; 6157014 


The management aspects of an A.D. sub. 
project to expand diploma-level agricultural 
training at Egeon College, Kenya, are explored 
inthis evaluation study, part of a series on devel-
opment management in Africa. The project was a 
success although it lacked an explicit manage-
ment enhancement effort. Student enrollment in-
creased on schedule to a current level of 1,437 
withotn any impairmentof Egerton's standards or 
the practical orientation of its training With few 
exceptions, all faculty sentto the United States for 
training remmed to assume their planned respon-
sibflities. The construction program was well 
planned and completed ahead of schedule. The 
simple and straightforward goal of physical ex-
pansion and the strong commitment by the Gov-
eminent of Kenya and College staff were key 
factors leadingtosuccessfulproject management. 
The fact that the College had autonomous status 
and operaedduringaperiodoffiscal surplusfur-
therfacilitatedimplementation.Lessonsleamed 
are: (1)it is impotat to keep within the manage-
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sinpleranddearerprojectgoals, the easier it is to pacity to enhance rural development remains 
mach consensus on them and provide objctive 
criteria for resource allocafion; (3)management 
enhancement takes time-to train staff, develop 
systems, adapt them to local needs, and become 
accustomed to them; (4) management success has 
more to do with leadership quality than with spe-
cific
reforms orskills; (4)a fi": AIsurplus permits 
management flexibility and innovation; (5)weak 
budgeting and financial management systems 
may be less of aconstraint in small institutions 
with personal orhierarchical management styles; 
(6)parastatalsandotherinstitutionswithsignifi. 
cant management autonomy and fiscal flexibility 

limited. The project's agricultural production 
technologies only partially address farmers' 
constraints; their profitability at the farm level is 
contested and they are insufficiently responsive 
to local variations in production conditions. For 
reasons largely beyond the project's control, ef
forts to integrate GON technical services have 
had only a modest impact. Overall, a basic 
change of intervention strategy may be neces
sary. NDD I offers several general lessons for 
developmtnt project management. (1) Projects 
which improve existing technical services in
stead of creating new ones may reduce imple

can provide an environment for management in- mentation effectiveness. (2) Promoting cooper
novation and initiative; (7) mid-level manage-

ment participation in project planning can pro-
mote high morale and efficiency; (8) a shared 
institutional "doctrine" can help overcome po-

tential problems; and (9)congruence of key ac-
tors' interests and incentives contributes to rapid, 
efficient project implementation. 

[Author absiract, modified] 

Development management in 
Africa: the case of the Niamey
department development project 

, psin
Niger
inN(6) 

PN-AAL-069 

Painter, Thomas M.; Poulin, Rogert J.;etat. 
U.S. Agency for Intematonal Development 


Bureau tor Program and Policy Coordination. 

Office of Evaluation 

Dec 195, xi,15p. appendix map, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation special study, no. 36 
6830240 

The Niamey Department Development II 
(NDD I) Project, begun in 1980, was designed 
to institutionalize aprocess of rural development 
by establishing self-managed village organiza-
tions to help farm families increase food pro-
duction on a self-sustaining basis. Major efforts 
have included establishing training centers to 
train farm couples in improved production and 
extension techniques, establishing cooperatives 
and village-level mutual cooperative groups, 
training cooperative officers in literacy and 
arithmetic skills, and promoting cooperation 
among Government of Niger (GON) district-
level technical services in the four project zones. 

ation among government technical services re

quires a commitment of these services to project
goals, horizontal integration among the services, 
and changes in the internal structur of individ

ual services. (3) Management styles of individ
ual project directors can critically affect the mo

rale and performance of project personnel A 
supportive style can have a positive impact on 
efforts to strengthen local management. (4) 
Projects that seek to improve, farm-level re

etmutndsadadasorce management must un erstand and address local production and non-prodUCtion con
straints. (5)Project interventions should include 
systematic follow-up and support for beneficia

r' activities, as well as feedback mechanisms. 
Management must ensure proper allocation 

not only of physical and material resources, but 
also of human resources. 

Development management In 
Africa: the case of the 
agriculture analysis and
planning project in Liberia 

PN-AAL-070 

Hermann, Chris;Shaw, ftraret;Hannah, John 
U.S. Agency for International Developmqnt 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

Dec 1985, xi, 18p.+4 appendices: ill., chart 
map, statistical tables, Eng. 

A 1.. evaluationspecial study, no. 37 
6690137"6690123
 

The central objective of the Agriculmm Analy
sis andPlanning Project and its predecessor, the 
Agriculture Development Program, was to im
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prove the napabilty of the Government ofLibe-
na's (GOL) Ministry ofAgriculture (MOA) for 
the data collection and analysis necessary for 
sector planning. Although sector planning has not 
been institutionalized in the MOA. the projects 
have achieved limited success in key manage-
ment areas; these include establishing aStatistics 
and Planning Division (SPD), training 50 MOA 
staffmembers in agricultural economics and sta-
tistics, and making the MOAs internal structure 
responsive to a sector planning approach. The 
projects also provided a base of support to the 
SPD at a time when such support could not be 

the MOA. There is room for provided by heMAThxisro fr a-
provement, however. Data collection and analy-
sis capabiities are weak and need continued sup-
port from technical advisors. Staff training, 
particularly in-country, needs to be continued to 

offset turnover. Further reorganization and de-

velopment ofeffective management systems ae 
needed to improve the MOAs performance. 
Nonetheless, the fact that the projects have had 
even limited success is noteworthy, given Libe-
nia's severe economic problems during the past 
decade, the political instability resulting fron the 

1980 coup and its effect on the GOL's ministries, 

and Liberia's organizational culture and approach 

to public administration. The most serious current 
obstacles to improving the MOA's management 
capabilities are the counmtry's severe fiscal crisis 
and the significant budget constraints it creates. 
Key lessons learned are: (1)sustainable data-re-
ated technologies must be simple and low-cost, 

but sufficient for basic information requirements; 
(2) the transfer of technology creates manage-
ment demands which must be anticipated and 
used as criteria in selecting technical assistance; 
(3)technical assistance and training mus! be con-
tinuous to assure that gains made are not lost; (4) 
in-country training must be emphasized to mini-
mize the disruption of agency operations; (5) 
necessary organizational changes must be antici-
pated; (6) advisors should provide quality control 
and staff support if the agency does not; and 
(7) project planning should be flexible. 

n i development
prog'aim management
strategies and project
interventions in six African 

agricultural projects 

PN-AAL-071 

White, Louise G. 
U.S. Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development InformationandEvaluation 

Jan 1986, vi ,SOp., Fng. 

AI.D. evaluaton special tudy, no. 38 

6830240; 6320215; 6150169; 6850208; 


6690137; 6690123; 6600059; 615T014; 

660T16 

Management strategies used to implement six 
agricultural development projects in Africa and 
corresponding interventions for improving indig-
enous management capacity are herein assessed 
using a matrix which relates management actors 
(i.e., the project unit, program agency, or a unit 

whose management capacities are being upgrad- 
ed) to five specific activities: leadership, policy, 

organizational design, internal systems, and rela-
tions with the larger environment (resources and 
cons rains). A total of51 lessons learned are pre-
sented. Recommended strategies for project 

managers are to use informal means of persuasion 
before formal action and to delegate management 
so as to provide room for leadership. The manag- 
er should recognize tradeoffs between simple, 
clear project goals and more general and flexible 
ones anJ adapt goals to new information or local 
conditions. To establish likages with other gov-
emmental levels, the manager should set up a 
professional unit to coordinate supplies, delegate 
responsibilities to local managers (and provide 
them both logistical and informal support), and 
wve other agency personnel avoice in planning 
and a stake in the results. Strategies are also sug-
gested for personnel, financial, and information 
systems and tor relating projects to their environ-
menu Prngram agencies (i.e., in the projects ex-
amined, Ministries ofAgriculture) should set up 
autoncxnous units to manage projects, establish 
broad and multiple goals to facilitate coordina-
ion, provide services to local units, adopt a plan-
ning/control system tl-'! 0ecentralizes some 
planning functions without losing control exper-
iment with computerized monitoring and regular 
reports, approach planning as a series of steps, 

and channel data directly to decisionmakers. Fi
naly. efforts to improve host institutions' capaci
ties to design and manage development projects 
should analyze existing management strengths 
and weaknesses, anticipate how the project will 
affect these, design an appropriate management 
strategy (if enough information is available to do 
so), encourage managers to learn and adapt (al. 
lowing a long timeframe), and encourage the in
stilutions to plan for long-term project sustain
ability. 

Development management in Arc:cnetadsrtg 
Africa: context and strategy-a
 
synthesis of six agricultural

syntesprojects 

PN-AAL-076 

Honade, George 
Development Alternatives, Inc. 
U.S. 	Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinaton.Center for Development Informationand
Evaluation (Sponsor) 

Jan 1986, vi 46p. + appendix: statistical tables,
Eng. 

AI.D. ovaluationspecial study, no. 43 
6150169; 6320215; 6690123; 6690137; 

6830205 6830240; 6250208; 6600059, 
9361406; 6850208; 615T014; 660T016 

The importance of context in development 
management is the focus of this paper, in which 
the findings of six AID. evaluation case studies 
of agricultural projects in sub-Saharan Africa are 
synthesized in light of other academic and field 
studies of the relative importance of development 
management and development policy. Theauthor 
concludes that: (1) management practices can 
constrain or expand policy effectiveness, just as 
policies can help or inhibit management; (2) the 
solution to Africa's economic crisis lies less with 
the importation of Western policy and manage
ment cures than with appropriate responses de
veloped for the local context; and (3)project per

formance results from the interaction between 
management strategy and context. Successful 
management strategies may have either clear, 
simple goals or multiple, complex ones, but they 
must be tailored to aproject's objectives and local 
seting.In particular, care mustbetakentoidenti
fy who qands to lose and who stands to gain from 
project success or failure and the risk level for 
each, when the stakeholders are many and thtrsk 
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high, multiple and complex objectives may be 
necessary to deliver benefits to all affected par-
ties. Other key conclusions are: (I) successful 
numnagement utilizes informal practices and 
communication channels and benefits from fle.%i-
ble project design; and (2)rigorrus financial con-
trols are less important for project perfomance 
than is commonly supposed. Regardi,ig the en-
hancementofindigenousmanagemenitcapabili-
ties, the six projects reviewed showed that bad 
policies and inadequate organizational struc-
tures---not personnel deficiencies--are the main 
constraints. Thus priority should be given to or-
ganization and management assistance, policy 
reform, and action-oriented training. The specific 
implications of these findings for project design, 
management, and evaluation as well as for future 
research are outlined, and it is noted that the con-
clusions presented here transcend agricultural 

projects, and are in fact especially relevant to pol-
icy reform and human resource development-
both of which focus not on programs alone but on 
interactions between programs and the 

Development management in 
Africa: experience with 
implementing agricultural 
development projects 

PN-AAL-081 

Rondinelli, Dennis,4Arectly
U.S.Agency for Intematonal Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Informaton and 
Evaluation 

Jul 1986, vi, 1Op., Eng. 

AI.D.evaluation specialstudy,no.44 

6150169; 6600059; 6250208; 6830240, 

6830205; 6320215; 6690137; 615T014; 

Managerial and organizational problems seri-
ously undermine the implementation of devel-
opment programs and projects in all developing 
countries, but particularly so in Africa. This pa-
per reviews and analyzes management experi-
ence in six A.I.D. af.,imcural and rural devel-
opmet projects in Africa. Section 1examnes 
the scope and seriousness of development man-
agement problems faced by public and private 
organizations in implementing projects, and de-
scribes procedures for evaluating experience in 
Africa. Section 2 presents a conceptual frame-
work for evaluating development management; 
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the framework identifies four factors which af-
fect management--policy, design, contextual 
factors, and internal management (the latter in-
cluding organizational structure, administrative 
procedures and practices, resource inputs man-
agement, and human resources management). 

and data in AI.D.'s information system were 
often inconclusive as to what constitutes project 
success. The study's statistical findings are pre
sented in 32 tables. Appendices include a list of 
projects studied and methodological details. 

The framework is then used, in Sections 3-5, to Achieving local institutional 
order findings from evaluations of the six Afd
can projects. The lessons learned from the 
projects and their implications for enhancing 
development management are summarized in 
Section 6. A major lesson learned is thai projects 
are affected by numerous factors which vary 
from country to country; therefore a practical 
strategy for project managers is to determine 
how their projects differ from others and decide 
which management strategies that worked ef-
fectively in another country or project may be 
appropate for their projects. 

Signposts indevelopmen 


management a computer-based 
analysis of 277 projects in 
Africa 

PN-AAV-287 

Rosentha, /ang; Tuthil, Janet;, et al. 

U.S. Agency for International Development. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
center to; Development Information andCodner Dni AEvaluation 

May 1986,vi,49p. +appendices: stdtistical 
tables, Eng. 

ALID. evaluaton occasionalpaper, no. 10 

A study cf 277 mostly agricultural projects in 
Africa was conducted using project documenta-
tion in A.I.D.'s Development Information Sys-
tem. The following characteristics were exam-
ined: (1)th.level of organizational direction; (2) 
development management enhancement inter-
ventions; (3) enhancement and training compo-
nents (4) level of success; and (5) development 
management problems. Key findings were: 
projects in Africa are still directed from the na-
tional rather than rurallevel; local a&iinistrative 
support directly influences projec, success; 
technical assistance should be viewed as a 
means of increasing indigenous management 
capacity; formal schooling remains the primary 
form of training although more management 
training would be beneficial; contextual, espe-
cially socioeconomic, factors were considered 
most important in explaining project success; 

development: PVO co-financing
projects in Indonesia and the 
Philippines
 

PN-ABC-906 

VondaJ, Patricia 
Labat-Anderson, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development
 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Centerfor Development Inforation and
 
Evaluation
 

Jan 1990,8p.: ill., charts, Eng. 
Innovative development approaches, no. 2 
9300085 

PVO co-financing projects inthe Philippines 
and Indonesia have proved effective in building 

local institutions, encouraging self-reliant cm
munity development, and supporting private
sector growth. The co-financing concept, initial

ly developed in the 1970s by USAIDI and sup
ported by USAID/P since 1980,provides an inpotdbUAIPsic190prvesain
novative mechanism for Missions to work di

with PVOs. Both Missions have shown a 
strong commitment to develop the capacity of 
indigenous PVOs (PVOs); their experience 
provides valuable lessons for Missions that are 

considering support forgrassroots-level projects.
The major achievement of PVO co-financing 
projects has been their ability to strengthen local 
institutions. IPVOs registered with A.ID. are 
qualified to provide skills training and disburse 

and oversee subgrants for smaller PVOs. Regis
tered IPVOs are requesting a new status as equal 
partners with U.S. PVOs and broader recogni
tion of their achievements. A long history of 
IPVO collaboration with U.S. PVOs and A.LD. 
staff underlies this success. This includes provi
sion of skills training to IPVO staff to strengthen 
their organizational capabilities, a gradual trans
fer of increased project management responsi
bilities fian Missions and U.S. PVOs to l1 VOs, 
and the ability of IPVOs to cope with public 
sector-led development biases of their govern
menLs. The co-financing concept is a cost-effec
tive means of helping 1PVOs build local organi
zational abilities and reach development objec
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tiyes. But, replication of the model used by US-
AID/I and USAID/P should proceed cautiously; 
the successes noted are due mostly to a history 
of relationships between the two Missions and 
the PVO community. It is clezr that achieving 
high levels of local institutional dev,%opment is a 
long-term process. 

l 

10.3 SUSTAINABILITY 

flfOF 11
PROGRAMS
OF 

Sustainability of development
programs: a compendium of 

donor experience 

PN-AAX-209 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau forProgram and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluationt 

Nov 1988, x,54p. +2 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. program evaluation discussion paper, 

no. 24 

With only IIpercent of 212 AID. projects 
recent~j evaluated showing good chances to be 

self-sustaining after the termination of U.S. as-
sistance, the seriousness of the sustainability 
issue is now being recognized at the highest 
levels of the Agency. This report consolidates 
the experience of A.JD. and 15 other donor 
agencies to identify the most important factors 
affecting sustainability. The paper discusses and 
briefly illustrates the factors affecting sustain-
ability-government policies; management, or- 
ganization, and local participation; finance; 
technology; socioculture; environment and 
ecology; and external political and economic 
circumstances. Techniques and conditions that 
favor sustainability are identified, such as real- 
istic goals, adequate project duration, sufficient 
maintenance and support systems, continuity, 
and flexibility. In conclusion, the paper exam-
ines current donor efforts to en aure consider-
ation of sustainabili in project d,.sign and im-
plementation. These efforts include .- tense host 
country collaboration and the develo ment of 
monitoring and early warning systems v'hich 
can identify impediments to sustainability. An 
appendix illustrates interrelations among sus-
tainability factors. 

rwomen-specific or not), but, more generally, the
10.4 WOMEN IN 
DEVELOPMENT 


Assessing the impact of 
development projects on women 

PN-AAH-725 

Dixon,Ruth B. 
U.S. Agency for International Development.

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Office of Women in Development 

U.S. Agency for International Development. 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office ofEvaluation 

1980, iiN,105p., Eng. 
AI.D. program evaluation discussion paper, 

no. 8 

French ed.: PN-ABG-691 

evaluating de 
met gev"womnen-specific"auatine.velopment projects--even 

projects--concentrates on 1 .ti,ouestions ofa 

timing and supplies rather thau cn.., .:impact 
questions and istherefore iniiequat- w,assess a 

project's impact on women. Inorder to develop a 

new evaluative framework which addresses these 
inadequacies, this study reviews evaluations of 32 

A.LD. and private voluntary organization wom-
en-spo-cific projects. The evaluations only indi
rectly asz ss women's concerns but provide suf-
ficient information to analyze the success of 
projects in meeting three basic goals for women-
in-developmrn pi.:jcts: (1) participation in 
project decirsxAnrnking; (2)access to immediate 
project benefits; an,:( ) improvement in socio-
economic stazu,. Sp cific factors which contrib-
ute to the acic, .,az.nt of these three goals are 
identified. Forexample, women's participation in 
the decisionmaking process is higher when 
projects are administered by women's associa-
tions. Women's access to benefits will be greater 
when p.-Dject activities build on the prevailing 
sexual division of labor and increase women's 
control over their own earnings. Social impact of 
projects tends to be greatest when women are or-
ganizedforgre,-' action and are directed in activ-
ies carrying clear economic benefits. Indicators 

of physical, economic, and social well-being are 
presented for determiwng aproject's direct and 
distributional social impact. Itis noted that this 
evaluative framework isuseful to assess noc only 
the impact on women of any project (whether 

differing impact of any project on various social 
groups. The author stresses that factors which in
crease women's participation in development 
should be an integral part of project design and 
that women's economic and social roles in 
household and community should be taken into 
accoun, The paper's final section suggests meth
ods of data collection to improve determination of 

a project's impact on women; interviews and 
group discussions with beneficiaries and the 
evaluator's perceptions are stressed over an ob
jective or documents-only approach. A50-itemreference list (1971-79) is appended. 

Women in development: A.I.D.'s 
experience, 1973-1985, vol. 1: 
synthesis paper 

PN-AAL-087 

Cadoni, Alice Stewart 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

of Women inDevelopment
Office 


Apr 1987, xviii, 51p. +4 appendices: chart, 
statistcal tables, Eng. 

A.I.D. program evaluatdon report, no. 18 

Based on desk reviews and/or field studies of 
102 projects related to women, this report synthe
sizes the results of AID. experience since 1973 
in targeting women in development (WID) activ
ities. The major finding is that mainstream 
projects that ensure women's participation in ac
cordance with their roles within the project's 
baseline situation are more likely to achieve their 
aims than projects that do noL Agricultural 
projects that delivered resources directly to wom
en according to their role in the local fanning sys
tern were much more likely to achieve their pur
pose than projects which did not Employment 
projects (Le., projects to generate income or to 
provide job training and credit) that adapted 
mainstream training and credit programs to 
women's needs were more successful than 
projects designed specifically for women. Simi
larly, the success of energy and water/sanitation 
projects was dependent upon adequate knowl
edge of women's responsibilities and patterns of 
water/fuel use rather than on strictly technical 
criteria. In education projects, the level of 
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women's education clearly correlated with im-
provements in health, hygiene, nutrition, and 
family planning, as well as higher productivity 
and employment. The correlation between the 
level of female participation and achievement of 
imnediate project putposes was difficult to doc-
ument, however, since most ofthe reports studied 
overlookedgenderdispaitiesinenrllmentwhen 
assessing educational institution-building proj-
ects. A review of the relationship of gender vai-
ables to the achievement of socioecononic goals 

found that understanding gender factors in agri-
cultural production-differential access to and 
control over resources, gender-linked labor con-
straints, control of income from crop salzs, and 
differing stakes in and incentives for increasing 
output-is crucial to successful technology 
transfer. Also crucial at the level of socioeco-
nomic impact is an understanding the various 
sources of and control over income and of gender 
roles in consumption. Ten practical suggestions 
are made to improve gender analysis techniques, 

deliver resources to women, and track women's 
participation in project activities. A concluding 
review of the various types of women's projects 
finds that: (1)mainstream projests with "gender 
sensitive" designs are the most effective at meet
ing WID objectives; (2)women-only components 
in larger projects can be effective, although they 
mayleadtotokenismifgenderdifferencesareig
nored; and (3)women-only projects tend to be 
small in scope and costly instaff time, and are best 
suited for the delivery of training. 
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Role of external assistance in 
the economic development and 
planning of Thailand: torques 
and tensions Inthe American 
aid program 

PD-AAS-326 

Steinberg, David I. 
U..S.
Agency for Intemational Development 


Bureaufor Program and Policy Coordination. 


Jan 1986, v, 41p., Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 6 

Despite relatively constant levels of military 
aid, there is a stark contrast between Thailand's 
strategic importance to the United States and 
the dwindling levels of economic aid that it re-
ceives. This report explores the following five 
major aspect of the overall U.S. aid program to 
Thailand in the context of the uneasy relation-
ship between security and developmental con-
cerns since the 1950s. (1) Security and eco-
nomic development. Historically, security con-
siderations have been paramount in the provi-
sion of econonic aid (e.g., a number of road-
building projects were more notable for their 
security applicaticns). (2) Stabilization of Thai 
frontiers. A major element in U.S. assistance 
has been bolstering Thai national unity by im-
proving the GOT's presence in remoLe regions, 
particularly the northeast (through building 
roads and police stations, mining security 
forces, etc.), to uncertain effect (3)Helping the 
rural poor. AID. programs, inasmuch as they 
have attempted to enhance the power of the 
GOT, have tended to benefit the bureaucratic 
elite more than the rural poor. (4) Private sector 
support AID. has increased its activities in 
support of the Thai private sector, but whether 

this has contrbuted to Thailand's rapid eco-nomic growth is uncertain. At any rate, com-
mon distinctions between "public" and "pri-

vate" sector entities tend not to apply under 

Thailand's "patrimonial" system, which en-
courages intimate ties between govenment and 
industry officials. (5)Institution building, 
training, and technical assistance. ALD. has 
worked to increase the administrative capacity 
of the Thai government, which has served to 
reinforce traditional bureaucratic values. Cur-
rent U.S. strategy focuses on remediating spe-
cific sectoral problems, such as increasing unral 
employment and the value-added in exports, 

U.S. aid to Emb ,an 

evaluation 

PN-AAJ-605 

Wasssrrnan, Gary; Pielemeier, John; eta. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office ofEvaluaton 

Aug 191', b,20p. +7 appendices, Eng. 
AI.D.program evaluation report, no 9 

ThI-, impact of AI.D. assistance to the Gov-
eminent of Zimbabwe (GOZ) during the early 
1980s is examined in this report, focusing on a 
$20 million reconstruction program grant and a 
$2 million project grant for rebuilding rural 
health clinics. Major topics include the aid's 
political impact, macroeconomic rationale, re-
lief and reconstruction activities, and conclu-
sions and lessons learned. For the most part, 
AID. assistance was successful The GOZ ad-
ministered the programs efficiently and equita-
bly. Roads, schools, cattle dips, government 
housing, and clinics were rebuilt during difficult 
circumstances, and seed and food relief were 
distributed. Additionally, through the recon-

stniction activities, the GOZ was able to rees
tablish administrative structures in rural areas 
from which it had been excluded by the civil 

war. Unfo.tunately, recognition that AID. had 
contributed to the reconstruction effort was 
practically nonexistent in rural areas and un
certain in political circles. There was little evi
dence of AID. oversight of the reconstruction 
and relief activities, because of the assumption 
that the cash grant mode of assistance did not 
require it and a lack of resident Mission staff. 
Moreover, some of the programs were limited 
in their achievements (e.g., the winter vegetable 

seed packet, which was too complicated and
funded too late to be of much help to the farm
em who received it, and the rural health clinics, 
which, though rapidly reconstructed, buffered 
from a lack of drugs, equipment, and adequate 
inspection by the Ministry of Health). The bu
reaucracy which effectively implemented the 
programs watched its future competence put 
into question by reorganization, changing per
sonnel policies, and the uncertain tenure of 
white administrators with their often dated atti
tudes toward rural Africans. Lessons learned are 
as follows. (1) AID. has a range of foreign as
sistance tools available, such as policy analysis 
and technical expertise. The success of the 
Zimbabwe program should not delude the 
Agency into thinking that money is all it has to 
offer. (2) AI.D. can respond flexibly and 
quickly when political priorities are clear and 
sufficiently important. (3)If a high priority is 
given to foreign assistance as a symbol of U.S. 
commitment, it needs to be thought through as 
carefully as the development objectives. The 
country team shotld ensure that a strategy for 
achieving political benefits from the aid is es
tablished and its progress regularly assessed. (4) 
The Zirzzbwe experience suggests the need for 
more flexible forms of assistance. Appropriate 
changes should be made to simplify AI.D. 
procedures. 
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Foreign aid and the 
development of the Republic of 
Korea: the effectiveness of 
concessional assistance 

PN-AAL-075 

Steinberg, David I. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
Office of Evaluation 

Oct 1985, xi,93p., Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation special study, no. 42 


The role played by foreign aid in the Republic 
of Korea's economic recovery after World War 
I and the Korean War is examined in this ad-
mittedly personal study. The author believes 
that although some reasons for the recovery, 
e.g., linguistic unity, are exclusively Korean, 

the Korean experien,-e offers some general les-
sons in achieving sustainable economic growth. 
At firt, Korea pursued a policy of import sub-

stitution, discouraging exports and stressing 
donor support, chiefly from the United States. 
After 1961, however, the government recog-
nized impor substitution's failure to ensure 
lorg-ILrm economic growth and initiated an 
export promotion program while shifting the 
focus of donor support away from excessive 
reliance on the United States. The government 
used its administrative, political, and social 
power to control the economy by allocating in-
stitutional credit, setting and enforcing export 
targets, and promoting foreign investment. The 
Korean GNP, exports, overseas construction 
earnings, and manufacturing capacity grew ac-
cordingly, despite rising energy prices, a 
worldwide recession, and a large defense bur-
den. The creation of employment opportuni-
ties-a process aided significantly by donors, 
especially via traiting and human resource de-

velopment-has lowered the poverty percen:
age from 40% to 10% and greatly enhanced 
equity. Nevertheless, notable rural and urban 

income disparities and regional income differ
ences still exist, and women are denied equal 
status in the d2velopment process. This is 
largely due to the elimination of pricing subsi
dies and to the government's control of institu
tional credit, which limits marketplace access to 
major industrial and trading conglomerates. 
While Korea could not have experienced even 
moderate economic growth ,fter 1953 without 
substantial donor support, a successful export 
program, commercial lending, arl foreign in
vestment have lessened the amount of conces
sional aid. Donor policy advice was generally 
followed if it vas seen as serving Korean inter
ests and supporting national directions already 
determined by the government. While multilat
eral donors have greater prestige and flexibility 
than bilateral donors, both types have their lir
itations. 
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Lessons learned from AfIal. 

program experience inFY 1984: 
a review of the year's projectevluation and audit reports, 

world-wide 


PD-AAR-863 

Development Associates, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for International Development

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination, 
CenerforDevelopment Inforaton and 

3 Aug 1985, vii 141p. +5 appendices, Eng. 

An analysis of 263 evaluation and of 45 In-
spector General audit reports provides the basis 
for this review of the lessons learned from 
AID.'s FY94 program experience. Both evalu-
ation and audit reports focused on five issues, 
Key finding are as follows. (I) Most projec 
have beem responsive to host government, 
counry development, and U.S. needs. However, 
some have been incompatible with cultural and 
ethnic factors (factors sometimes unseen even 
by host governments); thus projects with na-
tional scope may be ineffective in important 
geocultural regions of a country. (2) Institution 
building is widely viewed by USAID personnel 
and increasingly by contractors as AID.'s cor 
function, and AID. staff have become skilled in 
developing host country capabilities. (3) Project 
design and monitoring systems are highly pro-
fessional and in many respects effective, but 
have impeded full realization of institution 
building and timely goal achievement; manage-
ment and administrative problems from overall 
direction to logistics and finance have impeded 
project objectives. (4) Sustainability has been 
inadequately emphasized. (5)The effectiveness 
of technology transfer has been mixed. Agricul-
ture has posed the most serious problem, as 
many projects to raise small farm productivity 

a falling short of goals, inmost cases because 
input delivery systems have not reached the 
great m'jority of rural families, but in some 

cases because farmers have rejected the new
technologies. Delivery capabilities, technologyacceptance, and community participation have 

been greater in health projects, but securing an 
acceptance of preventive medicine equivalent to 
that of curative services has proven difficult. 
Also, in each case where the installation of po-
table water systems was the project objective, 
successfully achieved, water consumption faied 
to increase. In a number of countries, family
planning is enjoying levels of acceptance and 
participation similar to primary health services. 
Despite the superiority of new fuel-efficient 
stoves over traditional models, the new stoves 
have not yet been accepted, especially in African 
countries. Employment generation has not re-
sulted from rural regional agro-industrial 
projects as expected. 

Synthesis of AO. evaluation 

reports: FY 1985 and FY 1986 
PD-AAW-776 

Kean, John; Turner, Allen; etal. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordinaion. 
enter for Development Information and 

Mar 1988, xvif, 11Ip. +5 annexes: statiStical 
tables, Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation occasionalpape, no. 16 
9300085 

Acomprehensive review of 212 evaluation re-
ports (ERs) from FY 1985 and 1986, this docu-
ment focuses on five key topics (implementation 
constraints, sustainability, women in develop-
ment, envirnmental impacts, and private sector 
initiatives) in order to provide a distiltion of 
recent experience and toidentify pattemns of both 

Systems
 

problems and successes. The document uses a 
rating system to assess the significance of about 
40 subtopics related to the five topics mentioned 

above. Findings are as follows. (1)Implementa
tion constraints. About a third of the ERs re
ported that project design and adequacy of bor

rower/grantee staffing and budgeting were se
vere constraints to implementation success; 
projects with minima] implementation con
straints were associated with strong manage
ment, well defined roles, relationships and re
sponsibilities in project design, and activities 
that addressed needs clearly perceived by par
ticipants and beneficiaries. (2) Sustainability. 

Good project sustainability was associated most 
with positive ratings for technology acceptance 
(31%) and strength of project constituency and 
host country policies (24% and 21%). Poor sus
tainability was associated with negative ratings 
for organizatonalmnstitutional capacity, for fi
nancial provision for operation and maintenance, 
and for management capacity. (3) Women in 
Development. WID was a major purpose in 
about 15% of the projects. Successful projects 
tended to have positive ratings for strengthening 
locally based women's institutions, including 
women as participants in project design/plan
ning, and extending services for women into ru
ral areas. (4) Environment. About 29% of the 
ERs made some sort of statement about envi
ronmental impact. Typically, high-rated eavi
ronmental projects were associated with st .ong 
institution building components and the p-ovi
sion of medim-term economic motivation for 
improved resource management. (5) Private 
sector. About 21% of the ERs were concerned 
with private enterprise developmenL Key find
ings in this area included (inter alia): many 
ALD. projects are not designed explicitly to 
achieve certain desired impacts (e.g., employ
ment creation); evaluation procedures are not 
adequate to capture the failure of projects to 
generate such desired impacts, and quality of 
design received the highest percentage of 
strongly negative ratings for private enterprise 
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projects. Includes five annexes describing in de-
tail the study's methodo'agy. 

Manager's guide to data 

collection 

PN-AAH-434 

Hageboeck, Molly 
Practical Concepts Inc. 
1979, 100p., Eng. 

A.I.D. program design and evaluation methods, 

no. I 


French ed.: PN-AAJ-165; Spanish ed.: PN-AAJ-

166 


9300047 

Project managers, who rely on data to assist 
them in decisionraldng, project design, and 

evaluation, often lack the ability to collect the 
data themselves and must therefore tam to ex- 
perts. This report is intended as a guide for 
managers, enabling them to differentiate be-
tween credible and suspect data and to direct all 
data collection efforts on a timely, cost-effective 
basis. Four aspects of a manager's role in data 
collection and analysis are discussed: (1)identi-
fying why, what, and when information is need-
ed; (2) determining the appropriate level of 
funding and time investments; (3)choosing the 
mo.t effective informati3n-gathering approach; 
and (4)managing the data collection and analy-
sis process. For example, a manager faced with a 
need to fund or replicate a project, or to termi-
nate specific activities, may find he needs base-
line information. He must then evaluate the pro-
spective cost of data collection to determne 
whether the value of the information warrants a 
lesser, or greater, level of investment. The 
amount of money or time to be appropriated to 
the dsta collection necessarily affects the choice 
of a collection method, as does the existence of 
relevant information in Mission or Washington 
offices or in other resource centers. Where suffi- 
dent data does not exist, however, the manager 
may choose a field data collection method. Fi-
nally, although the manager does not himself 
gather the data, he must be able to formulate 
guiddines for use by the investigators on the 
study's purpose, its target population, the time 
frame required, and other issues. The guide 
specifies criteria to assist a manager in these 
choices and considers bLsic information study 
design issues to help managers determine what 
answers are needed and how to control their 

quality. Approaches to field data collection are 
surveyed to familiarize managers with available 
options. Finally, the guide examines the benefits 
and drawbacks involved in using the sampling 
process and discusses its applicability to man-
agers' needs. Other data collection techniques, 
such as direct measurement, observation, and 
interrogation, are presented. A 96-item bibliog-
raphy (1951-79) is appended. 

Selection and justification
procedures for rural roads 
improvement projects 

PN-AAL-032 

Vandervoort, Charles G. 
U.S.Agency for InternationalDevelopment. 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Office of Evaiuation 

Jan 1984 42p. +attachment, Eng. 
AI.D. program design and evrluation methods, 

no. 2 

Responding to a recommendation made at a 
1980 A.ID. conference which identified inade-
quate roao seiection procedures as a frequent 
reason why AID. rural road improvement 
projects fail to help their intended beneficiaries, 
this report presents guidelines for project selec-
tion and justification. Selection procedures are 
reviewed for AID. rural road projects in Libe-
ria, Jamaica, Bolivia, Kenya, the Philippines, the 
Dominican Republic, and Colombia, and a pro-
posed application of linear programming to road 
selection is discussed. Good road selection ci-
teria, it is noted, should be comprehensive (giv- 
ing due consideration to economic growth, 
quality of life, and equity), cost-effective, easily 
applicable by local technicians with consultant 
help, and fleible enough to allow best judgment 
by experts on the basis of verifiable assumptions. 
The criteria should also enable AI.D. project 
officers to exclude economically infeasible roads 
and identify politically biased calculations. Pre-
sented next is a three-phase selection procedure 
for rural roads projects: (1)Ltial screening of 
road location and length, population served, 
conmunity commitment to maintain roads, land 
ownership, and present condition/cost of im-
provement; (2) socioeconomic ranking accord-
ing to economic factors (agricultural potential, 
degree of access improvement, and the extent of 
parallel development activities in the road influ- 
ence area), access to social services, and equity;, 
and (3) economic justification in terms of likely 

impact of a specific road on agricultural produc
tion and personal mobility. Alengthy analysis of 
the Haiti Secondary Rural Roads Project is pro
vided to exemplify economic justification meth
odology. A brief discussion of field data coilec
tion activities needed to implement the above
noted selection and justification procedures con
cludes the report. 

Selecting data collection 
mehods and preparing
contractor scopes of work 

PN-AAL-057 

U.S. 	Dept. of Commerce. Bureau of the Censur.
 
International Statistical Programs Center
 

U.S. Agency for Intemational Development. 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluaion(Sponsor) 

Aug 1985, v,45p. +appendix, Eng. 
AI.D. program design and evaluation methodol

ogy report, no. 3 

Feur major data collection methods are avail
able to AID. program and project managers to 
meet their information needs: representative 
methods, such as censuses and sample surveys; 
intermeliate or quasi-statistical methods; case 
study methods; and secondary methods, which 
rely on existing data. These differ in advantages 
and disadvantages, and the choice of any one or 
combination will depend on anumber of factors, 
including: (1)the information needed and its in
tended use, ie., the need for statistical represen
tativeness, data quality (validity, reliability, or 
precision), replicability, potential for secondary 
analysis, and specificity; (2) characteristics of 
the subject population, such as heterogeneity and 
geographic dispersion; and (3)practical consid
erations, such as expediency, host country capa
bilities and needs, and cost. The method selected 
should provide the information needed to make 
policy decisions as cheaply and expeditiously as 
possible; appropriate applications are distin
guished herein according to these criteria. In 
practice, most data collection activities combine 
a variety of methods. Typically, AID. has relied 
on: representative methods (supplemented by 
intermediate and case study data) for program 
and policy planning; secondary data for program 
and policy evaluation; and case study and inter
mediate data for project-level planning, moni
toning, and evaluation. Once the methodology 
has been defined, a budget for data collection 
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activities must be developed to include: design-
ing the research, selecting samples and sites; de-
veloping and testing instruments; training asis-
tants; collecting, processing, and analyzing the 
data; preparing reports and deliverables; and 
communicauing and coordinating among imple-
mentors. The main components of the scope of 
work for data collection (which will vary some-
what with the method used), are: the study's 
background and purpose; questions to be ad-
dressed; the study approach; special skills re-
quired time frame; reporting requirements; and 
deliverables. Provided for each method are 
model scopes of work and suggested wording to 
ensure that documented data sets and other de-
liverables are received under contract 

Evaluation guidelines for 

nonproject assistance: 

commodity import programs 

(CIPs) and CIP-like activities 


PNAAL-058 

Development Associates, Inc. 
U.S. Agency for International Development 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
Office of Evaluation (Sponsor) 

Aug 1985, viii,54p. +5 appendices, Eng. 
A.D. program design and evaluation methodol-

ogy report no. 4 

In response to suggestions from the General 
Accounting Office, this report presents A.ID. 
management with guidelines for evaluating two 
types of nonproject assistance activities (that is, 
activities aimed at rapidly infusing foreign ex-
change or commodities into a nation's econo-
my)-Commodity Import Programs (CIPs), 
which finance the foreign exchange costs of 
commodity procurement and shipping for de-
veloping countries, and CIP-like programs, such 
as agricultural development loans to provide for 
commodity imports established vith Economic 
Support Fund or Development Assistance fund-
ing. The report, based on a review of past CIP 
evaluations by A.LD. and the World Bank, fo-
cuses on both the procedural and substantive 
aspects of evaluation. Individual sections of the 
report aeat: (1) the theory and practice of CIP 
and CIP-like programs; (2) the main areas of 
concern in evaluating these programs (program 
management, a consideratior of particular im-
portance in CIP programs; achievement of ob-
jectives; intended and unintended impacts within 
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the recipient country; and lessons leamd); (3) 
the evaluation scope of work; (4) preparatory 
work such as preparing data collection instru-
ments, training interviewers, and interviewing 
U.S. officials in the host country; and (5)major 
issu,s affecting the program's economic impact 
(policy reform, the targeting of commodir 'sand 
beneficiaries, foreign exchamge rates, and local 
currency programming). PartilaBr stress is laid 
on problems in tracing the end uses of A.ID. 
resources and on ways evaluators can establish a 
causal link between A.LD. assistance and van-
ors economic impacts (e.g., on selected eco-
nomic sectors, on balance of payments, on eq-
uity, and on private firms). Apresentation of in-
dicators for measuring the program's effective-
ness in key areas leads to some brief, concluding 
suggestios regarding the physical preparation 
of the repon. Appended are sample question-
naires, suggested outlines for aCIP evaluation 

report and for scopes of work for evaluating both 

aCIP and aCIP-like program, and areview of 
selected World Bank evaluation documents. 
PN-AAL-058_ 
Approach to evaluating the 
impact of A.I.D. projects 

PN-AAL-059PNA L09tematives 

White, Louise G. 
U.S. Agency for International Development.


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 

Center for Development Information and 

Evaluation 

Mar 1986, vi, 56p., Eng. 
AI.D. program design and evaluation methodol-

ogy report, no. 5 

Traditionally, the impact evaluations produced 
by A.ID.'s Center for Development Information 
and Evaluation (CDIE) are "rapid impact stud-
ies" in which teams of development experts, 
some of them ALD. staff, go into the field for 3-
4 weeks to make observations and to collect and 
analyze data. An overview of this methodology 
from its inception in 1979 to 1985 is presented. 
The report is in two parts. Part one describes the 
rationale, activities, and products that typify 
CDIE impact studies in contradistinction to oth-
er kinds of evaluations. Included is a detailed 
description, intended as an overview of the 
methodology for development workers, of the 
organization of evaluation teams and the proce-
dures used in the impact studies (topic selection, 
topic coordinator, background studies, planning 
workshops, site selection, team composition, 

team workshops, fieldwork, conferences, and 
publications). Part two explores more specific 
methodological and eperational issues, and is 
intended for those who anticipate direct partici
pation in impact evaluations and who therefore 
require additional "how-to" guidance. The first 
of its three sections discusses evaluation design, 
including developing ronceptual frameworks, 
identifying impacts, designing the study and de
veloping working hypotheses, and selecting 
evaluatory techniques, resources, and mea.rres. 
A second section discusses procedures for col
lecting and analyzing data from field observa
ions and interviews. The final section presents 

strategies for reportihg evaluation findings, in
cluding written reports, debriefing sessions, and 
the responsibilities of team members in con
cluding the evaluation process. The study em
phasizes several characteristics which make the 
use of impact evaluations ideal for A.ID. 

projects. (1)Although it is difficult to assess im
pact, the studies are valuable reminders of the 
difference development assistance has made. (2)
Impact evaluations are important in helping 
A.LD. policymakers address broad policy con
cers. (3)The studies give development experts 
the cpportunity to compare what was dooc with 
what should have been done and to develop al

for the future-a stance less comm,-.n
with more narrowly defined evaluations. 

Manual for evaluating smallscale enterprise development 
projects 

PN-AAL-065 

Goldmark Susan; Rosengard, Jay
 
DevelopmentAlternatives, Inc.
 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development
 

Bureau for Science and Technology. Office of
 
Rural and Institutional Development (Sponsor) 

Nov 1985, xv, 287p., Eng. 
AID. program design and evaluation methodol

ogy report, no. 6 
9311090 

Practical advice on how to conduct cost-effec
tive impact evaluatioas of small scale enterprises 
(SSEs) is presented in this manual The tech
niques described, which fit into the normal time 
frame foriimpactevaluations (3-6weekseach for 
field work and for data analysis and write up), ar.
based on experience from evaluations inAfrica, 
Latin America, and Asia. Low-, medium-, and 
high-level options from which to choose, de
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pending on tLme and budget constraints, are given 
along with key issues to investigate, checklists for 
data collection, and frameworks for analyzing 
results. The manual's chapters discuss: (1-2) 
backgrond of the manual and factors to consider 
prior to designing an evaluation methodology; 
(3-4) genera] guidelines for data collection and 
data aialysis; (5-8) how to evaluate the perfor-
uLnce of the donor agency, SSE credit institu-
does, SSE technical assistance agencies, and as-
sisted SSEs: (9) how to determine the SSE 
project's impact on community members; (10) 
how to synthesize the findings from the above 
analyses into a project-level evaluation. A 45-
item bibliography (1968-85) is appended. 

A.I.D. evaluation handbook 

PN-AAL-086 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program and PolicyCoordination.Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

Ap,"1987, v,43p. +4 attachments, Eng. 
Report no. TM-3S-12 
AI.D. prgram design and evaluation methodol-

ogy rport,no. 7 

To help managers make well-informed deci-
sions, AID. oversees an intricate system, herein 
described, to monitor and evaluate its develop-
ment assistance activities at all levels and stages 
of implementation. An initial overview of the 
system notes U.S. Government requirements for 
accountability in the use of development assis-
tance funds; AJ.D.'s focus on meeting manage-
ment needs; the decentralized nature of the sys-
ten to allow for flexibility and resrnsiveness; 
the multiple types of evaluation activities; and the 
importance ofhost country collaboration. A de-
scription of the procedural components of the 
system covers: (1) using past experience in de-
signing new activities; (2)incorporating an infor
mation component (Le., a plan for data collection 
and analysis activities) in project design; (3) de-
ciding when, how, and what to evaluate; (4)writ-
ing an evaluation scope of work; (5)assigning 
Mission or AID/W backstopping responsibilities; 
(6) completing the evaluation (e.g., internal re-
view, debriefi'g, submission requirements); and 
(7)making the evaluation useful through Mission 
or AID/W follow-up on recommendations. A 
concluding section delineates the evaluation re-
sponsibilities of Mission and of Regional and
Central Bureau personnel. Appendices provide 

outlines of basic project identification data and of 
an executive summary, and steps in preparing an 
annual evaluation plan. 

Conducting group interviews in 
developing countries 

PN-AAL-088 

Kumar, Krishna 
U.S. Agency for International Development 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.

Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

Apr 1987, x, 46p., Eng. 
AI.D. program design and evaluation methodol-

ogy report, no. 8 

Conventional qualitative data collection meth-
ods (e.g., censuses, sample surveys, ethnogra-
phies) often yield overly elaborate and inappro-
piate information for A.D.'s management andpsaeifrainfrADsmaaeetad
evaluative purposes. An alternative that is oftenoverlooked is the group interview. This hand-

book discusses group interview methodology in 
non-technical language, paying special attention 
to the problems of conducting interviews in de-
veloping countries. Elements of interview design 

and execution are examined at length, including 
among others: (1) defining the scope and objec- 
tives of the interview;, (2) determining the size 
and composition (e.g., by age, sex, class, etc.) of 
the groups; (3) interviewing techniques; (4) 
methods for controlling the discussion; and (5) 
recording results. A separate section discusses 
the community interview, a care.fully structured 
form of the town me-ing. Although the inter
view method has certain disadvantages (for ex-
ample, interviewer bias may affect results, and 
the data produced are not a representative sam-
pie), it can nevertheless be a useful tool in 
project planning, implementation, and evalua- 
tion. A two page bibliography is included. 

"uidelines for data collecton, 
u c,

monitoring and evaluation plansfor A,I.D.-assisted projects 

PN-AAL-089 

Norton, Maureen; Benoliel, Sharon Pines 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

Apr 1987, xii, 51p. +3appendices, Eng. 
AI.D. program design and evaluation methodol

ogy report, no. 9 

Areview of recent A.I.D. experience with data 
collection introduces these guidelines aimed at 
helping A.LD. managers obtain the project per
formance data they need for effective decision
making. The paper presents two sets of guide
lines. The first set covers collecting data during 
project implementation in order to improve 
project monitoring and impact assessment; data 
gathering techniques, the need for rapid, low
cost studies, and the use of the latter to answer 
the questions posed by managers are discussed. 
The second set of guidelines, which concerns the 
preparation at the project design stage of plans 
for data collection, monitoring, and evaluation, 

presents a step-by-step approach to designing a 
project information system; items covered in
dude identifying information users, clarifying 
the project's logframe components, identifying 
managers' questions and the data for answering
angr'qsiosndheaafraneig 

them, clarifying counterpart involvement, de
veloping feedback procedures, and developing a 
budgeL Appendices provide a checklist of issues 
for preparing Project Paper data collection plans; 
discuss data gathering techniques for conducting 
rapid, low-cost studies; provide sample data 
collection, monitoring, and evaluation plans for 
projects in various sectors; and present an ex
tensive bibliography on methodologies for 
project evaluation. 

Rapid, low-cost data collection 

methods for A.I.D. 

PN-AAL- 100 

Kumar, Krishna 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and
Evaluation 

Dec 1987, vi, 34p., Eng. 
I.D. program design and evaluation methodol
ogy report,
no. 10 

The high cost and the length of time required to 
mount large-scale rigorous data collection cnm
paigns (e.g., censuses, sample surveys) can be a 
major constraint on AI.D. project planning and 
management This guide, written for A.D. man
agers who commission studies involving data
collection, explores five types of less rigorous and 
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more cost-effective data collection methods: (1) 
key informant interviews (in-depth discussions 
on a specific topic with knowledgeable persons); 
(2) focus group interviews (in which a group of 
participants discuss project ideas and issues 
among tierselves under the direction of a mod-
erator); (3) community interviews (i.e., a com-
munity/village meeting, inwhich interviews are 
usually conducted by a team of two or more in-
vestigators following an interview guide); (4)di 
rec observation (an intensive and systematic ob-
servation ofa phenomenon in its natural setting, 
but not as elaborate as participant observation); 
and (5)informal surveys (surveys that focus on 
just a few issues and utilize a small sample size). 
Each method is discussed with regard to its uses,
advantages, limitations, and the times and skills 

required. The paper concludes with a guide to 
developing a scope of work for contracting a 
study based on rapid, low-cost data collection 

Flexible project design 

approaches: AIP/Washiagton 

views and examples from the 

Philippines 


PN-AAU-631 

Hermann, Chris 
U.S. Agency for International Development 


Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.
 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation 

Jan 1986, xii,40p. +appendix, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 3 

The performance of project design approaches 
which maximize flexibility during implementa-
tion and thus allow for mid-course changes is 
compared with that of traditional, more specific 
designs. An initial section summarizes the two 
perspectives, citing experience with irrigation 
projects to clarify how flexible designs differ 
from standard project designs. The use of flexi-
ble design concepts by USAD/Philippines in 
four core projects provides the basis for discus-
sion in section two of common design charac-
teristics and the Mission's experience with initial 
implementation. Particular attention is given to 
the project management demands of these 
projects. Also, a distinction is made between two 
types of flexible design-rolling design, which 
specifies a project's ends but not its means, and 
process design, which remains general in regard 
to both. Advantages and disadvantages of flexi-
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ble design are discussed and recommendations 
regarding its use provided. 

Evaluating the socio-economic 
impact of rural road projects
three approaches to baseline 
and foflow-up data collection 

designs 

PN-AAV-431 

Hermann, Chris 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
e t Development Infrmation and 

Apr 1986, 21p. +appendix, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 9 

Guidelines for planning baseline and follow-up 
surveys to evaluate the socioeconomic impact of 
rural road projects are presented. Four steps in 

planning the surveys are discussed: (1)identify-
ing the project's most likely and/or important
socioeconomic impacts (both direct and derived, 
the latter of which emerge after some time and 
may be better addressed through later impact 
evaluations); (2) specifying data requirements to 
measure these impacts; (3) selecting an appro-
priate study approach, in most cases based prin-

cipally on funds available for evalcation (three 
general approaches-minimum, low cost, and 
high cost-are compared in a table); and (4)
writing a scope of work based on th- decisions 
made concerning the impacts to be evaluated, 
data requirements, and study approach. A con-
cluding section cautions that, where baseline 
data are inadequate or unusable or where host 
country support for data collection has waned, it 
is prudent to evaluate the usefulness of a follow
up survey before wasting valuable energy and 
resources. AppeiAed is a sample scope of work 

n tion for n ing policy
refonn programs 
PN-AAV-806 

Hermann, Chris 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau Program and Policy Coordination.Ceniter forforDevelopment Information and 
Evaluation 

Aug 1986, vii, 27p., Eng. 

A.I.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 13 

Four types of data commonly needed to monitor 
and evaluate AID. policy reform (PR) pro
grams--data on host country compliance with 
disbursement conditions, on the performance of 
public sector institutions, on the program's eco
nomic and political context, and on the private 
sector's response to PR--are discussed. Also 
identified are three features of PR programs 
which delimit their information requirements: (I) 
basic information needs for monitoring imple
mentation are defined indisbursement conditions; 
(2)information requirements increase as restric
tions on the use of funds become more specific; 
and (3)the difficulty in demonstrating the macro.economic and sectoral effects of PRs, which fre

quently precludes this as an evaluation strategy, 
may lessen information needs. Several recoin
mendations concerning staffing and funding for
the information component are made. The report, 
directed to A.I.D. and host country program staff 
and to specialists with limited experience in the 
information requirements of PR programs, cites 

programs ir,Niger and Mali to exemplify both the 
types of data needed and the methods used to 
collect them. 

Methodologies for assessing the 
impact of agricultural and rural 
development projects: a 
dialogue 

PN-AAX-21 8 

Kumar, Kishna 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

Jun 1989, viii 24p. +2 appendices, Eng.
A.I.D. program design and evaluation methodol

ogy report, no. I1 

InJanuary 1988, AI.D. sponsored an intema

tional workshop to discuss key issues concern
ing impact assessments of agricultual and rural 
development projects. Major findings and con
clusions were as follows. 
1. Current strategies for computing the net im

pacts of agricultural and rural development 
projets-statiscal control and quasi-experp itc lcnrladqaiepn 
mental design techniques-ere impractical 
and should be replaced by rapid, low-cost data 
collection methods (e.g., informant interviews, 
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community meetings, surveys) to determine 
whether anticipated or unanticipated change 
occurred in core impact areas, and whether 
these changes can plausibly be related to the 
project 

2. Production impact should be assessed by ex-
amining not only a project's impacts on tar-
geted crops, but also the project's effect on 
non-targated crops and aq'tivities, the use of 
the targeted crop, the persons responsible for 
production and marketing, the cost opportu-
nity of the new crop, and gender issues. 

3. Impact on household income can be assessed 
by conducting small, sample surveys for ex-
tended periods of time. These surveys should 
focus on household expenditures, key stan-
dard-of-living indicators, and intrahousehold 
control of income. 

4. Besides food production, factors such as sea-
sonality, crop mix, income, the role of wom-
en, crop labor requirements, marketing, and 
government policy are vital in assessing the 
attainment of food consumption object-
Nutritional impact can be measured by simpic 
and easily learned anthrnpometric methods. 
Also pertinent are questions about the fre-
quency of meals consumed during different 
agricultural seasons and tue number of nights 
the respondent or his/her acquaintances went 
to bed hungry. 

5. Agreement is lacking among scieatists and 
donors on suitable models for assessing 
project impact on natural resources and the 
environment. Such models, when developed, 
should include not only biological and physi-
cal aspects, but social and economic aspects 
as well. Exceszive use of technical language 
and evaluators' sense of their inability to af-
fect evironmental issues are also problems. 

6. More needs to be done to devolve assessment 
efforts to host country agencies, building, 
where necessary, the required institutional 
capacity. 

Indicators for measuring 
changes in income, food 
ayailability and consumption, 
and the natural resource base 

PN-AAX-223 

Kumar, Krishna 
U.S. Agency for International DevelopmenL 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation 

(Impact Indicators Workshop, Arlington, VA US, 
20-22 Jun 1988) 

Sep 1989, v, 36p., Eng. 
A.I.D. program design and evaluation methodol-

ogy[repoft], no. 12 

Though often confused with concepts such as 
"data," "targets," or "standards of evaluation," 
impact indicators are objectively verifiable and 
replicable variables that measure change in a 
given phenomenon or process. This report doc-
unents the findings of a workshop held in 1988 
to identify a set of simple, practical indicators 
for monitoring the impact of AJ.D.'s agricul-
tural and rural development assistance. Tnree 
groups of indicators are discussed: (1) indica-
tors to measure income change, e.g., macro-
level indicators such as GNP and GDP and mi- 
cro-level indicatuis such as household income 
and expenditures and indicators of intrahouse-
hold income distribution; (2) indicators to 
measure changes in food consumption, e.g., per 
capita calorie intake, food expenditures, and 
market availability and prices, as well as an-
throponetric indicators such as weight at birth-, 
and (3) natural resource indicators, including 
indicators of topsoil erosion, crop yield, actual 
land use versus soil suitability, surface and 
groundwater pollution, and the status of range-
lands, forests, and wetlands. Good indicators, 
according to workshop participants, should 
provide valid measures, be reliable, sensiti we to 
change, replicable, and based on easily acces-
sible data; they should also be measurable 
quickly and cost-effectively, and be easily un-
derstood by policymakers. The attempt to mea-
sure impact indicators for every project was 
agreed to be impractical; instead, program as
sessments should be based on impact measure-
ments from a sample of projects and on key 
qualitative studies. 

Conducting key informant 

Although key informant interviews are widely 
conducted in development settings, the quality 
and nature of the information they generate is 
often of dubious value and low credibility. To 
improve the quality of this data collection meth
od, this report provides guidelines for conduct
ing informant interviews in developing coun
tries. After a brief introduction, Section 2 d.
scribes the main steps that investigators should 
take to prepare for the interviews. These include: 
formulating study questions, reviewing available 
information, developing a conceptual frame
work, preparing an interview guide, and select
ing key informants. Section 3 details the actual 
interview process, focusing on meeting and 
probing informants, wording anJ ,equencing 
questions, controlling conversations, using 
translators, and recording the interview. Section 
4 profiles simple, practical techniques that can 
be used to analyze interview data, including 
summary she.ts, descriptive codes, storage and 
retrieval systems, and presentation of data. Fi
nally, Section 5 describes the steps -to take to 
ensure reliability and validity of the findings by 
checking the key informant's "representative
ness" and reliability, examining the interview
er's own possible bias, and keeping an eye out 
for negative evidence. Overall, the key infor
mant interview is a good evaluation method 
since it provides information and insight that 
cannot be obtained with other methods, provides 
flexibility to explore new issues, and is inexpen
sive to conduct. However, certain drawbacks 
exist as well. Key informant interviews do not 
provide quantitative data, are susceptible to in
terviewer biases, and can be unreliab!e iffewer 
than 15 persons are interviewed. 

Preliminar indicators for 

monitoringchanges in the 
natural resource base 
PN-AAX-233 

interviews IndevelopingFredR.
 

PN-AAX-226 

Kumar, Krshna 

U.S. Agency for International Development. 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and 
Evaluation 

Dec 1989, vi,37p. +attachment, Eng. 
A.I.D. program design and evaluation methodol-

ogy report, no. 13 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center forDevelopment Informaton and 
Evaluation (Sponsor) 

Feb 1990, vi 34p. +attachment, Eng. 

A.I.D. program design and evaluation methodol
ogy report, no. 14 

Since most agricultural and rura' development 
projects call for intensive resource use, they are 

likely to have both positive and negative impacts 
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on the physical environment. This paper de- plan surveys, prepare questions, design the ques- No single approach to M&E is uniformly appli
scribes ten simple, low-cost indicators which can tionnaire, select respondents, ask questions, and cable. (2) Direct measurement ofproject impacts
be used by field personnel as an alternative to so- analyze and present the survey data. A mini- sur- is not always necessary or feasible. (3) M&E
phisticated data collection systems in monitoring vey may be defined as one which: (1)focuses on a systems should begin by identifying user needs,
these changes. These indicators were selected be- narrowly defined issues; (2) keeps the number of and should let the nature of the project, not re
cause they: (1)allow easily measurable, low-cost, questions small (15-30); (3) employs a small search criteria, determine information require
rapid data collection; (2) are applicable over a sample size (25-70); (4) typically uses closed ments. (4)Multiple data collection method3 (in
broad range of ecosystems; (3) have a projec.- rather than open-ended questions; and (5)may cluding informal methods) anJ multiple data
level focus; and, where feasible, (4)permit local employ informal sampling procedures, though sources should be used. (5) Collaborative im
participation. The paperdetails how to collect and the more objective probability sampling is pre- plementation of M&E systems can build host 
use these data for soil, water, vegetation, wildlife, ferred. Such surveys have several advantages, country data collection and analysis capabilities
and to some extent, areas of scientific, cultural, Unlike other low-cost data collection methods, and increase host country responsiveness to 
historical, and religious significance. The most they can generate qualitative data. In addition, M&E findings. A final section describes three
important indicators of impact on the quantity of they can be completed within a short time-span alternative approaches to organizing M&E units. 
water are changes in the stream flow, water table, (3-7 weeks), contain few nonsampling errors, and 
or drainage patterns, while changes in water are relatively low in cost. Their use is particularly USAlD/Jakarta's staegic use of
quality are detected by monitoring physical, appropriatewhen:(1)limitedtimeorresourcesdo
 
chemical, and biological properties. Impacts on not permit or justify the launching of a large empirical information
 
soil are measured by observing wind and water sample survey; (2)the purpose of !he survey is to
 
erosion and trends in soil productivity, particu- develop questions, hypotheses, and propositions PN-AAY-392
 
laly in traditional farm fields. Vegetation is 
 for further testing; and (3)some quantitative data
 
monitored by looking at changes in the ratio of 
 are needed to supplement qualitative information. Hermann, Chris 
permanent vegetation to open or farmland areas; The limitations of mini-surveys should also be U.S. Agency for International Development.

in the composition and density of the vegetation; borne in mind, however. Tneir findings are less 
 Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Center forDevelopment Information andand in tree or shrub coverage on farmland or in capable of generalization, for example, while the Evaluation
 
open areas. To measure the impart on wildlife, the small sample size may not permit statistical anal
number of species, the size of the animal popla-
 ysis and frequently places the survey's credibility Oct 1987, x, 22p. + appendix, Eng.

tion, and the extent and quality of the habitat are inquestion. A.I.D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 15
 
observed. Finally, areas of special significance

should be monitored, according to their impor- Designing monitoring and The extent to which A.ID. Missions comply
tance to the local people (e.g., sacred forests, with the A.ID. policy that management decisions
burial grounds) or to the international scientific evaluation systems: issues and be based on hard, empirical evidence varies 
community (e.g., sites of geological significance opportunities greatly from Mission to Mission. This paper de
or species diversity), scribes the exemplary performance of USAID/

PN-AAY-391 Jakarta in this area. The paper sketches and ex
emplifies the three stages in the evolution of theConducting mini surveys in Hermann, Chris Mission's strategy for using empirical informa

developing countries U.S. Agency for International Development. tion--developing problem-oriented evaluations,
Bureau forProgram and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information and coordinating information activities for project,PN-AAX-249 Evaluation program, and policy purposes, and disseminating 

information to potential users---and delineates theKumar, Krishna Oct 1987, v, 13p., Eng. central roles played in this evolution by the Mis-
U.S. Agency for International Development. AID. evaluation occasional paper, no. 14 sion Director, the Project and Program SupportBureau for Program and Policy Coordination. Office and the Evaluaton Section, and MissionCenterfor Development Information and Management problems can occur at any time technical offices. The report also specifies prob-

Evaluation 
in the project cycle. An increasingly recognized lems limiting the Mission's further improvementDec 1990, vi 65 p.: charts, statisticaltables, way of identifying and correcting these prob- and greater use of its information system. Are-Eng. lems is through use of a monitoring and evalua- view of the lessons which other Missions can 

A.D. program design and evaluation methodol- don (M&E) system. This paper discusses issues learn from USAID/Jakarta's experience stresses 
ogy report, no. 15 pertaining to the design of M&E and related in- the need for a clear commitment to information 

formation systems. After summarizing the activities by senior Mission managers and active
While mini-surveys cannot substitute for com- problems commony found in past M&E activi- involvement therein by the Mission Director,in

plex, large-scale surveys, they can provide valu- ties (poorly defined data collection needs, reli- sights for developing a Mission information 
able information in a variety of program and ance on overly sophisticated data collection and strategy are also provided. A concluding section
project settings. This paper provides a compre- analysis methods, inadequate data analysis, in- suggests that in the face of the low priority ac
hensive, step-by-step guide to conducting mini- sufficient staffing and funding levels), the paper corded within the Agency to information activi
surveys indeveloping countries. It details how to presents guidelines for future M&E planning. (1) ties (in fact, if not in policy), A.ID. focus on de-
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velopng regional information services rather 
than in-house Mission capabiliies. 

Review of the quality of A.I.D. 


evaluations: FY 187 and FY 


PN-ABC-321 

Hopstock, Paul J.;Kellum, Allan C.; Young, 

Maicolm B. 


U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Iformttion and 
Evaluation 

May 1989, xi, 40p. +2 appendices: charts, 

statistical tibles, Eng. 


AI.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 19 

To provide a clearer picture of A.I.D.'s evalua-
ion practices, this report reviews 287 evaluations 
submitted by A.I.D.Missions and offices during 
FY87 and FY88 to examine their overall quality 
and compliance with the A.I.D. Handbook. 
Among the report's key findings are (I)over half 
(53%) of the evaluations were conducted solely 
by contractors, while A.LD. and host country 
personnel participated in 29% and 27% of them, 
respectively; (2)on average, less than 50% of the 
recommendations could be acted upon by the 
AID. Mission or Bureau that sponsored the 
evaluation, the rest being diected to those actual-
ly implementing the project; and (3) regarding 
special concerns, detailed discussion was given to 
women in development issues in just 9%of the 
evaluations, and to environmertal issues in 8%. 
Sustainability issues were discussed in 36%. 
Other findings are listed below. (1)The majority 
(89%) of the reports evaluated single projects, 
10% more than one project, and 1%nonproject 
assistance. (2) On certain key measures (e.g., 
completeness, methodology), evaluations pre-
pared for the Asia/Near East and Latin America/ 
Caribbean Bureaus were rated highest. (3)Inter-
im evaluations accounted for 69% of the total. (4) 
Regardingtheirprimaryfocus,64%ofthereports 
addressed outputs, 28% addressed purpose, and 
2% addressed goals. (5) Complete data were 
available on outputs in 51% of the evaluations, 
purposes in 19%, and goals in 4%. (6) Possibly 
because of the short time taken to conduct the 
evaluations (on average about a month), data col-
lection relied heavily on key informant interviews 
and to alesser extent on site visits, withlialeorno 
use made of focus group or community inter-
views, formal or informal surveys, or direct ob-

servation. (7) Of reports using analytical meth-
ods, 50% analyzed trend data, 23%analyzed cost-
effectiveness in detail, and 11% used comparison 
orcotrol groups. (8)Some 60o% containedinfor-
mation on financial monitoring and 79% on pro-
gram monitoring; of these, 66% of the projects 
evaluated were given high marks for financial 
monitoring and 54% for program morito-rng. (9) 
A total of 59% of the reports called for improve
ments in the project monitoring, evaluation, or 
management information systems. (10) Included 
in 66% of the evaluations was the required ES or 
PES containing a section for listing actions to be 
taken on the basis of the evaluation. (11) Some 
18% of the evaluations noted that recommenda-

tions from prior evaluations had not been imple
mented. (12) Cost data, which were provided for 
45% of the evaluations, indicate umean cost per 
evaluation of $37,450, with 17% costing less thar 

$10,000 and 20% costing over $60,000. [Author 
abstract, modified] 

Impact indicators: general 

issues and concerns 

PN-ABC-899 

Kumar, Kfishna 
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Evaluation 

(ImpzctIndicators Workshop, Arlington, VA, US, 
20-22 Jun 1988) 

Aug 1989, 14p., Eng. 
AI.D.evaluation occ.sionalpaper,no. 30 

Impact indicators-which may be defined as 
measures of the effect of developmtnt interven-
tions on people, economic sectors, society, and 
the environment--are a largely unexplored and 
even ambiguous topic within A.I.D. This paper 
examines some baic issues affecting impact in-
dicators for agricultural and rural development 
projects. The paper lists technical and practical 
criteria for selecting impact indicators and ar-
gues the indispensability of these indicators in 
determining whether and to what extent devel- 
opment changes have ocmed, although the use 
of supplementary qualitative studies is urged to 
develop a reasonable cetainty that the changes 
are causally link to a given project. Three impact 
areas-household income, food availability and 
consumption, and the natural resource base--are 
identified as central for providing a systematic 
assessment of the Agency's progress towards its 

agricultural and rural development goals; simple 
criteria for selecting sample projects on which to 
gather data in these three areas are presented. A 
final section suggests concrete ways of reducing 
the costs of establishing a system for collecting 
and analyzing impact data. 

Indicators of household income 

for use in the evaluation of 
agricultural development 
projects
 

PN-ABC-902 

Rogers, Beatrice Lorge 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 

Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination. 
Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

Oct 1989, v, 22p. +appendix, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 33 

Changes in the amount of household income 
as well as in the form, timing, and flow of in
come are important in measuring the effective
ness of agricultural interventions. Household 
income is difficult to assess, however, due to 
problems in selecting an appropriate reference 
period, the possibility of severe income fluctu
ations in the short term, and, in some settings, 
the reluctance of people to discuss their income. 
This report examines selected income indica
tors, including wealth and asset ownership, in 
kind and cash income, home labor and its 
monetary value, expenditures, consumption, 
and quality of life indicators (i.e., nutritional 
statas and infant and child mortality). Various 
data sources for measuring income are then 
described, including secondary data, adminis
trative records, project records, and primary 
data for evaluation purposes. According to the 
report, a reliable evaluation is likely to require 
primary data collection, since secondary sourc
es are unlikely to provide the necessary level of 
detail. The final section of the report summa
rizes onsite data collection methods, including 
direct observation, focus groups, key informant 
interviews, and small- scale surveys. The report 
recommends frequent, small-scale evaluations 
to generate data for use in program modifica
tion. Appended is a lengthy excerpt from a 
questionnaire from a food consumption survey 
conducted in the Dominican Republic which 
exemplifies different approaches to estimating 
household income. 
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Impact indicators for measuring 
change inthe natural resource 

PN-ABC-903 

McCracken, Ralph J. 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development

Bureau for Program and Polcy Coordination, 
Evaluation 

Nov 1989, v,24p. +2 app6ndices, Eng. 
AI.D. evaluation occasional paper, no. 34 

'lhis paper identifies and describes several im-
pact indicators that can be used to evaluate 
changes in the natural resource base over time.-
changes that may be associated with develop-
ment efforts. Specifically, the impact indicators 
include: six soil resorce indicators (to measure 
water- and wind-caused erosion, soil productiv-
ity and degration, land use, and run-off), five 
water resource indicators (to measure availabili-
ty of ground and surface water, upstream flood-
ing, irrigation efficiency, surface water pollut-
ants, and groundwater contamination), four plant 
resource indicaturs (to assess local fanning 
practices, the canyiug capacity of rangeland, and 

the status offorests and wetlands), and two eco-
system indicators (to evaluate general ecological 
deterioration, and to measure the relative pro-

ductivity in calories of food produced in a soil-
plant ecosystem). The document also provides a 
checklist of baseline data needed to implement 
the indicators. It is not feasible to use a common 
set of impact indicators for all interventions, the 
document concludes; variations in climate, soil,
and vegetation in different locations and over 

time require different sets of indicators. 

Food availability and 
consumption indicators 

PN-ABC-907 

O'Brien-Place, Patricia; Frankenberger, 
FimothyR. 

U.S. Agency for International Development. 
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.Center for Development Information andEvaluation 

(Impact IndicatorsWorkshop, Arlington, VA, US, 
20-22 Jun 1988) 

Dec 1989, vi, 22p. +3 appendices: statistical 
tables, Eng. 

AI.D. evaluation occasionalpaper, no. 36 

Food availability and consumption indicators 
can be obtained through methods varying from 
time-consuming, detailed analysis to rapid data 

collection involving rough app dmations. This 
report looks at food availability and con
sumption indicators, focusing on both direct 
(e.g., budget surveys. minimal data sets) and 
indirect (e.g., household food availability, 
nutritional status) indices. These data can be 
used to design agricultural and rural develop

mernt projects, choose a target population or 
appropriate interventions, or monitor andevaluate project results. National food and 
agricultun] planning also relies on food 
consumption data for knowledge of the nutri
tional and food consumption status of the 
population and for forecasting future food 
consumption needs. The document concludes 
that government policies from foreign exchange 
rates to fertilizer subsidies have an eventual 
impact on food onsumption, making food 
consumption data a via part of estimating the 
effects of present and proposed policies. Three 
appendices detail food consumption consider
ations in the design of agrictltural projects, data 
categories for dietary assessment, and second
ary data sources for food and nutrition status 
indicators. This report includes a bibliography 
(1970-88). 
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Document Availabilityand Pnces
 

All documents cited in this catalog are available free of charge to AID. employees. 
A.LD. contractors, other U.S. government offices, universities, and other Institutions 
located in developing countries must pay for documents. 

Documents are available as microfiche, paper copies printed from a fiche master, or 
shelf copies. In most cases, shelf copies of documents are available; the cost is $3.00 per 
document. When a shelf r apy is not available a paper copy will be made, generally at a 
substantially higher cost. 

To order, look up the price for the documents you wish to order in the chart below. The 
price in the first column is for microfiche (MF); the second column gives the paper copy
(PC) price. Then send the Document Identification numbers (along with a check drawn 
on a U.S. bank for the total amount ofyour order if you're not an AI.D. employee) to: 

Development Information Services Clearinghouse 
Document Distribution Unit 
1500 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1010 
Arlington, Virginia 22209-2404 

A.D. employees can phone in orders: (703) 351-4006 

MF PC PN-AAI-I-747 $3.75 $3.00 PN-AAJ-007 $125 $3.00 

PD-AAR-863 $2.50 $2535 PN-AAH-749 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-008 $1.25 $3.00 

PD-AAS-326 $1.25 $5.72 PN-AAH-750 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-135 $250 $3.00 

PD-AAW-776 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAH-751 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAJ-168 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAG-670 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAH-768 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-169 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAG-671 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAH-850 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-170 $2.50 $8.97 

PN-AAG-672 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAH-851 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-171 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAG-685 $125 $3.00 PN-AAH-970 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-172 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAG-691 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAH-971 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-173 $1.25 $6.63 

PN-AAG-922 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAH-972 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-174 $3.75 $3.00 

PN-,AM-006 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAH-973 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-175 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAH-238 $1.25 $11.18 PN-AAH-974 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-176 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAH-425 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAH-975 $2.50 $11.57 PN-AAJ-177 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAH-434 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAH-976 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-178 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAH-723 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAH-977 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAJ-179 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAH-724 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAH-978 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-199 $2.50 $1326 

PN-A-AH-725 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAH-979 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAJ-207 $1.25 $3.00 
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PN-AAJ-208 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL,010 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-040 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-605 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-011 $2.50 $300 PN-AA.-041 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-606 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-012 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-042 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-607 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-013 $i.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-043 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-608 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-014 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL,044 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-609 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-015 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-045 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-610 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-016 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-046 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-611 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL017 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-047 $1.25 $300 

PN-AAJ-612 $3.75 $3.00 PN-AAL-018 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-048 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-613 $3.75 $3.00 FN-AAL-019 $3.75 $3.00 PN-AAL.049 $3.75 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-614 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-020 $3.75 $3.00 PN-AAL-050 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-615 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-021 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-051 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-616 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAI-022 $3.75 $3.00 PN-AAL-052 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-617 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL,-023 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-053 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-618 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-024 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-O 54 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-619 $115 $3.00 PN-AAL-025 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-055 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-620 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-026 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-056 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-621 $2.50 3.00 PN-AAL-027 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-057 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-622 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-028 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-058 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-623 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-029 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-059 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAJ-624 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-030 $125 $3.00 PN-AAL-060 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAL-001 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-031 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-061 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-002 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-032 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAI062 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAL-003 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-033 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-063 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-004 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-034 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-064 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-005 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-035 $3.75 $3.00 PN-AAL-065 $5.00 $3.00 

PN-AAL-006 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-036 $3.75 $3.00 PN-AAL-066 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAL,007 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-037 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-067 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAL-008 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-038 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-068 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-009 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAL-039 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL069 $1.25 $3.00 
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PN-AAL-070 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAL-100 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-218 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-071 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAN-196 $3.75 $3.00 PN-AAX-219 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-072 $3.75 $3.00 PN-AAT-504 $1.25 $1.43 PN-AAX-220 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-073 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAT-505 $1.25 $2.08 PN-AAX-221 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL,074 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAT-608 $1.25 $3.90 PN-AAX-222 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-075 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAU-631 $1.25 $7.67 PN-AAX-223 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-076 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAU-752 $1.25 $10.66 PN-AAX-224 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAI-077 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAV-283 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-225 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAI-078 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAV-287 $1.25 $10.27 PN-AAX-226 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-079 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAV-288 $1.25 $7.41 PN-AAX-227 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAL-080 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAV-430 $1.25 $4.42 PN-AAX-228 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAL,-081 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAV-431 $1.25 $4.03 PN-AAX-229 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-082 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAV-806 $1.25 $4.29 PN-AAX-230 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAL,-083 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAX-200 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-231 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-084 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAX-201 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-232 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-085 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-203 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAX-233 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-086 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-204 $3.75 $3.00 PN-AAX-234 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-087 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAX-205 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-235 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-088 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-206 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAX-236 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-089 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAX-207 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-237 $2.50 $3.00 

PN-AAL-090 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-208 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-238 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-091 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAX-209 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-239 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-092 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAX-210 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAX-240 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL,093 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAX-211 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAX-241 $1.25 3.00 

PN-AAL-094 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-212 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-242 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-095 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-213 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-243 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-096 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-214 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-244 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-097 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-215 $2.50 $3.00 PN-AAX-245 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-098 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-216 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-247 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAL-099 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-217 $1.25 $3.00 PN-AAX-248 $2.50 $13.13 
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PN-AAX-249 $1.25 $3.00 PN-ABC-707 $1.25 $3.00 PN-ABC-906 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAX-250 $1.25 $3.00 PN-ABC-708 $1.25 $3.00 PN-ABC-907 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-AAY-391 $1.25 $2.34 PN-ABC-709 $1.25 $3.00 PN-ABC-920 $1.25 $1.04 

PN-AAY-392 $1.25 $4.42 PN-ABC-710 $1.25 $3.00 PN-ABD-922 $1.25 $1.04 

PN-ABA-143 $1.25 $3.00 PN-ABC-863 $1.25 $1.04 PN-ABG-001 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-ABC-092 $1.25 $8.71 PN-ABC-864 $1.25 $1.04 PN-ABG-002 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-ABC-321 $1.25 $3.00 PN-ABC-899 $1.25 $2.34 PN-ABH-145 $1.25 $1.04 

PN-ABC-701 $1.25 $3.00 PN-ABC-900 $1.25 $2.08 PN-ABH-146 $1.25 $1.04 

PN-ABC-702 $125 $5.46 PN-ABC-901 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-ABC-703 $1.25 $3.00 PN-ABC-902 $1.25 $5.07 

PN-ABC-704 $1.25 $3.00 PN-ABC-903 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-ABC-705 $125 $3.00 PN-ABC-904 $1.25 $3.00 

PN-ABC-706 $1.25 $3.00 PN-ABC-905 $1.25 $1.04 
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Geographic Index
 

Afghanibian 18 ElSalvadcr 3 Niger 2,20,29,55,93 
Africa 1,2,19,20,24,51,66,69,77,83, Ethiopia 13,14,27 Nigeria 1,11, 14,27,75 

91,92,94,95, 103 Gambia, The 31, 70 Pakistan 17, 25, 86 
Africa, East 3,20 Grenada 31 Panama 44,45, 85 
Africa, Sub-Sahara 1,20,86,94 Guatemala 3,4,6,43,47,60,73,82 Paraguay 8,61,76 
Africa, West 6,19,20,69 Haiti 22, 102 People's Republic of China, The 27,49 
Asia 2,24,66,77,78,86,91,103 Honduras 3,10,32,37,39,53,57,71,90 Peru 16,19,43,45,57,81,82,86 
Bangladesh 17,29,62,67,81, 82 India 12, 14,27,78 Philippines, The 2,15,21,29,37,39,41, 
Benin 55 Indonesia 13, 14, 16,27,56,62, 65, 66, 54, 57, 65, 76, 79, 89, 95, 102, 105 
Bolivia 23,40,41, 86, 102 71,95, 107 Portugal 90 
Botswana 20 Jamaica 30,33,38, 81, 82, 102 Rwanda 28 
Brazil 14,51,57 Kenya 1,3,6,20,37,39,42,45,76,86, Senegal 1,20,32,59,68,69,73,92 
BurkinaFaso 24,55,57 93,102 SierraLeone 36,38 
Cameroon 1,20,48,49,50,51,60 Korea 4,6,7,15,43,45,47,69,74, 100 Somalia 19,20,29 
Canada 76 Korea, South 27 SriLanka 23,49,57,79,81,82 
Caribbean, The 63,90 LatnAmerica 24,33,63,67,77,86,90, SudanThe 16,82,84 
Central America 3 91,103 Tanzania 1,8,20,27,42,45,72,73 
Chad 82, 83 Lesotho 70,91 Thailand 3,5,6,12, 14,27, 36, 39,42,45, 
Colombia 27,36, 38, 102 l'bria 22,35,38,93,102 48,49,52,53, 65,74, 86,99 
CostaRica 3,29,32,40,41,48,49,50, Malawi 1,10,14,48,49,50,59 Togo 55 

52,90 Mali 20,31,82,84 Tunisia 6,44,45,53 
C6te d'Ivoire (vory Coast) 55 Mauritania 20 Turkey 18, 86 
DIMnuica 31 Mexico 14,49,65 UnitedStates 52,78 
Dominicanixpublic 8,10,11,14,49,52, Morocco 10, 14,79 Upper Volta. See Burwkina Faso 

57, 61, 90, 102, 108 NearEast 2,77,86,91 Venezuela 65 
Ecuador 2,23,40,41,54,62,90 Nepal 5,6,27,28,67,73,74,78,82 Zaire 72,91 
Egypt 21,29,63,67,71,80,81,82 Nicaragua 3 Zimbabwe 29,52,99 
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